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rREFACE.

Benjamin Pike. Jr., in presenting to his friends

and the public the following Catalogue of Instruments,

desires to say, that he has been induced to undertake

the collection of materials for such a volume, from the

fact that no work corresponding to it is to be found,

and the information which it is intended to impart, can

only be gathered from a great variety of sources, many
of which are works not published in this country.

The rapid strides with which the sciences are advanc-

ing, and the fact that the arts and manufactures are

calling in the aid of some of these instrument- to

facilitate their processes, while others may be employed

in every day use, renders such a volume as this alto-

gether appropriate and useful, if, indeed, it be not abso-

lutely indispensable.

He wishes it borne in mind, that he is not a man
of letters, but a mechanic,—a practical workman: this

will account for whatever imperfections may be found

in style, arrangement. &C.

The instruments illustrated in our modern works on

natural philosophy are too frequently represented by

old and obsolete cuts, mere copies, book after book, for

many years back, furnishing but little idea of more

modern articles.

In presenting this volume, the first design has been

to illustrate by good drawings, and brief descriptions,

articles manufactured in his establishment, or imported

5



VI PREFACE.

1 »y 1 inn. in c) der that those desirous <>f obtainm ppa-

ratu and not having an opportunity <»t person I

• amins tioa may yel be able u> judge of the. style,

quality, and price. The usual brevity of the descrip-

tions has in a few instances been departed from, where

the instrument bas demanded a more extended notice.

Particular pains have been taken, and a large ex-

pense incurred, in the illustrations (numbering ov( r760)

of this Catalogue ; thej are mostly origin ad drawn

from the most modern and approve instrument

These articles embrace ever} variety kept m an

:tensive Optical and Philosophical Instrument Store;

and Include almost every instrument i i in natural

and experimental philosophy.

The author having devoted himself from early youth

to the manufacture of these instruments on s some-

what <-\iin-i\«- scale, is satisfied thai his collection of

instruments is not urpassed, if equalled, l>\ any in tl

country, fur extent, style, quality, or tl^fijnusa ; he

therefore w>li< iu with confidence a continuance of that

< iMoiii.'iL'ciix-iit which he bas in past y< nveived,

and which be ie determined to merit

Professor- <.t ilic <^nces will find in bis establish-

merit a full assortment "I in truments suitable l«»r

illustration and practical purpo i To his stock have

been recently added many large and valuable in tru-

ments, and it will !>•• hie endeavor to continue «<> keen

pace with the growing demand fm ^ood instruments

among the * i< atific community.

Parents and guardians oi youth, who U>A desirous

of promoting a ts t , f0l Chemistrj and Natural Phi-

losophy in the minds oi the voimir from what
rapid advant e these sciei ire makini ind hon
necessary their acquaintance to all. will find nothing

L
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PREF.M'E. vu

promote their wishes, nor their children's enjoyment,

nunc than procuring for them an assortment of appa-

ratus, whereby they may be able to follow up practi-

cally those experiments of which they have read in

text books oi science, or have scon in lectures. The
moderate priors of some of these articles are enumera-

ted ;it the end of this volume.

In the construction of apparatus, it will he the

maker's aim to use the various pieces of apparatus to

the best advantage, b) adapting them to the perform-

ance of as great a variety of purposes and experiments

as is possible.

The writer might enumerate to his patrons a num-
ber of diplomas ami silver medals received lor his

Air-Pumps, Galvanic Batteries, Magnetic Machines,

Barometers. Theodolites, Magic-Lanterns, Sliders. &c
at various Pairs »>f different Institutes

;
and also the

immendatory letters of distinguished Professors in

various Colleges and Universities, who an' using in-

strument- of his manufacture; but having heeu loner

tablished in this business, he trusts that the charac-

ter of his instrument- is understood, without further

reference.

He would beg Leave to notice his improved Magnetic

Machines for medical purposes; and though, unlike

many that have followed in his wake, he has not

trumpeted abroad the various cures the instrument has

ttomplished, yet the remarkable cures it has and still

is effectin are beyond question, although he has de-

clined to publish cases, from the fact thai the most
remarkable are among some of the very first families

of this city, and elsewhere, to whom it would not he

agreeable to have an account of their infirmities seen

in print. Let it suffice to say, that this instrument arose

I
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to its high reputation, by no efforts of his own to give

it publicity, but solely by the cures it accomplished,

and which are now very generally known.

As every maker of these instruments claims to make
the best, and the last usually makes the loudest claim.

he would simply state that his instrument has been,

without solicitation, purchased and used by every Hos-

pital and Medical Institution in this city and vicinity,

and by almost every Physician, as well as bj over one
thousand of our own citizens, and also by distinguished

persons in various parts of this country and in foreign

lands.

His stock of Telescopes and Microscopes will be

found very extensive, and together with Optical Lenses
and Sliders for the Magic Lantern, form the principal

articles that are imported; and for obtaining these

from London and Paris direct, and at low rates, he is

possessed of unusual facilities.

As the Microscope is capable of affording a vast field

for amusement and instruction, opening a new world
and displaying the most extensive scenes of creative
power, wisdom, and design; and it being difficult to
find in print any information concerning it. a minute
description of one of the kinds is given, which will be
found applicable to all the others; also particular
directions for procuring and applying some of the most
interesting subjects for examination.

In regard to Spectacles, Eyeglasses, and Lenses for
optical purposes of every description, his assortment is
most extensive and complete. To this branch of his
business he devotes special attention, furnishing Glasses
or Pebbles that are truly ground, and proper!] adapted
to the sight; feeling that SO important a matter as



rREFACE. IX

vision should receive more attention than is usually

given.

He also begs leave to inform his patrons and the

public, that he has recently much enlarged his estab-

lishment, increased his stock of instruments, and added

to his machinery, tools, and fixtures; and as these

instruments are mostly manufactured on his own
premises, lie is enabled to improve and simplify their

construction, and personally attend to the finishing,

proving, and packing of the same. With very few ex-

ceptions, they are kept ready made, and orders will be

executed without delay.
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Extractsfrom Notices of the First Edition by the.

Press.

41 A m md useful work, in two neatly-printed and profusely illna-

tr;ir<<l roluin and can not but be execedin useful a pub-
licity to our of tin" best assorted and beautifully finished coll ctiona

Philosophical, Mechanical, and Chemical Apparatus, in the country.

Each instrument is described, and its price appended, together with

much other valuable information! oof easily obtained elsewhere."

—

/ orou r "-"/ M< bunic.

" In these volumes the latest and mosl improved Chemical, Mathe-
matical, and Philosophical instruments of all kinds, are fully describ •!

and arranged under appropriate heads. Am. living of each i m-
paniee I ription, which embraces the p i the i on »n :

ti'.u, ami usee of each article, and also the pi at which it can be

procured/'

—

Day-Book.
•• This book will be found t convenient manual of reference for in-

struction in the i isaiy manipulations of philosophical apparatus:
the requisite information upon which has hitherto been scattered
through many volumes An instai f private enterprise
which no parallel exists in this count! nor indeed are wc aware of
anything, covering .so larirr a field, being put forth in tf><' unpretend-
ing shape of ;i list of manufactured articles, even from Kuropean
presses Such acatalogw mu iluable boon to all who

engaged in sci< ntific pursuits
; and profec

i others, will find ii of infinite service 'in the selection and n
illustrative apparanu in everj department) ience."

M— Lit'v II

"The information embod in this work must pn valuable, if
not indispensable, to men of Bcience and skill, to tn tannfactnn
and mechanic, and indeed to all who have taken an interest in th<

t.il operations of natural phil< ad-
vancement of science. It willii bc the curious in such matters,
while it becomesauaJemaanatothemani —M.

" No similar catalogue can be found else* here. The work is not
re catalogue; it is a museum to which the lo f science n rc-

dwhen tln\ may examine t), triousapp&i have
ed to illustrate and explain the phen of nature, or
the ' as al and tin i arth beneath, and tin- wi i

[bai the earth.
1 'M ork i* embellished with en

hundred and fifty good engravings of all m its, which

I

:

i work 'is neatlj bound and finished—altogcth.
Dg a niriMi- an.

I interesting Aication." TrU
"These two volume* its and descriptions illustrative of

onstruction and uses of t)i< real i of ii

'»"»';' bj the author. Tike's' I
, f„ r

, " v
' instruni in use by the different lean,, d

<

pro! —A'. 1
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C A T A L G U E, &c,

A CASE OF MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS.

A Pocket Case of Mathematical Instrument- (see Fig. 1,

next page) usually contains the following, viz. :

1 Pair of 5 -inch plain compasses,

2 Pair of 6-inch drawing compasses, with .mi.' leg or point
movable,

3 Pencil point,

4 Ink point,

5 One for (lotting,

Drawing pen, with a protracting pin in the handle,
7 Protractor in the form of a semicircle,

8 Plain scale,

9 Parallel rule,

10 Sometimes a sector,

11 Also sometimes a bow prn,

12 Pencil.

Price $3.50; *>00: §8.50.

A Id azine Case of Instruments (see Pig. 2, page I 0.
of fine quality, contains

—

1 Pair «.f 6-inch drawing compasses, with a movable le««-

2 Ink point.

Pencil point,

3 Lengthening piece,

4 Pair of .5-incJi hair com] es,

o Drawing pen, with ivory handle,
C Bow pen,

V Bow pencil,

8 Knife, file, key, and screw-driver, for the compasses, in
one piece,

—

^

I ;

*

i

I
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MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. 13

D Drawing pencil,

id l\ "iv sector,

11 Ivory parallel rule,

12 1\ >rv protractor and plane scale combined

The most extensive sets contain, in addition

—

13 Pair of proportional compasses,
14 Pair of triangular compasses,
15 Pair of bisecting compasses,
16 Pair of fine steel bow dividers,

17 Fine steel bow pen,

18 Fine steel bow pencil,

19 Small tine drawing pen,

20 Double drawing pen,

21 Fine dotting instrument with set of movable rollers,

2 Needle holder.

11

Price, mounted in German silver, $20.00.
larger sets, §35.00 to $80.00.
plain brass sets, $3.25

83.75

$4.50

85.00

89.00.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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a

a

a
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COMPASSES.
.'"

Compasses are made of brass, or fine German silver, and
with steel points. In good instruments the joints .should

be framed of different substances; one side or pan should be
of German silver or brass, and the other of steel, as the
difference in the metals diminishes the wear and promotes
uniformity in their motion

; all shake and irregularity at the
joint is a sign of imperfection. The points should be of
steel, so tempered as neither to be easily bent nor broken;
tin-- and tapering, and meeting closely when shut.

Plain compasses are used to measure small distances, and
for subdividing them; drawing circles, arches, or for con-
structing any proposed figure; in plotting, or making plans.
The use of the compasses occurs in every branch of prac-
tical mathematics.

T/u Drawing Compass.—(Fig. 8, page 1 7.)—These com-
passes are chiefly designed for drawing circles and « ireular

arches; and it is often ne rythey should be drawn with
different materials, and therefore this pair of compasses has,
in one of it- legs, a triangular socket and screw, to recent
and fasten the following; parts or points for that purpose, viz.

:

1. A steel point, which, being fixed in the socket, makes
the compasses then but a plain pair for drawing blank circles,
setting off lines, &c.

2. A pencil point (Fig. 4, page IT), for receiving a pencil
or crayon, in using which the lines can be easily rubbed out
if not right.

.:. The dotting points (Fig. :>, page 17), or dotting pen,
with a small indented wheel at the end, moving very freely,
and receiving ink from the pen over it, communicates the
same in equal and ;ular dots upon the paper, where dotted
lines are enosen. In the most costly instruments one of the
blades of this instrument is jointed, and by loosening the
s« r< w, may !•< separated from the other, anil wheels mark-
ins different figures used ; as a dot, a short line, a long line,
;l aot and a line, two dots and a line, <kc. Also, by taking
oil" the wheel it may be used as a peai for drawing very wide

* -

1



1C BBS*, pike's, jr., descriptive catalogue,

ink lines, the pen causing the ink to flow freely in a vrry

wide line.

4. The ink jninUor pen, (Fig. 6, page 17), for draw-w-

and describing lines in ink ; for this purpose the two blades

or sides of the pen are opened or closed with an adjusting

screw, that the line drawn may be as fine or as coarBe as

you please ; in fine instruments, one of the blades is framed

with a joint, that the points may be separated, and ihus

cleaned more conveniently. In the pencil point, dotter, and

pen point, there is a joint by which you can set the lower

part always perpendicular to the paper, which i- Bary

lor drawing a line well in every opening ol the compasses.

5. Lengthener.—(Fig. 7, page 17.)—One or two additional

pieces are often applied to the best compasses ;
tl by

lengthening the leg enable them to strike la . or

measure greater extents than they would otherwise per-

form, and that without the inconvenience thai would attend

using long compasses.
' es of the best kind are frequently framed at the

nd of the shank, so as to form a strong spring, and the

points and lengthener slide into this BOCkt I are iirmly

held. The best description are furnished \\ ith joints in one
or both legs, that they may be placed perpendicular to the

paper. Price, in German silver, llfi to $18.

Hair Compastes.—(Fig. 8, page 19.)—They are so named,
on account of a contrivance in the shank to m i them with

greater accuracy than can be effected by the motion of the
joint alone. On.- of the steel points is fas; 1 near the

top of the compasses, and may be moved i raduallv by
turning the screw either backwards or forwards. To use
tl compt i, l^t, place the ]«• which tl .• screw is

annexed, outermost
;

2d, Bet the fixed : mthsi point from
whence the . to be taken . 8d, open the compass*
as nearly as possible to the required distance, and then
make the points accurately coincide therewith, by turning
the screw. Price, in I rasa, $2.00 to $8.00.

" in German silver, #2.00 to $4.00.

TV Bra a />, „._(Fig. 9, p -This pen il used
to draw straight lines; it consists of two blades with steel
points fixed to a handle. The blad« - bent thai the
ends of the steel points meet, and yel leave a sufficient cavitf
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18 DENJ. PIKE'S, JR., DESCRIPTIVE ITALOG

for the ink ; the blades may be opened more or less by a

screw, and being properly set, will draw an equaJ and regu-

lar line of any desirable thickness. Oae of the blades is

formed with a joint, but the points m ly be separated and

thus cleaned more conveniently. A small spring is some-

times inserted between the blades, to act against the mov-

able blade, and serves to steady it in drawing wide tines : in

pens with metal handles there is usually inserted in the

middle pari a fine point, which, when on wed, can be used

for making a nice dot, or mark, on papi
i or i off

divisions from the protractor. Price, $1.25.

The Steel Drawing Pen,—(Fig. 10, pa^e 10.)—Is form-

ed of two blades of steel joined at the top, both immovable
except from the spring of the Bteel, and i ated with

m t\ fine points. The screw in the middle of the blades

will draw the points <los<- together, or allow them to sepa-

tte sufficiently to clean. This pen is
i tlj a i very

fine IL and is mounted with an ivory handle.

Price, $1.25.

The Road Pen 1
1

'

'. 11, page 19), or double drawing
pen, is formed of two I pens joined together with a
handle, and bai ew whereby they • be set nearer
or wider, at the pleasure of the drawer, and will draw two

irallel lines in any direction; is mm I' u sd in laying down
and canals, in drawings where the\ paired.

Price, $3.00 and $3.50.

7% Dotting Pen.—(Fig. l.*. page 19.)—This instrument
consists ol two bl I d, fo -1 as the drawing pen
One Of whirl, is jointed, and by loo : the * ly l>e

from the other at its point
; neai the point ol the

' d blade is fast I a - on which small ind< I

steel wl of differenl figur pla I allowed
to rolve freely when passed over paper; it is fed with ink
from the blade r it, and commumcat e in equal
and darde.ts, lines, or a combinatioi I dots and lines,

to tie figure of the wheels or rollers U se«i. 1S

instrument is particularly useful where a number of coui
ar i'" 1 < ]<^» <"> «"«'• map or plan, and it is required
t0 "»> readily. It may also b

I without
the rollers as a drawing pen for drawing very wide ink line.-
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the width of the point and the pin causing the ink to flow

freely, in a much wider line than the usual drawing pen.

This" is a very beautiful instrument, and when well made

its use mav b« : of great advant in many drawings.

Price, |2.25 to $G.00.

Needle Holder.—(Fig. 13, page 19.)—Is used for holding

a needle, or other fine point, in pricking off spaces from the

protractor, scales, etc. It consists o in ivory handle,

terminated with a small round metallic shall and point,

perforated with a small hole and slit, on tliis m i slid*

when the needle is introduced, the Blide is drawn down, and

the needle held firmly for use; the top of the handle is

made to screw off, having a cavity Cor holding the needles.

Price, in German silver, $1.20.

(Fig. 14, page 19.)—The knife, file, key. and screw-

driver for the compasses in one pi< ce. Price $1.25.

li"w Compasses.—The common compasses are not so well

adapted for small drawings as this small kind, called

Bows; they are used to describe small circles and arche-,

which may be nicely drawn with them, as, from the shape
of the head, which La a ihori stem "i" shaft, the instrument
may be made to roll with great ease betwi en the fingers.

Bow Pen.—fl _'. 15, e 21.)—The same as the last

with the ink point or pen, in- plan point
Prii i

in brass, $1.00.
11 in I rerman r, $1.88.

Bout ] /.—(Fig. 1G, p )—The same, with il„-

pencil point in place of the plain point.

Price, in brass, $1.00.
" in German silv.-r, $1.88.

Brno Pen, joinkd in th< kff8.—{Yig, 17, page 21.)
Pri e, m brass, $3.00.

" in German silver, $ >.

Bow Pencil, joined hi the /<//*•—(Fig. 1m. page 21.)
Price, in brass, $3.00.

" in German silver, $3.75.
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Fine French Bow J .—(Fig. 19, page
|

I'll. i.:.-, to 3.00.

/, o with ekij -(Fig. -->0,

,
): 21.) The general construction ia the same as the

ordinary compass, with a socki rt the ink

aril point at 61 as in tli«/ 1. drawing com-

paaj
Price, $2.50 to 3.50.

8 Bow Dividers.—{ f.
21, page HTh< are a

stl u lin.r d 'ii of instrument^ much used b »d

(1, n in i
]" "! ;

:,->»s

oi mall bul I extent, etc Price, *- L

X',,/ Sow Pen.—(Fig. 22, f—The the

Bteel bow, with the ink point in place of th 'int.

Steel Bow Pencil—(Fig. 23, p )—Tl dm as

the Bteel how, with the pencil point in place of the plain

point. Price, 12.25.

Th> V ' Bow is formed i bo* ad has a

si with one end fine! other a pen

foi ink, either n be in
;

in the pencil

bolder, and secured by it pring or c thus combining

the three ii itrument. Pi I to 4.00.

Needle Point 24,
]

* !om-

j
< and how ii : h

tncnts for using ne i for their point-, and
edle point i ruments, and \<- very well for

d< te purposes. We give b< n of a bow
instrument with d lie point, and ink and pencil poini

to turn on i swivel, either of which can be in a moment
bi In into use; th< m is also jointed in tl. It

i> a very desirable and ful instrument.

I' I to 7.00.

1 it Compa (1 is. 25,
\

usista of
two parts or sid< - of I which lie up h other so
nicclj to a) r bul one when they

i shut These
si »tly Of* nd move about a centra whi h i.-> itself
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movable in a hollow canal cut through the greater part of
their length. To this centre, on each side, is affixed a slid-

ing pie< f a small length, with a fine line drawn on it,

serving as an index, to be set against Other lines or divisions

plat ,d up«»n the compasses. Thus, by placing the bides
inst 1, and screwing it last, if yon ujhmi the compasses

then the distance between the points at each end will ho
equal. If you place the index against 2, and open the cora-

p; 5, the distance between the points of the longer legs
will be twice the distance between the shorter oiks; and
thus a line is bisected, or divided, into two equal parts. If

the indei be placed against 3, and the compasses open«-«l,

the distance between the points will be as 3 to 1. and so a line

Fig. 24.

Fig- Fi - "23.

\

|

I

I
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1*0.50.

$8.50.

is divided into three equal parts; and thus you proceed for

any number of parts under 10 or 12, There are also some-

times placed on the face, a scale of plans. BOllds, and circles.

They are Bometimes made with an adjusting a
,

oi

tootli and pinion to move the slide, and whirl, admits of

great nicety in the adjustment of the index.

Price,' iii brass, • JO ;
with rack and

pinion motion

" German silv er, $7.00
" with adjusting points, $2.00 extra.

Bisecting Compulses, or whole and halves.—(Fig. -iG,

pay ; )_.\ name given to these compasses, bee*

when the longer legs are opened to any given line, the

shorter ones will he opened to the half of I line; being

alwai s a bisection.

Price, in brass, $2.00 to $9

" in German silver, $3.00.

Triangular Com} L—(Fig. 27, page 25.)—They con-

sist of a pair of compasses, to who-- I.. -ad a joint and

socket is fitted for the reception of a third leg, which may

be moved in almost every direction. Th< mpasses,

though exceedingly useful, are but little known; they arc

x erviceable in copying all kinds of tl n

two fixed points tl will always a tain the i

»•

Lion i
third point.

Price, in German silver, $5.00 and $7.00.

The Pillar Companm. (Pig. 28, DS| )—A universal

instrument nd is, when op< I, about inches long J

points are made to turn up so as to occup; but about

halfth thin the two I are contained the mk

and pencil points, held firmly by a spring joint; either of

tl,. n be tak.n out and the plain points i: 1 in then1

plae Thus, by shifting them B **

co with plain point, ink point, and pencil

Also, the points can be used—taken out of the 1< the

instrument- bow pen, and bow pencil, tl % a

small h«ad attached to h for that purpose. 1 nil instru-

ment forms in itself a pocket case of instruments.

Price, in brass, $4.0«> to $6.50.

" in German silver, $5.00 to $10.00.

.

'
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The Universal Tube Compass, with points to turn.—
(Fig. 29, page 29.)—This instrument consists of two Ger-

man silver or brass tubes, connected by a joint as other

compasses, having other tubes sliding firmly and evenly

within them ; at the outer ends of the inner tubes arc affixed

a joint and pieces, to which are attached the points, which
are fixed in pairs; the pencil point at one end, and a plain

point at the other, in one arrangement, and the ink point

and a plain point in the other arrangement h of which

is movable in a swivel, and can be turned round so as to

bring either point into DB6 as may b< I e.d. When a
i ^pace is wanted than can !><• conveniently extended

in the ordinary state of the instrument, the movable tubes

can be drawn out, and thus a larger pair <>i compasses form-

ed. They also can be used as a beam compass within the

limits of the slides, having both the points turned parallel

to each other, and also perpendicular with the paper.

Price, in German sil\ 512.00.

JJ.nj,, Compasses (Figs. 30 and 81, |
• 27) are used

for describing large arches, and bisecting lines or arches.

The--' compac consist of along beam, mi iss or

wood, furnished with two bra-s boxes, the one fixed at

the end, the other sliding along the beam, I my [ of

which it may be firmly fixed by a screw. An adjUStill

s.-rew is adapted t<< the box at the end <-t the beam ; b

this the point connected therewith may be moved with

extreme regularity and exm
Price, *4.00 to 10.00.

Drawing Pins (Fig. 32, page 20 1.
i

(j for fastenin

to th«' drawing board paper, for which purpose one
i

pressed through a corner of the paper into the board,
firmly secur: the paper t! >\

Price, in brass, per dozen, 75cta.
*' in German silver, do. bbcts.

Metal Ct,,tres
t having two or more very delicate pins, to

en t<» the paper used in drawing, where the points of the

dividers are frequently to be placed on one centra, and
preventing the injury to the paper that a\«.u1i1 arise from

ing the point- thereon nianv times

Price, 2.'. t<> :><», is.
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The Protractor (Fig. 33, page 30) is an instrument used

to protract, or lay down an angle containing any number

of degrees, or to find how mam degl are contained in

any given angle.

"The Semicircular Protractor is divided into one hundred

and eighty equal parts or degn which are numb I at

every tenth degree each way, for the convenience of

reckoning either from the right hand towards the left, or

from the left towards the right; or the more easily to lay

down an angle from either end of the line, beginning at

each end with 10, 20, ete., and proceeding to 180 < s.

The straight side is the diameter of the semicircle, and the

mark or small notch in the middle points out the centre.

Price, in brass, 4 inch oOcts.
" " 5 " 75ct8.

6 inch, divided to one-half degrees, $1.26.

7 inch, |1.0O.

Ivory Prot /<

l

e tors (Fig. 34, page 31), in the form of a

parallelogram, or long square, are usually contained in tl

best case* of mathematical instruments, and are more exa<

than the common semicircular ones for eagles to forty or

fifty degrees ; because at and about each end the division

being further from the centre are larger ; the side of these

protractors to be applied to tie paper is Mat, on which is

marked the lino of the plane scab-, and thai whereon the

degrees are marked is sloped away to the ed tl it an

angle mai be more easily measured, and the divisions eel

on with greater exactness. Price, fri to $4.oo.

P~otractori of Horn are, from their transparency! very

convenient in measuring angles, and ing p< ndiculars.

When they ere out of nee they should be kept in a book to

prevent their warping. Price, 4 inch, 25cts.

c inch, divided to hall degrees, 88cts.

V " " " $1.25.

The Plane S> —(Fig. 35, page :::).)-The divisions

used for measuring straight lines a ailed scales of equal

parts, and are of various lengths, for the convenience of

delineating anv figure of a larger or BIS cording

to the fancy or purpo of the draught in. They a

mcasun in miniature foi laying down upon paper, Sic,
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Fig. 33. any known measure, as

chains, yards, feet, Ac.

;

id the plan will be

larger or smaller as the

scale contains a smaller

or greater number of

parts in the inch. Hence

a variety of scales are

useful to lay down lines

of anv required length,

and of aconvenient pro-

portion with re t to

the size of the drawing.

If none of the scales

happen to suit the pui -

p. -urse should

be had to ti lector.

The plane scale (Fig.

3o),in toe common cases

of instruments, has the

following lines of seal

upon it, viz. 1. A line

of 6 inches. _'. A line

of .~' ( > equal parts. 3. A
diagonal seal 4. A
line of chorda marked
< !. 5. S D particular

of equal pan-.

or decimal scales of dif-

ferent sites. The num-
bers placed at the beginning of each denote how many of

the small divisions at the beginning an Lined in one

inch, n iz. 20, 25, so, 85, 40, 4 5. On the lines over the

spaces containing the decimal divisions, is marked a line of

twelve parts to the same space, an ring for measures re-

duced from feet and inches.

The line of chords.—This line is used to set off an angle

from a given point in anv ri'_r ht line, or to n ure the quan-
tity of an angle already laid down. Thus, to draw an
angle of a given number of degrees, sa ~>, open your
comp s to the i at of 00 degrees upon the line of

chord ad with that opening of the compasses describe an
arch ; then, taking the extent of 'So degr from the chord
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line, let ii in the arch dc i ribed Lhe le formed \ty

lines drawn Lhrougii tin pomi Tin- de
^i • contained id nn angle to be mca I in

nearly th< ime manner.

Price, in ivory, 6 inch, 88cU.; 1 2 inch, $8.00 to $8.00
«' in bra " " $1.00 " " $3.00.

Th Sector.—(Fig, 86, page 85.) ( >i all mathematical
instnunenl that have been contrived to facilitate the arl oi

drawing, there ii none o i [ten iv< in i i
1 1 »

• for.

iii b oniver al scale. It. not onlj • in I be mo i il

lines, hut hy it* natim- m n«l. i th< hi of get I appl
;

uniting, ai it w< angles and parallel lines, the rale and
the compn The sector is usuullj ii inchei long when
clo ed, and form n rale of twelve inches long when open.
The Bcctoi con i ting ol two pairs, oi legs, movable upon
central joint, it i requi ite thai the lim ihould be laid o
tl>' & toi by pa

i ria one of a sort on r,,.ii leg, and ail

"i them issuing from the centre; .-ill of the me length,
and even two containing the same l< The cales or
unci graduate -I upon the facei of the in trument, and wbi( h

an j i M
i toral lint , I

. two ol equal parti
called the lim- of Inn-,

I mai lied i

: 2, i \% -
» i ol

chord in .o l ed c; 3, two i ol a an Id '1 h ; 4, a
lii i |" o ' marked pol? I

|

on the other t

two linei ol • ine mai k< d 8, two lim uk-
I 'i

;
V, anothi

i line of tangenl extending from 46 to

degree the first only extending to B< idc these,
when ii ior ii quite op is on « le, I

.

unto i line of artificial numtw i

" ! " i il marked - •;. line oi artil I tai

marked i . and on the otb< i ide a line "I twelve bi

divided in tenth I on the edge, the fool divided into
100 pari 'l ilain the propel a ill tin loral
J"' •"»'! •• more pa. th m i an be given in thi

work. \ fen examples will i.< : en.

1 ?>' r/" '" ual /> [laving tl. nlxra
•"• to in,.

I fourth proportional To do th ike in

ppasaes the lateral extern of ixteen dn
of lim ni'l ii I proper opening of lh< r

from « to t in these
I , thi n take th

from \ to 7 in your <•.,,, uith tl , opening of
tin and apply one foot oi -npaseea to tl
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line, set it in the arch described, and the angle foimed by

linesdrawn through these points is 35 degrees, rhe de-

grees contained in an angle to be m ured, are ronnd in

nIv the aame manner.

Price, in ivory, 6 inch, 88cts.; 12 inch, *3.00 to $8.00.

• i„ hr;isS
«« " |1.60 " " **.00.

Tht Sector.—{Via. 36, pa#. )—Of all mathematical

Lnatrumenta that have been contrived to facUi the arl of

drawing, there is none io extensive in il nse ai the tor.

It is a universal scale. It aot onlj contains the i

useful

!im but by its nature renders them oi general application;

nniting, as it were, anglei ad parallel lines, the rule and

the compa The sectoi is usually six inches long when

clo Bd, and forms n rule of twelve inches long when <>pn

The seel isfeting of two pairs, oi I
movi upon

centra] joint, ii i> requisite thai the lines Bhould I
>n

tin ctor by pairs, vis. one ol a sort on i leg, and all

ol them issuing from the centre; all of the same length,

nd evei i two containing the same e. Th or

I,,. graduated apon the faces of the instrument, and which

ai ed as sectoral lines, are, 1, two sale of equal parts

,11,,! the line of line a I m irked i 2, two cal< - of

lords, marked «
;

:;
,
two scales of ecanta, marked s; 4, a

li,, of polj is, marked pol? Upon th I ice ;

two lines of sine marked s; 6, twolin f tangents, mark-

ed t; 7, another line of tangents extending from 15 to 5

degrees; tin- first onlj extending; I >0« B lea these,

when the sectoi is quite opened, there la on one aide,

ihihii i 'i line "i artificial muni- irki d a . -. line i

rtificinl sines, marked a: 8, line of artificial Lanpenf

m.iil d t; ! on the othei side a line of twelve in

divided in tenths, and on thi edge, the fi led into

100
|

To explain the proper use of all tin i ictoral

lines would require more spare than can i
• given in th

work. A fen e nam pies w ill I \\ en.

i. In tin lit 7 equal part*. -Having three numb*

given to find a fourth pi rtional, To do this, taki

ir compi i the I u extent of sixteen divisions In the

ji b, and ap] i proper opening of the sector

\ \ to 1 in these lines; then take the parallel distance

from 7 to T in you w\ b tin- openin

ti >r, and apply one foot of the com] to th< m-
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mencement of these lines, and the other will fall on 28, the

number required. For as 4 is to 7 so is 16 to 28.

2. In the Lnies of Chords.—Suppose it required to lay

off an angle equal to 25 degrees, with any convenient

opening of the sector, take the extent in the lines marked

c, from 60 to 60, and with it describe an arch indefinitely :

then, with the same opening of the sector, take the parallel

distance from 25 to 25, and set it in the arch described,

lines drawn from tie— - points in the arch to its centre, will

ijive the angle required.

3. In the Liius of Sines.—The lines of sines, tangent

md scants, are used in conjunction with the line of lines in

die solution of all the cases of plain trigonometry ; thus,

suppose we are 230 feet from ;i *-pire, or < ation, the

neight of which we wish to measure, we ascertain the angle

lormed at that distance by the base and point of the spire

Dy means of a quadrant, and find it to be 36 deg id

no minutes ; consequently, the other angle being its com-
plement must be 53^- degrees ; we now take the lateral

distance, 230, from the line of lines, and make it a parallel

from 5Sj degrees to 53J degrees in the line of lines; then

the parallel distance between 86j in the Bame lines, will

reach laterally from the centre to 170 in the line of line

for the height of the spire 1 70 feet.

4. Polygons.—If we open the sector any convenient

distance, and take with tin- compasses the distanoi sod 6

on these lines, and inscribe a circle, the whole circumference

will be divided by it into 6 parts; then, if you take the

distance 4 and 4 on the same- lines, it will be divided into

four parts, and you have a square inscribed in the circle;

if you take 7 and 7 you have a heptagon, or seven sided

figure, and so on with all the division.- of these scales.

A great number of problems of much interest may be
solved by means of tl

, and the other lines of the set tor.

Price, in ivory, *1 .50.

" in brass, 81.50.

Architect's Scale.—(Fig. Vt, page 37.)—Scales are usually
divided into tenths; those expn lyforarchib redividi
into twelve parts, to coirc^pond to tin- measure used by

Bten and a-. Iliev are Usually made of ivorv,

and six, nine, and twelve inches long; one .side is slanted
off at each edge, having scale* of a, 1 in.h, marked
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thereon
; tli» <«• are very convenient, as any proportion may

be marked oil", from the edge, directly on the drawing,

without the use of a pair of dividers; the scales on the

other part are usually }, f, |, J,
and on the other side «-i

the scale LJ, LJ, lj, 2, 2J, 2J, 8 inch.

Price, 6 in. in ivory, *2.50. ; in. $3.00. ; 12 in. $4.00.
"

in brass, from - - $1.00. U 1.00.

7'/>r Parallel Rule (I 8, page 87) is used fur drawing
one or more lines parallel in, or equally distant from, any
line proposed, li consists of two straight rules, which un-

connected together, and always maintained in a parallel

position by the two equal and parallel bars, which moire

\<rv freely on the centre, or rivets, by which they are

fastened t«» the Btraighl rules.

Price, in black ebony, (> in., I ; 9 in., 88c. ; 12 in., #1 ;

15 ii i; 18 in.
I 0;

24 in
. £6 in.. $5.00.

" in ivory, (I in., $1.50 : I 2 in $8.00.

Double Parallel Rule.— (Fig. 39,
|

18
J

This instru-

ment consists of two equal flat rules, and a middle piece;
they arc connected together bv four brass bars. The ends
of two l-ars are riveted on the middle tine of one of the
straight rules ; the ends of the other two bars are riveted

on the middle line of the other Btraighl rule; the othei
ends of the brass bars me taken tw«> and two id riveted
"n the middle piece, as is evident from the figure ; the brass

irs move freely on their rivets, b cento The
advantage of this rub- is, that in using it tl - o ovable rule
may always be bo placed, that it- ends maj I cactly over,
or even with, the ends of the G I rule; whereas, in the
former kind, the] always shifting away from thi ends
of the filed rule. '

Pi Q inch, ivorj . $8.50.
" IS •' "* $7.00.

Eckhardfi, or Rolling Parallel Rule.—(Fig. 40, page
»—This is .-. rub- of black ebony, with -lips of ivory hud

on the edges ot the rule, and divided into inches and tenths.
The rub- is supported by two Bmall vrh* Is. which a-
nected I er bv a long axis, the wb« being exactly of
the Mime and their rolling surd parallel totl
axis; when they are rolled backward forwards, the axi
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Fi$ J J-

I

and rule will move in a

direction parallel to tla-m-

The wheels a

• iiH-u bat indented . to jm

nt their hiding on the

iper : small ivor. flin-

ders are sometimes affixed

to the rollers, at in the

figure. The circumfV'rei

of ill- bo adjusted,

thai they indicate with ex-

- t)i«' parts "1 .hi inch

moved through by the

rule.

In rolling tl ruh

one hand only mu.st b<* used

,

'I tli.- fingers should 1"

placed Dearly in the mid-
dle of the rule, that one

'1 may not |; a tcn-

!• ac j to i e taster than
tl.<- other; tin- wheels only
Bhould touch tin- par>

when ' Ik- rule is moving
ami the surface -if the pa-

per smooth and flat.

Price, 12 in., *5.50.

The T — (I'i

41 and 42, page 9 i

T< a verj H jeful i

in drawing. A ruler, about
two to thr feet in length,

made of hard wood, or
I, is fixed, as a 6<jua)

to the middle «f a
]

of bard «h about one
fool ind two inclx-s

wide, and en oi a loo i piec< I by a thun
; w, \\ I es through both lowing both to I

Lher at an; . thus forming
Tl hi the pplied «

«,f a
true drawing hoard, will admit of true i being drawn .

ii
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well as oblique ones, with more ease and expedition than by

the common parallel rule.

l>r i t e,
"5 cl to $2.50.

" '

with steel blade 00 to $5.00.

The T Square and Protractor.—fFlg. 43, page 30.)

—

This instrument is formed of a divided arc of brass, usually

about tea inches in diameter, whose graduation commences

at the middle, and is continued each amy to IK) drives; at

the centre of the arc is attached a movable arm, about 30

inches long ; at tin- shorter end is a vernier, running on the

graduated arc, and subdividing the degrees of the arc into

minutes, and having a Bpring Seal over to the under side of

the an-, with a screw to clamp il East in an) position. Used

on a true drawing board,.this instrument ia rimple and con-

venient, answering all the purposes oi plotting and protract-

ing of a square and bevel, and for drawing parallel lines in

different directions. Piice, $7 <h» to 112.00.

Gauge for faring Diameters, Ini </<-.—(Fig. 44,

page 39), with steel blades and brass sliding bars, the bars

sliding within each other, and graduated io inches and

tenths, with one, two, or three slides.

Price, 11.50 to $7.50.

Draughtsman'* Squares.— (1 ad 16, pa| ' .)

—

These squares are best made ol I I wood, and are used

with »mmon flat ruler, one of the e the square

being: placed against the rule, and by holding the rule fast,

and moving the square, parallel lines may be drawn with

(1 accuracy. One of the *<juare> nji I is a

olid one, having a hole for the fiogi o move il by. The
oth< a open in tin- centre, and is used where they are

required ol b 1

I'ii.. i to 75 cents.

Curves.—(sec pages 41, 42, 1 8 i —The ire various in

s!
,

md size, and I <; to 24 inches long. Their

to present ;i variety of forms for drawing cur and th<

re extensively used in naval archit ind other draw-
in J'n. ; each.

Tl t of 25, $7
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F..' Fig. GG. Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

Fig. 69.

Fic.71. Fig 72. Fig. 73.

70.

(
' ntrolinead.—(Fig. 7 t. page 45.)—The Centrolinead is an

instrument, used in perspective drawing, for drawing lines to-

wards a distant centre, as towards a distant vanishing point.

They are made in pairs righl and left. In the cut, the blades
are represented as broken oft*. Price, with blades, each $10.

Improved Circular Protractor.—(Fig. 75, page 45.)

—

This instrument consists of an entire circle, A A, connected
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with its centre by four radial bars, a a. . The centre of

the metal is removed, and a circular disk of glass fixed id

its place, on which arc drawn two lines crossing each other

at right angles, and dividing th< tall circle into four quad-
rants, the intersection of the lines denoting the centre of the

protractor. When the instrument is used for laying down
an angle, the protractor most be so placed on the paper
that its centre exactly coincides with, or covers the angular

point ; which may easily be done, as the paper can be seen
through the glass centre-piece.

Round the centre, and concentric with the circle, is fitted

a collar, h, carrying two arms, c r, one of which has a
vernier at its extremity adapted to the divided circle, and
the other a milled-head, o\ which turns a pinion, working
in a toothed rack round the exterior cirri,- of the instrument;
sometimes a third arm is applied at righl angles to the
other two, i" which the pinion is att md a vernier
can then, if required, be applied to each of the other two,
and it also prevents the observer disturbing that part of the
instrument with his band when moving the pinion. The
rack and pinion give motion to the arms, which can thus be
turned quite round the circle for setting the vernier to any
angle that may be required, Ujcn a joint near the extremi-
ty of the two arms (which form .1 diameter to the circle)

turns a branch. 1 <. which for packing ma\ be folded over
the face of the Instrument, hut when in use musl be placed
in the position shown in the figun : these branches carry,
near each of their extremities, a fine itei 1 pricker, the two
points of winch, and tin- centre of the protractor, must,
the instrument to be con be in the same sti at line.

The point* are prevented from scratching the paper as the
arms are moved round, by steel sprin which lift the
branches a small quantity, so that, aft. ting the cento
of the protractor over the angular point, and the vernier in
its required position, a slight downward pressure must he
given to the branches, ana each of the points will make
fine puncture in the pap line drawn through of
these pun. lines and the angular point will he the In

required t" form the angle.

Any inaccuracy in placing ,f the protractor
over tin alar point maj sily be discoi 1, for, if in-
con ectlj done, a straight line drawn through the two
punctures In the pan ril] not p through! angular
point, which it will do, if all be 1 im 1
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1
1 1 1

1 1
1

The face of the glass centre-piece, on which the lines are
drawn, is placed as nearly even with the under surface of the
instrument as possible, that no parallax may be occasioned

by a space between the lines and the surface of the paper.

By help of the vernier, the protractor is graduated to

single minutes, which, taking into consideration the numer-
ous sources of inaccuracy in this kind of proceeding, is the
smallest angular quantity that we can pretend to lay down
with certainty. Price, Sltf.OU to §40.00.

Fig. 74-

I \g. 75.

**&gE&g&+

I
I
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Fig. 76.

The Pantograph.—{Fig. 7G, as above.)—The pantagrapli
is usually made of ebony or br&as, from 12 to 24 inches long,
and consists of four flat rules, two of them long and two of
them short. The two longer are joined at the end by a
double pivot, which is fixed to one of the ruli nd works in

two small holes placed al the end of th. ber. Under the
joint is an ivory castor, to support this end of tile instrument
The two smaller rules are fixed by pivots neai the middle

I

the larger rules, and arc also joined together at their other
end; by the construction of this instrument, the four rul<

always form a parallelogram. There ii sliding boi onti
longer arm, and anotl on the shorter arm. These boxes
may be fixed at any part of the rules, by mean- of their
milled head screws; each of those boxes is furni i with
a cylindrical tube, to carry either the tracing point, crayon,
or fulcrum. The fulcrum or support i 76, is a leaden
weight : on this the whole instrument n - when in ua
there being movable rollers under different parts of the in-
strument to facilitate the movement tl of. The gradua-
tions are pis on two of the rules, B and D, with the pro-
portions of]

. \, J, Ac., to ;. irked on them. The pencil
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holder, tracer, and fulcrum, must in all cases be in a right
line, so that when they are set to any number, if a String be
stretched over them, and they do not coincide with it. there
is an error either in the setting or the graduations. The long
tube that carries the pencil, or crayon, moves easily up or
down in another tube, passing afterwards through the holes
in the three small knobs to the tracing point, where it may,
if necessary, be fastened. By pulling this string, the pencil
is lifted up occasionally, and thus prevented from making
false or improper marks upon the copy.

To Reduce in anyproportions, £,
;,"i, etc., as marled on

the bars.—Suppose, for example, \ is required: place the
two sockets at \ oil the bars 15 and D. place the fulcrum
or lead weight at B, the pencil socket with pencil at D,
and the tracing point at C. Fasten down upon a smooth
board, or table, a sheet of white paper under the pencil D,
and the original map, cVrc, under the tracing point C ; al-

lowing yonrself room enough for the various openings of
tlie instrument. Then, with a steady hand, carefully move
the tracing point C over the outlines of the map, and the
pt .nil 1) will describe exactly tin- same figure as the original,
but half the >iz<\ In the same manner fur any other propor-
tion, by only setting the two sockets t«> the number of the
required proportion. The pencil holder moves easily in the

icket to give way to any irregularity in the paper." There
i cup at the top for receiving an additional weight, either

i" keep down the pencil to the paper, or to increase the
strength of its mark.

If the original should be so large, that the instrument
will not extend Over it at any one operation, two .

. r three
points must be i ke 1 on the original, and the same to cor-
respond on the copy. The fulcrum and copy may then be
removed into such situations as to admit the copying of the
remaining part of the original; first observing, that when
the tracing point is applied to the three points marked on
the original, the pencil falls on the three corresponding points
upon the copy. In this manner, by repeated shiftings, a
pantagraph maybe made to copj an original of ever bo
large dimensions.

To enlarge in any of the proportions, k, ±,
f, &c—Sup-

pose ±. You set the two sockets at ', . as" before, and have
only to change places between the pencil and tracing point,
viz. to plan, til- tracing point al D, and the pencil at C.
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To copy off the same size, but reversed, place the two

sockets at J,
the fulcrum at D, and the pencil at B.

Price, ebonv bars and brass mounting, §7.50 to $14.00.

" all brass. - - - $1 5.00 to $30,00.
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SURVEYOR'S LAND CHAIN.

Gdntbr's Chain (Fig. 77, page 51) is the one now com-
monly used in taking the dimensions of land ; it is sixty-six

t, or four poles, in length, and is divided into 100 links,

f which is joined to the next by three rings; the

length of each link, including the connecting rings, is 7.92

inc . and at the end of every tenth link is attached apiece

of brass (each of a different shape) for more readily count-

ing the odd links.

Short distances, or offsets from the chain line, are usually

measured with a rod, called an off-set staff, the most con-

venient length for which is 6 feet 7.2 inches, being equal to

10 links of the chain, anil it should be divided accordingly.

With the chain should be provided ten arrows, which may
made of strong iron wire, about 12 or 15 inches long,

pointed at one .nd for piercing the ground, and turned up
al the other, in the form of a ring, to serve as a handle:
their use is to fix in the ground at each extremity of the

chain whilst measuring, and to point out the number of

chains measured. Price, 2 pole, §1.00 and $1.25.
" 4 " $2.25 to $2.75.

Perambulator, or Measuring Wheel.—(Fig. 78, page 51.)—An instrument which being run alone; a road or other

lei surface indicates and registers the exact distance it

r. The general form of the instrument, and its

tem of wheel-work, are as follows:

—

The wheel is 8j feet in circumference, and consequently
measures exactly a pole in every two revolutions. The
number of revolutions made, and consequently the distance

passed over, is m>v\\ on the dial-plate, where there are two
5

i
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hands, one moving round a circle, upon whi ire inscribed

yards, pnles and furlongs; the other, that is the shorter

hand, indicates the number of miles travelled.

Price, $50.00.

Tape Measure.—(Fig. 79, page 51.)—This instrument

consists of a tape prepared and painted, or varnished, on
which is divided feel and inche nd of which is attach-

ed to a brass axis having a handle, by turning which tl

tape is wound up in a small compass, and inclosed usually

in a leather box ; to the other end of the tape a is at-

tached, by which the tape be drawn out, the n

ment commencing at the ring ; on one side there are frequently

divided links, 100 of which make a chain, or 6(5 feet.

Price, 25 feet l«>ng, 81.25 ; 30 !• t long, $1.87.
" 40 " " 50 " " $1.75.
" 60 " " $2 "0; 100 " " $3.00.

Pocket Tape Measure.—{Fig. 80, page 51.)—Th are

from three to twelve feet long, and mounted in a variety of

styles, some having Bpringa by which the tape is drawn in

when required, and are mounted in I or German silver.

Price, a
. brass case, - - $0.03.

**

a

*t

tc

Plumb Bob.—(I i_. 81,
]

51.)—This con ~ of a cone
of metal with steel point ai ounded top, suspended by a
cord, for which a small perforated pi of brass i wed
into the top, within which the knol fastening the cordis
tied. Price, 2 inch, $1.25; 8 inch, £

" 4 " - - - $2.50.

Pocket Compass.—(Fig. 82, page 53.)—The pocket < om-
pasa i- a very valuable instrument to travelle and p< m
visiting pathless fon unfrequented pi >, as by the

help of tins little instrument they may d: their course

with certainty in any direction ; they are tally made in

small bi boi from on< :l» to two inci r,

df an inch thick ; the poinl repi

6 IS » • *-
- $0.88.

12 u it
- 81.:

3 it u a with Bpring, $1 .2

II II II " $1..

3 II nan >\b $2.(
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sented on a card at the bottom of the box, and over it the

magnetic needle is suspended on a fine point, a glass cover

fag the needle, and a brass cap covering the whole.

Price ------ 3 Sets.

« two sizes larger 50cts., and C3cts.

(Fig. 83, page 53) represents a pocket compass in i

watch form, with a pendant, tl ase usually gilt and neatly

and lightly made. Price, SI .00.

(Fig. 84, page 53) repi a pocket compass <>f the

best make, having an I namelled dial with all tin- :U5U d<

and all the points of t lie compass marked thereon, having a

line edge bar needle with & litre, R Stop to lift the

needle from the fine point on which it turns, to prevent

unnecessary wear when Dot in use; the is cither of

silver or well gilt, and is encl i in a mor
Price, strong gill i . $9.00.

silver |12.00.

Pocket Oomp ? (Fig. 85, page in square woo see,

with lever to stop the magnetic die when the lid is closed,

but on opening the lid, is left free to assume its directive

tendency.

Price, 2 inch, |1.26 ;
'2\ inch, 11.50; 3 inch, $2.00.

The Mariner** Com} a | Fig. of a

magnetic needle, formed of a thin plate of steel, about sii

inches long, and half an inch wide, having at its centres

ip fitted to it. usually having an agati which is

supported on a rp point pivot fixed in the base of the

instrument: 1 ath the needle i^ fixed ircular card, o

the circumference of which are divided 360 degrees, w bile an

inner ci described on it, is marked with the thirty-tu

points, of which the four. viz. North, South, East, and

West, are called cardinal points, while intermediate between

these are n.e. or north-east, s.e. ot south t, s.w. oi

south ^ n.w. i Tth-west, w.b north l v east, x.x.e

north of north-east
;
the pivot of support I from

the bottom of a circular box, which contains the needle and

it- card, and is covered with a gls the com] \- i#

suspended within a la square box, by means of tv.

ntric brass les, or gimbals, as they are called, tin?
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outer one 1m d by horizontal points, both to the inner

circle which carries the compass box, and also to the outer

box; and the two sets of axes being in direction right

angles to one another, by tin- combinations of movements
determined by these axes, the inner circle, with the compass

box ami its contents, always retains a horizontal position dur-

ing the rolling of the ship : and the pilot, by looking at t!

position of the needle, can steer his com in any required

direction. Although the north pole of th#magnet, in every

part of the world, when freely suspended, points to the

northern parts, and the south pole to the southern part

yet its ends seldom point exactly towards the pol< oi 'lie

rth. The angle in which it deviates from clue north and

u'.'i is called the angle of declination, or the variation of

the compass; and this declination is said to be east or west,

according as tin 1 north pole of the needle is eastward or

westward of the astronomical meridian of th«- place. This

deviation from the meridian is not the same in all parts of

the world, bu! is different in different plaw aid it is <-\.

continually varying in tin- same place; the present deoiina

tion of the needle is

Price, with wood how 1

" brass " $4.50.

Brass Boat Compass.— (Fig. 87.)—The brass

boat compass with nautical loatii ard.

Price, -.', inch diami 12.25.
" 3 " " $2.75.

*>£

77/ Azimuth Compass.— (Fig. 88, page 5.5.)—The azi-

muth compass differs from the ordinary mariner's compa
only in the circumference of its inner box being provide

ii'i sights, through which any object, either in tin- horizon

or above it. may be a en, and its bearings from the ra

points of the compass determined, by i nee to the posi-

tion of the card, with respect to the sights. For this pur-

pose the whole box is hung in detached gimbals, which
turn on a 1 pin fixed below the box, which
thus capable of being moved around horizontally, and of

the being directed to whatever object is to be viewed
through them. On one side of the box there is usually

inserted a nut, or p, which, when pushed in, press*

gainst the card and Mops it; this is done to enable the
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observer to read off the number of degrees from the card,

which correspond with an index, or perpendicular line,

drawn on the inside of the box.

Description.—The semicircle a b is fixed by a screw at its

middle, or lowest point, to a stand at the bottom ot the

outer box containing the whole apparatus, in such a manner

as to admit of its being turned round horizontally, and

placed in all azimuths. To the upper extremities of this

semicircle a bra irele c d is fixed by two pivots, constitut-

ing a horizontal axis of motion ; while the inner cylindrical

brass box i> q, containing the compass, is attached to the

brass circle c d bv similar pivots, of which one is seen at g,

forming a horizontal axis at ri-ht angles to the former and

both together acting as gimbals. The compass with its

card is balanced in the usual manner on a pointed pivot

rising from the centre of the bottom of the inner box, the

upper side of which is covered with a circular glass. The

two sights e and o are fixed vertically on the upper side ot

the cylinder of this box, diametrically opposite to each other

;

the on.-, b, to which the eve is intended to be applied, con-

I I -v'^**?

K.
*»,
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sists of a bnu lip, having a narrow vertical slit ; the other,
o, -which is turned to the object, is a similar slip, having
oblong apertur< ontaining a fine thread, passing al the
middle of the open space in a vertical direction. Two ver-
tical lines are also marked on the inside of the box, which
arc prolongations of the slit in the stent for the eye, and of
the thread in that for the object. These lines are intended
as indexes for the measurement of the angular distance in

azimuth of an object viewed through the two
the place of the magnetic meridian, as shown lc that por-
tion of the graduated edge of tic ird which coincides with
the line with which it is compared.

Price, $8.00 to $20.00.

The Prismatic Compass.— (Fi^. as be! )—The u
of this little instrument is to measure horizontal an only,
and from its portability it is particularly adapted for military
Burveyin >r where but little n than ouq the
country is required. It is also very useful in filling in the
detail of a map, where all the principal

| ts I. e l--<

correctly fixed by means of tl lolite. It may likewi
be used for determining approximately the direction of the
true m the variation being determined I ring
the observed azimuth of a celestial object, with its true

umith deduced from an observation n purpose.

Fig. 89.
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In the preceding figure, A represents the compass box, and
R the card, which, being attached to tin- magnetic needle,
moves as it moves, round the agate i e, a, on which it

is suspended. The circumference of the card is usually
divided to :>0' of a degree ; c is a prism, which the
ol wr looks through in observing; with the instrument.

Ihe perpendicular thread of the sight-vane, E, and the
divisions on the card appear together on looking through tin

prism, and the division with which the thread coincides

when the needle is at rest, is the magnetic azimuth of what-
ever object the thread may bisect. The prism is mounted
with a hinge joint, D, by which it can be turned over to
the side of the compass box, that being its position when
put into the case. The sight-vane has a tine thread stretched
along its opening, in the direction of its length, which is

brought to bisect any object, by turning the box round
horizontally; the vane also turns upon a hinge joint, and
can be laid flat upon the box. for the convenienceof car-

riage. F is a mirror, made to slide on or off the sight-vane,
E ; and it may be reversed at pleasure, that is, tinned face

downwards ; it can also be inclined at any angle, by means
of its joint, d; and it will remain stationary on any part of
the vane, by the friction of its slides. Its use is to reflect

the image of an object to the eye of the observer when the

object is much above or below the horizontal plane. When
the instrument is emploved in observing the azimuth of the
sun, a dark glass must be interposed ; and the colored

!S represented at G, are intended for that purpose ;

the joint upon which they act allowing them to be turned
down over the sloping side of the prism box.

At e is shown a spring, which, being pressed by the

finger at the time of observation, and then released, checks
the vibrations of the card, and brings it more speedilv to

rest. A stop is likewise fixed at the other side of the box,

by which the needle may be thrown off its centre; which
should always be done when the instrument is not in use,

the constant playing of the needle would wear the point

upon which it is balanced, and upon the fineness of the

point much of the accuracy of the instrument depends. A
cover is adapted to the box, and the whole is packed in a
case, which may be carried in the pocket without incon-

venience.

The method of using this instrument is very simple. First
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isc the prism in its socket, !>, until you obtain distinct

vision of the divisions on the card, and standing at the

pi where the angles are to be taken, hold the instrument

to the eye, and looking through the slit, e, turn round till

the thread in the sight-vane, bisects one of the objects

whose azimuth or angular distance from any other object

is required ; then, by touching the Bpring, <\ bring the needle

to i-est, and the division on the card which < - with

the thread on the vane, will be the azimuth or bearing of

the object from the north or south points of the magnetic

meridian. Then turn to any other object, and repeat i
1

operation; the difference between the bearing of this obj<

and that of the former, will be the angular distance of the

objects in question. Suppose the former bearing to be 40°

30', and the latter 10° 15', both east, or both vest, from

the north or south, the angle will be 30° 15.' The divi-

sions are generally numb d 5°, 10°, 15°, etc., round the

circle to 860°. A stand can be had with the instrument,

if required, on which to place it when obsen .
instead of

holding it in the hand. Price, xl 0.00 and * J 0.00.

Th< Plum-Table.—(Fig. 90, as below.)—! re the theo-

dolite came into nera] use, the plane-table was extensively

employed in the practice of Burveying ; it is .still somwin
though seldom, used in surveying small plots i round, •

Fig 90.
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(when _i i

•
i r accuracy is not required) in forming a sketch

map, or layi down the details of a country where the

relative situation of the principal conspicuous objects have
been pi msly fixed by triangulation. The expedition with
which such work may be performed, b] a person who is expert
in the use of this instrument, is its chief recommendation.

Th< instruction and size of the plane-table have been
varied at different times, to suit both the convenience and
intentions of the surveyor; but the annexed figure is a re-

presentation of that which is now in most genera] use. It

is a board, as A. about sixteen inches square, having its

upper edge rabbeted, to receive a boxwood frame, B, which
being accurately fitted, can be placed on the board in any
position, with either face upwards. This frame is intended
both to stretch and retain the drawing paper upon the board,
which it does by being simply pressed down into its place
upon the paper, which for tins purpose must be cut a little

larger than the board.

One i

i of the frame is divided to 3C0 degrees, from a
centre, !

. fixed in the middle of the board, and these are
subdivided as minutely as the size of the table will admit.
The divisions are frequently numbered each way, to show
at sight both an angle and its complement to 360°, There
is sometimes a second centre piece, D, fixed on the table, at

about a quarter of its width from one of the odes, and at
•//// half its length in the other direction. From this cen-

tre, and on the other side of the frame, there are graduated
180°; each of tl. degrees is subdivided to 30 minutes,
and numbered 10, --'0, 30, &c, both ways, to lso. The
objeel of these graduations is, to make the plane-table sup-
ply the place of the theodolite, and an instrument formerly
in us-- called a semicircle. The reverse face of the frame is

usually divided into equal pans, as inches and tenths, for
the purpose of ruling parallel lines or squares, and for shift-

ing the paper, when the work requires more than one sheet.
(r is a compass-box, let into one side of the table, with a
dove-tail joint, and fastened with a milled-headed screw,
that it may be applied or removed at pleasure. The com-
pass, besides rendering the plane-table capable of answering
the purpose of a circumferentor, is principally useful in

Itting 'lie instrument up ;il a new station parallel to any
position that it i ha\e had at a former Btati in, US well as
a check upon the progress of the work.

m
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The i or index, E, made of h«
i

long as the

diagonal of the table, and about two inches broad
;

it has a

»ping edge, like thai of a Gunter's Bcale, irhicfa is called

the fiducial i ^ perpendicular sight vane, 1 I
fixed

to each extremity of the index, and the eye looking through

one of them, the vertical thread in the other is made to

bisecl anj required distant object. Upon the flat surface

the index, there are frequentlj engra ioua

kind ,

i
j lines of equal parts, with diagonal scales, a

line i 't chorda, (fee.

To the underside of the table entre is attached with

ahull and socket, or parallel plate rews like tl of the

theodolite, by which it can be placed npon a staff-head;

and the table may be set horizontal, by means of a circular

Bpirit-level placed upon it for thai purpose.

Price, 120 00 to 186.00.
91.

Surveyor I The surveyor's cross

(Fig. 91) consists of two pair of sight

placed al righ! an to each other lb
rhts are sometimes pierced oul in t!

circumference of a thics tube of brass, i

sides of n • <| tiai •
• box, about three u

in diameter. If lias :i ket, which, a In

in use, i^ screwed on a staff, lia\ ing a aha n i

point at the bottom to s ti«'k in the ground.

The more impi i ats are mad
octangular, having the mtermediate angle

of I.j usopu d.

Pri |8.00 to |6 00.

Circum/erentor, or Surveyor's f it.—(Fig. 02, next

pfl i
)—This instrumenl consists of a brass plate, usual

about fourteen or fifteen inches long, with Bights at i

end, and in the middle ther< of a circular boi with a l-

iver, usual]; im five to seven inch ' ter; within

tin* hox is ;i hi. i iduated i irele, the upper ace divid

I into d< 'I frequently subdivided into half

degrees, and numbered from the north and outfa pom!
"h way from to '.»<>. On the face of the plat*

graved the principal points of th< ompass, a fleur de lis

answering for the north. In themiddl tin- hox h placed

i .«d pm finely po I. called th< pin, on which

.
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poised a magnetic Deedle, which, if freely mounted, will rest
in the position called the magnetic meridian; and however
the instrument may be moved about, the bearing or ancle
which any line makes with the magnetic meridian is at once
shown. The sights at the ends of the plate are fastened in
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their position, perpendicular to the plate, by milled-head

screws, ami may be del icl ec
1

I
onvenient transportation

;

in each sight there is a large and small aperture, or sin, the

one over the other; tfa alternate, thai is, the large

aperture being above the smaller in one of the sights, and

below it in the other; a fine piece of sewing Bilk is fastened

vertically through the middle line of the Uurg lit, through

small boles for the purpose. Under the compass box is a

socket to fit in the pin of the staff; the Instrument may he

turned around on this pin, or fixed in any situation by the

milled-head screw ; it may also be readiU i
I in a bori-

zontal direction by the ball and so of the staff, moving

for this purpose the box, till the ends of the needle

equidistant from the bottom, and traverse or play with

freedom.

There are usually one or two levels on the plate of the

instrument, for more accurately finding a horizontal position.

A spring is also placed within the box, having a milled-head

screw acting against it, by which the magnetic; needle can

be lifted on the centn pin and tl ap pressed against the

glas-, to preserve I be point of the centre pin from bemg blunt-

i 1>\ the continual friction of the cap of the needle. The
most improved instruments hi a loose plate, to which is at-

tached the comp box, having a i ernier over agraduated arc

onthefa ofthebi s plate ; by this contrn e the compass

box maybe moved about its centre without moving the

plate to which the sight* arc attached ; a I screw with a
milled head b on the opposite side of the compas?, box, for

the purpose of giving slon motion when required. Sup-

pose the needle to resl between two of the divisions on the

graduated circle; by this vernier the number of minut

I between the needle and either of the divi is

indicated. The sights also arc improved, h. \ small slits

in both the upper and lower part, in which hole* d

alternately, for taking sight through.

To um the Ci infer for'a Cow/hiss.—Sup-
]n 1 given angle to be measured : the instrument ben

fixed on the staff, place i entn er 4 the points of

the angle, Bel it horizontal by I in it* socket

till the needle is parallel to the bo 1 o\ the compass box,

or the levels indicate a horizontal position; turn the end of

the comp >\ on which the N or fleur de lis is raved

next the eye., look tblOttgh the sights to of the objects
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Tning the nnele to I"- measured, and observe at vhat

degree the needle stands, suppose 40, (urn the instrument

around on the pin of the ball and socket till yon can see the

object forming the other angle, and suppose the needle now
stand at 85, take the former from the latter, and the

remainder, [5, is the required angle.

Packed in a mahogany case, with lock,

Price, with 4 in. needle, §14.00.
" with 5 in. needle,

with 6 in. needle,

with nonius. 5 in.

with nonius, 6 in.

u

20.00 and |22.50.

128.00 and |32.00.

10.00.

15.00 to |42.

f i.-. 93.

Plane Surveyor's Compass.—The above engraving ( Fig. 03)
represents a low-priced surveyor's compass, that is very u

ful to fanners and others, in running lines and laving out their
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tields, as well as in surveying them. It is used by Betting it

on the tup of a post, fence, &c. lis d is 4 inche

Packed in a mahogany i , Pii e *5.00.

Fig. 91

The Qraphometer, and Four Sighted TheodL .—(Fig. 04,

above.)—The error arising from the use of an instrument,

where the whole dependent <1 on the lie, being

frequently influenced by local attractions, lias rendered it

necessary for some other method to I aployed to measure
angles with accuracy

; among these the common th<

with four sights has taken the lead.

It is simple in its construction, and easy in its use.

The annexed figure represents I raphon r, a brass

plate or part of a circle about twelve inches in diameter,

raduated on its e< . to 180 degre
| in the open-

ing in-twini the moving centre and the graduated arc, is a
compass about four inches in diameter; I :hts are fixed

on the graduated arc, one at • m<J the other at 180°. Per-
pendicular to the plane of the instrument, I amovable
limb attached to the limb of the arc, but a little shorter, and
having the extremities slanted off, of which forma a
ooniu iibdividing the deg on the limb to minui and
having two sights, one at

;
in each Bighl there is a

large and a small perture, pi alternately, the lat

aperture in one sigh( dwaye opposed to tl< uto
aperture in the other; underneath the pi isas] (to
lit on the pin of a ball and socket, which fixes it the le

or three li <1 staff, as may !><• requin d. In the figure the
til and sockel are represented detach d from the instrument
The j gkted Theodolite i.s th une instrument, ex-
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cent that the circle is entire, and the compass is placed in
the centre ot the circle.

( '<" lf ">"* '" 9 f!" instrument.—I, Spread the legs that
rapport the theodolite rather wide, and thrust them firmly
into the ground, that they may neither yield nor give un-
equally during the observation. 2. Set the instrument
I ital. 8. Screw the ball firmly in its socket, that in
turning the index the theodolite may not vary from the ob-
jects to which it is directed. 4. Where accuracy is required,
the a a should always be taken twice over, oftener where
great accuracy is material, and the mean of the observation,
must be taken for the true angle.

To measure an angle with the Theodolite.—LefrA n o repre-
sent the angle to he measured: place the theodolite over
the angular point a, and direct the fixed sights along one of
the fanes, till you see through the sights the point b; at this
screw the instrument fast; then turn the movable index till
through its sights you see the other point, c : then the de-
gi cut by the index upon the graduated limb or ring of
the instrument show the quantity of the angle.

Tie- fixed sights are always to he directed to the last
station, and those <<t the index to tin- next.

Price, s
i IR h, in ease, si 5.00.

" 12 " "
§30.00.

The Quadrant-{Fig. 95, next page.)—The Quadrant
Monti ot an arc firmly attached to two radii, or bars,
which are strengthened and bound together by two braces

Of thv /Wcr.—The Index is a flat bar of brass attached
to the eentre ot motion. At the lower end of the index
there is an oblong opening

; to one side of this opening a
nomus scale is 6xed to subdivide the divisions of the arc
At the bottom or end of the index, there is a piece of
br winch bends under the arc, carrying a spring to make
the nomus scale lie close to the divisions ; it is also fur-
nished with a screw to fix the index in any desired position.
Hie best instruments have an adjusting .*. fitted to the
index, that it may be moved more slowly, and with greater
regularity and accuracy than by the hand. The circular

cs on the arc of the quadrant are drawn from the centre
which the index turns. The position of the index on th*an- atteran observation, points out the number of decreesand minutes contained in the observed ancle
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U, fix,,! a plain speculum, or mirror of glass quicks* J.

t

'£ J a l„ai frame, and ta placed so that the face of

Fig. 93.

^ }rani x : C. Noniue icxle ; D Index gla*s ; E. Dark glares

•rKm 1 1 i / i. g»a*f \ G. Vwie or bight
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it is perpendicular to the plane of the instrument; this
mirror being fixed to the index, moves along with it, and
has its direction changed by the motion thereof; this glass
is _nii'd to receive the image of the sun, or any other
object, and reflect n on the horizon glass. The brass frame
with the jrlass is fixed to the index by screws which serve
to adjust it in a perpendicular position.

Of the Horizon Glass.—On the radius of the frame is a
small speculum, the surface of which is parallel to the index
jlass, when the counting division of the index is at on

cl
•

ftnd i ives the reflected rays from the object, and
transmits them to the observer. The horizon glass is n
ntirely quicksilvered, but only on its lower half, or that

next to the frame of the quadrant, the other half being
transparent

;
and the back part of the frame is cut away, that

nothing may impede the sight through the unsUvered part
glass. The edge of the foil of this glass is about pa-

rallel to ill.- plane of the instrument, and ought to be very
sharp, and without a flaw; the glass is set in a brass frame,
to which there is an axis which p is through the wood-
work, and is fitted to a lever on the under side of the
quadranl

;
by this lever the glass may be turned a U>w

degrees on its axis, in order to set it parallel to the index
--lass; the lever has a contrivance to turn it slowly. To
set this glass perpendicular to the plane of the quadrant
th re two sunk screws, one before and one behind the

s
;
these screws pass through the plate on which the

ime is fixed, into another plate, so that by loosening one,
and tightening the other ot th- screws, the direction of

me, with its mirror, may be altered, and thus set
perpendicular to the plane of the instrument.

0/ the Shades.—These are two red. or dark, and one
n -lass; they are used to prevent the ravs of the sun

from hurting the eye at the time of observation; they are
h of them set in a brass frame, which turns on a centre,
thai they may be used separately, or together, as the

brightness of tin- sun may require. These glasses are fixed
on the frame, between the index and the horizon glasses.

Of the Sight Pan*.—This is a piece of brass fixed on the
frame opposite tie- horizon glass, perforated with two small
holes, on ractly at the height of the quicksilvered edge
of the horizon glass

;
the other somewhat higher, to direct

the sight to the middle of the transparent part of the mirror
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for those objects that, arc bright enough to be reflected from

the unalvered part of the minor.

The Arc and Nonius.—The Arc is divided into 90d< es

from the right to the left, and each degree is subdivided

into three parts, or 20 minutes, which ai gain subdivided

by the Nonius into every minute- The Nonius is numbere

at every fifth of three divii >m the right to the left,

with 5, 10, 15 and 20. The firs! division I
right hand

being to be considered the index division.

Direction* to hold tfte ', 'rant.—It is re imendi

to support the weighl of the instrument by the rigrht band,

1( j J( ,,
» the left to govern the index; place the thumb

of the right band against the edge of the quadrant, und<

,. swelling pari on which the sight stands, i odine tl

fingers a ss the b of the quadrant, so as to lay hold on

the opposite edge, placing the fo tiger above, and tl

other fingers below the swell pai »r near the horizon

glass; thus the instrument maj be supported conveniently

ii, a vertical position, bj the right band onlv, I i ting th

thumb of the left hand againsl the Bide, or the tin

rainst the middle bar. you mai move the index gradually
D mm

either way.

To adjust the Quadrant.— It is a peculiar < ellence of

the Quadrant that th< ei to which it is liable ai isily

det< 1 and soon rectified; Lhe observer may, therefore, if

he will be attentivi put his instrumenl in a lit i

for accurate ob >ei « ation.

1. To adjust the Index 01 make

to the Plane of the Instrument.— Hold the Quadrant in a

horizontal position, with the index to thee]

lool lv in ght line down I
b, and in such a

manner, that you may see the arc <•! the quadrant by din

view, and by reflection at the same time, [f they join in

one direct line, and the arc Been b) reflection forms an

exact plane with the an en bj direct view, th

perpendicular to the plane of the quadrant; ii >t, the

error must be rectified dtering tin- position of tin w§

behind Lhe frame.

2. To the Horizon G <H<1 to the

Tndi ' 6 .— Set the in<!<-.\ line of the nonius exactly at o

on the limb, and fix it thei .' th< it tb<

N«»w look through tl i ight at some di it small object
;

the object will be seen directly through the unsilvered part
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of the glass, but by reflection in the silvered part; if the
object in the silvered part exactly meets, and forms one con-
tinued line with that seen through the unsilvered part, then
is the instrument said to be adjusted, and the horizon glass
to be parallel to the index glass; but if the objects do not
coincide, then loosen the screw on the under side of the
quadrant, and turn the horizon glass on its axis, by means
of its adjusting lever, till you have made them perfectly
coincide. This adjustment ought to be examined before
every important observation.

3. To adjust the Horizon Glass perpendicular to the Plane
f>t the Quadrant.—Incline the quadrant on one side as much
as possible, provided the distant object continues to be seen
in both parts of th< rlass at the same time. If, when the
instrument is thus inclined, the object continues to form an
unbroken line, the quadrant is perfectly adjusted; but if the
reflected object be separated from that seen by direct vision,
the glass is not perpendicular to the plane of the quadrant;
and if the observer is inclined to the right, with tin- face of
the quadrant upward, and the reflected object appears higher
than the real object, you must slacken the screw before the
horizon glass, and tighten that which is behind it ; but if the
reflected object appears lower, the contrary must I..- per-
formed. Care must be taken in these adjustments to loosen
one screw before the other i> screwed up, and to leave the
adjusting screws tight, or so as to draw with a moderate
force against each other.

Price £14.00 to 818.00.

Sextant.—(Fig. 06, page 70.)—The annexed figure re-

presents a sextant of Troughton's construction, having a
double frame, A A. connected by pillars, a a, cfec, thus
Uniting Strength with lightness. The arc. Il (', is generally
graduated to 10' of a degree, commencing near the end, I

,

and it is numbered towards 15. The divisions are also con-
tinued on the other side of zero, towards C, forming what
is called the arc of excess, which is useful in determining
t'ne index error of the instrument, as will be explained here-
after. The limb is subdivided by the vernier, E, into 10",

the half of which (or a") can be easily estimated: this

small quantity is easily distinguishable by the aid of micro-

be, II, and its reflector, &, which are connected by an arm
with the index, I E, at the point, e, round which it'turns as

I
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a centri fording the means of examining the whole ver-

nier, the connecting arm being Ion rh to allow tl

microscope to pass over the « hole l< h oi ir.

To the index i- attached a clamp to fasten it to the limb,

ntid ;i tangent-screw, .1 (in the plate, tl p is conceal

from view), by which the index may be m< 1 any small

quantity after it is clamped, t«> render the i \d of the

erved i l than can be done by moving
ii with the hand alone. Tl id, I, terminates in a

rcle, aero which i> fixed the silver-indexed
I

. over
th« centre <>f motion, I perpendicular to the plane of the

instrument. 'I'm the frame a1 << i- ati ed a second gl

called the horizon-glass, the lower half of which only
silvered this must likewise be perpendicular to the plai

th«- instrument, and in such a position that it- pla hall

be parallel to the plane of the indei-gli n ti

vi s.t to limh, 15 C. A devia-
tion from thi position constitutes the index error be!

spoken of.
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The tele* is carried by r ring, L, attached to astern,
e, called the up-and-down piece, which can be raised or
lowered by turning the milled w, M : its use is to place
the teles* so that the field of view may be bisected by
the line on the horizon-glass that separates the silvered from
the unsilvered part. This is important, as it. renders the
object seen by reflection, and that by direct vision, equally
bright; two telescopes and a plain tube, all adapted to the
ing, L, are packed with the sextant, one showing the objects
erect, and th< her inverting them ; the last has a greater
magnifying power, showing the contact of the images much
better. The adjustment for distinct vision is obtained bv
sliding the tube at the eve-end of the telescope in the inside
of the other; this also is the means of adapting the focus
to suit different eyes* In the inserting telescope are placed
two wires, parallel to i , other, and in the middle of the
space between them the observations are to be made, the
wiies being first brought parallel to the plane of the sextant,
which may be judged of with sufficient exactness by the
eye. When observing with this telescope, it must be borne
iii mind, that the instrument must be moved in a contrary
dire n to that which the object appears to take, i n order
to keep it in the Held of view.

Four dark glasses, of dill -rent depths of shade and color,
are placed at K, between the index and horizon glasses;
also three more at X, any one or more of which can be
turned down to moderate the intensity of the IMit, before

ching the eye, when a very luminous objeel (as the sun)
is observed. The same purpose is effected by fixin« a dark

> "^ to the eye-end of the telescope: one or more dark
I isses for this purj generally accompany the instrument.

They, however, are chiefly used when the sun's altitude is

observed with an artificial horizon, or for ascertaining the
index error, as employing the shades attached to the instru-
ment for such purposes, would involve in the result any
error which they might pi i s. The handle, which is Bhown
at 0, is hxed at the back of the instrument The hole in
the middle is tor firing it to a stand, which is useful when
an o rver is desirous of great steadiness.

°f /' tments.—The requisite adjustments are the
following: the index and horizon-gls s musl be perpen-
dicular to the plane of the instrument, and their planes
parallel to each other when the index division of the vernier
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il ;il 0° on the arc, and the optical axis of the telescope must

he parallel to the plane of the instrument. We shall Bpeak

separately of each of these adjastments.

To examine the adjustment of the Index-glass.—More the

index forward to about the middle of the limb, then, hold-

ing tin- instrument horizontally with the divided Kmb from

the observer, and the ind< lus- to the eye, look obliquely

down the glass, so as to the circular arc, by direct new
and by reflection, in the glass at the same time

;
and if they

appear as one continued arc of b Le, the index-gli is

in adjustment, [f it requires correcting, the are will appear

broken where the reflected and direct parts of the limb

meet This, in a well-made instrument, is seldom the case,

unless the sextant has been (wpos.-d to rough treatment.

As the glass is in the first instance set right by the m r,

and firmly fixed in its place, ite position is not liable to alter,

therefore no direct means are supplied for ite adjustment.

To examine the Horiz> floss, wed set if perpendicular to

tlw I'luur of the Sextant.—The position of this glass is

known to be right, when by s sweep with the index, the

fleeted image of any object passes exactly over or eon

its image, as seen directly; and any error is easily rectified

by turning the small screw, i, at the lower end of the frame

of the glass.

To examim tkr Parallelism of the I' i of the two

Qla , when //"* Index ie set to Zero.—Tins is easily i r-

tained ; for, after setting the zero on the index to zero on

the limb, if you direct your view to some object, the sun

for instance, you will see that the two images (one seen by

direct vision through the unsilvered pari of the horizon-

glass, and the other reflected from the silvered pai oin-

de or appear as om ,
if the glas i arc i Directly parallel to

nil other; but if the two ii i not coincide, die

aantitv of their deviation constitute what is called the

index error. The effect of this error on an angle m< ired

bv the instrument is exactly equal to the error itself; tic

fore, in modern instruments, there are seldom any m<

pplied for ite correction, it being considered preferable to

determine its amount previous to observing, or immediately

r, and apply it with its proper sign to each obsen »n.

The amount of the ind error d found in the follow

ing manner: clamp th< index at about :*o minutes to the

Lett of zero, and looking towards the sun, the two images
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will appear either nearly in contact, or overlapping each

other; then perfect the contact, by moving the tangent-screw,

and call the minutes and seconds denoted by the vernier, the

ading on the arc. Next, place l he index about the same
quantity to the right of zero, or on the arc of excess, and

make the contact of the two images perfect as before, and

call the minutes and seconds on the arc of excess the read-

ing off the arc ; and half the difference of these numbers is

the index error ; additive when the reading on the arc of

excess is greater than that on the limb, and subtractive

when the contrary is the case.

EXAMPLE

Reading on the arc -

" off the arc

"

Difference

Index error

31 5G

31 22

34

17

_.
f;

T*H

I

I

1 *

,

*

1

>

1

1 l
i

r 1
1 1

1

8

1

f

"

jC

**

>

I

_

In this case, the reading on the arc being greater than
that on the an- of excess, the index error, = 17 seconds,

must be subtracted from all observations taken witli the

instrument, until it be found, by a similar proeos, that the

index error has altered. One observation on each side of

o is seldom considered enough to give the index error

with sufficient exactness for particular purposes : it is usual

to take several measures each way ;
" and half the differ-

ence of their means will give a result more to be depend' .1

on than one deduced from a single observation onlv on each
side of zero."

To make the Li of Collimation of the Td<ssoope para/
t<> the Plane of the Sextant.—This is known to be correct,

when the sun and moon, having a distance of 90 derives or
more, are brought into contact just at the -wire of the tele-

scope which is nearest the plane of the sextant, fixing the
index, and altering the position of the instrument to make
the objects appear on the other wire ; if the contact still

remains perfect, the axis of the telescope is in proper ad-
justment

; if not, it must be altered by moving the two
W8 which fasten, to the up-and-down piece, the collar

into which the telescope screws. This adjustment is not

very liable to be deranged.

Of thi riant, it has been said, that it is in itself a port-

T
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able obi '>">-v : and it is doubi one of t!

Il v , ,i instnimenta that has ever been wmtrived, being

capable of famishing data u> a considerable degree of ac-

curacy for the solution of o num. i class of the most ns<

fu] astronomical probli affording due mi <•! deter-

mining the time, the latitude and longitude of a place, *c„

for uir.rj, and many other purposes, it is invaluable to the

land-surveyor as well as the navigator.
J

p rice, 11 00 to Si 20.

" ' Single Framed, 50 to 80.

" Ebony " 35.

Fig. 97.

BENJM-PIKE.

1 q /. B 9 k // * Y

.

Pocht Sextant.— (Fig. 1)7.)—This useful little instrument

is represented in the ab The principle of its

construction and adjustment is precisely the same at tl

Mini before described ;
a minute .cription, tl

WOUld I"' little more than a i i of what has

all ly been advan A La the indi irhich, ii

being moved along the divided liml the hand, has a

motion given to it by a ract id pinion, concealed within

the DO!, and turned l.y the milled b< ad B which acts as the

tan eren I crew does to the index of the 1 Ktant. be

glasses (shown at C and D) ire within the box, by which
they are protected from injury, and theil whi
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once p< fed, kept secure : so much so, that ii would re-
'luiiv considerable violence to derange them. The horizon-
lass, D, alone has a contrivance for adjustment at a and
,
both to set it perpendicular to the plane of the instru-

ment, and to correct or reduce the index error, which, in
this instrument, had better be kept correct, as it is not so
likely to get out of order as in the large sextant, which, as
we bave before observed, seldom admits of its index error
being rectified. The key, c, is formed to fit both squares at
a and d, to make the adjustments, and it is generally tapt
into some square place in the instrument, as at c, that it

may be always safe and at hand.
It is supplied with a telescope, E. which Screws into a

shoulder-piece, F, and can be attached to the box by the
screw G : this can be applied or not, at the pleasure of the
observer, as there is a contrivance at H to enable him to
observe without the telescope, if he prefers plain sights.
Two dark glasses are placed within the box, and there is

also one adapted to the eye-end of the telescope.
The angle is read off by the help of the glass, I, which

being mounted with a joint, can be moved over the vernier
on any part of the limb. The instrument is divided to 30
minutes of a degree, and by the vernier is subdivided to
single minutes, one half of which, or 30 seconds, can be ob-
tained by estimation.

The divided limb is numbered both to the right and left,

commencing at 0° to 120°.

The lid ofthe box is contrived to screw on the bottom (as
is shown in the plate), where it makes a convenient handle
for holding the instrument. Price $35.00 to $40.00.

Reflecting Circle.—(F\g. 98, next page.)—This instrument.
in principle and use, is the same as the sextant. It has
three vernier readings, A 13 C, moving round the same cen-
tre as the index-glass, E. which is upon the opposite fa
"i the instrument. One of the verniers. B, carries the
clamp and tangent -screw. D represents the microscope for

'ding the verniers
;
it is similar to the one used in reading

the sextant, and is adapted to each index-bar, by slipping it

on a pin placed for that purpose, as shown in the figure
The horiaon-glass is shown at F. The barrel, G, contains
the screws for giving the up-and-down motion to the tele-
scope

;
it is put in action by turning the milled head under

I
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Fig. 98.

the barrel. H is the telescope, adapted to the instrument

ID a manner similar tO that of the • lflt. I and J an- two

handles fixed parallel to the plane of 1 1»<- circle, and b third

handle, K. is I on at right to that plane, si

in be transferred to the opposifa ce of the instrument

Bcrewing it into the handle, I: the useof tbie

uidle it for convenience in reading and in holding the in-

trument, when ol gles thai are nearly I ontal

;

it can be shifted, accordu the of the instrument is

held upwards or downwards- The requisite dark glasses

are attached to Hie frame work of the circle, to be used in

ti. manner and for the sun.- pui those of the

extant With reaped to the adjustmen i nd application

of this instrument, wi i do r than \ the won
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of the inventor, Mr. Trough ton, contained in a paper which
he calls

Directions for observing with the Reflecting Circle.—Pre-

pare the instrument for observation by screwing the tele-

scope into its place, adjusting the drawer to focus, and tin-

wires parallel to the plane, exactly as you do with a sex-

tant ; also set the index forwards to the rough distance of

the sun and moon, or moon and star ; and holding the

circle by the short handle, direct the telescope to the fainter

objects, and make the contact in the usual way. Now
id off the degree, minute, and second, by that braneh

of the index to which the tangent-screw is attached; also,

the minute and second shown by the other two branches
;

these give the distance taken on three different sextants
;

but as yet, it is only to be considered as half an observa-

tion : what remains to be done, is to complete the whole
circle, by measuring that angle on the other three sextants.

Therefore set the index backwards nearly to the same dis-

tance, and reverse the plane of the instrument, by holding

it by the opposite handle, and make the contact as above,

and read otf as before what is shown on the three several

branches of the index. The mean of all six is the true

apparent distance, corresponding to the mean of the two
times at which the observations were made.
When the objects are seen very distinctlv, so that no

doubt whatever remains about the contact in both sights

being perfect, the above may safely be relied on as a com-
plete set ; but if, from the haziness of the air, too much
motion, or any other cause, the observations have been
rendered doubtful, it will be advisable to make more; and
if, at BUCu times, go many readings should be deemed trou-

blesome, six observations and six readings may be con-

ducted in the manner following: Take three successive

sights forwards, exactly as is done with a sextant; only

take care to lead them off on different branches of the

index: also make three observations backwards, using the

same caution ; a mean of these will be the distance required.

When the number of sights taken forwards and backwards
is unequal, a mean between the means of those taken back-

wards and those taken forwards \s\\\ be the true angle.

It need hardly be mentioned, that the -hades, or dark-

glasses, apply like those of a sextant, tor making the objects

nearly of the same brightness ; but it must be insisted on,

»,

**' *
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that th< >pe should, on even ,
be raised or

]„ 1, by it^ prop for making them perfectly so.

The foi obg u r taking did Lpply

equally for taking altitude! by thi or artificial horizon,

they being no i thandistaii taken in a vertical pL

Meridi altitudi < lot, bowerar, be taken both s-

wards and forward* the ten* day, became there is not

timi :i Lberefore that can be do >
observe tl

all wa nd use the index-error; but even e,

ran i; mean of that altitude, and tbia error, taken «

th different sextants. Both at sea and land, wl

observer stationary, the meridian altitude -uld I

rved foi I ow y, and backward! the i md

i all itely from day to day; the mean of latitud<

ded rally from such will be the tru

latitude; bul in these thei bould be no application of

i,i, error, for that 1 at, the result would in

some mi be \i'i ited tl

When both the reflected and direct ima require to *

darkened, when the m'l diameter m m- ur-

id when bis altitude i taken with aa ficiaJ horizon,

the attached dark gls not to b d ;
ii ad oi

them, those which apply to tl jre-end of the t<;. •>.,,]

will answer i b better; t
: former ha their -re

ra
.,

,] \gy the |>ov l the telesco] will, in proportioa

, this pc .
and tl. errors, be less distinct a tl

In taking distances, when the portion d iry from

t | thirt; forty d , the handles which

are atl - tb< nently

1 : but in tli which incline i to the horizontal,

lie which i one tide

ti adle on the other, will be found more appli-

When th< >ked handle happena to be in the wa

readij bea of the ii - it musl be n >v-

ihe time, by taking Ihe fin icrew, which

fastens it to thi bod
\

le.

Ii i- ihould hap of the read with

,-,,;: very w< 1 the third differa fi m, die

d nt one must not on at be omitted, hut a

ir mean mil '"

It should 1 Ited, that when the ib about thirty
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deem neither ti listance of the sun and moon, nor an

altitudi the sun, with the sea horizon, can be taken back'

,nl> : because the dark glasses at that angle prevent the

d i of litrht from falling on the index-glass:

whei if becomes necessary, when the angle to be taken is

quite unknown, to observe forwards first, where the whole

c is without interruption; whereas, in that backwards,

>i will lose sight of t li«* reflected image about th at angle.

But in such distant where the sun is out of the question,

and when his altitude is taken with an artificial horizon (the

shade being applied to the end <>f the tcl< -ope), that angle

may be measured nearly as well as any other : for the rays

incident on the index-glass will pass through the transparent

half of the horizon-glass, without much diminution of their

bright ne-

The advantages of this instrument, when compared with

thi sextant, are chiefly these : the observations for finding

the index-error are rendered useless, all knowledge of that

ing put out of the question, by observing both forwards

and backwards. By the same means the errors of the dark

crl, ire also corrected; for, if they increase the angle

.-iie way, they must diminish it the other way bv the same

quantity. This also perfectly corrects the errors of the

borizon-glass, and th- — • of the index-glass very nearly.

Hut what i> of still more consequence, the error of the cen-

tre is perfectly corrected, by reading the three branches of

the index; while this proper!), combined with that of ol>-

rving both ways, probably reduces the errors of dividing

one-sixth part of their simple value. Moreover, angles

may be measured as far as one hundred and fifty degrees,

•nsequently the sun's double altitude may be observe

when his distance from the zenith is not less than fifteen

de . at which altitude, the head of the observer begins

to intercept the rays of light incident on the artificial horizon
;

and. of course, if a greater angle could be measured, it

would be of no use in this respect.

This instrument, in common with the sextant, requires

three adjustments. First, the index-glass perpendicular to

the plane of the circle. This being done by the maker, and
not liable to alter, has no dinet means applied to the pur-

pose ; it is known to be right, when, by looking into the

index- £ s, you see that part of the limb which is next
i

you, reflected in contact with th-' opposite side of the limb,
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Fig 99.

the vernier plate, A. Their form is conical, nicely fitted

and ground into each other, having an easy and a \ i ary steady

motion; the external centre also Jits into a ball at D, and the

parts are held together by a screw at the lower end of the

internal axis.

The diameter of the lower plate is greater than that of

the upper one, and its edge is chamfered off and covered

wUh silver, to receive the graduations: on opposite parts of

I
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the edge of the upper plate, or 180° apart, a short space, n,

is also chamfered, forming with the edge of the lower plate

a continued inclined plane; these spaces are likewise covered

with Bilver, ami form the verniers. The lower limb is usu-

ally graduated to thirty minutes of a degree, and it is sub-

divided by the vernier to single minutes, which being read

oil bv the microscope, E, half or even quarter minutes can

easily be estimated.

The parallel plates, F and G. are held together by a ball

and socket at D, and are set firm and parallel to each other,

by four milled head-screws, three of which. /> l> b, are shown

in the figure: these turn in sockets fixed to the lower plate,

while their heads press against the under side of the upper

plate, and being set in pairs, opposite I) other, they a.

in contrary directions ; the instrument by this means is set

up level i'ji' observation.

Beneath the parallel plates i^ a female screw adapted to

the stall" head, which is com ed by brass joints to three

mal nv legs, so constructed that when shut up they form

<me round .stall', secured in that form for i 4'c by ring

l-ut on them : and when opened out they make a very firm

stand, he the ground . \ , r so uneven.

The lower horizontal limb can he fixed in any position, by

tightening the clamping screw, 11. which causes the collar c

i embrace the axis, C, and
| ents it- moving; K>ut it be-

ing requisite that it should be fixed in somi iise position

more exactly than can be done by the hand alone, tie- whole

instrument, when thus clamped, can be moved any dl

quantity by means of the slow-motion screw, 1, which is

attached to the upper parallel plate. In like manner tie-

u; or vernier plate can be fixed to the lower, in any po-*i-

tion, by s clamp (in the plate this clamp is concealed from

view f, which is also furnished with a slow motion, the screw

of which is generally called the tangent sere* The motion

of this limb and of the vertical arc. hereafter to be described,

i> , - effected by a rack and pinion; but this

greatly inferior, where delic i d, to the she.

motion produced by the clamp and t v.

Upon the plane of tie- vernier plat two spirit-lev*!-, //,

</, are placed a: right angles to b Otl with their proper

Ijustin their U l
i- to i irmine W the hori-

zontal limb is set level ; a compass also is placed at J.

The frames K and L support the pivots of the horizontal
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axis of the vertical arc, or semicircle, M, on which the tele-

is placed. The arm which bears the microscope, N,

foi the altitudes or depressions, measured by the

micircle, and denoted by the \emier, < ,
has a motion of

ral degrees between the bars of the frame, K, and can

be moved before the face of the vernier for reading it oil.

Another arm clamps the opposite end of the horizontal n\is

bv turning the screw, O, and has a tangent-screw of slow

motion at P, by which the vertical arc and telescope arc

moved very small quantities up or down, to perfect the con-

tact when an observation is made.
One side of the vertical arc is inlaid with silver., and

divided to single minute- by the help of its vernier; and

the other side shows the difference between the hypothenuse
and base of a right-angled triangle, or the number of links

to be deducted from each chain's Length, in measuring up
or down an inclined plane, to reduce it to the horizontal

measure. The level, which Is shown under and parallel to

the telescope, is attached to it at one end by a joint, and at

the other by a capstan-headed screw,/, which, being raised

or lowered, will set the level parallel to the optical axis of

the telescope, or line of collimation : the screw, '/, at the

opposite end. is to adjust it laterally, for true parallelism in

this respect. The telescope has two collars, or rings, of

bell metal, -round truly cylindrical, on which it rots in its

supports, // A, called Vs. from their resemblance to that

letter; and it is confined in its place by the clips, i i, which

maybe opened by removing the pins, jj, for the purpose

of ) trsing the telescope, or allowing it a circular motion
round its axis, during the adjustment.

In the focus of the eye-glass are placed three lines,

formed of spider's web, one horizontal, and two crossing it,

o as to inclu small angle between them ; a method of

fixing the wires which is better than having one perpendi-

ular wire, because an object at a distano C m I"' made to

bisect the said small angle with more certainty than it can

1-e bisected by a vertical wire. The screws adjusting the

Cl wires are shown at m : there arc four of these screws,
!'• >f which are placed opposite each other, and at right

rles to tin- oilier two, so that by rasing on.- and tighten-

ing the opposite one of each pair, the into tion of the

cro>s wires may be placed in adjustment.

'J ss i^ thrust outwards by turning the milled
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head Q, on the side of the telescope, that being the means

of adjusting it to show an object distinctly.
_

A brass plummet and line are packed in the box with the

theodolite, to suspend from a hook wider its oentre, by

wych i! can be placed exactly over the station from whence

ihe observations are to be taken; likewise, it required, two

tra eye-pieces for the telescope, to be used for astrono-

mical observations; the one inverts the object, and has a

greater magnifying power, but having fewer -hoses pos-

es more light; the other is a diagonal eye-piece, which

will be found extremely convenient when observing an

object that has a considerable altitude ; the observe rid-

ing the unpleasant and painful position he must assume in

der to look through the telescope when either

hei eye-pieces is applied. A ill cap, containing a

dark-colored glass, is made to apply to the i
mint the

telescope, to screen the eye of the observer from the inten-

sity or the sun's rays, when that is the obj tder observ-

ation. A magnifying glass, mounted in a horn frame, a

screw-driver, and a pinto turn the capstan-screws for the

ljustmeiits, are also furnished with th rument.

The Yrniur.—This is a contrivance for measuring parte

of the space between the equidistant divisions of a graduat-

ed scale. It is a scale who length i- equal to a certain

number of parts of that to be subdivided, depending on

the degree of minuteness to which the subdivision is intend-

to b< fried ; but it is divided into parts which in nu er

are one more or one less than those of the prima:

taken for the length of the vernier: in modern practice, the

pari i the vernier arc g« ally one more than are con-

tained in the sain-' sp on the primary Bcale.

If it i> required to measure to hundredtl of an inch, the

parts of a scale which is graduated to lOths il may be done

by means of a scale whose length is nine tenths of an inch,

id divided into l" equal
|

- or by one whose length

eleven tenths of an inch, and divided into 10 equal parts;

for in either case the differ nee bi tween the divisions of the

seal > made and those on the primary a e is the hun-

dredth of an inch. Such h scale, made to ukn the

ed of that to I undivided, is called a vernier. By its

application, either to sti ht lines or arcs of circles, the

pubdivis of graduated instruments arc read off.

Tfie adjustrm —The first adjustment is that of the hue
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of collimation; that is. to make the intersection of the en

wires coincide with the axis of the cylindrical rings on which

the telescope turns: it is know a to be correct, when an eye

g through a telescope ol erves their intersection con-

tinue on the same point of a distant object during an entire

revolution of the telescope. The usual method of making
this adjustment is as follows :

First, make the centre of the horizontal wire coincide

with some well-defined part of a distant object ; then turn

the telescope half round in its Y's till the level lies above

it, and observe if the same point is again cut by the centre

of the wire ; if not, move the wire one half the quantity of

deviation, by turning two of the screws at m (releasing one,

before tightening the other), and correct the other half by
elevating or depressing the telescope ;

now if the coinci-

dence of the wire and object remains perfect in both positions

of the telescope, the line of collimation in altitude or depres-

sion is correct, but if not, the operation must be repeated

refully, until the adjustment is satisfactory. A similar

proceeding will also put the vertical line correct, or rather

the point of intersection, when there are two oblique lines

instead of a vertical one.

The second adjustment is that which puts the level at-

tached to the telescope parallel to the rectified line of colli-

mation. The clips, / i, being open, and the vertical arc

clamped, bring the air-bubble of the level to the centre of

its glass tube, by turning the tangent-screw, P; which done,

rev the telescope in its Y's, that is, turn it end for end,

which must be done carefullv, that it may not disturb the

vertical arc, and if the babble resume its former situation in

the middle of the tube, all is right; but it' it retires to one
end, brin<» it back one half, by the screw t\ which elevates

or depresses that end of the level, <u\{\ the other half by
the tangent-screw, P; this process must be repeated until

the adjustment is perfect ; but to make it completely so, the

level should be adjusted laterally, that it may remain in the

middle of the tube when inclined a little on «ul from
it- usual position immediately under the telescope, which is

effected by Giving the level Mich ail inclination, and if nee.--

ry turning the two lateral screws at g: if making the
latter adjustment derange the former, the whole operati

must 1 trefully repeated.
8'
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The third adjustment is that which ma] the azirauth.il

axis, or axis of the horizontal limb, truly VI al.

Set the instrument as nearly level as can be done by the

eve, fasten the centre of the 1 r horizontal limb by t!

kff-head clamp, H, leaving the upper limb at liberty, but

move it till the telescope is over two of the parallel plate-

screws ; then bring the bubble of the level under the tele-

scope, to the mi'hlle of the till by the screw P ; now turn

the upper limb half round, that is 180°, from its former po-

sition ; then, if the bubble returns to the middle, the limb is

horizontal in that direction ; hut if otherwise, half the differ-

ence must be corrected by the parallel plate-screws over

which the telescope Lies, and half, by elevating or depress-

ing the telescope, by turning the tangent screw of the ver-

tical arc; having done which, it only remains to turn the

upper limb forward or backward 0U°, that the telescope

may lie over the other two parallel plate-ScreWB, and by

their motion set it horizontal. Having now levelled the

limb-plates by means of the telescope level, which is tl

most sensible upon the instrument, the other air-bubbles

fixed upon th»; vernier-plate, may be brought to the middle

of their tubes, by merely giving motion to the screws which

fasten them in their pla<

Tin- vernier >! the vertical arc may now be attended to

it is C t, if it points to zero when all t foregoing ad-

justments are perfect ;
and any deviation in it i> easily rec-

tified, by releasing the screws by which it is held, and tight-

ening them again after having made the adjustmi or,

what \b perhaps better, note the quantity of deviation as an
index error, and apply it, plus or minus, to h vertical

angle observed. This deviation is best determined by re-

peating the observation of an altitude or depression in the

reversed positions, both of tin- telescope and the vernier

plate: the two readings will have equal and opposite errors,

<>ne half <>f their difference being the ind< rror. Such a
method of observing angles is decidedly the best, since tl

mean of any equal number of ol (rations taken with the
telescope reversed in its VV, must lie free i i the effec

of any error that may exist in tie justmentof the vernier,

or zero of altitude.

The theodolite, as constructed in the manner we have
described, is not inconveniently heavy, as the diameter of
the horizontal limb seldom exceeds five inches

;
but when
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the diameter is increased, the other parts must be made
proportionably large and strong, and the instrument becomes
too weighty and cumbersome to be easily earned from station

testation. The object of increasing the dimensions, is to
enable the instrument to furnish more accurate results, by ap-
plying a telescope of greater power, and by a more minute
subdivision of the graduated arcs. With the increase of
.size, a small variation takes place in the construction, princ-

ipally consisting in the addition of a second telescope, and
in the manner of attaching the supports, K and L, to the
horizontal limb, to afford the means o( adjusting the hori-
zontal axis, and of course, making the telescope and vertical
are move in a vertical plan.-. In the smaller instruments
this is done by construction, but in the larger ones, the sup-
ports, K and L, are attached to a stout frame, which also
carries the compass-box, instead of being fixed, as repre-

•nti-d in our figure, to the upper horizontal-plate. The
frame is attached to the limb by three capstan-headed
screws forming an equilateral triangle, two of them lying
parallel to the horizontal axis, and the third in the direction
of the telescope; the adjustment is made by means of these
screws. To prove its accuracy, set up the theodolite in such
a situation that some conspicuous point of an elevated
building may be seen through the telescope, both directly

id by reflection, from a basin of water, or, what is better,
of oil or quicksilver. Let the instrument be very correctly
levelled, and if, when a vertical motion is given to the tele-
Bcope, the cross- wires do not cut the object seen, both
directly and by reflection, it is a proof that the axis is not
horizontal

; and its correction is effected by giving motion to
tli re* s above spoken of, which are at right angles to the
telescope, or in the direction of the horizontal axis. The
third screw, or that which is under the telescope, serves for
adjusting the zero of altitude, or vernier of the vertical arc.
A second telescope is sometimes attached to the instru-

ment beneath the horizontal limb
; it admits of being moved,

both in a vertical and horizontal plane, and has a tangent-
tl attached for slow motion; its use is to deteefany

icidental derangement that may occur to the instrument
whilst observing, which may be done by it in the following
manner. After levelling the instrument, bisect some very
mote obje< t with the cross-wires of this second telescope,
^ damp it firm; if the instrument is steady, the bisection

•I

I
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will remain permanent whilst any number of anglesa

measured, and by examining the bisection from tune to time,

during the operation at the place where the instrument is

set up, any error arising from this cause may be detected

^ n
"
^
'lie, 5 inch, brass arches, *100.00 to $120.00

5 » silver " $125.00

G
« « » n1.j0.00

7 i* u « $250.00 to $300.00.
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Fig. 100. The Spirit Level (Fig. 100) con-

m sists of a -lass tube, nearly filled

with a liquid, spirits of wine being

now used, on account of its mobility, and not being liable

to freeze, the bubble of which, when the tube is placed

horizontally, would rest indifferently in any part, if the tube

could be made mathematically straight :
but th 'im-

possible to execute, and every tube having some slight

curvature, if the convex side be placed upwards, the Imbble

will occupy the higheT part; such a tube firmly fastened an

a straight bar, and marked at two pomts distant by the

lenffth of the bubble, if so placed that the bubble shall

occupy tins interval, has one definite relation to the horizon ;

for were n ever so little moved one way or other, the bubble

would shift its place, and run towards the elevated side.

The accuracy of the indications of the level depends ma
considerable degree on the regularity of the int r surface

of the tube. They arc commonly made of glass tub a

foe Bum s they are obtained from the gl bouse;

but when very great accui is required, the de w

ground, to give them a regular spherical curvature. lne

larger the bubble, the more freely >• rhe spirit

level is extensively used in instruments for surv< id

for astronomical and geological purpo
;

the -lass tube

being inclosed in a I
- case, whicb is out out on the uppc

aide, so that the bubble may be seen.

Th* Pocket SpiritLevel—(Fig. I01,nextp )—This cut

represents a brass pocket spirit level ;
they tade trom

three to twelve inches long, are mounted on a stent brass

pi Lving th -ttom -round true and supported by a

! m;l ll pill, i
end, on I u P p<-.- part of which are

two nuts, between which the level is supp o, by pmjec-
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Fig. H.3.

ns iV.mii the ends of 'If brass tube in which it is enclosed,

and thus affording facilities for accurate adjustment.

« are made sometimes with sights at each end, and

ed to a staff, serving for conducting small parcels of

iter, draining a field, &c.

Tfu adjustment of these levels is very easily proved, 01

made, 1< ringing tl»' bubble in the middle, uj.on

table, or base ; if upon reversion in the same

place precisely, the bubble keeps in the middle,

it i- adjusted :"

if not, turn one of tin- screws at

the end. till it In- so raised or depn ed as to

use the bubble to stand the reversing, at the

.,. tun.- altering the inclination of the plane on

Which the level is tried. Price. s-J to $6.

The Masons' or Carpenters* Level—(Fig. 102.)

This spirit level is mounted in a mahogany

stock, or frame, usually from Fig. 101. Fig. KB.

ie to two f.-el long, but some-

times as small as three inches

:

the glass tube is sunk in the

wood, and cemented fast : a

stout brass plate covering the

wood around, leaving a long

aperture through which to view

the bubble; occasionally the

ends of the wood are capped

with stout hra^s. to prevent

wear.

They are mad.' sometim

with sights, for the purpose of

sighting through for levellinbo o
long distances.

Price. 88cts. to 11.50.

'
'"

7'A/' L< i vnd Plumb.—(Fi

103.)—This is made similar to

the hist, with the addition of a

cross level, for which the stock

is !,• a little wider : the cross

level is enclosed in a tube and

curately fixed in the stock,

having a large circular or semi-

)*
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circular hole for viewing the bubble ; when placed against

a wall, post, or ili«' like, will indicate it' it
i

plumb, or not.

This is a valuable instrument for m penters, raill-

wrights, «Vc. for setting their rk perpendicular, with mure

expedition than the plumb-bob and string.

Price, $2.00.

Can n Surveying Level.—The annexed cut (Fig. 10 1)

is a representation of a spirit level of a plainer - -traction

than i thai we shall describe, and though not hai

the accuracy of the V Levels thai are used by engine yet

will answer an ordinary purpose in the construction of

ditches, mill-seats, Ac The tel >pe is from twelve to

fourteen inches long, having adjusting tubes, and cross

hairs within, and is attached to a »ng brass bar by Bcrev
that have adjusting nuts; the level is attached to the tele-

scope with the usual adjustments, and beneath the bar ;i

Bockel with a milled-head scr< the purpose of firmly

Price. $12.00.mounting on the staff.

Fig i

The T Spirit Level.— (Fig. 105.) on the following page,
represents this instrui it; it has an achromatic ukscope
mounted in Y's like the i the theodolite, and is furnished

imilar tem of cross wii determining the axis

of the tube, or line of collimation. By turning the millet

headed screw, A, on the side of the t'
. the interna]

will I"- thrust outwards, which carrying the object-

glass, it u by this means adju focal distan so
to BOOH a distant •

l di

The tube, c c, carrying the
|

il bubble, is fixed to the
under sid< of the telescope by a joint at one end, and a
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Fig. II

capstan-headed screw at the other, which sets it parallel to

the optical axis of the telescope; at the opposite end is

another screw, e, to make it parallel in the direction side-

ways. One of the Y's is supported in a socket, and can be

raised or lowered by the screw B, to make the telescope

rpendicular to the vertical axis. Between the two sup-

rts is a compass-box, C, having a contrivance to throw

tin- magnetic needle off its centre when not in use ; it is

convenient for taking bearings, and is not necessarily con-

cted with tin- operations of levelling, but extends the use

of the instrument, making it a ciroumferentor. The whole

mounted on parallel plates and three legs, the same as

the theodolite.

It is evident, from the nature of this instrument, that

three adjustments are necessary. First, to place the inter-

stion <>f the wires in the telescope, so that it shall coincide

with the axis of the cylindrical rings on which the telescope

turns; secondly, to render the level parallel to this axis;

and lastly, to set the telescope perpendicular to the vertical

axis, that the level may preserve its position while the

instrument is turned quite nmnd upon the staves.

To adjust tlir Line of Collifnation.—The eye-piece being
drawn out to see the wires distinctly, direct the telescope to

any distant object, and by tin- w, A, adjust to distinct
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vision:* brine the intersection of the cross wires to coinoidt

with some well-defined part of the object, then turn to

telescopi rand on its axis u it lies in the V>, and obaen

whether thi - denct remain perfeel during its revolu-

tion; if it does, the adjustment i act; if not, the win

must be moved one half the quaotitj of rvn,v, bj turning

the little acre* near the ere end of th< V ope, one "i"

whirl, must be loo ened before the opposite one i aed,

which, if correctly done, anil pei F< cl th at.

T<> Hi the Level parallel to the Line of Collimalion,—
Move the telescope till it li»'«- in the direction of two <»f the

parallel plate-screws, the clips which confine the tele coj

in the 1*8 being laid open, and by giving motion i<> tl.

rews, bring tl»« air-bubble to the middle of the tube,

shown by the two scratches on the glass, Now
telescope carefully in its Y 's, that is, turn il end lor end;
and should the bubble not return to the centre ol the level

aa before, ii Bhowa that il is not parallel to I
i\i

ami requires con r. The end t" w] the bubble

reti oust !>>• n"i iced, and i be bubble made to
i rn i

half the distance the parallel plate-* 1 the ol her

half by the capstan headed I th< I of the level,

when, if the halves have I correctlj estimated, the ;»ir

bubble will settle in the middle in both positi of the U le-

This and the ndjustmeul for the collimation gene-

rally requin re] ed trials before th< ompleted, on
count "i the difficulty in estimating i ball the

quantity of dei iation.

To set the '/'< perpen to the I
<' ixis.—

Place the telescope over two of the parallel plate-aci

and move them, unscrewing our wliil.- cujn^ up th

other, until th bubble ol the level settles in the mid
ol n- tube ; then i urn the in half round upon tfa

\. rtical axis, so thai the cont i nds ol the tel< >y

be over the same two Bcrews, and il the bubble again settles

in middle, all is right in that
i

m; if not, half tb<

UUt until thl | wifM Jiro

. then ll moved till

on i- obtained w itlioul pi the
loo] through tin: t. !»•-.< op Mini'', i ut objei t, and noi the

ridt befoi • the •
<• wires i omaiu

idil) in coi ; but it the wirei I . dies, the obji
II .ij> Hitting to uii'l from tinm.
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error must be corrected by turning the screw, B, and the

other half In the two parallel plate-setvus over which the.

teles »> placed, Real turn the telescope a quarter

round, that it may lie over the other two screws, and make
it level by moving them, and the adjustment will be

mplete.

Before making observations with this instrument, the

adjustments should be carefully examined and rectified,

after which the screw, B, should never be touched; the

parallel plat.- screws alone must be used for setting the

instrument level at each station, and this is done by placing

tlw telescope over each pair alternately, and moving them

until the air-bubble stales in the middle. This must be

repeated till the telescope can be moved quite round upon

the staff-head, without any material change taking place in

the bubble.

A short tube, adapted to the object-end of the telescope,

11 occasionally be found useful in protecting the glass

from the intensity of the sun's rays, and from damp in wet

sather. Price, §80 and 8100.

Troughtons Level.—(Fig. 106.)—The telescope, A B,

rests upon the horizontal bar, a &, which turns upon the

stall-head (similar to the one employed in the Y level and

the theodolite). On the top of the telescope, and partly

imbedded within its tube, is the spirit-level, c d, over which

supported the compass-box, C, by four small pillars ; thus

admitting the telex-ope to be placed so close to the horizon-

tal bar, a b, that it is much more firm than in the former

instrument. The bubble of the level is sufficiently long for

ends to appear on both sides of the compass-box ; and

it is shown to be in the middle by its coinciding with scratches

ide on the glass tube as usual.

The wire plate (or diaphragm) is generally furnished with

three threads, two of them vertical, between which the

station-staff may be seen ; and the third, by which the ob-

rvatioD is made, is placed horizontally.

The telescope is generally constructed to show objects

inverted ; and as such a telescope requiresTewer glasses than

>ne which sho\\> objects erect, it has the advantage in point

)( brilliancy ; and when an observer is accustomed to Lt, the

parent inversion will make no difference to him. A diago-

i -piece, however, generally accompanies the instru-

I
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'Fig. 106.

meat, and by it objects can be seen in their nr.iural positron.

A cap is adapted to the object-end of the telescope, to

screen the glass from the rays of the sun, or from the rain :

when the cap is used, it should be drawn forwards as much
as possible.

The requisite adjustments for this instrument are tl

same as those of the Y level ; viz. that the line of eollima-

tion and the level be parallel to each other, and that the
t< Km ope l>< exactly perpendicular to the vertical axis; or
in other words, that the spirit bubble preserve itfl position
while it is turned round hoi italic on the Staff-head. Th
adjustment of the level is i I by correcting half the
observed • r by the caps! vs. < which attach the

telescope to the horizontal bar, and the other half by the
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parallel plate-screws: the capstan-screws, *, /, have brass

ra to defend them from injury ora cidental disturbance,

( admit their adjustment when ne ary.

The spirit level itself baa ao adjustment, being firmly

fixed in its cell by the maker, and therefore the line of col-

limation must be adjusted to it, by means of two screws,

a the eye-end of the telescope ; the manner of doing this

is follows :—Set up the instrument on some tolerably level

spot of ground, and, after levelling the telescope by the

parallel plate-screws, direct it to a staff held by an assistant

at some distance (from ten to twenty chains) ; direct him by

mals to raise or depress the vane, until its wire coincides

with the horizontal wire of the telescope (or central division

of the micrometer scale): now measure the height of the

centre of the telescope above the ground, and also note the

tight of the vane on the staff; let, for example, the former

four feet and the latter six. their difference shows that

the ground over which the instrument stood is two feet

higher than where the staff is placed. Next make the

instrument and staff change places, and observe ID the same

manner as before, and if it gives the same difference of level,

the instrument is correct : if otherwise, take half the differ-

ence between the results, and elevate or depress the vane

that quantity, according as the last observation gives a

greater or less difference than the first. Again, direct the

scope to the staff", and make the coincidence of the hori-

zontal wire and that on the vane perfect, by turning the

lliniation screws. Price, 8100.

fe

Levelling Staves.—(Fig. 107.)—A mahogany Fi& 107-

1. about 12 feet long, and two inches wide,

is divided into feet and hundredths. A target

of brass, about 8 inche> square, or round,

slides on tlie rod, by means of a brass box, on

the back, having a spring t<> give ease and

pilarityto the movement; on the face of the

target is an aperture, over the divisions of the

I, haying a vernier, which reads to thousands

of a foot. The face is varnished in sectors of

different colors, as white and black, affording

a very distinct dividing line to the observer.

A stout cord is fastened to the upper part of

th; x, on one side, and is carried around the whole length
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of the rod, patting through pulleys in the ends, and t-

tuched to the lower pan of the box. By means of this cord

the target may be moved up or down, wl on* of the

reach of the vane man. Price, §5.00 to $8.00 each.

Portabk Lt wOmg Si .—Two mahogany station-staves

generally »mpany to pint-level ; they consist of two

parts i apable of being drawn out when considerable length

js 1. They are divided into feet and hundredths, or

1., tin, I is and tenth ad have a sliding with a wire

p] a square hole in th< ntre, as shown in

Fig. 107 : this vane being raised or lowered by the as-

sistant, until the cross-wire corresponds with the horizontal

win, of the telescope, the height of the wire in the vane,

noted on the staff, is the height of the apparent level above

the e and at that place.

When both the Bt a are used, they should be set up at

equal dista s on each side of the spirit level : the difference

of the heights of their vanes will be the a difference

level between the two stations. But when one staffonly

is employed, the difference b n the h- t of the vane

and the height of the centr ! tin of the instru-

ment, will be the apparent diffei of level, which, it the

distant, between the staff and instrument is great, requires

be corrected for the curvature of the earth.

Pi *5.00 to $8.00 each.

Fig. 108. .] Meter, or Level

—(Fig. 108.)—
This level, I for me:

suring the ai of strata

in riiin- _' o n-

.lions, and any inclination

or>l« of a stout

1 it 6 inch

long, jointed at one end

to plate, having a

h t the side, and hav-

ing a ed arc at-

tached to the lower phi

and movii i sli< n the back of the level plate, and also

jointed for portability. In use the bwer
|

placed on

il outed plate i« d till the bubble of the
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level stands in the middle of the opening, the angle being

I shown on the divided arc.

Price, §0.00 and VS. (in

Dlppino Needk.—The F* m -

dipping needle (Fig. 109)

is usually a flat oblong

piece of steel, about G in.

long, accurately centred,

and balanced previous to

being magnetized, and

having :i slender cylin-

drical axis, rixed at right

angles through its centre,

and moving freely on its

ipports. The mounting

its of a brass plate,

supported by three screw 5.

En the centre of this brass

plate is another, concen-

tric with the former, and
movable round a centre -

pin, like the movable plate

of a theodolite. To this

plate are attached two levels, the one placed at light an-

gles to the other, and used to adjust the plate horizontally.

I our pieces of brass support the circular case of the dipping

needle, the two faces of which are of plate glass, within

which two straight bars of brass are firmly fixed across in a

hoizontal direction; other two brass pieces are fixed h\

screws to the centre of the bars, and carry two finely polished

planes of agate, on which the axis of the needle rests, and

upon which it turns with very little friction. There is a

contrivance inside the box, connected with a small knob

outside, by which the observer can lift, by means of Y's,

the needle from the agate plates, or lower it upon them at

pleasure ; the Y's being carefully adjusted so as always to

leave the axis of the needle on the same part of the agate

planes, and in the centre of the graduated circle, and from

Which graduated circle, the angle the needle makes with

the horizon is indicated ; this circle is usually divided to

half or quarter degrees, and there is sometimes a vernier

attached to the end of the needle, and also a reading micro-

9
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scope attached to the rim of the gl face, movable so as

to be easily placed on any part of it, for the purpose of

reading off the dip with great accuracy.

To use the instrument, set the graduated rim in the plane

of the magnetic meridian by means of B common compass,

levelling it by means of the screws of the stand.

Price, §40.00 to 850.00.

fig- no. The '• ometer.—(Fig.

110.)—An instrument for

measuring les, and more
irticularly the angles form-

ed by the faces of crystal

The common goniometer

consists "i a pair of steel

blades moving on a centre,

3 shown in th lit ; the

edges, " a, at .-fully ad-

justed to the is of the

crystal, whose inclination to « *her il « required to ai

rtain; and then the instrument being applied to t!

divided semicircle, the ai contained i
once read off.

An approximate measurement, within one or two degrees,

n be easily obtained by this instrument, provided the planes

of the crystal be tolerably perfect, and large enough for the

purpose.
'

Pric .00 to 16.00.

Wollai - R ting Qcm ter.—
(I in.)—The reflecting goniometer

is ;i very superior instrument indica-

tions being correct within the fraction of

:i degree ; if spplicabli also tu the

measurement of the angles of w Is

of very small i the only conditions

required, being, thai their planes be

smooth and brilliant. It consists of a

brass circle, . duated on the

and furnished with a vermei i
by which

the divisions maybe read accuratelj to minute-. The circle

moves in a vertical plane, and is supported on e ind. The

axis of the circle is a boll ,
within which is tiler

axis, fitting bo tightly tl turned round il carries the

other axis, and consequent!; el, along with it, nnlec

•
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the latter is purposely prevented from moving. The interior

axis is furnished with a milled-head, c, and the exterior with

a milled-head, b, also ; bo t lint when the head, c, is held

and the other turned, the circle may be moved independent-

ly of the smaller axis; and when the outer one, B, is hdd,
and the inner one, c. turned, the smaller axis may be turn

independently of the circle. Attached to the end of the

smaller axis Ls a sort of universal joint, d, capable of being
rixed in different positions. The crystal to be examined is

attached to the joint at p, by a little soft wax, and placed

so that its edge shall be parallel to the axis of motion;
which adjustment is obtained bv placing it so that the ima<re

of some horizontal object, as the bar of a window, sn

aively reflected from the two faces of the crystal, coincides

with another horizontal line seen by direct vision. When
this adjustment has been made, the instrument is turned till

the horizontal object is seen reflected from one of the faces,

The smaller axis is then held fast, and the other turned till

the index of the vernier points to the zero of the graduated
limb. The circle is then turned round, along with the
smaller axis, till the same object is seen in the same position,

by reflection from the other face of the crystal; when the
an- passed through by the circle is obviously the supplement
of the angle formed by the two fares of the crystal. In

order, however, to avoid calculation, the supplements of the
angles are marked on the limb, so that the angle to be
measured is read off immediately. Price, $20.00.

The Artificial Horizon.—When the altitude of a celestial
object is to be taken a1 i, the observer has the natural,
or horizon, as a line of departure; but on shore, he is

obliged to have recourse to an artificial one, to which his

observations may be referred : this consists of a reflecting

plane, parallel to the natural horizon, on which the rays of
the sun or other objects falling, are reflected back to an eve
placed in a proper position to receive them; the an-le
between the n-al object and its reflected image being then

rored with the sextant, is double the altitude of ti

object above the horizontal plane.

Various natural, as well as artificial, reflecting surfaces
have been made by mechanical arrangements, to afford the

hi- i ol obtaining double angles ; sari, as pouring water,
oil, t le, or other fluid substances into a shallow vessel

;
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elling remaining undisturbed, and the plane will then be

horizontal. Price, 16.00 to -s 10.00.

When an artificial horizon is used, the observer must

phi himself at such a distance that he may see the re-

flected object aa well as the real one; then, having the

s- \tant properly adjusted, the upper or lower limb of the

sun's bnage supposing (that the object) reflected from the

index-glass, must be brought into contact with the opposite

limb of the image reflected from the artificial horizon, ob-

\in_f that when the inverting telescope is used, the upper

limb will appear as the lower, and vice versa ; the angle

shown on the instrument, when corrected for the index-

error, will be double the altitude of the sun's limb above

the horizontal plane ; to the half of which, if the semi-

diameter, refraction, and parallax be applied, the result

will be the true altitude of the centre.
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and to prevent the wind giving a tremulous motion to its

surface, a piece of thin gauze, talc, or plate-glass, whose

surfaces are perfectly plane and parallel, may be placed

over it, when used for observation. But the most accurate

kind of artificial horizon is that in which fluid quicksilver

forms the reflecting surface, the containing vessel being

placed on a solid basis, and protected from the influence ot

the wind. The adjoining figure (No. 112) represents an

instrument of this kind. The mercury

is contained in an oblong iroodeB trough,

placed under the roof A, in which are

fixed two plates of glass, whose surfaces

are plane and parallel to each other.

This root effectually screens the snrfa

of the metal from being agitated by the wind, and when it

has its position reversed at a second observation, any error

Occasioned by undue refraction at either plate of glass will

be corrected. Price, $20.00 and *25.00.

Fig. 112.

Fig. 113. Another and more portable contrivance

for an artificial horizon, is represented in

the aim 1 figures, which con-Ms of a

circular plate <-f black glass, about two

inches diameter, mounted on a brass

stand, half an inch deep, with three foot

screws, « b e, to set the plane horizontal;

the horizontabty being determined thus

by the aid of a short Bpirit-level, d, hav-

ing under tlx- tube a face ground plane,

on which it lies in contact with the re-

Becting surface; place the level on the

glass, in a direction parallel to the line

joining two of the three foot-screws,

fl and //, then nmw one of ti screws

till the bubble remains in the middle of

the tube, in both the reversed positions

of the level, and tin- plate will be hori-

zontal in that direction; then place tl

level at right angles to its former posi-

tion, and turn tin third foot-screw back

or forwards till the bubble again sett!

in the middle of its tube, the former
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levelling remaining undisturbed, and tlie plane will then be

horizontal. Price, $6.00 to $10.00.

When an artificial horizon is used, the observer must

place himself at sueh a distance thai he may see the re-

flected object as well as the ival one; then, having the

extant properly adjusted, the upper or lower limb of the

sun's image supposing (that the object) reflected from the

index-gla», must be brought into contact with the opposite

limb of the image reflected from the artificial horizon, ob-

serving that when the inverting telescope is used, the upper

limb will appear as the loVer, and vice versa ; the angle

shown on the instrument, when convcted for the index-

error, will be double the altitude of the sun's limb above

the horizontal plane ; to the half of which, if the semi-

diameter, refraction, and parallai be applied, the result

will be the true altitude of the centre.
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GLOBES.

Eightrni inch Globes <>f tlw Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge.—(Fig. 115, next page.)

—

In these glob*
an endeavor has been made to comlm

i degree of accu-
racy, BUcb as is only pos ?d by the best modern maps,
with the lowest price at which excellence can he attained.

The terrestrial globe baa been compiled from the moat recent
ographical surreys, with the aid of the accounts given by

the best travellers; and there is annexed on the 18-inch
globe a table of the population of the different countries in

the world, compiled from the latest official returns, and,
where these are wanting, the best authorities which could
be obtained by Mr. (i. 8. Brent, Fellow of the Statistical

Society of London.

The astronomical information which lias been supplied
of late years upon the position and nomenclature 01 the
fixed stars, has rendered a perfectly new celestial globe a

ost desirable acquisition to the student of astronomy.
'i he labors of Piaza, Bradley, Lacaille, Johnson! <fec, in de-
termining the places of the stars, and those of Bails' in tl

correction of their nomenclature (in the new edition of tl

"British Catalo '), have been carefully consulted in the
lestial globe whir], » now advertised. The stars in tl

northern hemisphere are all which d by Piaza, with
the addition of such of Bradley's (from the Tabulae Regio-
montanae) as arc nol in Piazzi. The stars in the southern
hemisph omprise all those given bj I aille and Johnson.
The 11 itude of each Btaris thai I

j which it is d nated
in the catalogue from which its place is taken and the
several orders <»i' magnitude are so distinguished from h
other ;is to he read, aft* i little prai , with the n<

\o~
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Fig. 115.

—-'tt^^X

ry of counting the number of points in the star-figure.

ie double and multiple stars have been marked from the
« .u of Sir W. Herschel and Starve, and Flamsteed's
numbers have been annexed as they stand in Mr. Baily's
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edition of the " British Catalogue ;
" which work has also

been followed in the omission of all letters ept those

which are found in Bayer's maps. All the positions ha\

been brought up to 1850.

The figures of the constellations are printed from different

plates and in a distinct color from that of the more import-

ant parts.

Price, on high mahogany frames, the pair, §78.00.
" " " " and com-
passes, the pair, - - - $85.00.

ThirUen-inch Globes.—The artificial globe is a round body
or sphere, having on its surface a map of the earth, or of

the cele>tial constellations, as delineated, with the principal

circles of the sphere. In the former case it is called tl

terrestrial—in the latter, the celestial —(See Figs. Ill

opposite page.)— Artificial globes are used for the purpose of

to young persons the first ideas of the figure and

rotation of the earth, of latitude and longitude, and the

situation of places with respect to each Other, and to the

sun at the different seasons of tin- year. It is usual to

employ them also for the purpose of solving mechanically a

few elementary problems of astronomy, relative to the dif-

ference of the hour of the day at different places ; tl

times of the rising and setting of the sun ; the limits of the

\ isibility of ''lip-'-, etc.

The fundamental parts of these instruments which a

aiimon to both, arc, first, the two poles whereon the

globe is supported, representing those of the world; second,

the brazen meridian, which is divided into degrees, and
passes through the poles ; third, the wooden horizon,

whose upper side represents the real horizon, and is divided

into several circles; fourth, a brass quadrant of altitude

fifth, two hour ci es, one moving round each pole .

litre, and divided into twice twelve hours, to indi

those of the day and night. The I globes have also a

magnetic compass attached to the frame. Upon tl aria'

of the glob< depicted the lines of latitude and longi-

tude, the equator, ecliptic, tropics, and polar circles. On
one globe, in addition to tl the various countries,

seas, i of tli" world; and on the other, the rs in their

relative positions.
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Price, the pair, .... *•_>,-, do.

with high mahogany frames, •> :;."». do.
II ** H •-

and eompafi

10 inch, -

No.oo.
120.00.
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Fig. 117. Fig. 118.

Fig. 119.

e: » 1C 7T
^T

*ESeJ^)
Globes with Iiidiurd Axis, on neat Mahogany Bases.—(S-

Fig. I IT. as above.)

in. globes, terrestrial and celestial, the pair,

G in. globes, terrestrial and celestial, the pair,

3 in. globes, terrestrial and celestial, the pair,

5 in. globes, terrestrial and celestial, the pair,

5 in. terrestrial globe, -

3 in. terrestrial globe, ....
in. terrestrial globe, with moon attached, -

$15.00.

$ 7.50.

$ 3.50.

$ 2.50.

* 1.2

$ 0.75.

$ 2.00.

Small Globes, with Bra \fridum and II an.— (I

118, as above.)

5 in. terrestrial globe, ... - $ 1.50.

3 in. terrestrial globe, - 8 1.00.

Altitude or Globe Quadrant (Fig. 119, as above,) consif

of a thin, flexible strip of brass, movable at one end row

a joint in the Lover part of a square bead, which is furnished

with a tangent w. Its use is, that when I aed on to

the brazen meridian of an artificial globe, it shall indicate

the relative position of places, and other purposes connected

with that part of geography commonly called the use of

the glob.-. The strip 01 brass is graduated from zmo
90°, and the eiseofths instrument must tl to tl

size of the globe with which it i* to be need.

Pri< e i - in. or 18 in., $1.25.

" 18 in., - - $2.00.

77- J

i m
beipj

m
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The An, SpJ*re.—(F\gs, 120 and 121, pi 100.)—Of the instruments contrived to elucidate the elements <>f

astronomy, none imprinl >«> clearly on the mind the nature
ad use of those eii s which astronomers have supposed

to be applied to the concave sphere of the as the
mail sphere.

If tli rcumference of a circle be turned aboui its diame-
ter as an ;i\i<. it will nte in its motion the surface of a
«^l

t ibe i >r sphei

And the centre of the circle will be the centre of the glob
All straight lines reaching from the centre ol a globe to

it> surface are equal.

Every straight line that goes through the centre of a
sph and i> terminated at both ends bv the surface, is a
diameter.

The diameter about which any sphere turns is its axis.
The extremities of Mich diameter or axis are its poles.
On the surface of a globe or sphere several circles may

^ ed ; those circles, whose centre is the same with
the centre of the globe, are called by way of distinction

les; the>e divide the sphere into two equal parts.
Hie angular distance of two points situated on the surface
°f tbi sphere, is measured by the arc of a great, circle
intercepted between them.

Lessi circles divide the sphere into two unequal parts.
The sphere before you, by its real circles rves to re-

P 1

'

nd will enable me t-> explain to you those imagina-
ry circles by whirh astronomers divide the heavens into the

parts or portions as you see these oircles divide the
[f your eye could be placed in the centre of this

ou would see its circles upon or againsl those very
ints of the heavens where the imagine :ircles of the

astronomers are supposed to be situate, [t is called arrail-

ktyi I ise il consists of a number of rings of brass, called
bv the Latins armillae, from their resembling bracelets or
rii for the arms.

six great circles of the sphere; the horizon,
the meridian, the equator, the ecliptic, the equinoctial colure,
and the solstitial colure.

sphere is sustained in a frame, on the top of which
is a broad circle representing the horizon, which represents
that imaginary circle which bounds or terminates the view
of U itor, dividing the sphere into two equal parts;

|

£1H

i
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that which i> above the horizon is called the upper or visible

hemisphere; that which is below, the lower or invisible

hemisphere. Winn the sun, moon, or stars, descend below

this circle, we say they are set; on the contrary, when they

appear above it, we say they have risen.

On the broad circle, representing the horizon, are marked
the thirty-two points of the manner's compass; the east,

west, north, and south points, are principally to he regard-

ed : these arc called cardinal points.

On the inside of the horizon are two notches for receiving

a strong brass circle representing the meridian.

It is suspended on two pins, at two opposite points of

the meridian ; these pins are a continuation of tip \is of

the sphere both ways, and as the sphere turns round upon
them, they are considered as poles, and are called, one tl

DOrth, the other the south pole.

The equator is that circle which <om$ round the sphere

exactly in the middle between the two poles.

The ecliptic is that circle which cros^, « the equator ob-

liquelv ; it is divided into twelve parts, each of which consists

of thirty degrees.

The equinoctial colure is the great circle which pass.

through those two points of the equator that are intersected

by the ecliptic.

The solstitial colure is the other great circle at rirdit

angles to the equator.

Then- are four lesser circles of the sphere, two tropics,

and two polar circles ; tin four Circles are all parallel to

the equator.

The tropic "1 Cancer is the parallel which is on the north

side of the equator, and 28} degrees distant therefrom.

The tropic of Capricorn i> simat<- on the south side of the

equator, and also 234 degrees distant therefrom.

Tin- two polar circles are at the same distance from ll

two poles that the tr<»j.i<-s are from the equator, that is,

twenty-three degrees .and a half.

That towards the north pole is called the arctic circle,

that towards tin- south pole, the antarctic circle.

The point in the heavens which i> directly over the head

of the spectator, is called the zenith. The point which is

directly under his feet, is called the nadir.

T» rectify the Sphere, elevate tie- pole till the same r.um-
ber of degrees is above the plane of the horizon, n the pole
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of the place you are considering is above the horizon, and
then the circles on the Bphere will, with respect to the globe
within it, correepond with the imaginary i astrono-

mers in the heavens.

The Hour Circle is a small ci. fixed about the north
pole, with a hand on the axis of the sphere, so that by turn-
ing the sphere on its axis the index will be carried round the
circle.

Tins circle is Used to convert the d< of the equator
into time ; it is divided into twenty-four equal parts, answi
ing to twenty-tour hours, or the time of an entire revolution
of the heavens. The index, by pointing successively to those
hours, shows in what space of time any pan of that revolu-
tion is performed.

The Quadrant of Altitude.—This is a lone slip of brass
with a nut at lop to fix it to the meridian ; it is divided into

ninety degrees, and hcin^ fixed at the zenith it. reaches to
the horizon

; it may be carried to any part of the sphere,
and thus will show tie- height or altitude of any point aboi
the horizon in any position of the sphere.

Price, beet 18 inch diameter, -$40.00.

plain, $20.00 and §25.00.
immon fig., 9 inch, £ 4.00.

" 12 " $ 5.00.

it

a

<i

Planetarium.—(Fig. 122, next page.)—A planetarium
may he considered in some soi a diametrical section of
our univei in which the upper and lower hemisphen ire

SUpp) <1.

The upper plate is to answer for the <-.-iiptic; on this arc
placed, in two opposite but corresponding circles, the days
of the month, and the signs of the ecliptic, with their res-

pective characters
;
by this plats you may sel the planetary

balls so as to be in their respective places in the ecliptic, 1

any day in the r.

Through the centre- of this plate, you I rve a stron
stem, on which is a bra ball to represent the sun ; roua
the stem are different bets to carry the arms, by which
the several phu ire supported. The planets an
sented by white or gilt balls. \\ n with i

i ither take
off, or put on, any of tin planet ion may requir
About the primary planets are pi j,la ,

/

f mrM
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or n i>. which are in these instruments only movable by
the hand.

We turn the handle, and all the planets are put in motion,

moving round that ball which represents the sun. Now, if

OH take the earth's motion as a standard, they move with

nearly the same relative velocities and periodical times that

the serve in the heavens. We scarcely need observe,

that it is impossible to give an idea of the proportion and

distanci the planets in the compass of an instrument so

small as that before \"U, or indeed of any instrument what-

soever.
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The motions are carried on by a train of wheel-work con-

cealed in the brass box, under the ecliptic.

In the centre of the system is the sun, placed in t

heavens by that Almighty Power, who said. "Let there !>•

light, and there was light," to be the fountain of light and

heat to all the planets revolTing round liim.

The nearest planet to the sun is Mercury; observe the

part of the ecliptic he is at, and also the place when; tl

earth is situate. I now turn the handle, Mercury is arrived

at the place from whence he Bel out, and our earth has goi

over 88 days of the ecliptic : the velocity we here give tl

planet is inconsiderable, but in his com-, in the heavens I

is supposed to move with a velocity equal to 100,000 mil-

ID an hour.

Venus is the next plain t in the system
; in the heavens

she is distinguished by the superiority of her lustre, appear-

ing to us the brightest and largest of all the planets. By
observing her course through the ecliptic, and comparing it

with the days passed over by the earth in tl time,

you will find, in the instrument, Venus revolving round tie-

Sun in 225 days
; in the heavens she moves at the rate of

80,655 miles in an hour.

The third planet in the solar Bystem is the Earth ; dimi-

nutive as it appears before you in this instrument, its real

diameter is near 8000 miles
; it revolves round the sun in

the space of :iC)5 days, into which number the brazen eclip-

tic is divided : this revolution constitutes our year, while its

revolution round its axis forms day and night.

The little ball, close and annexed to the earth, represents

the .Ifoon.

The planet Mart is the next in order, being the first

above t! nih's orbit ; be revolves ronnd the sun in about
686 days; so that our earth. you will observe by tl

instrument, goes nearly twice round, while be is perform it

his r«\«.liiti.>n
;

h«- u supp move at the rate of 55,76
miles in an hour. To this planet our earth and moon will

ap r like two moons, sometimes half or three 'juarters

illuminated, but never full.

Jupiter, the Is T all the planets, is next beyond
Mais; and our earth must have gone nearly twelve times

round the ecliptic for one olution of Jupiter ; vet so far

is iis path removed from the sun, that to go round it in

this space of time, it moves at the rate of 30,193 miles an
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! ur. It is attended by four satellites, represented by four

they are invisible to the nuked eye, but appear beau-

tiful through a t ipe.

the next planet, is still higher in the system,

inning its circuit in about thirty years of our time ; it

mores at the rate of 22,298 miles an hour ; it is accompa-
nied h\ i satellites, and a large luminous ring.

Gtoi Sidus, or Herschel, is the seventh planet in our
m : it is nearly twice the distance of Saturn from the

sun, round which it revolves in about 9<> vt-ars
; its diame-

ter H 34,170 mil and it is accompanied by six satellites.

Price. *o0.

Fig. 123.

Improved Pla rium.—(Fig. 123, as above.)—This in-

strument has received the entire approbation of teachers,

s. who have used it, and has been adopted in

most of our academies and schools. It is substantially made,
the planets moving by a crank and wheel-work within the

box. on the top of which is an engraved plate representing

th« - _'!:> of the zodiac, dkc., and the whole as useful an

-trument as the more costly one preceding.

Price, with brass stand, $15.00.
** with mahogany stand, $ 7.50.

The Common Orrery.—(Fig. 124.)—The following shows

these instrumen t a simple form :— It consists of a

a the top of which a lelim d the signs of tip-

points of the compass, days of the month, and

months of the year. In the cetilp * wire or brass

10*
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fJUl

l, terminated bj a brass ball to represent the sun. (

tin i od u i ev< ral rings, ea b 1> a long \\ Ire, tui

up near the end. These have bal I various t tic

points, representing the planet of our m f with Bucfa

moons a naturally belong to i i i. The length of the

win and Btze of too balls cannot be mad< accordant with

tli. il size of the planel ih'ir orhil tCCOUnt of

the very great extent of space whi< -
li would }< required.

The planets ru e n in tl natural o i of tfercuj

Venus, ill-- Earth and moon, Mars, Jupil '! four mo i

ami Saturn with seven moon H< ael ii i^r *

omitted. 1' 0.

Tfu Tellurium, The ran, the i Lh, and the ma ire

bodi< , which, from our i annexion with them, are so infc

Ling to im thai ' led in u um«iii I
i

• ontrh
I

exj ly I elucidation, This instrument (Fig. IS

Fit ue,

H
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Shows in an accurate and clear manner the phenomena
arising from the annual and diurnal motion of the earth ; the

change of the a ma ; the revolution of tin- moon round
tin rth, moving in an orbit inclined to that i>( the ecliptic,

and illustrating the subject of eclipses. The gilt ball repre-

Sj
tli<- sun can be taken oft*, and a lamp substituted in

it- place, illuminating the earth in one hemisphere only, and
the moon differently in its various positions. There arc

four distinct motions givm to this instrument, three by
nvans of wheels with cords passing round them, and one
with toothed wheels, also a screw at the end to tighten the

cords when required; the globe is three inches in diameter,

and all the continents, seas, etc., may be distinctly seen ;

the equator, the ecliptic, tropics, and other circles, are very

risible, so that problems, relative to particular places, may
be satisfactorily solved

;
the axis of the earth is inclined to

the ecliptic in an angle of 66j degrees, and preserves its

rallelisra during the -whole of its revolution ; when the

north pole is turned directly towards the sun, the globe is

in the position of the earth for the longest day in our

northern hemisphere, or the 21st of June ; turn the handle
of the instrument till the earth and moon have revolved

halt' round the sun, and the north pole is directed from the

sun, and we have the shortest day. or the 21st of December ;

there are two intermediate positions in the revolution of the

globe, answering to the positions on the 21st March and the

21st of September, when the two poles are equally exposed
to the sun, and when the days and nights are of a length

all over the earth. The phases of the moon are clearly ex-

hibited by this instrument. When the moon is between the

rth and the sun, we call it new moon, the enlightened

i being then turned from us; but when the earth i- be-

tween the sun and moon, we call it full moon, the enlight-

ened part being then turned towards us; in the intermediate

ions we have the first and last quarter of the moon.
Price, on I stand, $13.50.
" on mahogany stand, §7.00.

Ik Insti ent.— (Fig. 12G, next page.)—This instru-

onsists of a painted ball of four inches in diameter,

representing the sun. mounted on a man ny base twenty

inches long
;
there is supported from each end a two inch

rial globe; to the axis of one of these is supported a
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Fig. 126.

II, r- anting ih«- moon, whirii is movable near!

the globe ; brass wires proceed from tin sun, representi

the rays "i" iln- sun's light fulling on the side of the earthn rj

turned towards ill" sun. Prom iliis end of tin' instrument

various eclipi i may be shown. Prom i!i«' other side <»f the

sun ili-i'- is ;i hill representing the moon, by which the

earth is <-.|ij
<

I|M I wires representing » >m the sun,

for explaining the shadows called penumbra and umbi
and is ;i valuable instrument in explaining both solar a

lunar eclipses. Price, 10.00.

The Tide Dud.— (I 127, next pfl I—This instrument

consists of a circular piece of wood, on winch there u n

presented a dial having the tw< -four ho of thi

connected at the centre, to an axis, is a movable disk repi

senting the ocean, and bearing an arm having a ball attach"

to the end, representing the moon ; the water appearing at

high tide in that direction ; the outer disk representing ths

rth. On the back of the dial is ink, giving motion to

the wheel work, and cau ing the earth and moon to revolve

;

the earth revolving twenty-nine times fastei than the moon.
The tides are occasioned \>\ tin- ebbing and flowincrof the

i, which are ed by it ittraction of thi on and
ion, but chiefly by the latter.

The attraction causes the water to assume a sph< lal

the longest axis hcino in the direction of th< bk

This oval of the waters keeps pace with the moon in ii>

monthly course round th- irth; while tl th, by its

daily r* »i:ili»»r» <m Us ;i\is. j, i ich part of it to

th*- direct •»< tion of the moon, twi i day, and thus

produces two flood and two ebb tides Hut because the
in'.on i^ m the mean time pasxing froi to we I in its

orbit, ii comes to the meridian ol any placi r than it

did ths pi <lay; consequently the two flo

ebbs require nearly twentj fire bom mplete them.

The tides are at the new and full moons, and are

*

dnfa

1st n
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Fig. 127.

thence called spring tides, and least at the first and last

quadratures] and are thence called neap tides, and the highest

tides are near the time of the equinoxes. Price, $4.00.

Centrifugal Hoops for showing the Earth, an Oblate Sphe-

—(Fig. 128, next page.)—An astronomical instrument,

to show that the earth, if revolving at all, must revolve

upon its shortest axis, and that owing to centrifugal force.
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Fig. 129.

Fig. 129.

The structure of the instn it is very simple: it coasi
of two or more hoops of thin tin, or brass. Tlu-

fastened below to a spindle, bo that they must turn with it,

but move easily up and down that spindle when put in m<
tion The Bpindle has a pulley below, and is supported si

top by a cross arm. The pulley \a turned by pae
ingover a multiplying wheel. Upon turning this wheel, (he
hoops b.-ii.g put in motion will endeavor to fly out !> n-

trifugal force, and the shape repre d by the
dotted line; that is, will becom i oblate spheroid, or a
globular body flattened t rds either pole.

Price, |4.50.

l-'i- L 2 9, as above, represents a cheaper itructionof
this instrument, having a three inch globe in the cen
The motion is given by turning it rapidly with the finger.

Pi >.

Astronomic Telescope on Brom Kt««>i.—Ho invention in

the mechanic arts has ever pn I more useful and enter-
taining than the produ. tion o( the tel i utility,

both by sea and land, ii well known: in resi

heaven!) bodi< much of our knowledge m de i the
invention of the t
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Fig. 130.

11')

The Astronomical Telescope (Fig. 130, as above) consistsM an ct and eye-glass fitted into a long brass tube
Ine o! rlass is placed at the end of the tube nearest
the object. The eye-glass is that which is nearest the

nd when there are more lenses than one in the tube
>ides the object-glass, they are called eve-glasses also.

I he tube is mounted on a brass stand haying a joint and
vcl at the top, by which the telescope may be directed

to any position in the heavens.
The short tube. (', adjusts in or out the body of the tele-

Sc
.

fr
l ra^ ^d pinion, worked at A; to the end ofWh

J eye tube, 15. and the various powers are applied.
Ine -tube, B. contains four glasses. To increase the

power, unscrew the eye-head of this tube, h, and take out

I

I
mI

9
i
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the sliding pipe, which contains the two first glasses, and in

its place substitute the higher power, 2. rve, the

highest power, 1, is screwed into the adjusting tube, C,

without the lung eye-tube, and is preferred for astronomical

uses.

The legs of the bn ^tand are jointed and fold together,

and tlnAvholc instrument neatly packed in a mahogany

case.

Price, tlie main tube 20 inches long, $42.00.

30 " 60.00.

36 " 90.00.

42 * 150.00 and $200.

30 inch, without box and ast. eye- piece, 48.00.

<<

4«

41

ti

4i

<t

*t

4<

..

it

Astronomical Telescope.—(Fig. 181, next page.)—Figure

1 in the plate represents the telescope, Supported in tl

centre of gravity, with it- rack work motions, and mount.-,]

on its mahogany stand, the three legs of which are made to

close up together by means of the brass frame, aaa, which

is composed of three bars, connected I
'her in the centre

piece by three join*-. ;ind also to the three ]. if the

mahogany stand by three other joints, so that the three

bars <.t this frame may lie cl-.se against the insides <>f the

lecra of the mabosany stand when they are pressed togetlu

for convenience of carri.

The brass pin, under the rack-work, is made to moi

round in the brass socket. //, sod may be tightened by

means of the finger-screw, '/. when the i, li pe is directed

nearly to the object intended to be observed. This socket

turns on two centres, by which in • it may 1< t perpen-

dicular to the horizon, <>r to any angle required in respect I

the horizon; the angle may be asceri d l>v the divided

arc, and then made fast by th. \, e. If this socket ]
-

s«-i t<> the latitude of the place at which the telescope

used, and the plane of this arc I,, mrned on tin top of the

mahogany stand, so as to be in tin- plane of the meridian,

th ket, //, being fixed to the inclination of the pole of

th nth, the telescope, when turned in this socket, will

have an equatorial motion, which i- always \<ry convenient

in making astronomical oba itions.

Fi^ur- 2 in tin- j.late represents s stand to be used on a

table, which may be more convenient for many situatioi

than the large mahogany stand. The telescope, with its
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Fig. 131.

rack-work, may be applied to either of the two stands, as

occasion may require, the sockets on the top of both bein^
made exactly of the same size. The sliding rods may be
applied to the feet of the brass stand, so that the telescope

may be used with the same advantages on one as on the

other.

11
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The tube .1-1 may !><• made either of brass or mahogany

oj fi,,. d ;, ball I- 1 i long. Hie achromatic object-gin

«,r ti, ,-,.,. ;,,..! a half feet focal distance has an aperture -

two inchei and three quartera.

The [ai i inth a tube five feet long, and has an

achromatic obj< - of three inches and one quarter

aperl ure.

The eye-tube, ai repr hy B, contains four eye-

u , ,i for lay or tfiay hmd objects. Tl

tube I !, which have two in each

be used for astronomical purposes. Tl, -tubes all

screw mi" the short brasa tube at D. By I ing the

button or mUied head al /. this tube is moved out of the

larger, so aa to adjust the eye-glasses to the proper dis-

tan< om the object glass, to render the objeel di Lincl to

any sight with any of the different tubes.

The magnifying power of the thn I d half feet tele

scope with the eye-tube for land obje< orty-five

times, and of the five feet, for land objects, >i\t\ five tin

Will, tl for astronomical pur] a itb the th and a

half feet, the mairnifvine powers are eighty, one hundred

and thirty, and oi hundred and eighty ; and for the in

feet, one hundred and ten, one hundred and ninety I two

hundred and fifty times.

Stained glasses, as^r, an- applied 11 the different eye-

tubes, to guard th< e in observing the spot a the sun.

The rs are to be taken off when the i tub

used for other purposes.

The rack-work is intended to move the telescope in an;

direction required, and is worked by means of the tn

handles at k. When the direction of the tub luixed

;„ considerably altered, the worm screws, which

against the arc and the cir< must d
;
then

the screw rfbeing l< aed, the pin of the n work will

mo ilj round in th I, b.

For the more readily findin
|

or dii the i« lescope I

any object, particularly a nomical objects, tl a

small tube or telescop* called the finder, fixed near tl

f the la telescope. At the focua i ae object-

... ,,r this finder tl wires a h inl h

other in thi the tub ad aa th< i
powi

iv only about si* times, th< il fi( of ri is very I

ti re anv object will be rcadirj found within ii h

an

a*

,';,"

a*
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being brought to the intersection of the wires, it will then
within the field of the telescope.

In viewing astronomical objects (and particularly when
the itesl magnifying powers are applied) it is very
beceasary to render the telescope as steady as possible

; for
thai purj there are two Sets of brass sliding rods, j /, afl

1 in the plate, These rods connect the eye-end
of th lescope with two of the legs of the stand, by which
any vibrations ^i the tube, that might be occasioned by the
motion of the air or otherwise, will be prevented, and the
telescope rendered sufficiently steady for using the - ite>t

powers These sliding rods move within one another with
much ease as to admit of the rack-work bcino- used in the
ae manner as if they were not applied.

I>i>l>rovcd Astronomical Telescopes.—This elegant instru-
ment, represented below, in Fig. 182, is one of the latest
and most approved construction; the stand is of polished

my, the legs jointed and supporting the telescope

Fig. 13J.

I
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conveniently and having a braes pillar movable by

b tooth and wheel adj at— by which it may be set at

any height required

—

with vertical brass joint and horizontal

motion, and rack and pinion motion to the tubes ; the ) tb

of the tube m five feet, the aperture m three inch baring

terrestrial aud celestial -pw The construction of tf

various parts ninv be und tood by reference to the on

previously <\< Price, *i 50.00.

Fij. 133.

Another form of thes did i lical iustiuuiente

is repi tted in the shore cut, Fiir. I of a 1. constru

• n than the preceding oi and i unt na <1 of

a new and highly approved lebon. It possesses the

advant of supporting the tel< pe in two places, whicfa

m it extremely idy, s property <»j great importance

when viewing eeleei obji with high magnifying poi

It possesses likewise, the advant ibling tl bsen

i ontinue seated at the same* heighi m the floor, alth*

the telescops be raised to any altitude, the elevation being
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entirely at the object end, although it be changed from the

horizon to the zenith.

In the other constructions, where the centre of motion is

nearly in the middle of the tube, it is at times inconvenient
to stoop to the eye-end of the telescope when the altitude

of the object is considerable ; tins new and improved con-
struction of a stand remedies this inconvenience, which.

rether with its unusual steadin.-s, recommends it highly
to astronomical observers. The frame-work is composed of

bars of hard wood, firmly braced, and screwed together in

a very durable manner, and is mounted on three castors ;

these castors may, by the motion of a lever, he so arranged
that the stand may rest on the floor more steadily without
tin- rollers, when the projn-r position of the telescope has
been obtained. For the horizontal and vertical motion of
the telescope, the arrangements are very complete; the
former being a toothed wheel and arch ; the latter having

mall wheel moving a larger wheel, at the ends of the axis

of which there are cog wheels working in links, forming an
endless chain, or band, for drawing up one part of the
frame, and elevating the telescope. The tubes are of bra-.
five and a half feet in length, the aperture of the object
glass four inches, having two terrestrial and two celestial

•-pieces. Price, *2 73.00 to $350.00.

The Transit Instrument.—(Fig, 134, next page.)—The
transit is a meridional instrument, employed, in conjunction

with a clock or chronometer, for observing the passage of

celestial objects across the meridian, either for obtaining
correct time, or determining their difference of right ascen-

; the latter of which, in the i ase of the moon and cer-

tain stars near her path, that differ but little from her in

right ascension, affords the best means of determining the

difference of longitude between any two places where cor-

ponding observations may have been made. Such being
more especially the use of the portable transit instrument, it

forms a valuable accession to the apparatus of the scientific

traveller, who, remaining a short time at an) station, is

enabled thereby to adjust his time-keepers both with ease

and accuracy, and to obtain the best data for tindin" his

longitude. It also may be employed very successfully in

determining the latitude.

The following figure represents this instrument as con-
11*
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Fig. 131

meted by Mr. Tronghton, when tie telescope doe* not

exceed twenty inches, or two feel (oca! length. The tel

tube, A A. is in two parte, and conn* I together by
sphere, I *>. which also receives the larger ends of two cones,

cd at li'jlii angles to the direction of tin- Lelescop

and forniimr tl izontal axis. Thi ia terminates in tu

eylindrica] pivota, which in i'i fixed at the upper end
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cf tin' vertical standards, D D. One of the Y's possesses a

small motion in azimuth, communicated by turning the

a, a ; in these Y's the telescope turns upon it> pivot-.

But, that it may move in a vertical circle, the pivots must

precisely on a level with each other, otherwise tin* tele-

- will revolve in a plane oblique (instead of perpendicu-

the horizon. The levelling of the axis, as itte called,

is i ire one of the most important adjustments of the

instrument, ami is effected by the aid of a spirit-level, E,

which is made for this purpose to stride across the telescope,

and rest on the two pivots.

The standards, D I), are fixed by screws upon a brass

circle. F, which rests on three screw-, b c </, forming the

t of the instrument, by the motion of which tin- opera-

tion of levelling is performed. The two oblique braces,

1
i

! are for the purpose of steadying the supports, it being

essential for the telescope to have not only a free but a

ly motion. On the extremity of one of the pivots,

which extends beyond its V. is fixed a circle, II, which

turns with the axis while the double vernier, e e, remains

itionary in a horizontal position, and shows the altitude

which the telr-rope is elevated. The verniers are sel

rizontal by means of a spirit-level. /'. which is attached

to them, and they are fixed in their position by an arm of

iss, //. clamped to the supports by a screw at h. The
whole of this apparatus is movable with the telescope, and

wleu the axis i- reversed, can be attached in the same man-

ner to the opposite standard.

Near the eye-end, and In the principal focus of the tele-

is placed the diaphragm, or wire-plate, which, in the

theodolite or levelling telescope, need only carry two cross

wires, but in this instrument it has five vertical and two

horizontal wires. The centre vertical wire ought to be fixed

in the optical axis of the telescope, and perpendicular with

respect to the pivots of the axis. It will be evident, upon
consideration, that these wires are rendered visible in the

daytime by the rays of light passing down the telescope to

the eve : hut at niffht. when a very luminous object, as the

oon, is observed, they cannot be n. Their illumination

therefore effected by piercing one of the pivot-, and ad-

mitting the light of a lamp fixed on the top of one of the

ndards. as shown at I; which light is directed to the

reflector placed diagonally in the sphere B ; the
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reflector having a large bole in its centre, does not interfere

with the rays passing down the telescope from the obi
and thus the observer sees distinctly both the wires and the
bject at the same lime ; when, however, the object is very

faint (as a small star), the light from the lamp would ov<

power its feeble rays. To remedy this inconvenience, the
lamp is so constructed, that by turning a screw at its back,
or inclining the opening of the lantern, more or less light

may be admitted to the telescope, to suit the circumstani
of the case.

The telescope is furnished with a diagonal -piece, bv
which stars near the zenith may be observed without incon-

\ enience.

Of the adjustments.—Upon setting the instrument up, it

should be so placed that the telescope, when turned don
to the horizon, should point north an 1 south as near as can
possibly be ascertained. This of course C m be but approx-
imate, as the correct determination of the meridian can onlv
be obtained by observation, after the other adjustments at

completed.

The rir.st adjustment is that of the line of collimation.

Direct the telescope to some small distant well-defined ob-
ject (the more distant the better), and bisect it with the

middle of the central vertical wire : then lift th. sops

very carefully out of its angular bearings, or Y's. and re

I
lace it with the axis reversed

;
point the iclcscoj i to

the same object, and if it be still bisected, the collimation

adjustment is correct ; if not, move the wires half thi

ror, bj turning the small c dch hold the diaph in

near the eye-end of the telescope, .-111(1 the adjustment will

be accomplished ; but as half the deviation may not be cor-

rectly estimated in moving the win u becomes n< ssary

\< lily the adjustment by moving the tel e the other
half, which is done by turning tl crew a ; this gives th

bmall azimuths] motion to the V before spoken of, i-

< qui atl) t" the pivot of the axis which it carries. Having
thus again bisected the object, reverse th< axis as before,

and il half the error was correctly estimated, the object

will be bisected upon the tel ipe being directed to it ; if

quiti rrect, the operation of reversing and correcting

hnlf n ii the Mime manner, must I through
in, until, by succi approximations, tl t is found

;ted in both positions of the axis; the adjustment

f •' *

.
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will then be perfect The collimation adjustment may
likewise be examined from time to time, by observing the

tmnsi 1 I Polaris, or any other close circumpolar star, over

the first three wires, which [fives the intervals in time from
t! to the second, and rroni the first to the third wire;

id then reversing the axis, observe the same intervals in a
irder, as the wires which were the three first, in the

mer position, will now be the three last : if the intervals

in the first observations are exactly the same as the intervals

in the second, the collimation adjustment is correct; but

bould the corresponding intervals differ, such difference

points out the existence of an error, which must be removed
9 before described, one halt* by the collimating screws, and

the other half by the azimuthal motion of the instrument.

It i> desirable that the central, or middle wire (as it is

usually termed), should be truly vertical ; as we should then

have the power of observing the transit of a .star on any
part of it, as well as the centre. It may be ascertained

whether it is so, by elevating and depressing the telescope:

when directed to a distant object, it* it is bisected by every
part of the wire, the wire is vertical; if otherwise, it should

be adjusted by turning the inner tube carrying the wire-

plate, until the above test of its vertically be obtained, or

else care must be taken that the observations are made near

the centre only; the other vertical wires are placed by the

maker equidistant from each other and parallel to the middle

one— therefore, when the middle one is adjusted, the others

are so too ; he also places the two transverse wires at right

angles to the vertical middle wire. These adjustments are

always performed by the maker, and but little liable to de-

ra ment. When, however, they happen to get out of

rder, and the observer wishes to correct them, it is done
by loosening the screws which hold the eye-end of the tele-

in its place, and turning the end round a small quantity

by the hand until the error is removed. Hut this operation

squires very delicate handling, as it is liable to remove the

wires from the focus of the object-glass.

The axis on which the telescope turns must next be set

horizontal. To do this, apply the level to the pivots, bring

the air-bubble to the centre of the glass tube, by turning

the foot-screw, 6, which raises or lowers that end of the

axis, and consequently the level resting upon it; then re-

v« the level by turning it end for end, and if the air-
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ibble still rem central, the ask will be horizontal, but
if not, half the deviation must b by the foot-

Tew, i, and tin- other half by turning the sb

at on- i the level, which raises or lowen the glass-

tube (r«mt i i

i

j i 1
1 _r the air-bubble) with reaped toils rapports,

which t upon the pivots. This, like most other adjui

ments, frequently requires several repetil - before it

a< lished, on account el the difficulty of estimatui

exactly half 1 1 * *- error.

Having B< t the axis on which the tel >pe turns, parall

the horizon, and proved the correct position of I n-

il wire <>r line of collimation, making it d< ibe a great

circle perpendicular to that axis, it remains finally to mal
it move in that \< d circle which is the meridian.

The correction of this error may be eff v turning

tli< crew, o, if the angular value of one revolution be
known, unless th«- instrument possesses an azimuth cin

by which the telescope may be set exactly that quantity
from its p r j t j)-. -it ion.

But if the quantity of motion t<. be given to the adju*t-

w, a, is not a matter of certainty, the obeervi <jr

rtaininif the diflerenec of the intervals, must make ti

adjustment which h insiders sufficient, »in pn d
to verify it by ol turn, until, I itinued approxima-
tion, b< in fixing hi- in>tru»j orrectly in the

meridian. Price,; idin
, $150 to $800.

Tin Ail U and Azimuth I list, —(Fig. xl

pag< i—To the centre of the tripod, A A, i~ fixed tl rti-

cal axis of the instrument, of a length i 1 to about tl

radius of tl. irele; it is concealed from view by tl k-

rior cone, B. On the lower pail <.f the axis, and in do
t with the tripod, n centred the azimuth cii '

which admi f a horizontal circular n n of al

d< for the purp of bringing it- zero exactly in the

meridian; tbie i- • ted by a slow the

milhd head of which i- shown at I). This m< ri raouli

how , be omitted in instrumi finer! for i work,

as tJie bringing th< i the meridian is not reqt

either in a nomy or surveying; it is in fact pi sain

con\ irlv, bv introdu- not

.rays ' tl. Above tl. itli

with it. is placed strong circular pi K, which carries
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the whole of the upper works, and also a pointer, to show
the degree find nearest five minutes to be read olV on th<*

azimuth circle : the remaining minutes and seconds being1

obtained by means of the two reading microscopes, F and

G; tl»i> plate, by means of the conical part, B, which is

carefully fitted to the axis, rests on the axis, and moves con-

centrically with it. The conical pillars, II II, support the

horizontal or transit axis, I, which being longer than the

distance between the centre of the pillars, the project!

pieces, c c, fixed to their top, are required to carry out the

Y's, a a, to the proper distance for the reception of the

pivots of the axis ; the Y's are capable <»!' being raised or
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lowend in their sockets by menus of the milled-headed

screws, 6 6, for a purpose hereafter to be explained. The
weight of the axis, with the load it carries, is prevented

from prcs&in^ too heavily on its bearings, by two friction

rollers on which it rests, one of which is shown at ». A
spiral spri fixed in the body of each pillar, presses ti

rollers upwards, with a force nearly a counterpoise to the

superincumbent weight : the rollers on receiving the axis

yield to the pressure, and allow the pivots to find their

proper bearings in the Vs. relieving them, however, from
a great portion of the weight.

The telescope. K, is connected with the horizontal a\i

in a manner similar to that of the portable transit instru-

ment. Upon the axis, as a centre, is lived the double circli

J J, each circle being close against the telescope, and on

each side of it. The circles are fastened together by small

brass pillars : by this circle the vertical angles are mea-
sured, and the graduations are cut on a narrow ring of

silver, inlaid on one of the sides, which is usually termed
the /<"( of the instrument ; a distinction essentia] in making
observations, The clamp for fixing, and the tangent-screw
for giving r slow motion to the vertical circle, are plao I

beneath it, between the pillars, II II. and attached to them,

as shown at L. A similar contrivance for the azimuth cir-

cle is represented at M. The reading microscopes for the

vertical circle, are carried by two arms bent upwards near

their extremities, and attached towards the top of one of

the pillars. The projecting arms are shown at \. and the

microscopes aboi e at 0.
A diaphragm, or pierced plate, is fixed in the principal

focus of the telescope, on which are Btretcbed ivc vertical

and five horizontal wires: the intersection of the two centre

ones, denoting the optical axis of the telescope, is the point

with which the terrestrial object is bisected, when observing

an dcsical purj s. The- vertical wires are used
tor the same purpose ;i s those in ih. transit tel< pej and
the horizontal ones for taking Ititudes of celestial objects.

A micrometer having a movable wire is sometimes a bed
to the eye-end of the telescope, but it is not generally ap-

plied to instruments of portable dimensions. The illumina-

tion of the wires at night is by a lamp, supp d near the

top of one of the pillars, as afl d, and placed posits the

end of one of the pivots of the axis, which, b< perfo-

jtaoe p»

d

adjtfoei

I
I ftkfcir

J »:tod

• ^
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rated, admits the rays of lii*ht to the centre of the tele-

scope-tube, where, falling on a diagonal reflector, they arc

reflected to the and illuminate the field of view ; the

whole of this contrivance is precisely similar to that de-

scribed as belong-in-- to the transit instrument
The vertical circle is usually divided into four quadrants,
h numbered, 1°, 2°, 8°, &c, up to '.>0°, and following

one another in the same order of succession; consequently,
in one position of the instrument, altitudes are read off, and
with the face of the instrument reversed, zenith distances;

and an observation is nol to be considered complete till the

object baa been observed in both positions. The sum of the
two readings will always be 00°, if there be no error in the
adjustments, in the circle itself, or in the observations.

it is necessary that the microscopes, O 0, and the centre
of the circle, should occupy the line of its horizontal diame-

: to effect which, the up-and-down motion (before spoken
of ) by means of the screws, 6 b, is given to the Y's, to raise

or lower them, until this adjustment is accomplished. A
spirit-level, P, is suspended from the arms which carry the
mien scopes : this shows wln-n the vertical axis is set per-

pendicular to the horizon. A scale, usually showing seconds,
is placed alonLC the ^lass-tube of the level, which exhibits
the amount, if any, of the inclination of the vertical axis.

Ins should }„• noticed repeatedly whilst making a s<-rirs of

observations, to ascertain if any change has taken place in

the position of the instrument after its adjustments have
M completed. One of the points of suspension of the

level is movable up or down, by means of the screw, f, for

the purpose of adjusting the bubble. A striding level simi-
lar to the one employed for the transit instrument, and used
for a like purpose, rests upon the pivots of the axis. It

mu-t be carefully passed between the radial bars of the

vertical circle to >••! it up in its place, and must be removed
as soon as the operation of levelling the horizontal axis is

rmed. The whole instrument stands upon three foot-

screws, placed at tie- extremities of the three branches which
form the tripod, and brass cups are placed under the spheri-

cal ends of the foot-screws. A stone pedestal, set perfectly

idy. is the best support for this as well as the portable

transit instrument.

Use of the Altitude <iiui Azimuth Instrument.—This is the
most _ illy us. •fill of all instruments for measuring an

12
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glee, being- applic tble ta g< as well ronomical

purposes. In the bands of the surveyor, it I.. aes a the-

odolite of rather large dimensii easuring with

accuracy both vertical and horizontal angles. It d

possess the power ol repetition ; but the effect of any ei

of division on the azimutbal circle, may be reduced or «l

stroyed, by measuring the sam> le upon different par

of the arc; thus, after each observation, turn the whole tn-

rument a small quantity on its Btand, and adjusting it,

again measure the required ansrl A fresh Bet of divisions

is thus brought into use at every o rvation. and the same
operation being repeated many times, wl freat acetone

is required, the mean result may be considered as free from
any error that may exist in the graduation. A repeating
stand has, of late years, been frequently added to this in-

strument, and is a most powerful and convenient appendage,

when great accuracy i> required in the measun nt of

aamutnal angles. The two opposite micrometers 1 id

off at each observation, will alv. remove the ell- of any
error in the centring. The vertical angles shouH in all

cases, be taken twice, reversing the instrument before taking

the second observation, when, as before observed, one of the

readings will be an altitude, and the other a zenith distance
;

the sum of the two readings, therefore, if the observation be
made with accuracy, and no error exists in the adjustments

of the instrument, will l exactly 90°; and whatever the

sum differs from this quantity is double the error- of the in-

strument in altitude, and half this double error is y Direc-

tion to be applied -f or— to either of the se] ite observa-

tion-, to obtain the true altitude or zenith di e, -f-when
the mud of the two readings is I d oo°, and — when
greater.

In applying the instrument t< tronomical purj it

as formerly the custom to 'lamp it in the direction <>i the

meridian, and after taking A observation, or series of ob-
servations with the fi of the instrument one nay, to wait
till the next night, <«r till opportunity permitted, then

take a e< sponding series of obs< >ns of the same
objects, with the face of th rument in a reversed posi-

tion. But this method being att< sd both with uncer-

tainty and inconvemei oal 1 complete at once

the Bet ol observations, by taking the altitudes in both posi-

tions of the instrument a b posi ich other.
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When Ititude is required, several observations
may be taken, r short ti both before and after the meri-

'1
|

wuli the face of the instrument in one
direction, and with it reversed, noting the time at each
observation : and if we have the exacl time of the object's

trait, its hour angle in time, or its distance from the merl-
in at the moment of each observation, may be deduced.

This, with the latitude of the place (approximately known)
and the declination of the object, affords data for computing
i quantity called the reduction to the meridian, which added
to the mean of the observed altitudes, when the object is

ab- pole, and subtracted when the object is below the
will give the meridional altitude y>( the object, and

vir for zenith distances. The nearer the observa-
tions are taken to the meridian, the less will the results

depend upon an accurate noting or knowledge of the time.

Price, $500 and upwards.

Fig. 136.

77- Sun J'nil (Fig. 130, as above) is an instrument for

ig the hour of the day by means of the sun's shadow.
In constructing this instrument, the object is to find, by
means oi his shadow, the inn's distance at any time from
the meridian

;
when this distance is known, the hour is also

own. Sun dials are usually constructed on a plane sur-

ofbi or other material, placed parallel to the horizon,
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having a stylo, or gnomon, which is usually the edge of a

plate of metal, or a cylindrical rod, fixed ;it an angle < 'jual

to the latitude of the place where the dial is to be used.

The face of the dial is divided into hours, from 5 to 12

on one side of the gnomon, and from 12 to 7 on the oth.

there are intermediate divisions for half, quarter hours, and

minutes; also, the principal points of thi impass are drawn
on it. Fig. 137 represents the face of the dial, and Fig.

Itf8 the gnomon and side -view.

Fig. 137.

Fig 138.

The time indii 1 by the sun dial, i-> solar or true time,

and agrees with mean time, or that shown by a clock, only

on four different days in the year. To find the mean tim>

it is necessary to apply a correction, called the equation of

tune.

Price, in brass, for any lat. required, <> in. diam. §4.50.
<< U II u it

7 " if

a a tt ii tt 8 " tt
1

a
in marble. a II tt

7.:
» it

14.00.
a a u it it

1 1

« ii m;..-«).

a a u u «-
ia " • <

18.00.
41 a u it II \H fl ii $18.00.

Ttu Sun Dial with Lens and Cannon.—(Fig. ISO, neil

ige.)—This instrument is »o arranged, that, the heat of the

sun falling thi h a lens, and being concenti i the

touch-hole of a loaded cannon, it will precisely al noon be

fired. It consists of a slab of marl having a sun dial of

the usual construction on one portion, and on another part a

brass cannon, at the sides of which il two quadrants
with movable arms, by which a leni of about two and

*ttf

••

.

tog Dial

««msi
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three in in diame- *"'« 139-

in bra-- mounting is

mpported ; the focus ,,( the

orresponding to the dis-

Boce of the touch-hole of the

Mimon. On one of the quad-

a - there is marked a scale,

the altitude the* lens

s to be set \'m- every day in

he rear, and corresponding

o the declination of the sun.

n setting the dial it should

m mar horizontal as possible, and the 12 o'clock line

th and south; when it will be found, that at 12 o'clock
he bud will shine through the lens and fall exactly on the
riming of the cannon, and the explosion take place.

Price, 7^ in. diam. -v.m.
;

fi± in< diam. *lj.50.

Fig. 140.

V;

I
.,

:

^^^h

;

r<*t

1
'H

»
i

^^m

I

, r

Universal Ring Dud.—The Universal or Astronomical
tin-,' Dial (Fig. 140, as above,) is an instrument which
erves to tind the hour of the (lav in any part of the earth

;

• onsista of two rings or flat circles, from 4 to G inches in
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diam.i md th<ir breadth, &e., proportionable. The out-

ward ring repr< nta the meridian < ay place you an
and contains two divisions of 90° each, diametrically

Bite t<> one another, serving the one from the i rtor to t

north, the other to the south pole. The inner ring repi

Bentfl the ((junto:, and turn- exactly within the 01 . by
mean- of two pivots in each ring, at the hour XII. Acxosb
the two circles goes a thin reglet oi bridge, with a curs

thai slides along the middle of the bridy In the cm
a little hole for the sun to shine th jh. The middle of

this bridge is conceived as the axis of the world, and i

extremities as the poles; and on the one side are drawn t>

signs of the zodiac, and on the other the days oi ti

aonth. On the edge of the meridian slides a piece, 1

is fitted a ring to suspend the instrument by. On the sur-

face ol the inner ring the hours and parts are engraved.
To use the Tm\ .!. |; !M ; QIAL.— To find tk 8um'i

Declination and lm place in the J-. the slider <

tin- diameter or bridge, to the da} of the month, and, answer-
ing to it on the other side, i- the sun's place and his declina-

tion, either north oi south, as the lettei i marked direct
To find the Latitude \h Place.— Find the sun's decli-

nation for that day : i if it be north, set the slider or
hanging piece to so many i on the front of the di

marked 8; but if it I outh declination, set the hai
piece on that side of the graduated circle marked X. I'i

a pin or wire in the small hole on the back side of ti

instrument
;

hold it up by th< , the pin towards th

sun. so that the shadow thereof falls amongst the division
i the hack of the dial; then watch for the itesl alti-

tude : which, counted from the lowermost i of th

degrees, the shadow nt will l><- the latit required.
To find the Hour of the Day.-—Set th ei on the mi

ridian to the Latitude of the pi ind the slider on ti

bri I ris to th< y of the month
; then open the hour

rele (now holding the instrument by the little ring, thi

it DM fn i

'

i. turn tin- bl toward- the BUU, till

yon can see a small k of light ae through the sli l<

of the bridg i on the middle line oi the hour circle

and that p in the middle line where the speck
shows the hour of the day at ti -

p The va at
1 pging

i bis position, the meridian, equinoctial, poles,
axis, A are all of them correspondent to thos ippoeed
in the h ens. p, ,; (o . ,.

list to*

Kb
Kuirdf

I

lv

Oft

TV

Bt8BJM

•V I'I

"J

tech f(
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<\

Fig 111.

Ui >1 Jo'mi Dial and Compass.— (Fig. 141, as above.)

—First set up the arc, which moves upon a joint, ami con-

tains 90° of latitude; then raise the plane of the dial that

a tin- hour- engraved upon it. i<> the number of degrees

or the latitude of your place.

Example.—For New York 40° 40' : suffer the compass
edle to traverse freely upon it*- centre; then turn the

iss till the north pole «>f tin- needle (which is denoted

a ci tar the extremity) settles at the north point

on »!)<• face of the compass, then level the whole by means
^t' tli.- three feet or adjusting screws, ami the spirit levels

tined within the compass.
The pole, or gnomon, must be raised perpendicular to the

»f the dial, from the 10th of March to the 11th of

mh.-r. between which times your hour-shadow will fall

3U tin- plane of tie* dial : and from the 1 1th of September

the Pith of March, the pule or gnomon must be reversed,

Bhadow of which will thru fall <>n the Inside «>f the ring

irhich contains the corresponding hours with those on the

|
lane.
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For the time in the forenoon, the shadow of that edg<
the gnomon next those hours, and parallel with the 6 o^lock
line, is thai which is to be taken; and for the afternoon, the
edge next its hours.

Note.—When tin- shadow romes to the meridian, or IS
o'clock, the whole thickness of the gnomon falls wit I, in thi

space numbered XII.

It is proper to know the variation of the compass at your
place, and the right allowance made.
A little stud}- with the instrument in the Bunshine, will

clearly illustrate the foregoing directions.

Price, 5.00 to £20.00.

Th* Tim Glass.—An instrument serving to measure the
flux of time, by the descent or running of sand from one
glass vessel into another. Small ones running from two 1

five minutes are frequently mounted in bronzed
i

frames. (Fig. 142.) p n\ and .

Fig. 14a

Fig. 1 1

J

XUW//7&.

Larger time glasses (Fig. I I as above,) are mounted in

fram.-s of wood, either plain or highly polisl nd i. be
1 running quarter, half, one hour", or two hours. Hour

gl • are used al tea lor reckoning : also, iii ;i-

and schoi ons are to be pursued for a given tin

Pri «, in plain frames,
j boui

| bou
1 hour, #1.25 : 2 I ours, $1.76.

" in polished r» i ood (ran ; hour, |1.88

;

{ hour, 12.00; hour, ft

}0i I

-

inrec fro

pi

f

ftJtolei
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MOTION, MECHANICS,
ETC.

Inertia Apparatus.—Inertia is that Fi s* H4

j r >j» rty of matter by which it resists

;hange of state, whether of rest

or motion.

This interesting piece of appara-

tus (Fig. 14 4) consists of a common
can! and a brass ball of one inch or

re in diameter, supported on a

short, pillar with a suitable base. To
one side of the base there is fixed a

steel spring, and a lever for drawing it back : on drawing
the spring and suddenly relieving it, the card is struck and
driven from under the ball off the pillar, while the ball rests

on the pillar as firmly as though the card had not been
knocked from under it. Price, 81.50.

Fig. 145.

d r

-

Adhesion Plates.—These consist of two plates of glass

(Fig. 145), with knobs for handles, the flat surfaces ground
perfectly true. On pressing these together, they can be

separated only by the exertion of considerable force, the

H-l
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power required being in pr< rtion to the area of the plat*

About 2J to 3 inches in diameter is the usual size.

Pike, 11.50.

Bohneriberger*9 Machine.—This apparatus (See Fig. 14G,

below) consists of three movable rings, A B C, mounted <

stout base. The two inner rings are mounted on pivot

those on the smallest rii Jit angles to the middle one;
in the smallest ring is supported a metal ball, having
roller on one of its pivots; around the roller a string m.

be wound, and when pulled off a rapid rotary motion an
be given to the ball. This motion may be ren with ii

axis in any position required, and when communicated, the
ring supporting the ball will resist considerable effort to

alt<-r its position, and whatever way the inetrumenl may be
turned, its axis will continue to maintain the position it had
when set in motion, illustrating the inertia, or thai property
of matter which resists any change of state, whether of rest

or motion. P, oo.

Fig. 146.

tig 147.

Irutrument ftjf ittusiratuni J ,/,////,/._( r;,,. M
as ah .)—By impenetrability is meant th< t t\

bodies cannot occupy the same space at the same tim
The inetrumenl to illustrate this principle consuts of s -la
jar, A, to which is fitted, air-tight, a 1 rk, thro
which a tunnel, B, with small neck, and bent glass tube, (

are inserted
;
one end of the latter is to I mmc in a

»el of « .
D. If, now, wat- poured into the fun-

nel and enters the jar, it trill be found that th<

Hit I

Kberasou

kat*n tl
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itity of air will escape through the water, the water
lacing the air, not penetrating it Price, $1.00.

7 for Capillary Attraction.—(Fig. 148, as below.)—
1 number of small glass tubes of different

led bore, attached to a piece of wood, which may be
1 in a glass vessel, all.. win- all the tubes to be immers-

l at one end. The liquid will rise to different heights in
il tubes, and highest in the tubes bavin- the small-

1 bore. Price, 11.00.

Fig. 149.

Fig. 1 l&

Glass Plates for Capillary Attraction.—Fig. 149, as
>ove, consists of two plates of (rlass about five inches
[uare, joined at two of their edges, and separated at the
her a small space, forming an angle of about two degrees.
hen immersed about an inch in water, the water will rise

>tween the plates, and will rise higher as the spare is

nailer, forming a curve called a hyperbole. The effect is

lown best if the liquid is colored.

Price, $1.00 and *2.00.

Collision Balls for Actii

I I,', ,,„.— (Pi ;4
- 150).

—

lis apparatus consists of a

imber of ivory balls, bus-

nded contiguous to each

by strings of equal
igth, sometimes mounted

frame having a ?radu-
d arch over which the
lis may oscillate freely.

Fig 15a
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Let two ivory Lulls of equal weight be suspended 1

threads, as in the annexed figure ; if the former be

drawn aside and suffered to fall against the latter, it will

drive it to a distance equal to that through which the firsl

ball fell ; but it will Itself rest, having given up all its ov.

moving power to the second ball.

If five ivory balls, of equal weight, be hung by threads

of the same length, and the hall a be drawn out from the

perpendicular, and then let fall linst the second, that and
the other two will continue stationary ; but the last ball,

u, will fly off the same distance as that through which l!

first ball fell. For when the first ball strikes the second, it

receives a blow in return, which destroys its motion. The
second ball, although it does not a: ir to move, strik.

against the third, the reaction of which seta it at rest: the

action of the third ball is destroyed by the reaction of the

fourth, and so on, till motion is communicated to the las!

ball, which, not being reacted upon, Hies off. Then !

when one body strikes against another, the quantity of mo-
tion communicated to the second body is lost by the first,

but this loss proceeds—not from the blow given by the

striking body—but from the reaction of the body which it

struck.

Price, set of 5, £ inch ivory balls, - $1.25.

6, 1 " " " - $2.00.

5, 1} " " " - $3.00.

5, li " " " - $4.50.

mounted on mahogany frame

with graduated arch, $7.00 to $12.00.

set of 5, H inch boxwood
balls, on mahogany
frame, with arch, $3.50 to $T. no.

" set of 5, 1J inch boxwood balls, $1.00.

Machinefor thawing thi '
f
ompo*ition of Force*,—Composi-

tion of forces ia the finding the quantity and direction of a
single force, which is equivalent to two or more , act-

ing each differently, and of which the quantity and direction

c given. This machine (1 ig. 151, next page) will prove
how two forces will conspire to produce one motion, and
that intermediate between them.

At bottom is e frame or table ; at one corner rises

a slender rod, and on h si<h- of it an upright wire, bear-

<«

«<

«(

<<

•<

< <

<<

<<
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r :i ball, which by a hole

i-. made to slip easily up and

wn. In ilk- centre beneath

i> a third ball, resting loosely

on tin- table. If the ball a

falls, it would strike the ball

C, and drive it to d ; if u falls

it would drive it to E, but if

ih \ and b are Buffered to

full at exactly the same time,

the ball c would obev the

impulse of both at once, and

an intermediate course ;

that is, be propelled across the board to B.

lip. 151.

Price, $5.00.

Fjff. 1.72.Rocking Horse.—(Fig. 152.)

—

This is an amusing figure, represent-

ing a horse and rider, and sometimes
used to illustrate the effect of plac-

ing the centre of gravity very low.

The figure is a light toy in the form

of a horse, having a wire and heavy
dl fastened to it, as represented

in the eut. If the hind feet of the

horse be placed on the table with-

out the ball being attached, the

ntre of gravity will be beyond
the table, and the horse will of

arse fall. But if the ball be at-

1 the centre of gravity will be below, and the line of

direction fall within the table; the horse will consequently

supported, and may be vibrated in an amusing manner.

Price, 7octs.

Al variety of blocks, wheels, and figures, illustrating

the centre of gravity. Price, 50cts. to |1.50.

The Mechanic Powers.—The following instruments are

included under a set of mechanic powers: 1. Several sys-

tems of various kinds of pulleys. _. The various kinds of

levers. 3. Inclined plane and carriage. 4. Wheel and
axle. 5. Wedge. 0. Screw. Also a set of weights to

use with them.

13
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Fig. 153.

.Ikiretl

The Pulh —(1
:

,
H )—Tb< pulleys >

mounted on a neal polished malm ><, 30 inches I'

and * inches wide, with turned columns, 24 inches I

hind which are fastened row scales, di\ I into inches

and parts thereof, the one scale numbering from tl ]>.

and the er from the bottom, having a < drawn

the frame at i ach inch, dividing the whole into twenty-four

equal pari >r ol rving tli*- distance li w< it prist's

tin ti in use. The duImv^ and n - mountings are made
of i>s, highly polish* I I cent

vrith which is a set ol lira^s w<*i -his \v*>m oz. to 16 ou

lot

«rd fre

do
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In the best instruments there are seven systems of pulleys,

i. 1. | fixed pulley with one wheel or sheave, turning on

rots by a cord; 2. one fixed and one movable pulley con-

i.(l ; :>. two fixed pulleys in one block, and two movable

llevs in one block ; 4. two fixed pulleys in one block, the

e the other, and two movable pulleys one above

5 Other three pulleys arranged as the last ID both the

>\i< nd fixed pulley; 6. a fixed pulley and four single

tiers, baying the cord supported from a fixed point; T.

- pulley, which consists of a fixed pulley, having five

more concentric grooves on the face of the wheel, with

meters, as 1, 3, 5, and one movable pulley with another

ch wheel, having corresponding grooves with diameters,

2, 4. 6, on the lower block : the cord being passed in suc-

s »n over the grooves, as represented in the cut, it will be

rown off by the action of the power in the same manner
it every groove formed a separate and independently re-

iving wheel.

It is to be observed in using the pulleys, that the pulley

to be balanced before the weights, representing the

r, are applied; for this purpose a cup with hooks is

pplicd, into which shot is placed till the pulley is accu-

tely balanced.

ice, with levers, screw, inclined plane, wheel

and axis, and set of brass weights, §35.00.

The Loirs.—The principal lever (Fig. 153, opposite page)

a bar of brass about twelve inches long, supported on a

•el pivot, called the fulcrum, at about four inches from

d, which end is made thicker than the longer one,

it they may equally balance. On the under side of the

er is a succession of hooks, at one inch from the fulcrum,

d from each other, for the whole length ; and on the up-

r side of the lever a succession of hooks, on the longer

e only. The lever is attached by its fulcrum to the upper

rt of the frame supporting the pulleys. Over the lever

a frame supported by two brass pillars, having a sliding

lley, which may be placed in such a manner as to carry

cord from any of the hooks on the upper side of the

would be required in using the lever in the second

d third order. On the top of the frame there is a series

tli levers, the shorter arm of the one acting on the

»ger arm of the next, forming a compound lever. Also,
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a bent lever, having boles at the distance of one inch apart
in both arms, an -rted on a brass pillar, near which k
placed another brass pillar, on the upper part of which
th< -«a frame with sliding poller, tliat can 1* set at any

f'jr supporting the cord from the arm of

T.

:l

Tl" 1 Plane.—

I

t. as above./—This con-

of two flat pieces of rn ny, about twelve inches

1 five inches wid»-, movable on a joint at one end,

ami Laving a graduat'-'J semi' «r arch divided into C

greet, and numb am 'h ways, and ha
a clamp, spring, and milled -head screw, to fasten it at anv
an. esve I at the ad BC plane is fixed a

A small earn roll * heels, and of a

-nientlv 1 weig

ini' exactly four ounce*, is used for showing the power gain*

a silk d, wl. i» pasted the

pulley, and the weight atta- the end ; if the lenj/

of the in rd plan twice it* elevation, two ounces *

earn / four ouxv smallest

weight added to it will draw it up.

Fig. 155.—

'

—This is u

of two <-^ually ir.

surfaces, hi

at the has- ind when
open forming two inclined

the

*, and when closed, a wedge ; is usually
hogany, aboul eight inches long. The prin'

a*

josists in iu being urged br the stroke

r I

T ft
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miner, mallet, ifec. A Binart blow of ;i hammer of half a

•und weight, ov< mine; more resistance than the weight

many pounds laid on the top of the wedge,

The Screw.— | L56, as below)—This piece of appa-

consists of a s ... about 8 inches long, entering a

Lpported on a l ase by two pillars; in the top of the

rew there i- a hole for the introduction of a lever. Fixed

tli- me t e there i-* usually a brass spiral in the form
the thread of a screw, having a lever, or handle, project-

igh the frame, by which it is turned, and is used in

plaining the w as an inclined plane, used in connexion

th the lever.

lie 137.

Fig. 1

The Wheel and Axis.—(Fig. i:»7. as above,)—This ap-

ratus consists of a mahogany wheel, the diameter in the

being 5 inches, on the side of which is a smaller

•j .', inches diameter; they are mounted on an axi9,

e diameter of which near the wheel is one inch, and tie-

end halt" an inch. Both of these have silk cords fixed

them, for suspending the weights ; the axis is supported

the ends by small pivots, moving in a brass frame, which

jually attached to the frame supporting the system of

illeys.
13*
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Fig. 154

The above cul (Fig. 158) repr nta a set of m< inic

pou iii which ; Mi hi a few of the article* are
modified, baving tin- four meet important lyatemaof pulleyi
arranged as those deacribed, and baving two Btraighl [ev<

"ii Mi.' frame, and one bent lever, and a movable pulley at*

bed to a bran pillar with a nut on the bottom, by which
it can be shifted t«» dj in holes in the top «.| fam
for passing tlu* cord «.\«-r, in Using tl r in the Beco
and third order, and also for the bent lever; tin- inclim
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• 1 and wedge and screw, are the same as

1 in the preceding set.

Pric . complete with inclined plane, wedge,

rew. ami brass weights, Si 6.00.

Fig. i

In ,,,,/ Set of Mechanic Powers. Fig. 150, as

)—In this e mt set of mechanic powers, there are

meats, or systems of pulleys; others maybe
altering the cords. On the top of the frame there

mounted a wheel and axis, the axis being one inch in

iam«'ter, and there being three different diameters to the
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wheel, two, fire, md ten inches, also having a numb
spokes, or hand], on the circumference.
The levers are conveniently arranged on separate

the principal our h<-in<r arrai "erplainin

The inclined plane and iredge are mounted also < *
separate stand.

The screw has a h spiral, mounted in the same frai

for conveniently explaining this power.
A set of brass weigh iccompany the Bet, from twi

ounces down to one «|> er of an ounce.
There is also added an apparatus for the showing l

composition and re olution of forces.

The (> are made uniform, and the three first instru-
ments are about three feel high, the brass , . hi

finished, and the wood work well polish,-], formin"
imposio ipparatua.

Price, for the \\h mounted on four fram<

Tl« Pulleys.—Two equal weighs suspended t<< the ends
f a string thai >ver pulley, will

" :l ier, for thej an- equally si lied by the weights ai
I

either of them be pulled aown through any riven space,
other will rise through an equal space in' i u inn in-.'

and, conseqm atly, as the velocity and the wei
thej must balance.

Though this pullej gjives no mechanical advantage, it i-

eat convenience, as it takes oh* tin- n
man would be otherwise under «.i ascending along with
weight, and thus less< '- lii- I be id

furtto i nil ace, that h ,| the join
"i

i ral personi nay be made use of to rai i th

weight. Either of the two t, k§ ;„ this
i 59) used t<, illustrate this srran in wh

i ise th-- movable pulley repi ited in the plat
n- 1.

a. Tl palfU Pulley in this am t lias a w<

the low and . end of th »rd
round the pulley, is fastened to a I in

•

,,.- ir i

the fixed pullei
. while tin- other end

filed pull. ,j by the weight The | !a

sn whole ari half
appei end of either rop If

the W( ight. If you take hold of the 1 and pull u

I
pi

.a

SI

ssaawi

ajgd f
'-

fetfei

ftodi d
tanu-n.

ftriiih

I

law in I

tttpowe

In fa
]

t In t

•••:

t«*:t i

saw.

Hi MM
BJBat *

e»SNi
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aa**

abskti
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.1 will feel only half the weight, the cord attached to the

m >k supporting the other half; it" you put the cord ov« r

the fixed pulley, this only changes the direction, ami, there

s pulling tin rd downwards, you onh Feel halt* the

weigh I me ounce suspended from the cord passing over

th< ed pulley, will balance two ounces from the movable

pulley, and you will be enabled to lift twice as much weight
sisl tnce of a single movable pulley, as you could

raise bv vour own actual strength. The power moves twiceo I

ist as the pulley with the weight : therefore, the space
ribed by the power will be equal to twice the spa

described by the weight, or the velocity of the weight is to

that of the power as one to two |
and it will be observed

that when the weight lias been raised two inches, the power
has ii. tended four inches.

c. When the upper and fixed block contains two pulleys,

which only turn on their axis, and the lower movable block
contains also two, which not onlv turn on their axis but

with the block and weight, the advantage gained is as

four to one.

i'. When th< are three pulleys in the fixed block, and
three in the movable one, d, and the number of cords six,

the power is as six to one; the advantage is the same whe-
ther the pulleys are placed parallel to or under eav-h other.

b. In this arrangement the pulleys do not, as in the pi

ling systems, rise together in one block with the weight,

but act upon one another, so that each pulley doubles the

power. A power of one ounce will be in equilibrio with

two ounces at the first movable pulley, with four at the

ad, with eight at the third; and the velocity of the
power will be eight times that of the weight.

Whites pulley described in the first set of mechanic pow-
- sometimes added to this set.

Tht Wheel and Axis (Fig. 159, page 151) is a machine
much used, and which is applied ina variety of forms. The
wer acts on the circumference of the wheel ; the weight

is fastened to one end of a cord or rope, whose other end
winds round an axis that turns with the wheel. The axis,

F, and wheel, a, in Fig. 159, are fastened together so that

on nnot move without the other; when a weight, w, is

to be raised by this engine, it is fixed to the end that goes
round the axis, but the power, p, is applied to one of the
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several rircumiWenees of the wheel. Palling a< the rope, r,

to turn tin* wheel once round mu< h cord must be drawn

off bm wind i nee aboul the circumfi n nee o\ the w d

the cord to which the weigh 1 la bu tided will wind once

round the axis, and the weight raised through as mm-h
pace as the circumference of the axis. If thediamel »f

tin- whe< 1 be ten \w.\n sad the diao r <>\ tl vis b

inch, then one <>un« <• acting power, p, will balance ten

ounces as a weight, w; and a imall additional weight will

ij e it to descend, and turn the wheel and iti axie, and i

raise the weight, w ; and for every inch tin- v. 'it rises, t.|,

power, p, will fall ten inches ; if the diatni U wheel

be five inch* b, it will balance with two ounces applied as a

power, and desi i nd five inches
;

or, rappo one ounce I

be the power, it will balance a weight on five ounce at tl

axis , it the diameter be two inch orof any other aize, tk

same proportions will be maintained. The wheel and azii

may be considered as b lever, whose fulcrum i^ a line passio|

through the centre of the wheel and middle of the axis, and

whose I and short aim- arc I he radii of the wheel and

thai .11. parallel to tin- hoi i, and from whose extrt

mitiea the chords hang perpendicularly, Suppose t hat to

power does no( act by a rope winding round a wheel, but

thai n is moved by a man h applied immediately to

the apokea or handles, i, h, k
;

it tie d first lay hold of

the handle, a, and push n down to a, hi nd \> i 8 through

the space, n k, and the handle will be brought down t<, k;

he then lai hold of t, and pushei il to a, ai d o till I

has turned the wheel om mud; and his hand, which
i

now the power, will describe the whole circumference od s

le, which is to lered as tl remnfi f the

wheel A wheel and axis ma) th ore be a ed a

kind of perpetual le\er
( on w h I lie power and

weight always act p ndn ularly, though the le\«-r ti.

round its fulcrum ;
and in like manner, when wheel id

mo ach other by meana of teeth on their m i. r-

ence, h maebine may he
i

I as a perpetual

compound lever.

The Livers.—(Rg. 160, nexl p )—In this arrangement

of 1« tvt there is a brass beam or lever, a. having aims «

. .. : i h, supported "u its fulcrum at tl • ri tl

pillar, which pillar is atta mahogany base; in each
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Fig. 160.

arm of the lever there are eight holes, one inch apart, for

purpose of attaching weights, or the scale pans, -when

d to illustrate the balai By this arrangement the

levers of the three orders may be readily illustrated : in the

nd and third order the pulleys, b, supported by a pillar

which is placed on the tup of the frame, are used for sup-

rting the cord over the lever; this pillar is movable in a

K)ve, and may be fixed in any position required, and fas-

tened by a thumb-screw projecting beneath the frame.

There are also two levers, c, d, of different lengths, that

atone end have a counterpoise consisting of a brass ball,

and which may be used as levers of the second and third

orders—the smaller one being represented in the cut as

arranged in the second order, having a weight of six ounc

supported at two inches from the axis, balanced by a weight

of two ounces supported at six inches from the axis, the

cord being supported by one of the movable pulleys, n.

The Bent Lever is represented at e, supporting a weight

on the horizontal arm, of six ounces, at a distance of two

inc from the axis, and balanced by a weight of two ounces
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a1 a d istan e ol ii inches on the uprighl ai ra th

a] o pai
i d iup| ed by one of

the movable pull< u. Each "I ili<- levt on the upi

fcx moved, or taken away, bj loosening the thumb
screw a!ia< bed, and the two lever* nmv !>« aru

ompound lever, and also n r this

pii I with the lever a, attached to the pillar.

The Inclined Plane, rej>\ I in Fig. 1 7 1 , consists of •
I, about 1 '» inches long and 9 or 4 incl

wide, hinged on the top of tl)<- frame and movable, having

ited arch, \s ill. to fa ten il a1 any angle requ

Fig. 181.

BPikijhBFvOrk

Th< a pulley at tl b] q the
which carriage is on thrw \ and weighs i

blj Four M the inclined p I at a height
equal to one-hall th of the pi u ind the can
pie i, having a dpi J over the pulley, am
weight "i [v. mi it trill be exactly

lanced fthi inelined plane be fixed at a height eqn
to one fourth the l< e plan own

| to
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the cord w ill balance the carriage, weighing four ounces,

ami a small additional weigfrl will draw it up.

The 11 —To the frame there are hinged two maho
gany boards, which are drawn together by a brass frame-

which cords are attached, which pass over and are

supported In pull' ys, having weights at the lower ends of

the cord-. Rollers are also fixed id this frame-work, against

which a wedee is introduced, having a cord and weight at-

bed, which weight, with that of the wedge, is to be con-

sidered as that of the impelling power. The weights at-

1 to the COl'ds and supported over the pulleys, are to

onsidered as the resistance of the wood acting equally

unst the opposite sides of the wedge. If the back of the

, i), is of the same length as each of the sides, the

wedge, with a weight sufficient to make it equal ten ounces,

in equilibrio against ten ounces, suspended from each

of the cords. B and c. If the back of the wedge, e, be equal to

!t" the length of each of the sides, it will be in equilibrio

with twenty ounces from each of the cords, b and c, or the

power is to the weight as the back to the sum of the sides.

Fig. 162.

Th Screw (Fig. 162, as above) consists of two parts, a

id cylinder, around the surface of which passes what is

calli 1 the thread of the screw, and a corresponding cylin-

drical cavity.

One part is commonly fixed, whilst the other is turned

round; and in each revolution the movable part is earn

in the direction of the cylinder, through a space equal in

ngtb to the interval between two contiguous threads. A
•ew is seldom used without the application of a lever to

assist in turning it; consequently, as much as the circumfer-

of a circle, described by this handle or winch, is greater

than the intervals or distance between the spirals, so much
14

d b
I <*

\
w

W

H
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isth- ore* of the screw. Bmob the distance between
the spirals to be quarter of an ineh, and the ]•

the winch I
j2 j, ,

t the circl d the
handle of the winch, where the power eel

or 152 quarter inches, and consequently 152 times
- the distance bets a the spirals; and, th<

a power at the handle, where ttu

me pound, will balai 152 po mda a rainst t

BW, and much additional power a afficient to on
come the friction, will the \:,i pounds.

Apparatusfor the God land & turn ofFor* —
(Fig.

] ,—Thi of a round table, usually ,ut
inches in diameter, to tl dge of which may be I

any number of brass pulleys, vuryin;/ their direction

Fig. 1C3.

pleasure. To use,
] b circular

\ r upon roui

so that its centre may coincide with that ol

Upon toil paper b a < L-, delineated, wh<
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e to one another, as .', 8, and i. Draw c e parallel to

and continue \ <• towards n.

1 lake three strings, which are joined in one point by a

oi : and placing l In* point over C, Btretcfa tin* strings over

d, o k. o n. and place the pulleys, t, t, t. t<» coincide with

e direction of the strings; then putting the strings over

eir respective pulleys, at the end of the thread, c d, sus-

md a weight of four pounds, to o e three pounds, and to

b two pounds. These weights will remain in equilibrio

Idle the knot remains over c ; but if it be removed out of

at point, tiny will not be at refit,

U is evident from this experiment, that power is always

j| in the composition of forces; for here a weight of

pounds, and another of two, only counterpoise a

iour.

Screw Press.—(Fig. 164.)—This represents a small model

a screw, as mounted in a press, extensively used in the

as for pressing cotton, for book- bind ers, etc.

Price, $2.25.

Fig. 165.

R«. 164.

The Endless Screw.—(Fig. 165.)—This consists of a

rew combined with a wheel and axle, in such a manner
at the threads of the screw work into the teeth fixed on

e periphery of the wheel. Suppose the power applied to

handle of the screw, and the weight attached to the

rte of the wheel, then there will be equilibrium when the

jwer is to the weight as the distance between the threads

ultiplird by tin- radius of the axle, is to the length of the

ver or handle, multiplied by the radius of the wheel.

Price, in brass, 88.00.
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The Capstan.—(F\g. 166.)—One of the most effi

forms of the wheel and axle is the capstan, used on i

of ships and in dock-yards. Ii consists of a vertical spindl
fixed firmly as in t). deck of the vessel, but turnini
us, and supporting a drum, or solid cylinder conne<

with it, and having its periphery pi< J with holes di
towards its centre. It is then worked by long lev
•erted in the holes, by men who walk in succession roun
the capstan, and thus make ii revolve; a rope or cab!
wound about the axle may act with ton nfficient to wci
a ponderous anchor, or "warp a heavy lad ,1 i,

harbor.

Small models made in mahogany, 6 inches high,
illustrate the use of this instrument. J

Fi- 166. Fig. l

_

Double Com and Inclined Plane.—(Fig. 167.)—Thi^
i

simple mechanical experiment, to show that although ii
i

natural law that the centre of gravity of a body alw;
tends to. and endeavors to obtain the lowest station, yet
there may be & , n which it appears to roll upwards '

The double cone rests upon the two sides of a sloping
railway

;
,i the cone be placed at the narrow end of t)

will roll towards the other, and as the other is the higher
id, the cone appears to roll upwards; tb . h uponob

"'-, ,,H
;

l "-'-' 1 " "' *e apex at id, ttt the beginning
and end oi its course, it will be

i
that in realityh rolb

downwards; the centre of gravity bekg situ in the u
Price, $1.00 to 12.00.

" with screws, $3.00.

77
' ''

y !i: <:< Table.—A description of the whirling table,
or machine for exhibiting and demonstrating by experin
the nature of central lor- or tin- principal laws of gravil
tion of the planetary motions in i heir orbits

:

The Whirling bill may be consid a lecturer as an
-ential part of his mechanical apparatus."
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Ml

(Fig 108, as above.)—A A is a strong frame of wood,

B a winch or handle fixed on the axis, C, of the wheel. D,

round which is the catgut string, F, which also goes round
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the small wheels, G and II, crossing betw- , ,, them and the
great wheel, D. On the upper end of the azii of the wh<
G, above- the frame, is fixed by w the bearer, M. On
the axis of the wheel, H. u fixed tin- bearer, X T Z: and
is easy to see, that when the winch, II is turned, the whe
and bearers are put into a whirling motion.

Each bearer has a wire fixed and -wed tight into it by
nuts on the outside And when these nuts un v\ed,
the wires may be drawn out in order to change balls U
and \ . which slide upon the win-, ihus keeping the halls
op from touching the wood below them. A sir. silk
line goes through each ball, and LS fixed to it at anv length
from the centre of the bearer to its end, as occasion requires,

a nut screw at the top of the ball; the shank of tl

sen goes into tl..- centre of the hall, and presses the line
against the under side of the hole that it goes thr< b. Tl
line goes from the ball, and under a email pulley fixed
the middle of the bearer; then up thi J, a socket in tl

round {.late, see 8 and T, in the middle of i ,rer; then
through a slit in the middle of tie- frame At top, and
] ' "' wch tower, and going over a small pulley on the top,
comes down again the same way, and is at last fastened I

the upper end of the socket fixed in tin- middli - above
mentioned round plate. These plat- s and T, slide up
and down upon the pillars supporting the I r. The batfi
and plates being thus connected, each l.\ its particular lint
it is plain, that if tie- balls be drawn Outwards, or toward
the ends, M and N. of their respe< the round
I'

1 8 and T, will be drawn up to the top of tl

BpeCtive tower-, and P.

There are several brass weights, of two ounces,
"' three, at some of four, to be iskmaUv put

within the tow
i and P, upon the round p id T

:

| eh weigh! having a round hols in the middli it, for
upon the kets or axes of the

j
it

1 the ed| o the I , for allowing it to I over
the at.

i tid line, which comes from each ball to its respec-
tive plate.

The lerimenta to be made bv this machine wee as fol-
lows :

—

l. The propensity of matter to keep tfa ttateii >.—Take
awa >' the I M X, and fasten on the round board

|

109, opposite
j

and the ixory ball, a, to which the line
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i silk cord, b, is fast-

ied it one end ;
and

Bving in i loop

n the other end of

M eord, put t lie loop

r a pin fixed in the

Nitre of the board,

. Then turning the

inch. B, to give the board a whirling motion, you will see

; the ball does not immediately begin to move with the

iii, but, on account of its inactivity, it endeavors to con-

Dlte in the state of rest which it was in before. Continue

ruing until the board communicates an equal degree of

lotion with its own to the ball, and then turning on, you

ill perceive that the ball will remain upon one part of the

rd. keeping the same velocity with it, and having no re-

itive motion upon it, as is the case with everything that

se upon the plain- surface of the earth, which, having

be motion of the earth communicated to it, never endeavors

j remove from that place. But stop the board suddenly

1. and the ball will go on, and continue to revolve

n the board until the friction thereof stops its motion;

rhich shows, that matter being once put in motion, will

ontinue to move lor ever, if it meet with no resistance. In

manner, if a person stands upright in a boat, before it

gins to move he can stand firm; but the moment the boat

ets off, he is in danger of falling towards that place which

t departs from : because, as matter, he has no natural

pensity to move. But when he acquires the motion of

boat,' let it be ever so swift, if it be smooth and uniform,

will stand as upright and as firm as if he wereon the plane

ire; and if the boat strike against any obstacle, he will

all towards that obstacle, on account of the propensity he

ia>. as matter, to keep the motion which the boat has put

dm into.

•J. Take away this ball, and put a longer cord to it, which

nav be put down through the hollow axis of the bearer,

a X. ;md wheel, (i, and fix a weight to the end of the

lord below the machine ; which weight, if left at liberty,

vill draw the ball from the edge of the whirling board to

ts eentre.

Bodies moving in orbits have a tendency h> fly out of iliese

rbits.—Vmw off the ball a little from the centre, and turn

i ._.m

f

.

I

i

I
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the winch; then the ball will g;o round and round with the

board, and will gradually fly off further and further from the

centre, and raise up the weight below the machine ; which

shows, that all bodies revolving in circles have a tend

to liv ofl' from these circles, and must have some pon

acting upon them from the centre of motion, to keep th<

from flying off. Stop the machine, and the ball will con-

tinue to revolve for Bome time upon the board ; but as the

gradually stops its motion, the weight acting up

it will bring: it nearer and nearer to the centre in every revo-

lution, until it brings it quite thither. This shows, thai if

the plamts met with any resistance ii »ing round the sun,

it> attractive power would bring them nearer and near< i

it in every revolution, until they fell upon it.

.3. Bi move faster in small orbits tim,, in large ones.—
Take hold of the cord below the machine with one ban

and with the other throw the ball upon the round board
it were at right angles to tin- cord, bv which means it will

o round and round upon the board. Then obsen with

what velocity it moves, pull the cord below the raachi

which will bring the ball nearer to the centre of the bo

and you will see, thai the i
i the ball is drawn to Ibe

I it iv. the faster it will revolve ; as those planets which are

srer the sun revolve faster than those which re-

mob ml not only go round sot because they d<

smaller circles, but even m in every part of th

respecth

4. Their centrifugal forces shown.—Take away this ball,

and apply the bean r, M X, who of motion is in

middle at w. Then put tun balls, V and [J, of equal v.

upon their bearing wires, and having fixed them at eqi

distances from their respective centres of motion, loand
upon their silk cords, by the tits, put equal weigl

in the towers (> and P Lastly, pul the catgut strings, E
and F, upon the grooves, (i and If, of the small win

which, being <»l equal dia ers, will ^iv equal velo<

to the bearei bove, when the winch. B, is turned : and the

balls, I and V, will Ay off towards M I N :

raise the weights in the at the same instant. Tl

shows, that w ben I qual quantities <>| m
in equal circles with equal t their centrifi

are equal.

b. Takfi away these equal balls, and instead of them
j
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a ball of -i\ ounces into tin* bearer, M X. at a sixth part of

i distance, . from the centre, and put a ball of one

ounce into the opposite bearer, at the whole distance, % //,

h is equal to 10 -, from the centre of the bearer; and

rl \ the balls at these distances on their cords, by the screw
»

nut- ai top, and then the ball U, which is six times as heavy

ae the ball V, will be only a sixth part of the distance from

centre of motion; and, consequently, will revolve in a

circle of only a sixth part of the circumference of the circle

in which V revolves. Now. let any equal weights be put

into the towers, and the machine be turned by the winch,

which, as the catgut string is on equal wheels below, will

use the balls to revolve in equal times, but V will move
-i\ times as fast as I , because it revolves in a circle of six

tiau-s its radius ; and both the weights in the towers will

rise at once. This shows that the centrifugal forces of re-

volving bodies, or their tendencies to rly off from the circles

v describe, are in direct proportion to their quantities of

matter multiplied into their respective velocities; or into

their distances from the centres of their respective circles.

For, suppose U, which weighs six ounces, to be two inches

from i entre of motion, "•. the weight multiplied by the

distance, is 12 : and supposing V", which weighs only one

to be 12 inches distant from the centre of motion, X,

the weight one ounce, multiplied by the distance. 12 inch's,

12. And as they revolve in equal times, their velocities

is their distances from the centre, namely, as 1 to <">.

If these two balls be fixed ai equal distances from their

respective centres of motion, they will move with equal

locities; and if the tower, O, have six times as much
weight put into it. as tower, P, has, the balls will raise

their \ ight exactly at the same moment. This shows that

tlu> ball U, being six times as heavy as the ball V, has six

times as much centrifugal force, in describing an equal circle

with an equal velocity.

6. A double velocity in the same circle is a balance to a

quadruple power of gravity.—If bodies of equal weights re-

volve in equal circles with unequal velocities, their centri-

fugal foi s the squares of the velocities. To prove

this law by an experiment, let two halls, U and V, of

ual weights, be fixed on their cords at equal distances

from their respective centres of motions, w and ./• ; and then

the catgut string, E, be put round the wheel, K, whose
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circumference is only one-half of the circumference of the

wheel, H or G, and over the pulley, s
t to keep it tight; ami

let four times as much weight be put into the tower, P, as

into the tower, O. Then turn the winch, B, and the hall, V,

will revolve twice as fast as the ball U, in a circle of the same
diameter, because they are equidistant from the (res of

the circles in which thev revolve
; and the weights in the

towers will both lis.- at the me instant ; which slums, that

a double velocity in the same circle will exactly balance a

quadruple power of attraction in the centre of the circle.

For the weights in tie bowers may be consider. «1 as the at-

ictive forces in the centres, acting upon the revolving

lis: which, moving in equal circles, is the same thing

if they moved in one and tie- same cirri,

7. If bodies of unequal weights revolve in unequal circli

in such a manner that the squares of the tine ! thi

ling round arc ;i< the CUDefl of their distances from the

3 of the circles they describe; tin entrifugal fon

are inversely as the squares of their distances from the
i ntres. For, the catgut Btring remaining as in the last i

riment, let the distance of the ball, V, from the centre, x,

mail-' equal to two of the <-ro>s divisions on its bean
and the distance of the hall, U, from the centre, », be
tin uid a sixth part

; the balls themselves being of equ
weights, and V making two revolutions by turning the

winch, in tin- time that (' makes one ; so that if we BUpro
the ball, V, to o \ol\e in one second, the ball, U, will i

Ive in two seconds, the squan S of win ire one and four,

for the square of 1 is only 1, and the square of 2 is 4
;

therefore tin- square of the period, or revolution of the ball,

\ i- contained four times in the square of the period of the

ball, I". Hut the distance of V i j tin- cube of which is

8, and tie- distance <>f ,'. 1 he cube of which rv

nearly, in which s is contained four times; and, therefore,

the squares of the periods <>f V and are to one another
a- tl llbes of their dista: , from x and iv, which are the
cent) if their respective les. And if the weight in the
tower, O, be four ounces, equal to the square of 2, the di

tance of V from the centre, x ; and the weight in the tow< r,

P, be t«-n .
. nearly equal to the square of 3£, the d

tance of U from //•; it will \ mod, upon turning the
machine by the winch, that tie- balls, U and V. will raise

their respective weights at the same instant of time. Which
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Fig. 170.

nfinns that famous proposition of Kepler, viz. That the

res of the periodical times of the planets round the sun,

B in proportion to the cubes of their distances from him;

d that the sun's attraction is inversely as the square of

Listanee from his centre; that is, at twice the distance,

i attraction is four times less; and thrice the distance,

Betimes less; at four times the distance, sixteen times

and so on to the remotest part of the system.

Take off the catgut string, E, from the great wheel, D,

d the small wheel. II, and let the string, F, remain upon

e wheels D and Ct. Takeaway also the bearer, M X, from

e whirling urd, and instead thereof put the machine,

B (Fig. 170) upon it, fixing this machine to the centre of

e b<»ard by its screw. In this

u bine are two glass tubes, a

d l, i stopped at both

ds, and inclined to an angle f

10 or 40 degrees; and each

is about i hree quarters full

water. In the tube, a, is a

tie quicksilver, which naturally

down to the end a, in the water, because it is heavier

an its bulk of water ; and on the tube, b, is a small cork,

h floats on the top of the water at e, because it is lighter;

d it is small enough to have liberty to rise or fall in the

be. While the wheel, with this machine upon it, continues

rest, the quicksilver lies at the bottom of the tube a,

d the cork floats on the water near the top of the tube b.

it. upon turning the winch, and putting the machine in

otion, the contents of each tube will fly off towards

i upperm< ads, which are furthest from the centre of

otion, the heaviest with the greatest tone. Therefore the

iick>ilver in the tube, a, will fly off quite 1" the end/', and

enpyite bulk of space, tier.' excluding the water from that

. because it is lighter than quicksilver; but the water

the tube, b, flving off to its higher end, e, "will exclude the

rk from that place, and cause the cork to descend towards

e lowermo-t end of the tube, where it will remain upon

e I end of the water, near 6 ; for the heavier body,

iving tie greater centrifugal force, will therefore possess

e uppern part of the tube : and the lighter body will

between the heavier and tin- lowermost part.

l< < body move round another, both ofthem must move

.
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round (heir common omit fgravity.— Ii' i body be so placed

on the whirling-board of the machine, tii.it the centre of

gravity of the body be directly ov< r the centre of (he board,

and the board be put into ever so rapid a motion by (

winch, B, the bodv will turn round with the board, but will

not remove from tin- middle of it ; for, ai all parts of the

ire: in equilibria round its centre of gravity, and the

centre of gravity is at rest in the centre of motion, the cen-

trifugal force of all parts of the body will be equal at
I q«

distances from its centre of motion, and therefore the body

will remain in its place. Hut, if the centre of gravity be

placed ever so little out of the centre of motion, and the

machine be turned swiftly round, the body will fly off to-

wards thai aide of the board on which its centre ot gravi

* Thus, if the wire, C, with its Little hall, 15 (Pi?. i:

be taken away from the d >be A, and the flat Bide,

of this demi-giobe be laid upon the whirling-] d of i

machine, bo that their centres may coincide
;

if then I

lard be turned ever so quick by the winch, the demi-globe

Kig. 171.

n

c
will remain where it was placed. Bui if (he wire, C, be

screwed into the demi-globe at <f, the whole I one

whose centre of gravity is now al or nearrf. Le( the

pin, r, be fixed in the cento 4 the whirling board, and the

deep . 6, cut in the Hat Bide of the demi globe, be put

upon the pin , so that the DID may be in lie of A,

and let the whirling-board be turned by the winch, whi

will carry the little ball, H, with its wire, C, and the (hi,

globe, A, all round ile pin,ct; and then, the centri-

cal i if the little ball, B, which weighs only one oun
will he s<» greal as to draw off the demi

, A, which

weighs two pounds, until the endof tl ;roo\ U I

ag i the pin, c, and so pi its the demi-globe, A from

going any further; otherwise, the cent] al ford "I B
would I • ' in great enough to have ried a quite off

the whirhng-ooara; which shows, that if the sun w«

placed in tin ofth* bite of the plai . it could
- possibly remain thei for the centrifugal i of the

hen

*m
f
in i

tbe f<

\& »,v I,

i round

* ball,

iftTl
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linnets would carry them quite off, and the sun with them
;

lallv when Beveral of them happened to be in any one

of the 1
1

1
a \ « ns. For the sun and planets are. as

Mich connected by the mutual attraction that subsists be-

ween them, as the bodies A and H are by the wire C, which
b fixed into them both. And even if there were but one

ingle planet in the whole heavens logo round ever so large

i sun in tli' ntie of its orbit, its centrifugal force would
my off l>«)th itself and the sun. For, the greatest

>ody placed in any part of free space might be easily moved ;

leeanse, if there w no other body to attract it, it could

iave no v iit or gravity of itself: and consequently,

bough it could have no tendency of itself to remo\e fr«»m

hat part of space, yet it might be very easily moved by
niv other substance.

10. As the centrifugal force of the light body, B, will

tot allow the heavy body, A, to remain in the centre of

notion, even though it is twenty-four times as heavy as B ;

us now take the ball, A (Fig. 172), which weighs six

ranees, and connect it by the wire,

with the ball, 13, which weighs

nly one ounce ; and let the fork. E,

te rixed in the centre of the whirl-

board ; then hang the balls upon

he fork bv the wire, C, in such

oanner, that they may exactly ba-

ance each other; which will be

Then the centre of gravity between

hem, in the wire at '/. i- supported

>y the fork. And this centre of

ivitv is as much nearer to the

of the ball, A, than to the centre of the ball, B, as

V i> heavier than B, allowing for the weight of the wire

>n each side of the folk. This done, let the machine lie

nit into motion by the winch ; and the balls, A and B, will

jo round their emmon centre of gravity, </, keeping their

Milan aise either will not allow the other to fly off with

t. For, supposing the ball, B, to weigh only one ounce, and

he ball, A, t«» be six ounces; then, if the wire, c, were

equally heavy on e u ill side of the fork, the centre of gr;i\ ily,

I, would he six times as far from the centre of the ball, I),

from that of the ball, A, and, consequently, B will revolve

rith a velocity six times as great aa A does; which will
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give B ib times as much centrifugal force as any sine
ounce of A has : but then 1) i- only one ounce," and A
six ounces, the whole cento d fo € A will exactly
balance the whole centrifugal force of h: and, tl

h bodv will detain the other bo a* to make it I i
in its

circles. This shows, that tl mo and the planets must all

move round tin- common centre of rity of the who
Bvstem, in order to pn ve that just I which tak
place among them. For, th< te b. ing as inactive and
dead as the above balls, they could no more have put them-
selves into motion than tj balls can; nor have k in
their orbits without being balanced at first with th< -t

degree of exactness upon their common oenti if grai
by the Almighty hand that made t

i and put them in
motion.

Perhaps it may be here a I, thai since the centre of
gravity between these balls must r* Tird by the fork,
E, in this experiment, what prop it is thai Bupports the
centre of gravity of th< i u system, and con ,ti v

bears tl eight of all tl,.- bod
; and by what is th<

prop itself supported 1 T3 aswer is easy and p l; for
the centre of gravity of our balls musi b imported, be-
cause they gravitate towards tin earth, and would tfa

fall to it
: hm, as tin- sun and plan. itateonlj

one another, they Inn. nothing else to I to; and th<
bave no occasion for anything

I upp ,,non
centre of gravity i

and if tl. lid nol move round that cen-
tre, and consequently acquire b odency to fly off from it

by their motions, their mutual attraction aid soon bring
{]ir,n together; and so the whole would |

,. mass
in the sun

: which would also be t! •

if thei s
round the sun were not quick enough to • ntrifugal
fore, equal to the san'a attraction.

Ill ake away the fork and hall, fmm t whiruW-boarcL
and place the frame, A U (Fig. 178), thereon, fixing its
centre to thi of the ,ard bj tl,.
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frame are two Kails, D ami B, of unequal weight*, eon-
ected by a tube, ad made to slide easily upon the wi

bed from end to end of the frame, and made I

y nut-screws on the outside of the ends. Let these balls

e no placed upon the wire, 0, that their common centre of
ravity, //, may be directly over the centre of the whirling-

d. Then turn the machine by the winch, ever BO swiftly,
ml the trough and balls will go round their centre of gravity,

a neither of the balls will fly off; became, on account of

equilibrium, each ball detains the other with an equal
ing against it. Hut if the ball, E, be drawn a little

wards the end of the frame at A, it will remove the
utre o( gravity towards that end from the centre of mo-
on; and then, upon turning the machine, the little ball. E,
ill fly off. and strike with considerable force against the
id, A. and draw the great ball, B, into the middle of the
ame, or if the great ball, D, be drawn towards the cud. B,
f the frame, so that the centre Of gravity may be a little

rwards thai end from the centre of motion, and the
be turned by the winch, the great ball. 1). will fly

land strik.- violently against the end. B, of the frame, and
id bring the little ball, E, into the middle of it. [f the
ame he not made very strung, the hall, D, will break
trough it.

Tin- earth's motion demonstrated.—From the principles
iu> established, it is evident, that the earth moves round

sun, and not the sun round the earth : for the centri-
igal law will never allow a great body to move round a
nal! one in any orb whatever ; especially when we find,
iat if a small body moves round a great one, th*- great one
ust also move round the common centre of gravity be-
reen them. And it is well known, that the quantity of
alter in the sun is 227,000 times as great as the quantity
matter in the earth.

Now, as the sun's distance from the earth is at least

»,000 of miles, if we divide that distance by 227,000,
shall only have :J.~)7 for the number of miles that the

ntre ot gravity between the sun and earth is distant from
e sun's centre. And as the sun's semidiameter is one-
urth of a degree, which, at so great a distance as that of

un. must be no less than 381,500 mil.-., if this I

vided by 357, the quotient will he 1208§, which sho
at the common centre of gravity between the sun and
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rtfa is within the body of the sun; and is only the 106

part of his semidiumeterfrom his centre towards his suit a

All globular bodies, whose parts can yield, and which do

not turn on their axes, most be perfect sph
. because all

parte of their surfaces an equally attracted towards their

centres. But all such globes which do turn on their axes

will I).- oblate spin : thai is, their surfa will be

higher, or further from the centre, in the equatorial than in

the polar regions. For, as the equatorial parte move
quickest, they must have the en rt centrifugal force: and

will therefore recede furthest from the axis of motion. Thus
if two circular hoops, A li and C D
(

I
"\ar, 17 o. made thin and flexible

Fig. 1 74.

and crossing one anotb< it nghl

angles, be turned round their axi

F, by means of this machine,

axis be loose in the pole or intersec-

tion, i . the middle parts A, B, C, I),

will swell out, m> tli.it ih«- w hole will

appear "t an oval figure, the equ

torial diameter being considerably

longer than the polar. That our

earth i> of this figure is demonstrable

from actual measurement of some

degrees on it- surface, which an- found t..» 1m- longer in the

frigid zones than in the torrid; and the different found

to be such as proves the eartlTs equatorial diameter to

thirty-six nnl<-s longer than its axis. Pi 00.

Whirling TabU.—A umpler construction of the whirling-

table i> represented in the next page (Fig. 175), capable

performing most of the pi ding exp tits in a

torv manner. Having all the app tus of th< >rmer, and

the \» arers constructed in a sin not working bo

elegantly, but being a less costly arrai rnent, tie- frame is

made three feet long and i "t wid Price, frio.oo.
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Atwood'8 Apparatus for making experiments on the Recti'

lineal Motion <>f /;,,./,, s which are acted on by constant forces.

This elegant and accurate machine, represented in Fig. 17G,
17.". is the contrivance of Mr. Atwood, and rende

sensible to the eye and car, by means of a set of friction
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wheals, various weights, and R dock, the lawi of motion

uniformly accelerated or retarded, as well as those of uni-

form motion, and that without employing a space for the

weights, of more than five and a half or six feet, whi
ii>es it to lie extremely convenient and di nstrative I

a course of lectures.

Mechanical experiments are of two kinds; the one relatii

to the qtti< ace of bodies, and the other to their motion.

Among the former are included til"-'- which demonstra

or rather make evident to the & naes, the equilibrium of t

mechanic powers, and the corresponding proportions of the

weights sustained, to the forces which sustain them, the

properties of the centre of gravity, the composition and

resolution of forces, tfec.

By the latter, or those on motion, are shown the laws
i

llision, of acceleration, and the various effects of foi

which communicate motion to bodies.

( M mechanical experiments it may be proper to obsi

tu you, that those wherein an equilibrium is formed, will

ently appear coincident with the theory, alth to-

lerable errors are coram 1 in their construction. This

arises from the effects of friction, tenacity, and other can
The case is different in experiments concerning the motion

lies ; in which, whatever care be taken to render the

proportion of the forces, and the weights moved, Buch as is

quired by the theory ; vet the int< rence of friction, w hi

renders the former apparently mora perfect than they r» lly

e, causes these to differ from the theory.

li the experiments are onlj designed to assisl the una-

lion, b) substituting sensible objects instead of abstract
and il quantities, an apparent agra at between the

theo n 1 experiment raaj Em sui nl to answer this pur-

i

>se, although it may be prodi I from an

nstruction ; such experiments cannot, horn r, impress
the mind with tfa Usfactory conviction that at

uxperii b accurately made.

Dr. D< rulicrs tried the effi falling bodies, by lettii

a leaden ball fall from the inner cupola "I St. Paul's church,
whoi Ititude from the ground

i 72 U The baH d

ended tl. rfc this space in fout econds and a hall in

which time, from theory, i' should have d< nded th igh

:. feet, which makes a difference of ab ne-fifth of the

actual <h it between the experiment and the theory. *J)r.

£
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Desaguliers Bhowa, in l>i> fifth lecture, that this differed

arose principally from the resistanc the air. 'I ly

the defects of these experin Mr. Atwood contrived hu
apparatus.

Of the mo moved.— In order to obtain an i [tiafc

of the Laws thai arc ol in the communication of mo-

'ii, and observe tin- effects of the moving foi r-

f< e of all other foi should be pr< i ited. The bodii

impelled Bhould be conceived to exist in free space, and be

void of gravity or \ ht ; so that to a given substance n

riousdegre< of I e mai I"- applied. This indeed cannot

be effected in bod falling freely the earth's Burfaci

we cannot abstract the natural gravity or v. hi from any

substance whatsoever; for the Bame su u slw im-

pelled by the same force ol gravity, which admits not of

in >r diminution.

V.i. this difficulty may be obviated by balancing tn

equal weight* oined by a flexible line which over a

pulley. The axle ol the pulley must res! on wheels con-

structed for the purpose of diminishing friction.

The motive force of erravitv being destroved bv 1 1
«

in-

trary and equal action of the weights, th will n in

.-hi till Bome fon e is applied to them. W he ay in

pulse is communicated to them in a vertical direction, iney

will afterwards be observed to describe equal Bpaces in

equal times, or will move uniformly d the velocity com-

municated will be precisely th< if the same impul

had been impi d on a quantity of matter equal to the

t\\ < » bodies i ig in t ipace witho ravil allow

an ing lor the im of the w heels.

Thus, in this instrument (Fig. 176, p 175), • h is

»nsti ed i" illustrate this buI
|

I exp< re

are two equal weights, A. B, affixed to the extremitj of

\. and flexible >ilk line. This line is stretched a

wheel, a bed, movable round a horizontal axis. The
two v. 'it-, A, B, being precisely equ st

each other, when the least « uper-added l< her,

ii will pre

When t

>om lei at i

ie w< ights, A, I t in motion bj the ion

of any w which Mr. At* tiled m, tl. in of A
added ii, I to "'. a institute the whole mn

ived ; but then there is to Lded the inertia tin*

ils whi.-li must ne ily \»- used in tl tunic
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t ion of motion. These materials are: 1. The large wheel,

abed; 2. The four brass friction-wheels, on which the

tie of tlu' wheel, a bed, rests; these wheels tire used to

pi Mt the loss of motion, which Mould he occasioned by

the friction of the axle, it' it revolved on an immovable snr-

8. The weight of the line : but this is too inconsider-

able to have any sensible effect.

Of the resistance fin • inertia of the pulleys.—Tf the

whole mass of the wheels were accumulated in the circum-

ference of the wheel, <( b c <l> its inertia would be truly

ttimated l>\ the quantity of matter moved. It' their figures

w srular, and the density distributed uniformly in each,

mathematicians would furnish us with rules for finding a

weight, which, being accumulated uniformly in the circum-

ference, a l> c d, would exert an inertia equal to that of the

wheels. But as the figures are wholly irregular, recourse

must he had to experiment for the discovery of such a

weight.

For this purpose a weight of thirty grains was affixed to

a silk line which did not weigh one-quarter of a grain ; this

line being wound round the wheel, the weight of thirty

rains, bv descending from rest, communicated motion to

the wheel, and, by many trials, was observed to describe a

space of thirty-eight and a half inches in three seconds.

From these data we find the mass equivalent to the inertia

to be two ounces and three quarters. This is a mass equi-

valent to the inertia of the wheel, abed, and the friction-

wheels together.*

The resistance to motion, therefore, arising from the

wheel's inertion will be the same as if it were absolutely re-

moved, and a mass of 21 were accumulated in the circum-

ference of the wheel, a b c <t.

This being premised, suspend the pieces, or brass boxes,

A, 13, by a silk line passing over the wheel, a bed, and

make them balance each other; now. if 1 add any weight,

* Mr. Atwood proves iu his work, t that the following formula

will give the required muss — .

=
l
)_-x

> where p signifies the
3

weight, 30 gr. ; t the time, 3 tecoods; d the space described by a
body in a second, l(i feel 1 inch, or 193 incht-*; >tli«' space described
l.ytlir ImkIv, :*8.5 iiuli'-s; and \ the iuerfia sought.

That is in figures for the present case, 3u^.»xi r>_—30 equal to

13:23 grams, or 2 3-4 oz. 3 *•*
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m, '() A, 10 thai it shall descend, the exact quantity of

tatter moved will be ascertained, for it will he A added
I;, added to m, added to 2 j

</.

In order to avoid troublesome computatii
the quantities of mal moved, and the moving force, o

qua of an ounce is assumed as a standard «

convenient magnitude, to which all oth< arerefern
weight is called m. Now the inertia of the wheel, being 2j
oz., will be denoted by 1 1 m ; A and H, the or bo*
to which the different weights are applied, are each ther
with the hooka by which tin re suspended, equal L{ o

///. We have a variety of different weights, some of
which are equivalent to tm, others to 8 m, [uaJ //>,

and others to aliquot parts thereof.

If then we apply 19 mto each of the pi ces, A 15. tin

with those pieces, will each be equal 2d to, balancing them-
elves, and the whole mass will be 50 which being led

i 11 to, the inertia of the wheels, the whole mass will I

i m ; now add m to both A and H, and the whole mat
will be 63 m, perfectly in equilibrio and movable by the te

weight, added to either, setting aside thi frictbi

in the same manner pn ly as it' the Bame weight i

were applied to communicate motion to the mass 63 to, ex-
isting in a t space and without gravity.

0/ tin mo\ ,—Aa the Datura] weight, or gravit]

reo substance is constant, and tfa tact quantii
isilv estimated, we shall apply a weight as a moving fori

thus, when the system con- of a mat equal 98 to, 1

apply a weight, m, to A, and it oommunicatee motion to the
hole e in

; the whole quantity of matt- r moved is 04
• ; the moving force m, this giv< - us the force which a<

derates the descenl of A. b r>r
)t

part of th

accelerated force, by which the b el) to the
trth.

You sec by this example, that the
i ing force may he

altered without altering I moved; & mppose tl

three weights to, t? f wbi< d on A and one on
B, be removed, then A will balai B.

Now pi the w< I m on A. and the movin
will be 8 to, and 1 1 j

• before,

which at of A equal

To make the mot ing i> three «•<

»>. A and B will balance one another, nnd the whole w it
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will b. Ul 1-2 to A and l-'2 m to B, and the

mass moved will be 8 1 //' /• ; now place 2 m on A, and the

mass moved is 64 as before, whereof the force of accelera-

i i- equal to l part of the acceleration of gravity.

Or' (h< space described.—The body, A, descends, as you
: . in a vertical line, along the scale, C C, which is

about sixty-four inches lone and is graduated into inches

and tenths : the scale is so adjusted as to be vertical, and
I that the descendim-- weight may fall in the middle

of the stage D, fixed to receive it at the end of the descent

;

the beginning of the descent is estimated from 0, on the

, when the bottom of A is level or even with ; the

descent of .V is terminated, when the bottom strikes the

stag the situation or distance of the stage may be varied

at pleasure within the range of the sixty-four inehes.

Oftht time of Motion.—The time of the motion is ob-

rved by the beats of this pendulum, E, affixed to the

pillar, G, and which vibrato seconds. The number of

• •ads is shown by the index and dial-plate above.

Many mechanical devices might be applied for letting the

ight, A, begin its descent at the instant of the beat of

the pendulum ; but it is simpler, and Mr. Atwood thinks

•tcr. to let the bottom of the piece, or box, A, when even

with O on the scale, rot on a flat rod held in the hand
horizontal lv, it^ extremity being coincident with 0; bv at-

tmding to the beats of the pendulum, you may, with a little

practice, remove the rod which supports the box, at the

instant the pendulum beats, so that the descent of A shall

commence at the same instant.

Of the velocity acquired.— I have only now to show you
in what manner the velocity acquired by the descending

weight, A, at any given point of the space through which

it has descended, is made evident to the senses.

The velocity of A*s descent being continually accelerated,

will be the same in no two points of the space described;

this is occasioned by the constant action of the moving

force; and since the velocity of A, at any instant, is mea-

sured by the space which would be described by it moving

uniformly for a given tine-, with the velocity it had acquired

at that "instant, this measure cannot be experimentally ob-

ined, but by removing the i
• which caused tic accele-

ration of the descending body.

To effect this, there ar< ic weights or moving forces in
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form of bars or flat rods, m, to be laid on A ; th- we is also

a circular frame, II, to be fixed to the scale ftl
|

height, in such manner that A will pass centrally through it;

when A passes through this frame, it leaves the bar
which it had been accelerated on the circular part of the

frame. After the moving force, m, has been intercepted at

the end of the given space or time, there will he no force

operating upon any part of the system to accelerate or re-

tard its motion, and consequently the instant m is removed,
A will proceed uniformly with the velocity it had acquired
that instant, and the velocity being uniform, will be mea-
sured by the space described in any convenient number of

seconds.

It may hen- he necessary to observe, that Mr. At wood
has clearly shown, that the weight of the line can have no

sible effect on the experiments, for the inequality the
motion 01 ioned by it does not amount to m than

v-vVri "• il second, a quantity too small to be distinguished
by the senses.

The resistance of the air does not affect these experi-
ments; for, as the greatest v< >city communicated in these
experiments does not exceed 26 inches in a second, and th

pieces A and B being only about i ; inch in dj ter, the
resistance of the air can never increase the tin i the de
BCent in at a proportion Sfi 2 to to 24 1. arid will I

therefore insensible in experiment.
The effects of friction arc almost wholly n ived l»v th

axis "l the wheel, a h c d, acting on the four friction wheels,
h. If the weights, A and B, be balanced in perfect

equilibrio, and the whole mass consist of 63 m, a * f

two grains, added to A or B, will communicate motion to
the whole, which shows how inconsiderable the fi

;

in some cases, however, particularly in experiments on re-

tarded motion, the effects of friction become sensible, but
may be very readily and exactlj removed b\ ling \ her
less than two grains to the d weight

; the weight
should be always leas than what is sufficient to put the
whole in motion.

The space which bodies d< ibe inoi econd, by falling
freely from rest, is 193 inchei

:

hut in the ensuin experi-
ments, the space is taken at 192 inches, which will pro-
ductive of no error, in order ivoid fractions, which would
ndertheu of the instrument less < ntelligible.
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The pendulum of the clock, which is fixed to tin- pillar

>f the instrument, vibrates seconds; it has onlv one wheel
rhich immediately acts on the pendulum: the small weight
rhich continues the pendulum's motion, after it has been

'.ml up. is half an hour in descending to the ground.
['he ch.ck will be Sufficiently exact if it keep time with a

ommon well regulated clock for this hilt* hour.

When the axis of the wheel, <i ?><•</, has been adjusted

ontal, let two equal weights, A and B, be suspended
rom tlie extremities of a silk line of proper length, the

bickness of which is no greater than is just sufficient to

ustain the weights. When these weights are perfectly

[uiescent, a small impulse being applied to either, in a ver-

>1 direction, will s.-t the whole in motion ; which will be

tontinued uniform till one of the boxes arrives at the ex-

remity of the scale. When the box. A. is at the bottom
>f the scale and quiescent, it must be observed whether the

ruddle line on the scale he everywhere exactly opposite to

line sustaining A; or, in other words, whether the line

n the middle of the scale be in the same vertical plane with

he line which sustains A. If it be not, the hover extremity

>f tin- scale must be moved along the arm of the base until

he adjustment is correct. It is also to be observed, whether
he line be everywhere at equal perpendicular distances from
he middle line on the scale : if it be aot, the lower extremity

>f the scale must he removed further from, or nearer to the

ilk line, until the distances are everywhere equal. The
aiddie line on the scale will now be vertical, and the circular

rainc must !)'• so constructed, that the box, A. may pass

entrally through it, when the adjustments are correct.

In letting the box. A. begin to descend at any beat of the

endulum, the observer must not wait until he hears the

>eat, at which he intends A's descent shall begin; for, in

his case, A/s descent will always commence too late; the

>roper method is t<» attend to tin- beats of the pendulum,
intil an exact idea of their succession is obtained : then the

xtremity of the rod being withdrawn from the bottom of

he box, A, directly downwards at the instant of any beat,

he descent will commence at the same instant.

Having now sufficiently explained the instrument, we shall

>roceed t<> the construction of some experiments with it.

Let two equal weights, A and B, be suspended by a line,

oining them, and going over a fixed pullev. If any weight

1.'3
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added to them, ii H pr in it* rf< U
,l %pacu which th the timet dlii

m n '.

The i il weights arc, in the d ieh equal

2(i m, I the addii 1 weighl applied to a-

municate motion m. Then the mass moved i + f
the inertia of the wheels i i at, making in all 84 m. Now it

v. ill be sei n, that the preponderating * de i m

from quie • during 1. 2, ,

de icril in the fii

,1,1. ;; incl i in ti 8 x 4 or l 2 inchi in

iree >nda -"5 x or -'7 inches; the spa : log reap

tivelj as the squares of the time of motion.

To prove this, li\ the Btage to 8 on the iduated

bring the under surface of the piece, A, t- ncide trith '>. o

the scale, and le( it fall al .» beal of the pendulum, an <u

will find il sti idulum beat* dn ;

ii has done so, having pa 1 through tin inchea in on

I We shall now place the si al L2 inches, and the

weight will strike il exact t the second second; when

p] 27, the stroke <-t the w< 11 coincide with

third second.

We subjoin a table tome es tsoft kind,

which will rivet the theory more perfectly on the mind, and

render it more easy of application to particular cases. Let

A hold 3 i m ; B 18. i i m, The Bpaces described, d

will b in the following table.

A TA D I. B.

M H !:• I M "K '
" l

'

lu »T< Ill in im In

1 i

2 4

3 !>

.». i«n ,.',1 4 16

5

6 36

7 40

8 <;i

If different ' "it 1 -"1 '"

equal ,,r f>'"'u 7"' "'''

,11 bt in (/<( Bamt pi th the

force*.
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If any body, equal to 04 m, fall fi be acted upon
own natural weight, it will describe 192 inches in the

t secon ! of its fall ; bul if the same mass be impelled by
1

of its accelerating force, or I m, it will describe only
b pari ol the mer space; that is, only three inch
portions] effect.

ro I this, let A and B be each made equal to 25 m,
n will A and B be equal to 50 m ; to this add 1 1 for the
rtia of the wheels, and we have 61 m; now put 2 m on
and 1 00 15. and the mass moved will be* 04 m, and
moving force 1 m.

stage to three inches, and let the weight descend
and you will find it strike the stage at the first

nd.
force imp I diff\ n ni quantities ofmath r far any

mtime,th spaces dt i from rest will be inversely at
quunlit'n s nf mutter

&\ the I be m, and the mass 84 m, then the space
!. during one second, will be three inches.

the force be m, and the mass 32 m, then the space
cribed in the same time will be six inches.

Jfth\ I or diminished in the same propor-
• with the mass moved, the spaces describedfrom rest in the

\e time, will be equal.

jet m, 2 m, and 4 m, be the moving forces which impel
quantities of 32 m, 64 m, 128 m, respectively ; then m
impel 32 m through six inches in a second, 2m will im-
64 m, and 4 m will impel Il's ,n through the same space
he same time.

ma hence you may infer, that when different quantities
natter describe equal spaces in equal times, being aceele-

d from quiescence, the forces must be in the same pro-
tion with the quantity of matter moved.
/ <i body bt wedfrom quiescence during any given time,

'ill, at th d of tin it time, have acquired such a ><iinrit,f
s

nil, mtinued uniform, carry 'it through doubU the space
ch tin , has already described to acquin that velocity.

.<-t the mass moved be 64 m, the force, m, but let -m,

ch is applied to A, as the moving force, be one of the
rods, m, Fig. 17(5. Place the circular frame so that A
m d< nding, pass through it, and ii- hcighl be such,

; th.- instant tie- lower surface of A arrives at 12 inches,

rod, to, may be intercepted by tic- Mirfae.* of the circular

r~JL 1

I
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frame, and thereby be prevent- .1 from the farther s

tion of the system. Lei the other stage be set at W mel i

that is, 24 from the circular frame.

Now let the weight begin to descend from «, «... the

scale at any beat of the pendulum; at the end of th oond

at you will hear the rod strike the circular (ram nayi

described twelve inches with a uniformly acceterated motion
;

and at the fourth beat of the pendulum, it will strik ainst

the square stage al 31 .having described 24 inches with a

uniform motion. . .

If (hi same / art on th m mats fir dtj) <
tim

,,„„/. two seconds, and threes* fc, th

,ted willthenbe nches.Gx* inches, and 6 X* mches •

,„/ respectively, being in th proportion with (he tin

wherein if"' given for* acts.

Set the circular frame to three inches, and tin e to

nine inches, let the mass moved be 64 m, the moving lore.

m; the weight, A, beginning its descent at any beat of tli

pendulum the rod will strike the circular frame al the next

Leaf here tin' rod is removed, and A describes tin

six inch- uniformly in one second, striking the stage at mi

„ ,,„ nd beat. By trying the apparatus u other in-

Ma,..—, you will constantly find the experiments coinciding

with theoi v. _ , . . , ,.

Tl,. iperiments show, that if the e by which bodies

accelerated be the same, the vel< aerated will

be in the same proportion as the times wherein the given

t
I 1

I *i i
» I ( ' 1 v

[fa body h moved rest ti, \ th

different ./< , th velocities gene* will b a tubdupi

cat* ratio of th I .„ fi
,

Let the mass be 64 m, and the force m,--you will nnd

the velocil cquired in describing twelve inches u

seconds, will, when the fo is i
" 'l'"

twelve inches in on nd. Now. let the masi b

and th« rce 4 m, and you will find that the body, u de

scribing twelve inches, will acquire a velocitj ol twenl

inches, being in the ratio of Uo2; whereas the acceleratii

fo, in the ratio of 1 to 4.

If dij) „/ quantit matter be impelled through the

farm 9} and acquire th tame veto he m

n in the tame rath anUtii tier moved.

j el the quantities of mattci b and 48 m, the spa
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twelve inches,— the moving forces must be as I to •"{

og experimenta will illustrate this truth.

(85

n*
Hie

\\ -\ m; Quant lies • t V<n it in g Sj i- «c ri ' ed in

Ml

T

lll.il I. \-

III

96 m
- in j

i in- 1

I
|

JL

I

12

12

\ .'itics acquired in
inches

j con I

12

12

12

You may infer, from the two hist sets of experiment
that the moving forces, which impel bodies through the

ie spaces, are in the joint ratios of the quantities of
matter moved, and the squares of the velocities gen< n ted.

If a given quantity of matter be impelled from rest through
rent spaas hif i Jn- actio,, of the sarm force, ih velocities

generated will /; in a subduplicate ratio of the spaces described.

Let the quantity of matter l><- 64 m, the force m
t the

3 inches and 27 indies,—the velocities will 1 e in the
ratio of 1 to 3; for it will descend in the firsl experiment
through mx inches in a second : in the next you will find it

go through 18 inches in a second. Now the spaces are 3
and 27, or as 1 to 9 ; the velocities acquired as 6 to 18, or

as l to ;3.

Experiments on uniformly retarded Motion.—The laws
observed during the motion of uniform]}' lerated bodii

having been mnde evident to the senses by the preceding
experiments, I shall now proceed to illustrate the properties

uniformly retarded motion.

When a body is thrown perpendicularly upwards from
th-- earth's surfi it is continually resisted by a force
which is equal to the body's weight; and the weights of all

substances being proportional t<» the quantity of matter they
contain, it follows, that the force which retards the perpen-
dicular ascent of any body, being measured by its weight
divided by the ascending mass, is the same, being Mich as

destroys a velocity of 32j feel in each second of the body's
motion. But in order to illustrate, by experiment, the
genera] laws according to which bodies are retarded by the
action of constant forces, such methods should be made u

i»t' as will enable us to apply different resisting forces to the
same mass of matter, and the same resi ting fori •

• to difi'ei-
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ant masses of matter, bi of which e will be sat

! bj the instr you.

ing j,, i, and 1 as conveyin

ri-.i the term iving I e ; « pi i

[g ,| H .

( ] for* I
i'>

Bpecl to the bod) >n, tl e directions being conta

r.

If equal quantities of matter be proi 1 in free spa

with anj given velocity, and be r« I by different hut in-

riable es, the M tfose tbi

tion i- <1 I, will be invei is the resisting i

Let the m pr» 61 m, with a velocity of

•„„
i n ;i ,,ii-1, and let it be resisted bw the

.. 2 m, 3 //' ; th< described \><i<>rr the mol

the bo I) -I will I
,r T | , ;

tl

hi the inverse proportion of the n ing foi

Mai |ual 24 to, B equal 25J m ; apply to the up-

per A t\\M i [uml to w ; then will

w \. preponde ad by thi Abn of

n, [ual m, th< wed ing equal I

s, : th circular ftmnu I I then I

descri • from reel 1 1 in<
,

will
|

city= ^ ,tfcl^±?!if) aqua] to 18 inches

in a second : and af thai anl t
1 !*- tw i

equal 1

m, bein removed the w. it will continue to d nd with

unifo re1 u led mol which will precise! be

ii a n. of <;i //' wei i
projected with a

ol i

••
in< he* in md, in free sp and a foi st-

ance equal to m were opposed to its motion; wher \.

with the other p., ol the Bystem, will motion
' 3 _

I tally, and will describe a il to ' '• —

inch b motion !>'• entirely <! 1. lou will,

therefore, l:;i\«' to descend as low (inches, \» it

begins to end by the superior weight ol

j /,•/ /y. m n a j M9i*i

r any given tirm than that >» win-/,

the olio] Id i>< destroyed, the space rf<

be the different I 1 th* ch //• ttie I

?•> 0/ motion, multiplied into a num
,t

, thai >/ which t) dy would I

accelci I, during th* "> 7 by a J I

pud i" 1 1" 1 1 of n I

SS.1J

pinog >'

s il

I Pi Dp

I Atw

I aWfisVl

pea
iTV NttBC

•St-

aM '.

JMnmai

fast thei
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]
i
iass, 6 \\ be projected with ;i velocity of ] 1.877

inches in a ond ; if it be resisted by a force equal to
|
m,

il will describe 21.95 inclies in tl seconds. To this end,

make A equal -Ji> m, and B equal 26} m, and apply a rl.it

rod. 1£ m, to the upper surface of A
;

set the circular

me i" 11.877 on the scale, then will A descend, the

ring force being m, and the mass moved equal to 65 m.

When it lias described 11.877 inches, it will have acquired

i velocity ,v
i 1 1.877 inches in a second : and the rod being

;it that time intercepted, A will begin to descend with a

uniformly retarded motion, and will strike tin- square stage

at 33.83, at the fifth beat of the pendulum, and th

»cribe 21.93 inches in three seconds.

For the account of various other useful and scientific cx-

i riments, the reader had best consult the treatise of Mr.

Atwood.
rhis instrument has many other uses, which it is not

ssary to describe particularly here; such as, The ex-

pel d estimation of the velocities communicated by the

unpad of bodies, elastic and non-elastic; The quantities of

istance opposed by fluids, as well as for various other

purposes ; The motion of bodies, resisted by constant forces,

are reduced to experiment, by means of this instrument, with

se and precision as the properties of bodies uni-

i mly elerated; and, The verifying practically the pro-

rties of rotary motion. The two last are (dearly shown
in Mr. Atwood 's work. This very useful and illustrative

rument requires to be well made, and nicely adjusted.

The wheels and their mahogany 1) can be separated

>m their stand, and the various weights and other appa-

ratus, the scales, (\ C: the ring, H; the stage, I); the

pillar, (i : and clock, E, are also made so as to be sepa ated

1 in a portable and convenient manner.

Price, with dock, $100.

1
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AM PIMPS AND APPARATUS.

IMI'KoVKf) LEVER All; ITMP.

This elegant instrument (Fig. 17 7, opposite
j

l.mounl
on a >ni» and lnjhlv polished fr i

i tabU of

ii ri 1 1' '_ in\ or wood, consists of two rectangular

two inches thick, twenty-seven inches . and sevente<
4

inches wide ; supported twenty-four inches apart by four

hollow pillars, and connected together b\ iron rods secui

in the legs beneath, and having b i knota 9\ the top

the frame; thus binding tin* whole sti ly together, and
ording facilii for separating the parts readilv. The top

of the frame stands al thirty-nine inches from the flo

which i- the most convenient height use. The cylinder,

or pump barrel, is screwed to it- cap base b\ large
j

lished Bteel Bcrews, and \- of heavy and highly poJi

brass, securely bolted to the bottom board of the table. The

piston rod U of steel, working thi icking box, air

tight, in the cap of thi linder, projecting above the upj

board and moving in a socket attached to the frame, whii

- a Bquare opening for this and the parallel motion, whii

is connected with the piston rod and end of the lever. The
.i i- of wrought iron, polished or handsomely japani

i> ; i long, and supported by a steel axle moving in

two stout brass sockets, firm) to the table; al the

.-nil of the lever is a turned l> le. The phi

huh' gn mnd, and m f brass in brass

mounting; in the centre of the plate there i> the usual

screw by which apparatus is conm I; bei Ii whii

brass connecting pipe having a b( k,
|

- in the

bottom b I
"i the I il le, whi ainated in

>

. - pipe running l< awise with the bottom board •
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the table, and connecting with the \> of tin- pump barrel,

which is perforated, and the channel terminated bya val

opening upwards. The piston sod cap of the pump barrel
also have valves opening upwards ; tni

i the cap I

ing a bent pipe ground into the cover of the valve, for con-
veying the oil driven over by the action of the pomp into

oil box which is attached under tl frame, and dq be
elided out to empty of oil. On the connecting p en
th< i \ lindei and socket, there don, with
having a crev the same size .-is thai of tin sr plat
and having a large milled-] I acrew to close it, and where
occasional!}' connexion ma) be Dade with the gan app
this, <fcc. There is from the undn- part of the receivi

plate, and running lengthwise on the top of the frame i

to the end, a brass pipe terminating in a brass cap, with
w, to which a large Btop cock

i Ltached, Bupporlio
mercury re. Th< its of a glass tube bent in

a [ form, hermeticallj tied al one end, which tube, and
mall portion of the bottom of the other, is filled with

mercury; the tube is attached to a silv< graduated
to inches, and tenths thereol and i ul i

iC
inche long. Tin uid tube an ecured n itbin il

glass shade, which is cemented by a bra cap fitting the
large stop b aa above.

Along barometer gauge >mpanies the pump,
trong tub 33 inches in length, open al both

ends, having a reservoir of m< al the botton t-

tached above to the underside ol the cap sup] Ing tl

Bhortgauge, The scale il divided into inches and tenths.
This gauge, owing to the greal length of the tube, n qu r<

greal i are in using, as, bj an the mercury maj
drawn into the pump, materiaJh injui il I I >,,

this account il is mo I usual I3 A | with. The stop-
cock m the c< 1 pin to cl« the tion
between tb< aver and pump N. and that I h
the gauge, to close tin nmunication between the d
the receiver. Th. th of the cylinder i one foot
the diameter 3j inches, the

1 10 inch
I should I.

tally supplied by pouring thai which
to th ire in the n ceiver-p] the

CUP over il-'
1

box, through which the piston move
1 '"' pl*te and 1 ,,ind true, and requ .ui a
little tallow or oil bo prevent the 1 ft bin

; of the t. ur-
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In experiments requiring accurate exhaustion, care
aould be taken that the receiver and various parts «•!' il

amp be free from moisture, the vapor of which arising
aid form an atmosphere, which would continue to rise as

1>;U1 \ ,|! remained. The operator should be pro-
ed with a number of receivers, of various kinds and si

>me open at top, having a brass plate with >lidin«_;- rod;
titers with closed top, having a knob; also a few glass jars,
>r supporting fruit, &c.

Price, fc70,$75,and |8o, according t.» style and finish.

French Table Air Pump.—(Fig. 178, as below.)—This

u

'

1-

-
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instrument in il general arrangement u th< sami

ml tab lir pump, but m idc m a » elegant »i

being framed wholly of bra and highly nnj Betii

the pump barrels •"> , l the receivei pi re is h I

stop <• which, when i loaed, pren any lei

tin- various juinK iritu ili- r«-«-. -i\i-r. Tin- uh-m-ui i..I I
I,,-,- : , MMtalfic scale, and ii placed within a gin

(rted -mi a La op cock, by which communication m

not n i"- made w ith the rei eiver.

Price, i size, 17/J Oi I

" mailer " >0.00

Jjarth Double Barrel Air Pump. (Fig. 17fl below),
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pre- the usual style of the large size, double barrel,

£le ir pump, and consists of two barrels of brass, accu-

itely bored, and finished of a uniform calibre. These, with

ieir bases, are firmly held in a perpendicular situation to

mahogany base, bj the mahogany bead of the

ir pump, which is pressed upon them by screws at the top

f the two brass pillars, one of which is placed each side

f the barrels. In the centre of the base there is a true

round receiver plate, having in the centre a hole, with

Brew, for the attaching of any apparatus, and a concealed

hannel communicating with the point, where a screw is

ted to let in air occasionally. From the above mentioned

hannel there is a perforation at right angles to the former,

ping to the centre of the basis of each barrel; at each of

bea ntres a valve is placed, opening upwards to admit

he air into the barrels; there is a piston so fitted to each

.arid, that the air cannot pass between it and the sides of

he barrel ; to each piston there is a valve opening upwards,

hrough which the air in the lower part of the band may

scape into the common air ; the pistons are also connected

o a rack, and are raised or depressed by a handle, the lower

jartof which is fixed to the axis of a cog-wheel, whose

eeth take into the rack; one piston is raised, and the other

lepressed by the same turn of the handle.

Two barrels are advantageous, not only as performing the

work quickly, but also because the weight of the atmosphere,

pressing upon the rising piston, is counter-balanced by the

same weight pressing upon the other piston descending.

The operation of air depends on the elasticity thereof.

When either of the pistons is drawn upward-, a vacuum is

left behind it. and the pressure beingthus removed from the

valve in the bottom of the barrels, this valve will be opened

bv the elasticity of the air in the receiver; and the air,

rushing through it. will be uniformly diffused in the receiver,

the canal connecting this with the lower valve, and in the

barrel. But upon depressing the piston, the valve at the

bottom of the barrel will be closed, and the air therein

being condensed, will open the valve in the piston and escape;

thus the air contained in the barrel is discharged, and, by

even turn of the winch, a quantity of air equal to the con-

tents of the barrel, and equally dense with that to the re-

ceiver, is exhausted.

Behind the large receiver, there is a small plate for sus-

I

;
!
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FaaVi /„v . ,/ D Barrel Air Pt«mp.—{Fig. 181,
i -This Instrument, in i | co ruction!

rresponda to the pr,
[ ( (]

(
|. K, m x

h,,,,,r
;'

J; ' "«] „- Mt finish .1, igBU&-
- 1 "' Qtljr li:

|, of rosewood or ma] ,nyW polished, convei tly mounted from the floo
loiirfeet, and having the ,,

! raised on a i

?
n , " 1 '»- pillars, i ath which the rouge is ai d, «

i

1 " H " ***** J,s d- ibed to the I lever pumps ; the

'"""V
'

i

!

a11 fece'w, from the bole al the centre of this
Plate there ia a cana] communicating with thai which roc*
^mthelar^rc.^Mv.rtothebarrela; under thia re,
a .man tube filled with mercury freed from air, this is called
the short barometer-gauge. As the air ia taken ou thesmall receiver at the same time thai it ia taken from the larger
one, the descent of the mercury in the tube will poinl
thed, ee of rarefaction in the re, ers; the mercury do,
not begin to descend in this tube till near three-fourths o
«*e aii" have been extracted; and the air is said to ;

many times rarer than the atmosphere, as the column t

mercury sustained m this tube is leas than thai of the mer-
cury, at that time, n, the common barometer.

Pri( 140.00 and $45.00.

Doubl Barrel Air Pump.-(Pig. 180, aa below.)—Thi
a representation of the uaual atyle of the double barrel

air pump d, cribed, with the omission of th, ind
being ..khK.mi a smaller size. Price, I ,,-i i oo.

Fig. 180.
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Fig. 181.

pump is conveniently worked by a large double lever

handle : the barrels erf the pump are thirteen inches long,

two and a half inches internal diameter; the whole with

the receiver standing about four feet from the floor.

Price, with mahogany frame, 165.00.
•• rosewood " nT.mmi.

Singh Barrel Air Pump.—(Fig. 182, next page.)—This

pump consists of a tube, or barrel of brass with equal bore,

having a piston moving by means of a rod and handle ; the

rrel is attached to its base by a screw, which is firmly

damped to the square mahogany table supporting the

whole; in the i entre of the table there is a receiver plate,



Fig. 1-3.

B PIKE. JR.

294.BR0ADWft]f.fM,

Thiscul (Fk.ll
represents a la

size single b

air pump and
i

ivcr, having in

Lrawing the

rrel cut away,
to show the pisl

and valves
; the

construction i- the

Bame ai the one
above described.

Price, with re-

ceiver, $1

BENJ. I-IKK B, JR., DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Fi* 182,
truly ground, having in the
centre a screw to fit the stop- I
cock- of thf usual apparatus
accompanying these instru-

ments, and beneath a pipe
connecting with the brass
base of the barrel of die
pump, having a valve open-
ing upwards, there being 01

also in the piston openio
the same way

; the action
s»=j the same ae described in tl

^SJ large doable barrel air pump.
Suppose the receiver to I

placed on the plate, care being taken that it is free froi
dust and grit, and a small quantity of oil rubbed th. i,

draw the handle up. and a vacuum will be formed under-
neath the piston. The air then in the receiver will, bi ii

elasticity, force against the valve al the bottom of the barrel
and rush up to 611 the. vacant Bpace. When the piston

i

forced down again, it compresses the air beneath it, which
closes the valve at bottom, and at the same time
valve which is in the piston itself, and the compressed ail

thereby escapes
; thus a quantity of air equal to the capacity

of the barrel is got rid of—a second lift will withdraws
second portion, and so the operation may be continued at
pleasure. Price, small rise, with receiver, 17.00.

medium size, " '• 00.
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Fie i

Pike's Improved Singh JJ>>rrJ Air Pump with raised

ite.—This powerful and simple arrangement of the large

Ae barrel air pump, i^ represented in Fig. 184, as above

h. rrel i> of brass, fourteen inches long and two inchi

meter, having ;i broad brass base, firmly bolted to the

| lV irs beneath, The piston is worked bystanding

nth the feet on the frame and grasping the handle with

»oth hands, by which means a much larger piston may be
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worked than in the ordinary construction, and being also
le.^s fatiguing to the operator. The pump plate is suppoi
ed by four mahogany pillars, on a table elei 1 about
twenty-eight inches. The connexion between the puroi
plate and the cylinder is by a brass pipe, having a stop-cock
for shutting off the communication when required. TJ
train. • is of polished mahogany; the base twenty-two each
If"* till* «ltl*l ^« tiit-f .iiin mnllACi Wv«s1a Ti— ! SUC\ f\ f*f\Ion<{ and fourteen inches wid< Price, $20.00.

Fig, i

Condensing Api ttu.—The condenser is a syrii by
which a large quantity of air may be fo i into a given
space. It is constructed on t he same principle as the air

pump; only the valves are disposed in the contrary order,
thai is to open inward instead of outward.

Fig. 18.5 repn ta a syringe fur-

nished with a handle, movin solid

piston air-tightly in a cylindric

barrel, which barrel is furnished with
a valve at the foot, and <-itli<

small ho] ar the top of the barn
or else the piston, instead of bein
solid, is perforated, and has a vali

also opening downwards. It will be
evident, that working the handle up
and down will alternately till the
barrel with air from (he upper p
and cond into any vessel at-

tached to the screw at the foot
The air \ess,.]

i s a strong Cflobul

shaped glass vessel, suppoi ted on
foot, having a n to which a brass
ip with :oek is fitted

: to the
stem-cock is fastened a pipe, reaching
nearly to the bottom of the V< I

;

lo the upper v, of the stop-cock
is attached a tube, and a variety of

y^ : plain jet, one a globular
jet, pierced with many b<»les, another flat on top pi 1

with a cross ; also, there is usually acoompai g them, a

revolving jet, as represented in the cut, which ma 1

therfot air or water. To use, the vessel i> aboul half
filled with v r

, and the condensing % being screi
to the tube, and thi .-cock o ,ir is to be f< J
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into the bottle, which risinff through the water, will by its

density press strongly on the surface of that 1141ml
;
then

after turning the stop-cock the syringe is to be removed,

ami a small jet-pipe being fitted to the tube, tin- stop-cock

is to be opened, and the elasticity of the condensed air in

the bottle, will chive up the liquid in a jet.

Price, $10.00.

revolving jet, $2.00.

Ah- C- Apparatus, with

Chamber.—(Fig. L86.)

—

This condensing apparatus consists

of a brass condensing pump or

re, nine inches long, and one

and a half inch diameter. A cop-

r chamber or vessel for contain-

ing the air, having a stop-cock

with screws on the top, with a

tube descending nearly to the

bottom, and also a stop k on

the side near the too, there being

a tube connected with this aper-

ture descending nearly to the bot-

tom. To the stop-cocks are at-

tached several jets; a straight jet,

Fir. 186.

water and screw on the stop-cock,

,,„,, the condensing pump,

and condense the air therein, then

Lrn the stop co k to confine the

air, and removing the pump, screw on the straight jet
;
on

turning the cock, the pressure of the air within the chamber

will force the water out in a stream with great force. It

the compound jet be used, it will produce a greal number

o, ms, and pour out with great beauty. Also the re-

volving iel wiU form a pleasing circle in the air, as the water

la rapidly forced out. All these jets may also be used on

the stoi at the side of the chamber.

The long bra-- cylinder, or gun-barrel, represented in the

cut, and having screw fitting the stop-cocks, is designed

illustrate the air gun. To use, screw the barrel to tl
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stop-cock attached to the side of the chamber, having pre-

viously condensed sufficient ;iir therein, place a bullet, pe

or cork ball within the barrel, and quickly d the Mop.

cock ; the ball will be thrown violently out of the barrel.

Price, of the whole apparatus, 112.00,

Fig. jar.
" condenser only, $5.00.
" smaller size, $4.<

l.t ver (
'<>,,</, user on <Fi am* —

In this instrument (Fig. l

E

1

tin- barrel of the m ndenser ta

sunk into the air chamber,
which is supported on the ui

der side of i lit- t'nun.- \.,\ i\ .

•

stout rods passing through the

frame ; and also a round b<

at the l
' ittom of the air chan

bar clamping them firmly t<

_•' ther by means of screw
nuts. The piston is woi k« d

I \ u lever and ai m fastened to

the frame ; on one side of tl

air chamber is a stop-cock.

Price, 120.00.

I--

Swelled Recti tht UrJPump.— (Fig. 188, asaho\<
—Tin receivers ol the air pomp are Is

placed "ii id" pump plate and over an ori6ce, in order to be
exhausted of air; being thus called from their being the re

ipients of those things on which the experiment emade.
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III order that the contact with the plate of the pump may
air tight, the bottoms of the receivers are ground perfectly

true. They are made of various shapes; straight sides and
sw 1, open top and with knob.

Price, 4 in. *o.7.3; 5 in. $1.0U; (i in. sj. •_».->.

7 in. $1.50 ; 8 in. $1.75 ; 9 in. §2.00.

10 in. $2.50; 12 in. $4.00.

..

Low Reeeix for the Air Pump.—
(Fig. 189.)—These receivers arc used

where the articles placed under them do
not occupy much height, and consequent-

ly can be exhausted quicker than where
higher ones are used.

Price, 5 in. $0.75 ; 6 in. $1.00.
" 7 in. $1.37 : 8 in. $1.75.

The Gallows Connector.—(Fig. 190.)

—

This convenient apparatus is used in con-

nexion with the flexible tube, for con-

necting apparatus with the air pump that

otherwise could not so conveniently be at-

tached. The lower part of the ball has a

socket entering the gallows, which, by
loosening the screw over the ball, mav be
readily disconnected. The connexions are

made with male screws ; a double female
connector i- sometimes attached, where a

female screw is required.

Fig. 1S9.

F\g. 19 .

Price. $1.50

Hand Glass.—This cut (Fig, 191) re- Ffr.wi.

presents a swelled glass receiver, about
5 inches in diameter, open at both ends,

and ground perfectly true and Hat ; the
one end is about 4 inches in the aperture,

and tin- other two inches. Set the large
end on the plate of the air-pump, and
place tlo- hand on tin' small end, so ;i- t<»

oover th«- glass; then begin to exhaust,

and you will feel the pressure of the air; for the air being
taken from under your hand out of the glass, the external
air will

\
your hand to the glass, so that vou can scarce

move it. Upon letting In the air it will be loosened again.
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The spring of the air in your flesh a also shown by thi- ex-

periment, the flesh of the inside of your hand swelling d u-

w within the exhausted glass. Price, l~> cents.

li-.-i'.'-' 77/r Bladder Qlcuu.—Cover the larg id

of the last described receiver (Fig. L92J with

a pie© of wet bladder, and le it to dry.

Alter it is
j

ctly dry place the open end

.,n the pump-plate, and exhaust the into

air till tin- weight of the air on the bladd<

causes it to burst v\ith a load report. If,

instead of the bladder, a piece of sheet india

nil is used, it will expand and till the glass vessel.

Price, 75 cents.

1

i ig. 193. Bladder Glass with Cap and Stop-Cork.

—(Fig. 198.)—This arrangement of the

bladder glass when attached to a flexible

tube, and connected with the air pump,

admits of it> being turned in any direction,

and in.i\ be Been by a large audience

more udi antage than when used <m t

pump plate. It ma) also be used to show
the expansion of air, by closing the stop-

cock, and placing under a receiver. wh<

the bladder will i>< forced nut, and if the

exhaustion be continued, it will I..- broki

the expansive force of tl ir within the glass.

The experiment maj be varied bj using a p e of sheet

jncjia ml r, which will not be broken, but swell out, or

be dr;.v. ,. as tic instrument ma) be used.

Ti 12.00,

Apple Cutter.—(Fig. 194.)—This cc <»f

; , metallic cylinder, or ooi an at each end,

having a base ground true, and fitting air tight

the pump pis and at its upper end a irp

edge. To use. place tli >ne on the air pun,

an apple on the top of the cone, and exhaust

the air; the pressure oi thi i

on the outside

pple will « e the apple to be cut, and

forced through tie "g.

Price, I

I .*. \
fjA
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Pr, 6"/<W*.—(Fig. I!);,.)—This instrument H*KK
consists of a g] 186 globe, about three and b half

inches in diameter, with a neck inverted in a glass

vessel of about the sunn- size, which is to be
nearly filled with water, and placed under the re- /

rer of the air pump. As the receiver is ex-

ed, bubbles of air pass out of the globe
through the water and escape away, but as soon

pressure is restored the water is forced out
lower vessel upwards into the globe. The

instrument may now be used to illustrate die expansion of

air, by again exhausting the receiver, when the small bubble
air left at the top of the last experiment, will expand and

till the whole e-lobe. Price, 75cts, larger size, $1.00.

] ia-. 19G.Bolt Until Experiment (Fig. 196) consists

of a glass globe of four or five inches in di-

ameter, with neck about thirty inches long,

having cemented on the neck a plate fittin

the open top air pump receu er. To use, the
plate is set on the open top receiver with the
end of the neck immersed in a jar of water,

which, to render the experiment more con-

spicuous, is usually colored red or blue; on
\hausting the air from the receiver, the air

in the globe is expanded and escapes from
the neck, and i> seen bubbling throusrh tie-

•

water. On returning the air to the receiver,

it cannot enter the globe, but pressing on the
water forces it up the neck into the globe,

occupying the place of the air that escaped
by its expansion, and showing the quantity.

Price, |1.00. Glass jar, 25c.

Mo'jdtburg Hemisphere.—(Fig. 107, next
page).—This instrument consists of two hol-

low hemispheres of brass, which are made to

fit upon each other by a ground joint, ren-

den 1 air tight by a little oil. Having screw-

ed off the handle, put both the hemispheres together, and
screw them into the pump-plate, and turn the COck SO that
the pipe maybe open all the way into the cavity of the
hemispheres; then exhaust tin- air <-et of them, and turn

.

,"*

mm

1
I H

F
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Fig. I*J7. tlie cock: unscrew tl»<- bemispfa o t

pump, and having put on the handle, let tn

strong in. n try to pull the hemUphi asunder

b} the rings, which they will find il difficult to

do : for it the di imetei of the hemispheres I

lour inches, they will be pressed together by the

externa] air with a force equal to 190 pounds.

w, have recently improved this article I

manufacturing them of iron, which is not so

liable as br to be bent by an accid<

blow,

I-,,,,, 31 in. brass, 14.00 : U in. bi

•• 3| in. iron, 14.00; tj in. iron, I

Lever and Stan I for weialdng a column of air.-- I

isistsof a strong I bavin »rl pill erving as the

fulcrum of a lever 1 th< in ; on the Bhorl end d the

,-r the handles of the bemisph< tppo the

Btop-cock bein wed to the base. This 1

;ement is

1 ig 108.

designed to prove the pressure of the air on the hemisphei

to be about fifteen pounds on ry square inch. M 1

diameter of the hemispheres be lour inches, the area is

twelve and a half inches, which multiplied by fifteen
g

7 11)-.: the power requisite to separate them when

«

hausted, as shown by the I The exhausted hemisphei

will of themsel ae asunder under an exhausted receiver.

Ph. .

Spouting Tube.— Fig. 199 con of a long lass tul

a brass cup and stop-cock. To 11* 1 the

the air-pump, and turn die Btop-cock; then plunge 1

end f
,i , in water, and 1 1 the cock, when the wal

will riolentl] ish in, and nearlj fill the tube.

Price, $2.50.
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Fig. 200.

Fte Pig S

The Fountain in Vacuo.— (Fig. 200, as above.)—The

fountain consists of a tall receiver, of glass, about five inches

wide in the swell, but contracted at the top, and cemented

by a neck at the lower end to a brass cap. having within a

jet pipe attached to a stop-cock, which screws into the cap;

e whole is mounted on a stand when not in use. To use,

the fountain is connected with the air pump by means

th«' stop-cock and tube ; after the air i> exhausted out of the

receiver, the cock is shut to prevent its return ; then the

whole is unscrewed from the plate of the receiver, and the

lower end of the tube is immersed in a vessel of water; on

opening the Mop-cork, the pressure of the atmosphere on

the surface of the water in the vessel having no counterpoise

from the interior of tie- cylinder, forces up the fluid through

the jet-pipe with considerable velocity, which forms a pleas-

ing jet-d'eau, or fountain in vacuo.

Price, 14.50; larger, $5.00.
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Expansion Fountain.—(Fig. 201
|

205.)—Thil appj
ratus consists of a glass globe with feet, hairing

p, stop-
cock, and jel bing down to t he bottom, and ao open
vi

1
with cap screwed to the upper end <»t the cock. To

use, the lower vessel i> nearly tilled with water, and ii

stop and j.-t screwed in and jtlac.-d ,,n the air pump under
a receiver; as you exhaust the air from the re< r, ti

air in the upper pari of the globe is exp led, and t!

liquid f< 1 through the jet into the upper el: in return
ing the air to the receiver, the water d< ads.

J'n' 50.

Three Globe Fountain, by Elasticity.—(Fig. 202, j 205.)—This consists of a double globe on a foot, with open
end, having a jet pipe extending from the bottom of ti

lower globe tO the top Of the i, and an«»thr»i

with a neck covering the jet pipe. Ton fill the h,

globe nearly full of water, or a colored liquid, scren in the
jel pipe, and cover il with the upper globe ; p] ice it on the

pump and cover with a receiver; exhausl the air, which
removes the pressure m the upper v. els and expands
the air in the lower globe, forcing the liquid up the pi]

into the upper v< I, and from thence fallin ito the second.
Return tl lir to the receiver, and the water i> forced into
the upper vessel! and from thei again into the lower one.

Price, $2.50.

I
I
' 'l 3

Lunffi GL 203.)—An instru-
ment or apparatus used with the air pump,
intended to prove the elasticity of the an*.

It consists of a glass globe of aboni four
inches diai.i-l.a-. with a fool tO it. and fllsO a
brass cap al the top ; within il, , a
small bladder, tied a shoi which
is attai ed to the cap, and proji n ]U ,

within th Tin
' •" l! "d

:
| rminated by a small

The lungs glass is placed under tl

receiver of the air pump, and as the air I

!ia " ! lll «' bladder colls : beit admitted il expand
»wing II "' ion of the animal lungs in

spiration. j>,
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Fig- 2i4.

0otn«a i
& MiMwt—{Fig. 204.)—This m-

ameat i sis of a tall glass receiver, openal the bottom,

and having the top closed, so as to be air-tight, b
;

a brass

cap .. ,.,-. through which passes a wire, fitting elose, but

capable of being turned without admitting the air. The

end of the wire is made to support a small stage, tin-

two sides of which will fall ami separate, when the wise is

turned in a transverse direction. Then, the stage being fixed,

a B r. -i •n and a feather, or any two small bodies diffen

ereatlv in their comparative weight, may be laid on the si

and the bell-glass, or, as it is called, receiver, being placed

on the plate of an air pump, must be

isted of the air it contained. This

y done, if the two bodies are

e to fall by turning the wire, it

will be found that they will both strike

the plate of the air pump beneath

them at the same point of time.

Price, $10.00.

Quiwa owl Feather Tube.—This

pit of apparatus (Fig. 205) consists

of a strong glass tube, usually from 2

l feel long, and H to 3 inches in

diameter, closed at the upper end, and

having a brass cap and stop-cock at

the lower end. with a screw plug, of

sufficient size fur the introduction of a

guinea and feather. To use, turn the

tube up, and it will be observed that

the feather is several seconds longer

in falling than the guinea ; connect

the stop-cock with the air pump, and exhaust the

tube, and it will now be found that the guine i

ad feather fall at the same instant. Air may

lso be condensed within the tube by a cor^-

densing pump, and a greater difference shown

than in the first experiment.

The apparatus described as the aurora tube is often used

for showing these experiments, though the ball and the

point, at ti ,
interfere with the descent of the feather, and

i of metal, which is not the case in the proper tube.
r

Price, 14 and $6.

m
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Fig. 20*,.
JJhtthfi r and Weights.—A pneumatic in-

strument (Fig. 206) to show the elasticity

atmospheric air. It is farmed of a circular

base, bollowed out in the middle into a cup

shape, having three .stout bi wires conn<

ing with the top, and between these wir<

movable box, the bottom of which is Hol-

lowed out as the base. A small bladder, with

a small quantity of air in it, is placed in the

cavity below the box, and the box filled with

shot, or any heavy weight. The weights and

cup slid- easily up and down between the wires. When
this instrument is put under the receiver of an air-pump,

and the air exhausted from around it, the elasticity of the

air within the bladder will expand it so much as to raise up

the heavy weights above it, and thus show its rarefaction.

Price, * 1.7.3 and *2.

Fig. 2U7. Weight Lifter by the Expansion of
Air.— Fig. 207 consists of cylin-

der of brass, having a closed bottom,

attached to a small frame by a flan]

at the top of the cylinder, within

which a solid piston moves fireelj

the rod of which there is a small

"ii \\ hich weights may be

placed. When the piston rod i>

down, there is a space in the ](.w

part of the barrel containing air, the

expansion of which, when placed

under a receiver and exhausted, will

a heavy weight.

Price, *.5.00.

The Improved Weight Lifter, Upward Pressure Appa-
ratus.— (Fig. 208, page 210.)—This apparatus consists of a

very stout b cylinder, having a stoul flan I the top,

tin a stand supported on thi i lege aboul thirty

inches in height. The piston it ly fitted to the

bore of the tube, and a rin tied to the under side ol

the piston, from which weights are atta Lther

strap. Th the glass cylinder is ground perfectly
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fiat, and has a brass plate bIso truly ground to cover it,

having a hole in the centre with screw, to which one end of

an elastic tube or hose is fixed ; the other end of the tube

:onnected with the hole in the centre of the pump
The air being then exhausted from the tube, the

iton with the weights will be raised the whole length of

the cylinder. The number of pounds that can be raised,

ly be ascertained by multiplying the number of square

inches contained in the area ot the cylinder bv fifteen. The
iron legs unscrew for convenient transportation.

Price, with 9 inch cylinder, $6.00.

» 3| " " " $8.00.

" best tlexible tube with

screw connectors, §2.50 to $3.50.

Latffi Weight tefter.—(Fig. 200, page 210.)—The con-

struction of this instrument is nearly the same as the preced-

ing, but of a larger make; the cylinder is twelve inches

long and four inches wide, mounted on a strong mahogany
frame over five feet high. To the piston is attached by a

leather strap, a large platform, on which any convenient

weight may be placed. The instrument being capable of

raising over one hundred pounds.

Price, complete, with best English flexible

tube, 3 feet long, - - 815.00.

Brass Barrel Weight lafter.—(Fig. 210, page 210.)—This
consists of a brass cylinder, or barrel, about two and a half

inches in diameter, and eight inches long, open at the bottom,

and screwed to a mahogany frame by a flange around the

lower end of the cylinder, within which there is a solid

piston, having a stout rod which is bent in the form of a

hook at the end, to which a heavy weight may be attached;

the upper end of the cylinder has a brass cap and stop-cock,

to which a flexible tube, proceeding from the air pump, may
lie attached ; on exhausting the air, it will be found, that

the atmosphere pressing <>n the under >ide of the piston will

rui>c it, and a weight of about fifty pounds.

Price, *7.0u.

18*
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Fig 2 S. Fig. 21a

Fig 209.
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Fig. 211.The Air Shower.—(Y\g. 211.)—This ap-

paratus consists of a block of wood, having

a long piece of wood, c, fixed lengthwise

through it. the under side of the block

ing turned perfectly true, to fit the top

of a rec< iver, a. To use, place it in the i

er, v. which is also used as a hand glass,

place a tumbler of water, b, under, so that

the end of the wood is immersed in the

ter
; place our thumb on the top of the

wood, and while the receiver is exhausting,

u will see the air pass out of the pores of the wood in*o

water. Take off your thumb, and a vast stream of air

will flow through the wood. This experiment shows that

pervious to air, and that thecoui < of the air vessels

is lengthwise. Price, 7 acts. ; receiver, 7octs.

Fi s . 31 .Mercury Shower.—A pneumatic apparatus,

to show that, if the pressure of the atmo-
sphere be removed from an under surface, the

pressure still remaining on the surface above
has the effect of driving a tluid readily through
the pores of such substance as it would not

tierwise penetrate. A is a wooden cup.

]! i- a plug or nozzle of oak wood fastened

th igh the bottom of the cup and projecting

downwards twoor three inches. C is a vessel

it beneath it when in use ; and D the open
lopped receiver of an air pump. To use the

instrument, put a little mercury into A, and exhaust the ail

from I), when the mercury will soon filter through tin- oak
and tall into the cup (

'.

Fig, 212, as above, consists of a mahogany cup, through
the bottom of which a solid piece of oak wood, about two
inches long, is fixed ; the bottom of the cup is fitted

air tight on the top of the receiver. The receiver us

for the hand, called the hand glass, is used for th

i

is

experiment. When mercury is poured into the cup, and
the air exhausted out of the receiver, the pressure of the at-

-phen- on tin- surface of the mercury in tin- cup, will

i it through tin- pores of the solid piece of wood, and
it will tall like a silver shower to lb,- bottom of the bott

and the mercury be collected in a glass vessel beneath. In
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this experiment, and in all others where mercury is u^ed,

great can- must be taken to prevent the introduction of any

mercury into the air pomp, as it would caua ble

njury. Price, $1.00; receiver, 75cts.

Fig "213.

Shower of Mercury Tube.—(Fig. 213.)—This
insists of a glass tube, about one and a half in<

in diameter, and from twelve to twenty-four inch'

long, with a cap and screw at one end, fitting the

air pump on tin- inside, having a Bmall glass tul

unli a hole at the ide, for preventing the mer-

cury being drawn into the pump, and at the U

of the tube a hard wood cap, within which a

piece of oak wood is supported, having a funnel

or cap of hard wood screwing over it, into whi<

the mercury is placed; on exhausting the tube

by tin- air pump, the n ury will pass through

the pores of the wood, and descend into tip- tu

in a silver shower.

Price, *i.00 and $5.00.

fig 2i». Flask for Weighing Air.—
Fig .

_•
i i consisi s i »f a gls

flask or gl< liavin cap

,.1 stop cock fitting the air

pump, supported by a hook to

a scale beam. To use, first

weigh tla* tlask of air, as re-

pi. sented in ti
i nl by pL

ing the requisite weights in tb

scale pan ; then exhaust tl

flask of air I' nil- pump, and v. h it in in the same

manner; the difference in the weights will give the weight

of air. or gas taken out.

Price, flask w itli stop-cock, - -
""-

mounted with steel I a and ad, $6.00
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Balan Beam rk Ball.—
(Fig. 215.)—This consists of a bal-

ance '
one end of which is bus

inded a piece of lead, in equilibrio

with h piece of cork, or other light

material, at the other end of the

am. Place the beam and stand

under a receiver, and having ex-

hausted the air, the cork will pre

nderate
; for, as its bulk is greater

than thai of the piece of lead, it

must be more sustained by the air;

re-admit the air, and the equilibrium
will be restored. Price, $3.50.

'J 13

i |g 216,

ISliJinn RckI Recei — (Fig. 216.)—

V

receiver for the air pump of any convenient
size or shape, having a brass cap cemented
to the neck, and a rod passing air tight
through a collar of leathers secured in a

and covered with a screw ; the rod
has a ring or handle at the top, and a hook
on the end within the receiver. One of the
many experiments for which this receiver is

used is the following: suspend a small re-

iver from the hook of this, and exhaust it

of air; now let down the small receiver in

contact with the plate. While the outer one
: <1, the inner one may he easily moved,

but on letting in the air, the inner is fixed

and the outer one loose ; observe in this ex-

riment the small receiver must not cover
the hole in the centre of the receiver plate,

but be placed at the side.

Trice, with plain receiver, $3.50 and
" with swell " £4.00 and

$4.00

*4.50

The Bell Glass Red iver with Sliding Rod.—This piece of
apparatus (Fig. 217, next page) consists of a swelled bell

ess receiver, usually about 10 inches in diameter, having
an opening in the top of 21 to 3 inches in diameter, accu-
rately ground to tit a brass plate of a little larger size, hav-
ing a screw in the centre, into which a packing-box, with
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Fig. 217

Q
e. 219.

Pig. 2 IS.
Q

1 movable, though perfectly air-tight, may be fixed ; on

the outer end of the rod there i> a ring, serving bani

for depressing the rod, and within a hook for sus tiding

from. This, or ;i similar arrangement, is used with the

improved bell, Hint and Bteel, dec., and part- of this may he

used for other experiments, the screws being d uniform

in their size. Price, complete, -..."".

" plate, with Blide rod, *:j.00.

Bell in Vacuo.—(Fig. 218, as above.)—This is an appara-

tus to sho'w thai sound is not propagated in vacuo, and

thereby to prove that sound is but tli* • air in vibration. It

consists of a small bell mounted within a glass receiver, and

supported from the top by a wire attached to a plug moving

air tight in a s< t, and having a handle al the cap, by

which the bell may be rung; when rung in a vacuum a

great diminution of the sound will take place, and wen- it

possible to produce a perfect vacuum, and insulate the l<

from all sonoTouB bodies, do sound would be heard. Thi

sizes. Price $2.25, $2.50 and |3.00.

Improved Bell in Vacuo.—This form of the bell in vacuo

(Fig. 21! b above) has a spring-lever hammer, worki]

thin the bell, and rung by depr» rod having a
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> oo the top, by means of d sliding rod attached to the
receiver. The bell b mounted on a neat metal foot, and
placed on a round piece of wood, or leather, when used

;

to prevent, as far as possible, the transmission of the sound.

Price, *:i.i>0.

Float Wheel for showing the resistance Fig. 2-20.

of the air.—Fig. 220 consists of two light

Boats, or vanes, fixed to a centre and
turning freely on a pin fixed in a handle
These vanes ma) be so placed on the pin

that their whole surface may strike the air;

or, on the contrary way. that only the
edge of the vanes may strike the air. To
nse, placet!. ines on the pin so thai the whole surface
strikes the air, and give it motion with the finger, and it will
soon stop, owing* to the resistance of the air. Place it now
in the position in which the edge only strikes the air, and
give it motion, and it will be continued "fur several minutes.

Price, |0.75.

T m Experiment.—(Fig. 221, next page.)—-A stout
barometer tube of thirty-one inches in length, hermetically

.led at the upper end
; the lower end immersed in a cup

of mercury; the whole covered by a tall bell glass receiver.
On exhausting the air in the receiver, the air in tin- tube is

expanded, and escapes through the mercury; on returning
the air to the red iver, the mercury is supported in the tube
to a height proportioned to the degree of exhaustion obtained
therein. Price, with receiver, *:>.0U.

I

Torricellian Experiment with Sliding Talc.—(Fig. 222,
next page.)—This drawing represents a more perfect arrange-
ment for the Torricellian experiment. The tube i> supported
in the neck of a swelled bell glass receiver, having a brass
cap with packing-box and screw, containing collar.-..!' leather
thi I) which the tube slides readily. To use, the tube is

exhausted with the end out of the mercury, and then im-
mersed by Bliding down the tube through the collar of

there; on returning the air to the receiver the mercury
in the tube, showing the exact degree of exhaustion

obtained. Price, $3.50 and §4.00.
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Fig. 222.

Fig. 22 I.

Fig. 221.

Fig. -.23.

Q

Torricellian Experiment with FlexiM* Tube.—(Fig. 22

R8 above.)—This apparatus consists of b Btout bar! er

tube of forty inches in length, bent a( one end as repreaei

ed in the drawing, and having a stop-cock frith flexibl

for connecting with the air pump. The baron rtubeii

graduated to thin inches, marked on the To

use, the low* I of the tube is immersed in a cup ofnu

iry, and the Btop-cock connected with the air pump 1>\

flexible tube; on exhausting the air the mercury will r

in ihe tube in proportion to i be degree ol exhaustion.

Expei in the ir, maj also be illus-

trated by tin- apparatus; el on cock, poi iry

in the long end of the tube, to the height "f thirty incl

of the mercury in the shorter leg. It

will be found that the air in the shorter leg has been com-
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pr« 1 into half its former bulk ; being pressed by one
additional atmosphere.

Price, of the tube, graduated, with cap
and stop-cock, - - - £5.00.

U Pump in Vacuo.—(Fig. -224, opposite page.)—This
- rite an open top receiver with the common water

imp placed on the top ; the tube of the pump being within

the receiver, and the end immersed in a vessel of water.
On working the piston the water will readily flow ; but ex-
haust the air from the receiver, and when a good vacuum is

obtained the water cannot be raised by working the pump.
l'liis shows that all the phenomena of suction and pumps
in- not owing to the abhorrence of a vacuum in nature, but
to the pressure of the air. Price, 18.00.

fte- 225- Freezing Jpparatus.—Prof. Leslie's

experiment of freezing water in vacuo,

by its own evaporation (Fig. 225) is

shown by a shallow glass vessel, as a
watch-glass, for containing the water
to be frozen, which is supported over

i wide glass basin, containing strong sulphuric acid, the

.vhole covered by a low receiver. "When the air is exhaust-
ed from the receiver, the acid will absorb the vapor from
he water as rapidly as it is found, thereby abstracting the
sensible heat from the water, till congelation ensues.

Price, §1.50 and £2.00.
Fig. 226.

Freezing Apparatus with Thermo-

neter.—(Fig. 220.)—The same appa-
atus as the last described, used un-

ler the receiver with sliding rod, in

)lace of the low receiver, and having

i delicate thermometer with exposed
>ulb dipping into the water, indicating

he gradual reduction of temperature
luring the process.

Price, - - - $3.00.

with slide rod receiver,

$5.00 and £7.00.

thermometer onlv, $1.00.

19

a

n
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Fig. 228.

Fig. 027.

Wollaston's Chryophorus in Vacuo.—Hie chryophorua
in this arrangement (Fig, 227, as i re) has a circular pit

uf brass, truly ground on the under side, and fitting the

open top receiver, and also having in tin- centre a block

wood, well varnished, to render air-ti-^ht and surround ii

the tube of the chryophorous ; by this contrivance one
the balls may l<«- introduced within tin eiver, and a va-

cuum obtained.

To use : cover the interior ball with a sponge, or cotto

which may be tied on, and wet it well with ether; turn i

the water in the upper ball. On exhausting the

por in the interior ball of the chryophorus will be con-

densed by the evaporation of the ether, which will prodii

evaporation from the surface of the water in the upper ball,

which vapor continues to cond. i , producing otinual

evaporation from the surface of the water in the upper ball,

till the water tl in is frozen. To prevent injury to 1

pump from ether entering tin rein, a cup u placed on the

plate to i • any di from the sponge.

Price

The Flint and Si
I o.— In the beat construction

of this instrument (Fiff. 228) a gun lock is supported in a
brass frame, and atl ed I pillar to the centre of the
pump plate ; the lock has a brass arm terminated in mall

cup at one end, and at t liter fixed to the lever of the

tod.aoG

ibe paD

fpl anc

off

lirthec

ilion

i
I the flan

l&estoi

into the
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cock
;
the whole is co\ 1 with the receiver having a sliding
nd lei off by depressing the rod on the cup. li' the

eiver be exhausted, and the flint b«» made to .-strike the
sel, no sparks will appear; and if there were powder in

the pan it would bo burned. The sparks produced by the
flint and steel, are owing to small portions of steel struck
off by the percussion, and burning in the air ; without the
air the combustion of the steel cannot take place.

Price, with brass frame, $5.00.
" common construction, $3.00.

Fif - 229, Apparatus to Un Gunpowder in

Vacuo.—(Tig. 229.)—This apparatus
consists of a bell glass, with brass
cap, having a large stop-cock and
funnel; in the key of the stop-cock
there is a cavity, into which a small
quantity of powder falls; on turning
the key a little, the aperture i> en^
tirely closed, and when half round
the powder falls on a round pier.- of
iron, previously made red hot, and
support. -d on a stand within the bell

glass receiver. The powder will

burn, but no explosion takes place
;

the smoke remaining at the bottom.
tion is required in performing the experiment, and the
glass should be exhausted after each charge is burnt.

Price, *i.o0.

Fig. 2-T).

Can
hell

Apparatus for showing the effects

of burnt air.--{Fig. 230.)—This ap-

paratus consists of a glass receiver,

with aperture in the top about
three inches in diameter, truly

ground, covered by a brass plate

with stop-cock, to which a bent
metallic tube is screwed. To use,

place a pan of lighted charcoal so

that the end of the tube may be in

;he flame
; first having exhausted the receiver, then open

;he stop-cock, and the burnt air will pass through the tube
nto the receiver, with which it may soon be filled. Take
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off the plate and pipe, and if any animal be let down into

the receiver it will immediately be killed. If ;i candle be

let down into the receiver when filled with the air, it will

go out, but will purify the air as far as it goes ; for you m.

let it down the second time lower than the first, and so

till the whole air is purified. The receiver and plat-' need

witli the slide rod apparatus before described, answer for

this experiment by connecting the tube thereto.

Price of the whole apparatus, S6.00.
M bent tube only, - $1.50.

Fig 231. J}nrsthi<j Sof" res, or Crushed Bottle—

—(Fig. 23 1 .)—These are thin square
g

bottl-s. <»f about half a pint capacity. '1'"

e, take one of the bottles and put in a

i k ; then seal it with wax so that no air

can • pe ; then set it on the pump with

a receiver over it : and when you begin to

exhaust, the air within the bottle will ex-

ml itself so as i" break it.

Or, cement on the neck of the bottle a

brass cap, with valve opening outi Is;

place under the receiver and exhaust the air, which will

escape from the bottle also; return the air to the receiver,

and the valve closes and prevents the air from entering the

bottle, which i> broken; the square sides not being strong

enough t<» resist the pressure "f the atmosphere. A -wire

o;uar<! i> sometimes used to cover the bottle, and prevent

the breaking of the receiver. When von have made this

experiment, wipe the pump plate bo that none of the glass

remain, as it may spoil another experiment.

Pli Square* ell. Ml 1 6.

" cap with valve, each, 80.31.
Hf.m « guard of wire gsns 75.

T, 'erer.—(Fiff. 232.)—
An instrument need with t

1,

air pump, a- i movable portion

plate, for Dumerous purposes

of experiment. Th< are ain-

gle transferers and double trans-

it e latter of w hich is

shown annexed. It counts of
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««

<<;

<<

.»

.*

*

«

two plates, ground truly flat, and bavins pipes beneath,
communicating with each other by connecting tubes, and a

large pipe and COCK below, which tits on to tin- table of the

air pump. If a glass receiver be placed over each trans-

plate, they may be exhausted of air, and the lower
k being turned, they may be removed from the air pump,

am I aside, that the continued result of the experiment,

whatever it may be, may be noted afterwards, and the air

pump in the interim used for other purposes.

Price, large size, with two gallon receivers, '$15.00.

half " " $12.00.
quart " $10.00.

pint "
88.00.

" single transferer plate, with stop-cock

and stand, - - $3.50 to §6.00

Fig. 233. Fountain hf Elasticity of Air.—(Fig. 233.)—
A pneumatic apparatus, showing the elasticity

of the air. It is a glass vessel with a brass top,

and a tube within it, extending to near the
bottom of the glass. When this glass is partly

tilled with water, and placed under a tall re-

ceiver of the air pump, the air being exhausted

by the action of the pump, the elasticity of that

air which remains within the vessel, drives the water through
the tube, and makes it play into the receiver like a fountain.

This action continues either until almost all the water is

driven out, or else until the air has become so rarefied that

it no longer has sufficient force to overcome the resistance.

This apparatus should only be used with a transferer, as

the water is liable to be drawn into the air pump, and the
pump injured thereby. Price, $2.00.

W Hammer with Stop-cocl-.—This apparatus (Fig. 234,

next page) consists of a glass tube about 2 feet long, closed

at one end. and the other having a brass cap and stop-cock,

to which may be connected a hose or flexib e tube, commu-
nicating with the air pump. To use, the tube is half filled

with water and exhausted, when bubbles of air will be seen

to rise with great rapidity; when completely exhausted
turn the cock and unscrew the hose. Now turn up and
down the tube, and the water will be found to descend with

a force like the stroke of a hammer. Price. $2.50.
19*
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V\g. 233.

1 ig. 23ft.

.238.

•^3

. 0*1

The Water Hammer.—(Fig, v i—This con i
t> of a

tube usually about twelve inches long find one inch

in ing three or four inrln water includi

in bore which a vacuum hai been formed, and then ber-

ii, ,l!\ iled. I >n ahaking such a tub" rtically. tl

water, rising a few incl tnd sinking suddenly to th< >m

of the i prod ii i ound like thai ising from the

all ! ii' r oo a hard l>odv, w I'' i

of this instrument, the action of which depends entirely on

th
i ion of the air, so thai the water » n a rl<-nse

Price, 12 inch, $0.16 and |1.00.

24 " $1.60.

I'n —(Fig 280.)—The pressurr- is an

instrument to determine the pp^ure in hydrostat

pneumatic machines, ;i- the hydrostatic press, the air

pump, am engil When the pressure II very great,

_ <••'

ritt 0<

pan*

i pan

-_• r.m J

nth bo

live tub

Mgnil

an apl

i

arum*

V
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is usual to measure it by the compression of a certain

quantitj of air contained in a tube of sufficienl strength. It

3u of a stout glass tube, the bore about one tenth of

inch in diameter, closed :it one end, and bent up at the

her, having ball about twice the capacity of the tube,

with a small hole on the side or top, and which is half tilled

with mercury ; the tube is attached to a silvered plate,

iduated to the various pressures, which are represented

in pounds to the square inch; the scale and tube are in-

(1 in a stout glass shade, two inches in diameter, and

• nit ten inches \* cemented to a brass cap, and screw

in" on a large stop-cock, having a stout flange at its side,

with boles For screws for supporting tin- whole from the

ill, or post-, etc. ; at the lower end of the stop-cock is a

upling box, for connecting a pipe communicating with the

apparatus or engine, the stop-COck closes the communication

when required ; under the ordinary pressure of the air the

mercury will stand at on the scale, near the bottom of

the tube ; under a greater pressure the mercury will be

forced into the tube, and when occupying one half the

original space, will indicate the additional pressure of our

atmosphere, or fifteen pounds to the square inch ; when

occupying one third, a pressure of thirty pounds ; one fifth,

ninety pounds, etc. Price, $1 2. .30.

Vacuum Gauge, or Indicator.—The arrangement of this

instrument is the same as represented in Fig. 236, in regard

ile- exterior mounting, but having the tub.- entirely filled

with mercury under the pressure of atmosphere, and on the

moval of the pressure the mercury falls, and the approach

to a vacuum is j^.li.ated by the scale, which i- graduated to

corn 'iid to the common barometer ; thirty inches being

assumed as a vacuum. Price, $12.00.
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HYDRAULICS AND HYDROSTATICS.

| 3.7.

Scale* and Weight*.—Small Bcales and i liisl ig. 237)
used for weighing in chen experiments, packed in

small case
;
the weights ranging from half a grain to a quarter

of an ounce. Price, - 81.25; Sne quality, I
" Larger scales, with stand, on mahog

box, with w< is, <fec. - $]< •

The Hydrometer.—{Fig. 238, next j .)

—

Hydrometers
are instruments used dealers in wines, spirits, acids,

alkali* yrups, and all oommen ial liquids, for ascertaining

their comparative strength.

This instrument, aa represented in the figure, consists of

hollow _'
I ball, B, with a smaller ball, C, appended to il

and which, from ita superior weight, Bcrves to keep tlie in-

iment in a vertical
j

n lo what* depth il ma) be

immersed in a liquid. Prom the large ball risea • cj lind .1

stem, a d on which are marl I divisions Into equal j> ;

id the depth to which the tern will sink in water, or any
ol her )i<| aid li ied on at t li inda rd b< ing

nown, the depth to which il sinks in a liquid wh
gravity is requi I indii th< ale, how much
greatei or less il i- than ili.it liquid.

Tho i i «
I- e th of Baume, (

Twaddell, and Guy L Most of (!i« i calea an rbi-

nd I- fter of ii bar-
ing no particular referent by which they may !>«• understood.

^
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The centesimal hydrometer, by
Guy Lussac, is an exception, the

Ktreme points being water and
olute alcohol ; this space is

divided into one hundred parts,

thus showing in alcoholic mix-
tures the percentage of alcohol

in the liquid. They are made of

S8S, brass, and silver, usually

from six to ten inches long, of

the form represented in the cut
(Fig. 239), the graduations being
marked on the stem.

Price, Baume's and Car-

tier's, for spirits,

in glass, §0.50.

in brass, *3.50.

in silver, 85.50.
" acids, " " $6.00.

in brass, £4.00.

in glass, -$0.75.

Twaddell's, " « J !*'£?'
( $1.75.

Guy Lussac," " si.00.
" in brass, 16.00.
" in silver, $9.00.

Ffc. 23*

225

239.
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Table showing tin Comparative Scales of Guy Lussac and
Baumi

t
with the Specific Gravities and Proof, at the

Temperature of 60 Degrees.

Gov Lcssac's Scale. Bacme's Scale. Specific Gravity. Proof.

10H 43 796
^ 95 40 815 92 «
1 s 36 833 82 |^
8 £ 83 848 c2
< 80 31 8 62 -- -
« 7j
S 70

2^ 876 • >.' p. a>

26 B89 42 >S
32- & 24 9UI

6tl 23 'J 12 •JJ 4 th proof.

| 55 21 923 12
2 50 19 933 (i Proof.

S 45 18 9,2 R
40 17 951 18 a-~

fc 35 16 958 » c £- 3-» IS 964 35 D -
96 14 970 48
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Explanation of Banme s Scale.—Manufacturers who em-

ploy Baumes hydrometer, or have occasion to know t

I ue of the degrees on hifl scale, may find tbe following

formula useful.

Let B = Baume's degree, and 100 = water. Then

Specific gravity = j^-
That is to say, 144 divided by the difference between 144

and the given degree of Baume, is the specific gravity in

question, stated in reference to water assumed = 100.

Thus, suppose Baume = GG°. Then,

Specific gravity
114 144

141—66
°r

*7S
1.846 = specific gravity.

Scale of Specific Gravities indicated hy Twaddell's Scale.

i waddell. Sp. Gr. TVaddell. Sp. Gr. Twaddell. Sp. Gr TvaddviL Sp <ir

(• In, ii 50 Ii Ii ii l.'iO.) 150 17

hi in:, i 60 13 hi 1 10 l."> 160 • i

2il 1100 :.. 13V) 120 IflOQ 170

1150 11 »i 130 I6.V) ISO 19

! 1 1200 9.1 11 11) 1700 190

' i-}'}- l-l)

** »« HydrtmA U r with Wmgkta.

—(Fig. 240.)—There is

.i variety of kinds of hy-

drometers, with weigh!

the principal ones are

Dica'fl and Sil they

are used for ascertainii

the strength of spirituous

liquors. One packed in a

case is here represented,

and is formed wholly of brass, and may be describ-

as consisting of three parts; the scale, the ball, and t

st. m. which terminates in a small knob, intended to keep

the instrument upright when in i
I poo this being

j

into a long glass, containing spirits of win tc., it will sink

rtain depth. If the spirit be verv weak, it ma} n

sink low enough to cover the ball, in which ease one of the

weights is placed above the knob of the lower stem. Ac-

cording to the weight used, and the dej to which the

instrument sink- reference being had also to the tempera-

ture of the fluid, the degree of igth is led.

Price, $12 to $25.

w
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Jficholson's Portable Balance.— Fig. 211.

(Fig. 241.)—This consists of a hollow

<»f metal terminated at e.aeh

(1 by a cone; from the top of the

upper cone rises a small stem of brass,

terminated by a cup, a, which may be
slipped oft"; from the end of the lower

cone is suspended a cup, <\ that is

ided with a weight, sufficient to sink

the instrument in water nearly to the

base of the upper euiie ; by placing

ighte in the cup, a, at the top, it is

immersed to the mark on the stem
;

if the weights be removed and a solid

body, whose weight is less than theirs,

placed in the cup, it may be immersed
tin to the same mark, by placing weights along

with the solid in the cup, and thus the weight of

the solid obtained; now place the solid in the cup

attached to the weight and weigh it in water;

ving now the weight of the bodv in air, and its

loss of weight in water, its specific gravity may be
' rtained bv dividing the weight in air by the

loss of weight in water, the quotient is the specific

gravity. Price, *:{..")0.

Nicholson's Hydrostatic Balance.—(Fig. 2 12, as above.)

—

This instrument is made of brass, highly finished, and having

a cage over the counterpoise for confining any solid body
that is lighter than water. Price, $6.00.

Fr
:
;,'s Lactometer.— (Fig. 243, next page.)—For testing

the qualitv of milk ; made under tin- direction of the Board

of Agriculture of the American Institute, in the city of

New York, who have strongly recommended it to the

public patronage.

This instrument was invented for the purpose of ascer-

ining the density, and fixing the standard weight, of pure

Qn rated milk, as it is produced in the best grazing

districts in the country, and with a view of detecting the

I

tised by adulterating milk with water, so often

complained of by the consumer, in large towns and cities

throughout the Union.
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i | J( [ow

pai ba! it rhfl milk i* iup«
rjoi

.
the h anient will

i iaa al
i I tad ibon th

j" < aba pur,
whii h, in some ii i,

Will be 10 |" i
I OUt, B* Ii

di 'ii «»n iii.
i

,,i, [a ,, jH r

cent
Aiiv

j
.i. U II the

ofl fn lactometer
b\ mixing wati i

.-. iili pure
ilk, and uute tin- per ci Dl

ag«? ol wau j which Mn
u i and - uapend the ini ti

'-•'it mi tha iiHi'iin, and It

« ill i prop i Lion "i

wau j mldi 'I

I**
I it

hi i pi o\ ed lu ba verj

abl i i . n]y i ua ol

Ic ting lha n lativa quality
i cowt, b ii

lit and alto annwiu*;
ii"'

i (facta pi '"in* ed liy a
ol iIji! nnirnala 1

food,
iin H* quality will

i ©
the denaitj "I tba milk.

Price, il.00.
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•m The Okomter.—(Fig. 244.)—The point indicating
pure sperm oil, is and S OD the top of the stem

;

that oi whale oil, loo and W. The temperature is

graduated at 60 degrees, and for (.-very five degrees
odder you will deduct two marks; and for every five

degrees warmer, add two marks. After you get the

correct graduation, then all variations will show you
the per centage of whale oil. Each mark on the

stem is two per rent. Price, §2.00.
/

The Urinomeier.—(Fig. 244.)—This small instru-

ment is intended to ascertain the strength or acidity

of the urine, and thereby determine the comparative health

of the body, particularly with reference to the disorder called

diabetes, or the involuntary discharge of urine.

The graduated side of the scale is marked with degrees,

by which the comparison may be made on the reverse side ;

at the upper part is marked the letter W, being the point at

which the instrument rests when immersed in nue water.

The next division, marked by the letter H, is t le point at

which it rests when immersed in urine when the body is in

good health ; the letter 8 is marked to signify strong, but a

38 degree of health ; and the last division, the point at

which the instrument rests when the disorder of diabet< 9

has taken place, and its progress, may be ascertained by the

surface of the fluid marking an increased degree on the

seal-

This instrument is accompanied with a small glass vessel

for containing the urine, one half ounce of which is sufficient

to float the instrument therein ; the whole is packed in a

small round case about four inches long. Price, (2.00.

Urinary Cabinet.— (Fig. 245, next page.)—The cabinet

consists of nrinometer in case, graduated glass for containing

the urine, bottles for acids, spirit lamp, test tubes, watch

glasses, dropping tube, thermometer, test papers, &c, com-
plete, as represented in the cut ; forming a useful and im-

portant apparatus for the medical practitioner, and the

whole of a size that may be conveniently carried in the

pocket. Price, §8.00.

20
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Fig. 215.

r

'

-40--

^J

->
'

o T"he t0 8how ihe R' f" rtre Weight of Fluid*.—
N

jj Fig. 246 consists of a glass tube, benl and ed
as represented in the margin; on pouring into the
upright branches, equal quantities by weight of the
re tive liquids, their relative weights would ap-
pear "ii inspection; being inversely as the heights to
which they would rise in the branches of the tube.
The accuracy and utility of such an instrument are

_ augmented by filling the lower portion of the tube
with mercury, and tb< aduated branches being of
equal diameter, given w< its of any liquids, which

would not a,t chemically on the mercury, will show, by
their respective heights on either Bide, how much iter
space an ounce, a dram, or any ether quantity of om juid
would! up than an equal quantity of the other; and
hence it would appear how tar the sp ivity of the
latter exceeded that of the former.

JVk< .
mi.;.-, and $1.50.

Hydrostatic Figures.—(Fig. 247, opposite page.)—Thi
consists of a tall -lass jar, supported on a I Hv
filled with water, or alcohol and water, to pn at its fn
ing in cold weather, into which small hollow glass figures,
as rn.-n, a balloon and car, etc., an- I i

; tl are ma.!
of variously col d glass and curi ornamented; they
havi small bole in the lower part, I igh which they
partly filled with water, till they will just float in the li I,

and the addition of a little more weight would « e them
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to sink. The jar is covered at its mouth air-tight Fi s- J,:

with a piece of gum elastic, over which is tied a

piece of fancy leather. If the leather be oow
pr. d inwards with the finger, the water being
almost incompressible, and the air highly so, thai

contained in the little images will yield to the com-
pr« ig force, and becoming contracted water, will

r, and the images thus becoming specifically

heavier than they were at first, will descend to-

wards the bottom of the jar; on the pressure above
being removed, the air in each image recovering
its clastic force, will expel the water, and the
images will rise as before.

Price, - - s-2.50 and *4.00.

Figures, only, $1.00 and §2.00.

The Siphon (Fig. °48) is an instrument used
to decant fluids, or convey them from one pla^

over an obstacle that is higher than their surface,

to another that is lower ; its form is exceedingly simple, be-
t nothing more than a crooked tube.

If a common siphon, with one side longer than the other,

be tilled with water, and inverted or held with the open
ends downward, the atmospheric pressure acting equally on
both sides, and the liquid columns being unequal, the water

will escape through the longest leg, falling in virtue of its

specific gravity; but if, when such a siphon is tilled, its

shortest leg be plunged beneath the surface of the water,

not only will the liquid all run out of the longer
. but it will also rise in the shorter and be dis- Fi £- -H -

d from the other in a continued stream, till

it sinks below the «»pen end of the shorter leg;

if the siphon be used without previously filling it
v

^
with the liquid about to be decanted, though
the liquid will rise in the shorter leg, it will not

ascend beyond its own level so as to pass over

the bend in the tube and escnpe, unless it be
drawn out of the longer leg.

The siphon represented here has an additional

tube, open at the upper end, and communicating
below with the longer leg of the siphon; the

shorter leg then being plunged in any vessel of

liquor, the opening in the longer leg is to be

.

1 A
«*v

urnHH
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•pped with the hand 01 otherwi e, and by bu >n at the

end "I the additional tube, the liquor niaj I"- made to pan
over the bend, and ill! the Ion i . when, being Buffer

to escape, it continues to Horn Ion i the <

immei i <l in it. Price, in j b, 10.75 and $] 00.
"

i netal, $0.7fi d $1.25.

without Buction tube, |0 37.

.; 249.

B

77" Wirtemberg Siphon. in*

i hum hi (Fig1

. 2 10), when once filled

u iili liquid, will remain b< -'1 ben
m;i\ be bung up in thai Ui te dy

for use. One leg being plunged in

a vessel of the liquid to I" drawn "ff,

it will > •:.(><• through the open exti

mity "l' ill-- othei leg, in consequent
--I the additional pressure of the liquid

in the vcs.vl. .Sij)l,r »ns cm only bfl

used for transferring liquids from

bight i i'' loui-r 1<\ '

I'M' 18 eta. and 7:> cts.

Tantalus Cup.— Fig. 250 '
' Is of a cup

u Ml. a iphon dapted i<» the enp, thai ili«-

.sh'-ii leg I in i be cup, 1 1
»

«

• long V may
go d - through the bottom <! it. wnei
li«jin«l i> |j<»ni.-d into 1 1,<- . lip, ii will rise in

the cup until th< bl of n is above tl

of the bend of the iphon, n ben il.

will begin to act, and \ be wbol< of the m

run out It i>. < all. il I antalus Cup, b

m the siphon is a Ij concealed bj a small

figure end< avoring to drink, bui who i f<

immediately the \\
i bi mouth ii flow

i

-. ill.

/' >< h<,, <,/. -(Fig. -Tl
cut repn a j>i« irati aUed
double bodied vesx-l, ii,.- only

n bet d i be uppi ad lower p«

of which i through the tubes' tod 1>, ii

the part IJ be filled \\ nli water to i la i

and A with port wine, so as to risj
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the tuh.\ D, ^

t

ill no mixture or alteration in the state of the
aids will take place, for the lightest occupying the
*hesl situation will retain it undisturbed. But if tin;

lower part be tilled with port win.', and tin- upper with
water, the former fluid will ascend through tin- tube, D,
and the latter descend through the tube, C, till they have
entirely changed places. Price, $1.50.

Lifting Pump.—(Fig. 252, next page.)—Represents a
model of the common or lifting pump

; it consists of a glass
linder or chamber, b c, having a piston or box, c, with a

valve opening upwards, the piston being raised or depressed
by the rod d and handle e ; also, having a valve, h, opening
upwards, at the bottom of the chamber, to which is attached
a pipe, a, of sufficient length to reach the water. At the
top of the chamber is a reservoir, having a pipe as an outlet

for the water. To use, take hold of the handle, e, and
thereby draw up the bucket from b to c, which will make
room for the air in the pump, all the way below the bucket,
to dilate itself, by which its spring is weakened, and then its

force is not equivalent to the weight or pressure of the out-
ward air upon the water in the vessel below ; and, therefore,

at the first stroke the outward air will press up the water
into the lower pipe, and after a stroke or two, will penetrate
through the valve, n, and occupy the cylinder or barrel, BC.
I pun depressing the bucket again, the water cannot return,

because any force applied above will necessarily close the
valve, h, and the bucket in returning will press upon the
water, until the pressure of the water upon the under surface

of the valve in o, will open the valve at that part, and
taping through the hole, will occupy a s >ace above the

The next stroke of the handle wi 1 have a double
effect, it will draw up the water from the well, as in the
former instance, so that it shall again fill the cylinder, but
with fresh water; for it will be readily seen, that the lifting

of the bucket after the water has obtained access above it,

does not replace that water as before, but the very circum-
stance of lifting the handle will close tin- valve above, and
the water will be lifted up at the same time, tilling the
reservoir, d, which will discharge by the pipe, P.

Price, 13.00 and $4.50.

20
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Fig. '2 Fig. 25a

Furrier, Pump.—(Tig 25 vi'.)— A jnunp ulii.1i

capabl stream of water above the pump
barrel by means om] I air, and illusti :tion

of the fire engine. It consists of a glass cylinder, d, wi

[id piston, g, connected bj to a handle, e; at the

I ttom Of tl j Under th< i\;ilvr,n
j
upward-,

havii pipe lor communicating with the n »ng

glass ail I. K, at tie p of which is a cap and jet, the

lower part, [.extending Dearly to the bottom of the air

seel, where there is a valve, p, opening npwa and a
! nt tub", m, connecting the sel with the cylinder of

the pump ; the jet is sometimes made so that it may be

turned in any direction. To use, the pump-handle and piston

are drawn up; a vacuum hi -duced below the piston,

the wore of the atn on the water of the w
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driv.s the water through the valve at the bottom of the
pump cylinder, and thus the cylinder is filled with water;
when the piston is forced down again, the water cannot piss

th h it. nor back again into the lower part of the pump,
and it is forced through the bent pipe into the air vessel, k,

or condenser; and when the piston is raised again the valve
shuts, and prevents the water in the air vessel from returning.
Thus, by repeated strokes, the water is forced into the air

•1 till it rises above the end of the jet pipe, r, and then
is to compress the ah", which is more and more com-

pressed as the water rises up the pipe, and the air begins
act forcibly by its spring against the surface of the water,

and this action drives the water up through the pipe, i, from
which it spouts to a great height, and is supplied by alter-

!elv raising and depressing the handle, b; and as the spring
of the air continues while the piston is being raised, the
stream, or jet, will be uniform as long as the pump is

worked. Price, §5.00 and 86.00.

Fig. 2i4

Forcing and Lifting

Pump in From* .—These
models (Fig. 254) consist

of a forcing and lifting

} ump, mounted in a ma-
igany framed stand,

having a reservoir to hold

water. In the forcing

pump thei e is a variatii in

from the former descrip-

n. the jet pip" being

i< mneeled near the neck

of the air vessel, and nut

on the top, as before de-

scribed.

Price, £10.00 and

112.00,

Hydrostatic Instrument for showing the Rise of Water to

its Level, and other Experiments.—This instrument (Fig.

255, next page) consists of a large glass vessel, with a neck

on the lower part cemented into a brass cup, and supported
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Fig. 21

on a brass base; to the sides of the brass cup are soldered
brass tubes, about one inch in diameter, and five incl

long; at the vnd of one there is a joint having a long glass

tube, which may be inclined to any angle; the other tune is

terminated in a socket, into which tubes of various shap
may be inserted, a variety of winch, each attached to a cork

fitting the socket, accompany the instrument: also a siph

tube to illustrate intermitting springs, etc. This instrument
is designed to show that in tubes that have a communication,
whether they be equal or unequal, short or oblique, the
fluid always rises to th< same height. Price, $7.50.

Fig. 23G.

Hydrost Equilibrium,— (Fig. 5, as above.)—Tl

an nt consists ol a tin box, A 15, formed as repi

ited in the cut. with the two raised extremities a at

top; the sides are made of glass, water tight, having four

differently shaped tubes, cemented im \». on the surface

of the oblong part. To use, till the v< el with water to
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the height marked bv the horizontal line marked in the cut,

which i> a little above the upper ends of the four tubes; it

will be found that the liquid will pass laterally into the

tube, C, ascend directly in I), ami cireuituouslv in E, while it

first descends and then ascends in F, rising equally in all the

tul and spouting out till the water is reduced in the side

tubes to the level of the summits of the internal ones, when,
the equilibrium being established, the liquid will remain at

-t. Thus, it follows, that any number of columns of a

liquid, freely communicating, whatever may be their re-

spective diameters and figures, will always have the same
rtical height. Price, |2.50 and §4.00.

Hydrostatic Equilibrium.—(Fig. 25 7.)—Another appa-
ratus to exhibit the same effect as the last, in which a small

column of water supports a much larger quantity.

Price, $3.00

Fig. 257. Fig. 258.

Hydrostatic Paradox.—Fig. 258 consists of a pair of scales

mounted on a brass stand, having a wide mouthed glass jar,

or cup, suspended from one end, and the other end having

the usual scale pan. On the pillar supporting the scales,

there is a brass slide with a milled-head screw for fastening

it at any height required, to which there is an arm bearing
a round block of wood loosely fitting the Mass vessel. To
use, let the jar, nearly rilled with water, be poised by loading

the opposite pan with the requisite weights ; then after

marking exactly the height the liquid stands, pour out a

part of it and immerse the block of wood, supported bv the
arm free from the sides and bottom, just deep enough to

raise the remaining liquid to the same height as at first, at

which it is screwed fast, when the balance will be again
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exactly equipoised.. This effect of the vertical pressure

liquids m be variously exhil 1, and the results are curi-

ous and important.. Price, $5.00.

Fig. i!

2 Hydrostatic Bellows,

—(Fi >.)—Tin tr.«

ment u sometimes call.

i In- lu 'I i o t&tic paradox,

from the fact, that n rer?

gl lit d I bal-

anced ! small w<

water. Jt of tv

round boards, from one
foot to One and a half in

diameter, attached to 01

another by leather going
all round them, and making
the sj within them
H tighl s a hole

in the U] (1 in-!

which is \\<-d a metal

pipe, about four feel long,
itli a funnel at tin top,

it conveniently introdui

mg water, and filling tl

I

between the boards
till the w at r ds i-

height "t three or four feet

in the tube, when ii will

i tain tin- wcig hi ol oi

or two men without forcii

the wat 1 be leatfo

i> stout, and prepared

as to !»• water tight under
a

;
. the tab)

joint* d more
portable, ai bowing
th.- effect "f a column
w "1 a 1-

I
i i

Price, - - $5.00.
" extra large, $7.00.

«
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Vt Spouting Fluids.—(Kg.
260.)—This instrument consists of

japanned tin vessel as represented in

the cut, usually from twenty-four to

thirty inches high, having five pipes or
jets, with exactly the same sized aper-
tures fixed on the side of the vessel at

equal distances apart; the top of the
vessel is enlarged for a reservoir, and
the whole is mounted on a circular

base.

In estimating the lateral pressure of
liquids, the vertical height must be
taken into the account ; since the ef-

fective force with which a liquid acts

against any given point in the side of
the containing vessel will depend on
the depth of that point beneath the
surface of the liquid.

This will appear from the manner
in which water flows from apertures in the side of a cistern,
as the velocity of the stream will always be exactly pro-
portioned to the distance of the point of discharge from the
superior surface, and the consequent degree of pressure
which takes place. Suppose a vessel, a, to be tilled with

iter, and to have three or more tubes or pipes, it, c, n, of
equal lengths and diameter, fitted into lateral apertures at
different heights; then if the liquid were suffered to flow
from the pipe d alone., the others being stopped, a greater
quantity of water would be discharged in a given time than
by the pipe c alone, and a greater quantity would issue
from the latter in the same time than by the pipe d only

;

the water being kept at the same level, so as to maintain an
equality of pressure during the whole time it was flowing.
And if all the pipes were opened together, the water would
spout to a greater distance from the pipe d than from either
of the others.

The quantity of water spouting from any hole in a given
time, must irily be as the velocity with which it flows

;

and if, therefore, the hole d is supposed to be four times as
deep below the surface a, as the hole b is, it follows that d
will discharge twice the quantity of water, that can flow
from b in the same time, because 2 is the square root of 4.
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So in like manner, if d had been nine times the depth of b.

three times the quantity of water would issue from it, 3

being the square root of 9. Price, *.3.00.

Fig. 261.

Archimedes* Screw (Fig. 261, as above) is a machine for

raising water ; it is represented and described as follows:

A is a hollow pipe, coiled around a cylindrical axis;

which axis is inclined at an angle with the ground, and sup-

ported at each end upon pivots, the upper pivot being fur-

nished with a handle. When this is turned round, the lower

end of the pipe dips into the water in the well below, and
turning upwards directly scoops up some of the water.

When the end point- up, the part H will become lower than

it; therefore the water will fall to H. Another half turn of

the handle brings C to the lowest point, and the first water

will occupy that part of the tube; at the same time more
wat«-r will be scooped up at the end. In a number of turns

of the handle, equal to that of the coils of the tube, the first

water will reach, and flow out at the top ; and from that

time a flow will take place at every revolution of the

machine. Price, $9.um.

B«rk<r's Mill.—(Fig. 262, next page.)—This engine,

represented in the annexed figure, consists of a hollow cy-

lindrical metal pipe, A 13, of considerable height, and ter-

minating above in a funnel -shaped cavity. The pipe is

supported in a vertical position, by resting below on a

pointed steel pivot, turning freely in a brass box, adapted

to receive it; and the upper part has a cylindrical st>

axis, C D, passing through a board, supported by uprights

at the sides. The hollow tube, A B, communi- with a

i
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cross tube, E I\ 1 at i miti

but hfiving adjustible orifi< at the o|

id of the tub*-. \

pipe, G, above, communicates with asupplv
ter, which it discharges into the fu

the top of the v< .1 pipe, B ; and the
supply must be sn regulated thai the

he k<-| otisi y filled with v.

without running over ; while the oril in

croh i I. and P will deliver the
r u nil afo irtioned to the height

of the column in the tub \. B, and the aper-
tures being in opposite d ,

.- ipout-
u> will commnii e a centrifugal

»n to ill- vertical tube and izis, C I), to which unv I

toothed s heel i onne< ted with other n

The at i of this n does not, i

I, depend on the r< i thi phere to the ]<

om thi l. in iring t «, ,]

pi a of tl ilumn r in the rerl tube, which,
eiei

l for< a the interior of the i il tube, ai

thai t being i >ved fi the
j

.. ter

ure on I tding poinl on tl

of the interior of i ube, make it

tii. &
:

ol both j- 1 1
| ition in tl

e di ion. Price, ».

C il Pump.— (l-'i

)— A machine for raisin <•

iter, Mi-p il upon centn
1 imbined with tl

Pressure ol Lhe atmosph<
t lists of one, i s

anna, erecl * n . and bi

above, joined to b i er

a] axle. V ir the upp
tremity of each arm is a

k valve opening upward
wlnl < the bottom of the

I tub ir the b im
l

\ (il there are m<

on- i similar val

opening upw i. \\

.1
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ing poured into thi hine 1 and a rapid mo-
tion !p n to ii by .1 hand 1 top, the water in Ll

arms acqu a eentrii the at the

<ud, and flies «mt into a ular I i prepared for it.

This machine ti imple, but aol bo effective, ell-made

pump. Price, 110.00.

fig-2Gi. Brahma's Bydraulie

Press.—(Fie 264.)—Tni
valuable instrumei

and one by which a pro-

power is obtain

with tin I eaaOj

J in i \ erj small com-
Th< ol the

mode] represented is usu-

al! twelve to four-

•ii incl (juai c. with a

i linder about lour inches
•

Its action depends upon
the principle thai fluids

insmil pre lually

all din ctions. A sol

con
i move watei lit

in a <\ Under. Th<

beneat h the piston is ailed

with w
i

and communi-
catee bj mall pipe with a forcing pump, worked by the

piston, s, by meai >fthe lever, ad bj which the water,

which if lined in the < rn, o, is t d through the

d, into the ! cylinder. Tin large piston bein

thi reby driven up, carries witU it the bed, h, and pi

closely 1 wh >ve it What. prefl

sun- i- exerted upon b, iN trans! and in sd

cording to thi lativ< the ta i pi-tuns. Suppose,

for example, i be p to hai ficial i as

inch, and the 1
i every tan

pound
,

pul will ed by e t> I,

and become one h d
j

a ]
iy

exert a fo of fifty poun >n the l< , this weight atom
will give a pressu m 2 tons,
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and that with a pump, the large cylinder of which is not
more than 4 inches diameter ; and by decreasing the smaller
tube from one inch diameter to half an inch the power will

be increased four- fold, or to nearly 9 tons.

Price, $40.00.

Fig. 265

Hydrostatic Paradox with Movable Piston.—The displac-

ing; of any portion of Quid by a fixed solid, whatever be the

weight of the solid, produces no difference in the weight of

the fluid, provided it stands at the same height as before,
and raising the height of the Quid by planning a solid into

it, increases its pressure, <>r apparent weight ~
If the fluid

is raised by pressing or forcing it upwards, in however thin

a column, provided the vessel be kept full, and closed in all

directions, the pressure of the fluid and the apparent weight
of the vessel will be inc sed, although nothing whatever,
cither solid or fluid, is added to it. To illustrate this prin-

ciple, the instrument represented in the above cut (Fig.

265), is used. The cylindrical vessel, a b c d, has a glass

tube closely fitted into its top, and a rod. e o, fixed to a
plate, f G, moving up and down, water-tight, in the cylinder
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which is represented fitted to a frame with the end of the

rod, k. attached to one end of a balance.

The plate being at the bottom, D, water is poured ii

the vessel, so that it rises nearly to k x, but does not rise in

the tube It is then balanced by a'weight in the scale, l.

If the rod e k is drawn up so as to raise the plate and

foree some of the water into the tube, the water will seem

to weigh more than it did ;
and to restore the balance, more

weight must actually be put into the scale i.. If the ves

three inches diameter, every inch that the water ri

in the tube will require more than lour ounces to be add

to the weight, whatever be the bore of the tube
; for the

pressure of the water in all directions will be increased by

the weight of a body of water, whose height is the height

of the water in the tube, and whose base is (he extent of

the surface of the water pressing on the top, a u, of the

ssel. Xow the t«»p being three inches diameter, its surface

is about 7 T
'. square inches; and a portion of water one

inch high, and 7 T̂ square inches broad, is 7,' cubic inch

of water, which weigh about fourou Thus, raising I

rod a foot will add tin i pounds to the apparent weight of

the water.

This principle, from its extraordinary illustrations, is call-

ed the hydrostatical paradox; paradox being a word from

the Greek, and signifying something, which, though true,

appears when firsl considered to be untrue. When we are

told that anv quantity of water, however small, may be so

employed as to balance any quantity of water, bow sver

great, we are at first startled by the apparenl impossibility

of the statement. But when we come to examine it mi

closely, we lind it to be accurately true
;

for the small tube

in the foregoing figures may be made »ver bo narrow, and

to bold ever so little water, while the wide tub unmuui-

cating with it may l»e made - ve\ large, and holding ever

much water ; and the level at which the water stands in

both tubes will be the same. So in the Scales you 111;

plunge as large a body as
j

pies the vessel «»t

water, and leave as little water in the vessel as possibt

still, if what you leave -land- a> high as the whole quantity

stood, it will, bv weight and pressure t
. produce

much effect as the whole quantity of fluid.

Everything, under these circumsi a: , depending upon
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the height and the surface, and very little upon the bulk of

the fluid, we may easily perceive what mischief may be done

l.\ a very small quantity of water, if it happens to be ap-

plied or distributed, so as to stand high, in however thin a

body or column, and to spread over a wide but rwifined and

shallow iv--*-

Price, witQ tnuance ana name, complete, $25.00.

21*
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PIKE'S IMPROVED PLATE ELECTRICAL MACHINE.

True elegant electrical machine (i-'iur . 266, opposite page)

is mounted on a Uu base, supported from the floor by four

stump feet, and on the top there are fastened byscrew bolts

o tuin.-d columns, with a cap also fastened by screw

bolts : near the centre of the columns, the axle, made of

;

ilished steel, is supported, bearing the plate, which is

pressed at opposite sides of its circumference, by two pairs

of elastic rubbers, secured between the columns; the pn

ore of the rubbers maybe regulated at pleasure; to one

end of the axle the winch and handle is fixed, by which the

plate is easily turned. The conductor consists of two up-

hi brass tubes, twoand a half to three inches in diam

I
iving large brass balls at each end and in the middle,

also a cross tube connecting the two together at the top,

and having a ball in the centre. I rom the lower balk and

opposite the centre of the plate, there arc brass arms extend-

ing half across the plate, with rows of teeth foi collecting

ill. fluid from both sides of the plate. The conductor ||

supported on be by four strong ass pillars, set at each

end in brass sockets, and seemed to the base by screw In. lis,

all of which may be taken apart for convenient tra ta-

rn, lnnes are made with plates of 24, 21, 30, 86,

and 41 inches in diameter, with ft work in proportion

made of mahogany or i wood, handsomely pol ed, and

with conductors of brass, highly fid 1, from four to seven

-i high, having balls, wires, and suitable h< for connect-

ing other apparatus. These machines are !»;• the most

durable and elegant in their cousl Lion ol in use;

^4b
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Fig. 2G6.
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many of our first institutions are using them with the
highest satisfaction.

Price, with mahogany frame,

24 inch plate, 175 ; in rosewood, £85.
27 " »

$85; " $9
30 " " fsiio;

3G " " $130;
40 " " $165;
44 " « *'2Q0;

14

It

tt

(i

>.

$120.

$14
N

1
~

$220.

Plate Electrical Machine, with upright Condw —Thia
plate (Fig. 26 7) represents a convenient and substanti

UJT P'HC JT
—

ow«* J,
Li'LvaSmi
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mode of constructing the conductor of a plate machine, occu-
pying but little room on tin- lecture table. The machine,

anls the mounting of th'' plate, is arranged as Cuth-
bertson's, having a longer base and .stout glass supports at

each end ; be\ < nul tin- edge of the plate and opposite thereto,

.mi which are placed the conductor, which is formed of long

brass tubes about 2 inches in diameter, having lar^e balls at

each end, and connected together at the top by a tube of the

same six.-. To the lower balls are aims, having rows of

points, and collecting the fluid from both sides of the plate.

There are suitable holes in different parts of the conductor

for inserting electrometers, wires. &c.

This construction of the electrical machine has given the

highest satisfaction to those who have used them.

Price, 13-inch, $25.00.

lG-inch, $30.00.

20-inch, §38.00.

Fir 368.

Cuthbei'i son's Plate Electrical Much 'me.—This machine

(Fig. 268, as above) consists of a plate of glass, of not less

than 12 inches diameter, turning on an axis that passes at

I
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right angles through its centre. It is rubbed by two pair
ofcushions, fixed at opposite parts of the circumference by
elastic frames of thin mahogany, which are constructed

i to press the glass plate between them with the requisj

force, \>y means of regulating screws. A brass prime con-
ductor, supported by a stout glass rod, is fixed to the fra

of the machine, terminated at one end by a wire, with a
brass ball, and having branched extremities opposite each
Other, and near the extreme diameter of the plate, in a
direction at right angles to tin- vertical line of the opposi
cushions. The branched extremities of the conductor are
furnished with pointed Mires, that serve to collect the
ni.it v from the surface of the excited plate. This form of
the plate electrical machine is now little used, the more
modern style being preferable. Price, 12 inch, §25.00.

15 " 830.00.
" 18 " $38.00.

*** «* Plate Glass Electrical

Machine (Fnnch Plan).—
This arrangement (Fig. 269)
represents one of tne French

DO of mounting the plate

glass electrical machine,
having hut one pillar sup-
port, made very stout, to

tin- axis of the u line.

Two
] of rubbers at-

hed to large brass halls,

are supported by insulated

glass pillars, the balls be-
in- ted together by a

brass tuhe, in the form of
an arch, extending o\ er the

plate, forming the negative conductor to which the rubhers
are attached. The positive conductor with circular arms,
having rows <>{ brass teeth at the end.-, is mounted on a sepa-
rate movable insulated stand.

Price, with 20-inch plate, $00.00.

Plate Eh ci I Machine, for jxjs'ttce and neya* Elec-
trkit<j.—Tin- electrical machim a frame of maho-
gany or rosewood, in the form of a cross, is represented in
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Fig. 270, and is mounted on four stump feet, about G or 8

inches from the floor, or table, on which it is used. On the

short<'i- arms of the frame, two pillars an- attached hy screw

nuts for receiving the axle of the plate, which axle is made

of polished steel, with a brass crank and i rood handle.

The rubbers consist of two cushions of leather, connected
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together by a stout brass spring, having a screw to give
them the required pressure; supported on a stout swelled
glass pillar, cemented into a polished brass base, and beii
firmly held by a screw and nut beneath the frame. Ov.
the rubber is mounted a la: and well-polished bra II.

which is the negative conductor. The positive eonduc is

well polished brass cylinder, having swelled ends; the
having arms embracing the plate with rows of points for col-
lecting the fluid

; the other having a wire with a ball. The
nductor is supported on a stout lied u s pillar,

mounted in a socket, bj which the pillar can 1> parated
from the conductor, and at the frame cemented in a bii

the rubber, with nut and screw to fasten. The frames ai

made of mahogany or rosewood, highly polished, and the
bra work elegantly finished. The plate and all the pillars
are attached by nut and screw, and may be taken ofr for
convenient transportation.

Price, 16-inch, 120.00 and $25.00.
20-inch, 134.00 and |38.O0.
24-inrh, s.30.00.

30-inch, 185.00.

36-inch, $130.00.

42-inch, $200.00.

Hairne's Cylinder Electrical Mactem (Fig. 271, next page)
consists of a hollow cylinder of glass, usually lit to ten
inches in diameter, supported on a rectangular base, as in

the preceding machines described. Two hollow metallic
conductors, about twenty inches in length and four inche
in diameter, having hemispherical ends, are placed parallel
to the cylinder, one on each side, upon two insulating pillar
ol glass, which are cemented into two separate pieces of
wood, that slide across the base so as to allow of their being
brought within different distances of the cylinder, and having
rews entering the basefor clamping fast. To one of these

conductors the cushion is attached, being fastened toil bi
a spring and two I i rods fast I to the cushion, the

entering holes for the purpo in the condu . and
moving freely therein; tie prii

j

causing it topn dly
againsi the cylinder in every

|
of its revolution. The

pressure of the cushion is also further regulated by the
adjusting screw at the base. From the upper a of the
cushion there proceeds a flap of black silk, which is sewed

<<
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i the cushion about a quarter of an inch from the upp<

edge; it extends over the upper surfa >f th< lindeT

to within an inch of a row of metallic points, pi ling lik»-

the teeth of a rake from ;i horizontal rod, which is fixed to

the adjacent side of tin- opposite conductor. The oaol

given by a simple handle— Formerly :i multiplying wheel

was used, l>ui if has man} disadvantages and is more labori-

ous. The conductors are usually made of metal, japaned

black, perforations being made at the ends and on the t-»p
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about the size of a quill, for the purpose of attaching wires
and other kind of apparatus. This machine is tl> si I

showing the effect of positive and negative ele it v. T)
conductor to which the rubber is attached is the ncgativ.
and the one having the points the positive or prime conductor.
It it be required to accumulate positive electricity, bain
must be carried from the negative conductor to 'the floor.
If, on the other hand, negative electricity be required, then
the positive conductor must be put in 'connexion with tl.

ground, and the other insu] I.

Price, with two conductors, 8 inch, 122.00,

9 inch 5.00.

10 inch, 828.00.

«<

4«

<< <<

To use the Electrical Machine.—Let the machine be care-
fully wiped with a clean silk or linen cloth, to free it entirely
from dust

;
spread a little amalgam e\ --nJv along the cushion,

turn the machine with rapidity for some time, obs ring if

the whole surface of the cushion ^ covered with the amal-
gam

: remove all the amalgam adhering to the glass, attach
a chain to the rubber to connect with the floor, or place the
hand on the rubber, gently pressing it. frequently wiping tl

whole machine with a silk cloth free from dust,"which in an
excited state it readily attracts.

The most powerful excitation of the machin- produced
as follows. Let the machine be placed within the influence
111 :| -"" ,| fire, but n-.t so near as to injure any of it- pari
by tli- action of the beat. With a flat round-pointed knii
spread a little amalgam evenly along the cushion, and return
it to ite place; turn the cylinder a few times round; then
take nil the cushion, and observe carefully those parts

i is

surface that have not been touched by the cylinder while
revolving; on these parts put a little more amalgam, and
repeat the process of turning the cylinder, and supplyin
the defective parts with amalgam, till every point of that
partol the surface of the c ton which , a on the
cylinder appears to be properly supplied with am m.
Ink.- now a piece of leather, about Ave or su inch ire
and spread over one side of it a quantity i i;

tnrow back the silk flap, and, turning the machine gently
round, applied the am ed side of the leather to the
cylinder, for the space of two minutes or m< circum-
stances may require, during which time the uili
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observed (o increase rapidly. The cylinder must next be

wiped perfectly clean with an old silk handkerchief, and

afterwards with a soft dry linen cloth. Let the cushion be

again removed, and the amalgam which appears above and

below the line of contact with the cylinder carefully scraped

off, the silk flap wiped with the linen cloth, and the whole

retained to its place and made fast. If now the cylinder be

turned slowly round, streams of the electric fluid will be

en rushing from the silk flap round the lower part of the

cylinder, attended with a hissing and snapping noise, while

large brushes of the sane', of several inches in length, may
be observed flying oft' from the lower edge of the silk into

the surrounding air. The machine is dow tit for use, and

may he fastened to the table ; after which the whole of its

parts are to he well wiped with a warm and dry linen cloth,

to free them from dust.

The operator, however, must not expect this high and

rich state of excitation to be of long duration. The cylinder

will soon cool ; dust will be attracted by the action of the

machine ; and the moisture produced in the air of the room

by the breaths of his audience, will, by their united effects,

render all his efforts to produce a copious supply of elec-

tricity entirely fruitless.

To remedy this defect, which gentlemen who deliver

public lectures on electricity have often found to be a Lrriev-

ous one, and surround it with a dry atmosphere entirely

preventing the deposition of the moisture of the room from

settling on the machine, provide a box of thin plate iron, ten

or twelve inches long, four inches wide, and one inch and a

half in depth, with a lid to tit very easily over it In this

box a piece of bar iron, of about six inches in length, three

in breadth, and half an inch in thickness, after being heated

in the fire to a dull red heat, is to be placed, the lid of the

box put on, and the whole, on a suitable iron stand, placed

under the cylinder, on the board of the machine, in a longi-

tudinal direction. The radiation of heat from the iron will

effectually preserve the equality of the temperature of the

surrounding air for a considerable length of time, and in-

deed for any length of time required, since, by employing

two bars of iron, the one may be kept in tin- fire, while the

other L> in the box. and thus no other interruption in the

course of the experiments will be nece ry bey. aid what is

Occasioned bv the changing of the irons. By this means
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tin; machine may be made to act in full rigor under ft
most dfcadraiitageov i nvmnttanoes.

Fig 272.

*%* Cylinder Elect I Matkmt (Fig. 272, us ata
consists of hollow cylinder of glaae, oeoally about six u:
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n inches in d leter, and from eight to fourteen inches in

length, Bupi I on a rectangular base by two upright

turned columns, bynu ins of caps on the ends of tl yUnder,

the one bavin i rl pivot, tne other a long one, ring

tl. |] the column, and terminated by a winch and handle

by which th is turned on its axis. The upper part

the column is divided horizontally at the cent >f the

pivot, or axle, and secure d h, >\.^ each side "t" the axle

I. arrangement the cylinder may easily be I n out

rl put in the frame, B< • ili«- cylinder i> a cushion,

whii h extends in length to within an inch *<( eithi 'id of

the cylinder, which should b oft and yielding ; the cushion

is supported by a glass pillar w electricitj i^

required, but more commonly by :i turned ma! pillar,

le i" move backwards and forwards,

with a stout sci ip if fast, w the pressu mi

tlii' cushion '-an \><- t- 'ulated ; i li< is a < linder

of i -I from fourteen t" eighteen in< hes in length, and

about four inches diameter, with rounded ends usually

japanned black, and is supported on the side of the «
. linder

«>] ite the rubber, havi i row of bra ats on the side

towards thi rlinder i"i collecting the Quid; there ire

wiiii holi i tch end of the condu ind also

on i be top for attach in j appai U us, •
I o • he u]

per edge ol i he cushion i attached a
|

ick

the width <•! the rubber, « h extends 01 i rlinder to

w iiliiii an inch of the row of points.

Pri< e, » inch, I B.00
;

6 ••

8 " *1(J
..

10.00.

7 •• -\\ 00.
••

.-I a oo

to ••

The Small Cylinder i ' M .

—
'I

273, next pa its th lindi

in the simplest and one of the mosl nl is in

u hJch it { ted, The base is a n I ir

; >f wood, having uprighl pieces of wood fi I

at thi and supporting th< ps atl d to

fi» one of which is a handle, by which the cylind

turned On one si le i lion of leather fixed pill

and having a se to n gul ft

p r , linder. On the other side "t the cj li

m « metal cylinder with roui ends, suj d by
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Fig. 273.

rod. On one side is a row of rp point-, to draw the

jctricky from the glass; and on the other, a hole, having

a wire with a brass ball thereon. A flap of black silk, or

oiled silk, is attached to the rubber, to prevent tin- disai]

tion of the electricity from the bui eof the cylinder before

it reaches the points. Pi 4-inch, $8.00.
" 5-inch, $10.00.
" 6-inch, $12.00.

The Electroph -.—(Fig. 274, next
i

.)—The electro-

I

lorua is certainly a very remarkable source of el

accumulation, and is an instrument which, for many light

experiments, forms a good substitute for the elect

i

ichine. It consi illic plate, with a rim about

half an inch deep intaining a nous plate, formed of

equal parts of shellac, rosin, and V turpentine melt

together, and about ten to fourteen inches in diameter, and
half an inch thick, on which rests, a brass or metal plate,

from nt to twelve inches in dian r, having well-rounded

edges, and a glass handle at t! <ut ten inch

long, for the purpose of lifting without drawing off the

electricity; a wire with a brass knob is usually connect

with the plate for taking the sparks; a, a, a, rep sat

brass rods connoted with the Lower plate having their tops
••1 with the plate of resin, by which is avoided the trouble
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Fig. 274.

and tediousness of establishing a communication between

the insulated cover and the earth by means of the finger.

To use the electrophorus, rub the upper surface o< the

resinous plate with a piece of dry fur (cat's skin is reckoned

the best), and it will be excited negatively. Place the upper

conductor upon it, and then raise the same by its insulating

handle; it will be found to exhibit very faint, if any elec

trical signs. Replace the conductor, and whilsl it lies on

thesurfaceof the excited plate, touch it with a finder or

any other uninsulated conductor, and then raise it again by

its handle.

It will now be positively electrified, and afford a -park:

if it be then replaced on the resinous plate, touched, and

rain raised, another spark will be procured, and this pro-

cess may be repeated for a considerable time without any

perceptible diminution of effect. Jars may be charged 1

bringing them in contact with the conductor each time it is

lifted; with an instrument of this kind, only six inches in

diameter, Cavallo charged a jar several times successive!

and such was the strength of the charge that it was capable

of piercing a curd.

This instrument, properly constructed, lias Keen known

to retain its electricity so long as three weeks, without requir-

ing fresh excitation.

Price, $3.00 to $6.00.
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Fig. 275.

Insulated Stool.—(Fig. 275.)—This consists of a ma-
hogany board of well-baked wood, haying stout 1<

cemented in sockets for the purpose, sometimes having
screws for separating them from the top, for convenient
transportation. To use; having wiped it clean and dry,
lei a person stand upon it. holding in his hand a chain or
wire communicating with the prime conductor; on setting
the machine in action, sparks ol fire may be drawn from any
part of his person, he becomes indeed a part of the conduc-
tor, and is strongly electrified : his hair will stand on end,
and if he hold in lua hand a silver spoon, containing some
warm spirits of wine, another person may set it on fire by
touching it quickly with hi- fi r.

Price, $3.00; with legs in brass sockets
to unscrew, 14.00 and $4.50.

Fi t-. 27G. Legden Jar—(Fig. 276)—is so called from
the circumstance or its properties having been
first observed at Leyden. It consists of a
glass jar of any convenient size, usually a
quart, having the outside and inside i ed
with tin foil to within two or three inches of
the top, and a brass wire, the upper part of
which terminates in a ball of tin- same metal,
and tli.' lower part in a fine chain, or a piece
of tine wire, thai it may touch the inside of the
.)
:n '-

1 »sing through a cap of baked wood
which tits int«, tl„. mouth of the jar. If a jar
thus constructed be held by the lower part
with the hand, and the knob be brought into

contact with the prime conductor while the machine is in
action, it will become ch d ;

and if a wrnimunication be
then formed between ii< ide and inside coatings, by the
other hand being brought to the knob, that sensation called

d

-

o:

1

B

\

I

I

I

I

Q

[•
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discharged.

the electrical shock will be felt, and the jar will thus be

Price, pint, $1.00 and $1.25.

quart, $1.25.

half gallon, $1.75.

gallon, $2.50.

Fig. 277.

«<

..

ti

Discharger.—(Fig. 277.)

—

This is formed of two wires

with balls at the outer ends,

and jointed at the lower ends
where they are received into

a socket, into which a glass

indie is fastened. Hold the

common discharging rod firm-

ly, and discharge a phial by
it, he will not receive a shock,

[f the phial be a very large

one, or if he hold it lightb

he will feel perhaps a slight

tingling of the fingers when
the shock passes, but this is

all. \i' he be furnished with

the glass-handh-d discharging rod, or jointed discharging
rod, as ii is called, la- may, by setting its knobs at a proper
distance, discharge even the largest battery without danger.

-

It is usual for the sake of convenience to fasten a chain to

one ot the arms of the discharging rod, which communicafc
with the outHile of the phial.

Price, - - - $1.25 to *2.no.

" with moveable joints, *:u>u and *i.oo.

Pith Ball Electrometer— (Fig. 278, next page)— consists

of a small stand, supporting a glass rod, bent at right angles

at the top, and having a hole i" attach a pith ball, which is

suspended by a silk string. If an excited glass tube be

held near tie- electrometer, the ball will be attracted, and

after adhering for a short time, it will be repelled to a con-

siderable distance, nor will it again be attracted until it has

touched some body connected with the earth, and thus <riven
*

up the electricity which it had acquired from the tube, or

until, by remaining undisturbed for some time, it has lost it

by dissipation into the atmosphere. Price, 50 cts.
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I [g 2

Fig 279.

Fig. 'j

If two pith balls be suspended by
two silk threads, and excited either In-

glass or by resin, on removing the ex-

citing material, they
will no longer fall

into the vertical po-

sition, but repel each

other in the manner
shown in Fig. l'T

the balls acq tilling a

property relative to

h other similar to

that which the glass

and single ball ex-

hibited after contact

in the preceding ex-

periment.

Price, 50 cts.

Simple Balance Elirlro-

meter.-r(¥\g. 280.)—This
i> an instrument of gre

delic . Jt consists oi

fine beam of metal, sus-

pended on a pivot affixed

to a glass rod in the cen-
tre. It is accurately ba-

lanced, and has at each
end a pitli ball. The glass

rod must he very drv wle

the instrument is to be
used ; an excited stick of

sealing-wax or -lass held towards one end will o n it

to move round its centre, and thus indicate plainly the ex-
citement of the wax, or glass. Pri £1.00.

The Quadrant ElecU r.—This instrument (Fig. 281,
next

]
i consists of an upright stem of wood, furnished at

the lower end with a brass ferule and pin, by which it may
be inserted in tin conductor. To the upper part of (he stem
is affixed a graduated semieircle of box wood, or ivory, at
the middle of which is supported on an axi^. an index, which
consists of a very slender ivory rod, and reaches from its

i
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axis at the centre of the graduated plate, to the ferule at the

id of the stem : and to its extremity is fixed & delicate

pith ball. This index rises as the charge increases, and the

strength is determined by the degree indicated on the gradu-

ated circle. Pine, in box wood, §1.25.

in ivorv, $1.75 and |2.00.

-' 1 Fig. 282. Fig. 2

BmnetCs Gold Leaf Electrometer.—(Fi^. 2*2, above.)

—Consists of a brass foot, which supports a glass tube about

two and a half inches wide and five long. This has two

slips of tin foil pasted on the opposite sides, as represented.

The cylinder is closed at top b} a brass cap, which fits

tight round the sides, but takes off and on, in order that

if the two slips of gold leaf which hang from the middle of

the tap in the inside should b< me broken, they may be

repaired. The cap should not in any other case be removed.

The gold leaves are about three inches long, and a quarter

of an inch wide; tin \ are besl fastened on by a little piece

of flatted brass, soldered to the inner side of the cap, and

the leaves attached by gum water, gold size, paste, or any-

thin-- similar. They should ban- so as to touch each other

when not in an electrified state, and when divergent, as

shown in the cut, they should approach to the slips of tin

foil on the glass. Tin- cap has occasionally a point which

screws upon it, as shown : this, however, i^ aever used, except

in trying experiments upon the electricity of the atmosphere.

l*i i
•• •. *2.50.

Saussure'a Gold Leaf Electroscope, which is represented in

Fig. 283, as above, differs from the former in the manner
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in which the gold leaves are insulated. Th< oap lea flat

plate with a wire soldered beneath. The gold I is ,

soldered .it the lower end of the irire, and the whole wii

is inclosed in a glass tube. The outer surface of this tul

is best covered with sealing-wax, as the insulation of resinoi

sabstances is much better in damp weather than that of
lavs, which rapidly attracts the moisture of the breath, or

of the apartment The diameter of the glass may be four
inches, the height of it eight inches. The -ize of "the plate
at top from two to four inches, as most convenient. The
cap which incloses the top of the glass, and into which the

glass tube is cemented, may be of wood or metal.

Price, $2.00.

Volta** Condenser (Fig. 284) shows a pair of these con-
densing plates attached to a gold leaf electroscope. The
plate, a, is connected with the cap, and is of course insu-
lated. The plate, b, is supported upon u I hut is con-
nected with the ground by the chain; it turns upon a joint

at c. It is sometimes connected with another condenser
when the plate b becomes insulated bv taking off the chain
The two plates have a thin coat of gum lac varnish on their

inner sides, to prevent contact, and in consequence entire

dispersion. To use the instrument, touch the cap or plate,

a, with the excited body, b h< withdrawn, then approach
b to a, and touch a again; it may afterwards be made to
touch a third or fourth time, or more, until the gold leaves
show si'iis of divergence.

Fiar. 3

Puce, $6.00.

Fig. 2

Bennefs Electrical Douhler.—(Fig. 285, as above.)— This
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instrument is an improvement upon Volte's, it being more
susceptible. It consists, as the cut represents, of a simple

-Id leaf electrometer, the top of which is a flat metallic

plate, marked a, of a similar plate, b, which has a glass

handle, and of a third plate, c, also with a glass handle.

The plates and B are covered on their under-sides with

aling-wax varnish. To use the instrument; first put the

plate b upon a, touch the plate n with the finger, and then,

before the finger is removed, touch the plate a with the

object to be tested. Take away the object, and also the

finger ; take up b by its handle
;
place c on B, and touch c

with the finger. By this a portion of the electric fluid is

disturbed in c, so that c becomes electrified plus, or minus,

in the same manner as a. Place B upon a, and touch u

with the finger, and apply the edge of c t" \ ;
tie- electricity

of c will then flow to a. Remove c, take the finger from u,

and raise b from a. Proceed in the same manner for three

or four times more, until so much electricity is accumulated

in a as to occasion the dive ice of the irold leaves.

Plice, sj.OO.

Fig. 2^».

The Universal Discharger.—(Fig. 286, as above.)—An in-

strument that will he found convenient in a ureal variety

of experiments in which the electrical battery ia to be used.

It consists of a flat board, about lil'tecn indie. ],,,,.,. four

broad, and one thick, having two glass pUlai mented in

two holes upon the board, and furnished at top with bra

caps, eaeli of which lias a turning joint, and support

spring tube, through which the wires slide. Each of the

caps is composed of three pieces of brass, connected so th

the wires, besides their sliding through the sockets, hav«

horizontal and vertical motion. Each of the wires is fur-

nished with an open ring at one end, and at the other it has

a brass ball, which, by a short spring socket, is slipped upon

the pointed extremity, and may be removed. There is a

23
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circular piece of wood, having on its surfai lip of ivory
inlaid, and furnished with a foot, which I I in

middle of the bottom,

_

'I"" this disci ei l> longa the smal] pi et •
I . 287. p.-

vious page), the stem of which fits into tb< kel d of
the circular tabic On the top of the Btem are two ob
boards, which are pr< d together by mean two scren
Between these boards may be p d any substajn rhichn
quires to be pressed while the electric fluid m thi h it

The construction of this instrument Is such aa to lc

the operator to use ii with advan! in nun
i

•,,.. ri-

ments, such as the oxidation of metallic I bel i a slii

of card or of glass; splitting small pieces of oak, firing
gunpowder, <fcc.

I';, far the most interesting and brilliant appl Ion of the
powers of the Leyden juris the melting of tallic wire
^ '' strong ch i^ passed through a slender iron win
the wire i- ignited or dispersed in red hot globules. TI.
power of large batteries was formerly consi< itial

to ill.- production of this effect; but if the wire I- suffi-
ciently fine, a single jar, exposing a coated bui f about

1 '" square inches, will be found ficient to .-.\- mplift the
periment. Price, 16.00 an,] *7.50.

Medical Jar.-—{Fig. 288.)—This ike an or-
(lin-n\ Leyden jai id lined to a tain
height with tin-foil, as i. A wooden cap
then prepare -I for ii, and a bole just admitting a

• " :! "-. i, is i.m. in the middle of the cap.
be tube peaches below to within two inches of

the bottom, and projects upwardj bove th

cap, about three inches. Thistul
i parth

lined and covered with tin-foil, ed that
rather more than an inch of th<

i
I, f| un-

d at the
I id, and it two inches

:it ,l
"; uppei d. 'I'll- tube is cemented to the

'"I 1 Of lll( ' bottle, and
| Her cap cement. ii

the top of the ?lass tube : but before tl

cemented on, three holi drilled in it; one
h.r a hook wherewith to suspend the phial from th

ductor, the two others are to bi i tl to
.admit a wire to touch the inner ,,.,i f the tube, the
other a se< on 1 wire, sufficiently long

I to th sting

i
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of the phial—these are shown in the cut at c and d. .V

wire is also twisted round the outer coating of the inner

tube, which projects outwards sufficiently to touch the inner

coating of the phial. On the outer coating of the phial is

fastened a hook, marked f, for the convenience of attaching

achain. Price, -vj./io.

Fl*- 289- Discharging or Medical Elec-

trometer.—A Leyden jar will

endeavor to throw off its elec-

tricity from the inside to the

outside, the more as it becomes
charged with greater intensity

;

and if the two coatings be placed

so close to each other that the attraction between the two
coatings overcome the resistance of the glass, a discharge
necessarily takes place. On this fact the discharging elec-

trometer is constructed. A is supposed to be a cross sec-

tion of the prime conductor of an electrical machine. B is

a brass cap, forming the end of the electrometer. It is made
with a wire beneath to fit the hole of the conductor. is a
bent glass tube. D a brass ball at the end of it. E is a

wire with a brass ball at each end, which wire is movable
backwards and forwards. Whenashock is to be taken, ihe

ball E is placed at a certain distance from the surface of A.
A i^ connected with the inside of the Leyden jar, which
communicates the shock, and the chain is connected with

the outside of the jar. When the jar is chari^-d t<> such a

de e of intensity as to acquire force enough to si like across

from A i" E, the discharge will spontaneously take pi, ice.

The- ball at E must be set at a greater or less distance from
A, according to the strength of shock required. If a shock
is to be given to a company, when this electrometer is to be
used, they must form part of the circuit between the outside

of the bottle and the electrometer. Price, $2.00.

Cuthbertsopi.s B<ilauc< Electrometer (Fig. 290, next page)
is an excellent and elegant regulator of the strength of the

charge requisite for fusing different lengths of wire, expe-
rimenting on metallic oxides, &c. It consists of a mahogany
base, A 1», about eighteen inches long, and six inches wide,

in which me fixed two glass supports, mounted with brass

balls, the one, c, set in the middle of the base, and the other,
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f/. about seven inches 1 1 » rom : under or at the side ofo

of the balls, dt is a hook : tl ther ball, e, has at its >i |.

brass rod, c e, with upright arm. cf, about four in ^ loi.

each having balls, cf, at their ends; the rod is about seven

inches long, extending in a direction oppo to the insulated

ball with a hook; also connected l<\ a brass tub unit four

inches long with another ball, f>. fori of two hemispheri-

cal brass cups, the one fitting within the other, and within

tliis is balanced a brass rod, g h, about fourteen inches long,

with a knife edge centre in the middle, placed a little below

the centre of gravity, and equally 1 c< 1 with a hollow

brass ball, y h, at each end. the centre or axis resting upon

a prop< haped \ of brass fixed in the inside of th ill,

each part of the hemisphere beii out to nit the end

towards the insulated brass ball to descend, and the other to

ascend ; to the arm is attached a small slider moving freely

over a line divided into 60 grains, the slider to be at the

number of grains th< ipenment requires.

To use the instrument ; Buppose the slider to I
at 15

grains, it will cause the arm, g h, bearing the slide, to rest

on the ball,/, beneath, withapressu qual to that weight;

re increases in the jar, or battery, the halls be-

come more and more repulsive to each other, and when the
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force of this repulsion is sufficient to raise 15 grains, the
arm, g, rises, the slider moves forward, and the ball, A, at

the other end of the arm, coming rapidly in contact with the
ball. </, connected by the chain with tin- jar, discharges the
electricity accumulated. And as the force of tie- repulsion
depends upon the intensity of the charge, the weight it has
to overcome affords a measure of this intensity, and enables
the experimenter t«> regulate the amount. A quadrant
electrometer, K, is also usually attached to the top of the
instrument. Price, £8.00 to *10.00.

Fie. 291.

Electrical Battery, with four Jars.— (Fig. 201.)—When
great force i>. required from the electric fluid, a number of
jars of the above description are placed on a metal coating

lich forms a communication between their outside coatings
and the earth, and the insides of the jars have COnductino
wires which pass to the prime conductor, in this rnann
any number of jars may I d with the same facility

as a single one, and from the powerful effect of the electric

fluid when it is thus collected, it is called an i
• ctric battery.

One with four jars is rej ented in the above figun

Price, four gallon jars lo.OO.

" half " $8.00.
" quart "

$6.50.
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Electrical Pnttlcr.l, vith fifteen Jors.—[\ 1 . 292.)—Tfajfl
represents an electrical battery of fifteen jars in the act of
being charged from the conductor of an electrical machine,
•with Cuili tint.son's balance electrometer, and an arrange-
ment for striking metallic oxides attached.

Price, fifteen quart jars, 122.50,
half gallon " 130.00.
gallon " $40.00.

a
K

Leaden Jar with Movable Coatings.— ( Fig. 293, next page.)—This consists of a glass jar, with a double set of movable
coatings, cither of which may I idapted to it at pleas'ire,

the outer coating being a tin case large enough to admit
the jar easily within it, and the inner coating a similar case
sufficiently small to pass readily in the inside of the jar.

The charging wire of the inner ( iting should be surrounded

i
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by a glass tube covered

with sealing-wax, to serve

in insulating handle, by

which the inn coatine

may be lifted from the jar

when that is charged with-

out communicating a shocl

the operator. Arran
the jar with it^ coatings,and

charge it, it will act in every

respect as an ordinary coated jar; charge the jar, and
without discharging it. remove tin- inner coating by its insu-

lating handle, [f this coating, when removed, be examined,
it will be found not al all. or hut slightly electrified ; lift the

jar carefully from within its outer coating, and examine that

—it also will evince no sign of electricity. Fit the jar up
with the other pair of movable coatings, that have not been

electrified, and apply the discharging rod ; an explosion and
spark will ensue, proving that the coatings are only the con-

ducting materials from one side of the glass to the other,

and thai ii is the glass its< If on which tin* fluid is accumu-
lated. The annexed cu1 shows the usual form of these jars.

Price, with one sel of coatings, 12.00.
«

fcW0 » « 13.00,

Magic Pictures,—(Fig. 294.)

—

i lg.«9i

This consists of a frame of maho- jT r— ^___
gany, or other wood, about twelve ll

*aate—— i
~_

inches square, sometimes having a 9

handle on one side to hold by, 1 El^^—

i

having in a groove a plate of glass 1 fe?lv
confined, about ten inches square, I \r "-"\

the middle of which is coated with 1"

tin-foil on both aides of the glass 1
m

}

<4

to within one or one and a half i Rb 4
inches of the edge, one i le of | sSE^j
which is connected with the frame 1
and handle, and the other having 1

a picture pasted over the tin-foil. i^. '

^^
To use, lay a piece of money on ^^^^^^^^^^^
the picture, ana holding it by the

frame or handle, charg<- tin.- puture l»y presenting a hull WM
from the conductor to the money. When charged, take
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hold of the frame by the other band, at the handle or some
other pan of the frame, and direel another person to !

thai part which yon have just quitted with one hand an
to take off the money with the other. His attempt to do
o will discharge the sheet of glass, and he will r<

shock in the fingers, while he will be quite anable to take
off the money. Price, $1.75.

Sulphur Cane.—(Fig. 295, as below.)—This apparatus is

funned from a la: wine glass. This is cleaned, and a part
of the outside, as represented, covered with tin foil. A wire
is twisted round this covered part, and bent so as conve-
niently to hold a pair of pith balls nded on very line

wires, or on linen threads, Within the glass is poured
melted sulphur, to about the same height, or a little aboi
the edge of the tin foil, and the end of n glass rod, or else
of a silk cord, dropped into the sulphur while melted.

Fig. 296.

Fig. 295. Q

^m a^

To use, lift up by the glass handle, the sulphur within
the conical glass, and, at the moment of separation, the pith
hills will diverge, or separate from each other. Let the
sulphur drop down again into the glass, and this action of
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tli tils will cease. Again produce separation of contact,

and they will again diverge : and thus, for a considerable

time, the alternate action will be kept up, even indeed for

days and weeks. Price, §0.75.

Electrical Bells.—(Fig. 29G, previous page.)—The electri-

cal bells furnish a pleasing illustration of the attraction and

repulsion of the electric matter. They are variously con-

structed, but the form exhibited in the figure is one of the

simplest. The two outer bells are suspended by brass

chains; the middle bell and the two clappers by tine silk

threads. When the bells are attached to the conductor,

and the machine is turned very slowly, the fluid will pass

along the chains to the two outer bells, but will not pass

along the silk to the clappers and middle bell. Thus the

outer bells being charged with an extra quantity of electri-

city, will attract the clappers, but the moment they touch

the bells they become charged, and arc repelled with such

force as to cause them to strike against the middle bell, on

which they deposit their electricity, and are again attracted.

By this means a constant ringing is kept up while the

machine is turned. From the inside of the middle bell a

brass chain passes to the table, for the purpose of convey-

ing away the fluid deposited on it by the clappers.

Price, $-2.00.

I
VH

.>:."

H •

( I

.
:

; I
i

Set of two Electrical Bells.—(Tig. 297.)—
This is the simplest form of the experiment,

one of the bells communicating with the

prime conductor, and the other with the

ground ; they are dq tde to ring by the alter-

nate blows of a small brass bill suspended

between them. Price, $1.25.

Chime offive Bells.— Fig. 298, next page,

represents a more elegant form of mounting
* 1 • . - i i .

* ft 111

Fig. 297.

the electrical bells. It consists of a swelled -

glass pillar, on the top of which is cemented a cap, bearing

a brass cross; the four outer bells are affixed to the cuds

of this by wi and the clappers are suspended from the

middle by silk cords : the middle bell communicates with

the ground by the mahogany loot which supports the

I
I

•
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Klg. 29a

.;. J*)

299.

f

''" !l "• {l aected I
i chain with the

,nm« r '"" 1 "' when a pleasing chime will comi

I'm

ft.
,''"'" h Ar > < '"" th, Chiming of B,

'"' J;'"['"' -'"' Rg. *M repn theapparatu one
!

'
l
5
e ,HN bem

j?
m connexion with the interioi coating

**jden jar. while the other be]] communicate with tl

'»»•-' When the jar is m ateli chfl I, the
nbration ol the little ball, which . ena\ een the

J*"" ''.• B jry filament of silk, produ< the chin which
" l "" '" le »pid as the d between the bells is i„-

:r«^'" 1 <***» ''•
Price, 14.00.

Electa
' Platofir Dancing Tmagu.—Tw. 300, as shore,

onfil8t8 ,(1 :i metallic plate six i hi in i„ diami
ler

» supported md, and an< r plate oi omewha
s

I

" i;,n" ""• u Pen<Jed to th.
,
rime conductor a( about

Sff "' , '"" ,n "
,
'"~ distanfc

' Placeonthe lower plate any
" "' '"" "' paper or pith. Tato re that the

I'
1 " upported upon con ting Bubstance-

tan ,l - machu ind the figures will raiae them ,

, and
By up and down between the two plates, fonnimz toat
ludicrous dance.

Support the lower plate upon a glass bottle, n other

a

n

c

a

i
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insulator, and although all the rest of the apparatus remain

as before, yet the figures will not dance, Tin* reason is this.

the upper plate being charged by its connexion with tl
i

machine, i\w figures are attracted by it, thev becoming charg-

ed arc repelled by the upper, and attracted by the lower

plate. When thej touch this their chai is removed bj

that contact, and conveyed to the earth, while the tigun

jump in for a fresh supply, and thus they move alter-

nately from the one to the other plate. When the lower

plate, however, is insulated, the extra portion brought to it

innot
i ; . and it becomes charged in the same manner

as the upper our, therefore the figures have no tendency to

move between them.

If in cutting out the figure the head is heavier than the

feet, it will dance lead downwards; (lamping the lectin

the m«>uth will usually remedy the defect, but this, at the

same time, gives them a tendency to adhere to the nppi

plate, while wetting the head makes them dance on the

lower plate. Female figures usually dance more regularly

because of the weight of the lower part of the dress. In

all the figures the head should be somewhat pointed, cither

by the adjunct of a steeple-crowned hat, or something similar

put upon it. Price, in copper, (1.25 and $1.50.

Electrical Plates for Dancing '

; "-

Images, with adjusting Rod,—

A

Q
more elegant arrangement for

dancing images I V\ U»l) con-

sists ofa polished mahogany base,

about 8 inches Ion-- and 10 inch* =

wide, on which is fastened a me-

tallic plate, about 8 inches in

diameter, having a hook connect-

ed \\ iih the plate from the under

side of the base. A glass pillar,

attached to a bra— base at the

bottom, and having at then.pa
cap, supporting a curved win

terminating in a ball having

hole, through which a rod slid

vertically, one end of which has

a knob, and tl. p a metallic plate, with well rounded

edges, and supported directly over the plate in the
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and may be placed at any distance therefrom, and fastened
l>\ a screw attached to the ball through which the rod
passes.

I 'lice, £3.50.

Fig. 302. Dancing Pith B —{Fig. 302.)
—The dancing pith ball experiment
is exhibited as follows. Fasten to

the conductor of the electrical ma-
chine, a pointed wire. Hold a dry
and warm tumbler over the point and
turn the machine. After a few turns

the tumbler will be charged within-

side with positive electricity. Pla»

upon the metallic plate (the la

plate 1 for the dancing imag
will answer) about a dozen pith halls,

and co them i with the charge

tumbler; they will now jump up and
down, each one conveying some of

the Quid away from the -lass, and
not i"'.' Is it. They will continue to

dance for a long ti and when their

motion has sed altogether, it may
be renewed by a touch of the hand to the outside of the
tumbler, when a fresh portion of electricity will be s<

free on the interior, and the attraction and repulsion of the
balls will again lake place, and thus for many times success-
ively the action will be renewed until the -lass returns to
its natural state.

The experiment may be varied thus. Hang to the con-
ductor a chain, which touches this tumbler; upon turning
the machine, although glass intervenes between the exciting
power and the halls acted upon, ye! the halls will fly rapidly
up and down within the -lass tumbler. \n this instance,
the outer part of the glass is \,\ contact electrified posi-
tively; the inner part, there! re, will be, by induction,
(afterwards to be explained), electrified negativelj and
the balls are flying up and down to supply the deficiency
of the glass, each ball coming to deposit its 'load, and flying
down again for another.

"

Price, pith balls per dozen, 80.25.

i
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Cylinderfor Dancing Pith Balls.—(Fig. 303.)—
This electrical apparatus consists of a glass cylinder
having metallic cuds, one end supported onasmall
stand, the other having a knob, or hook, to connect
with ilx- prime conductor of an electrical machim
on exciting the machine, the pith balls placed
within the cylinder will dance up and down, carry-
ing the electricity from the upper to the lower
plate.

Price, *].;>0.

Fig. 3"3.

Diverging Threads.—i?\g. 304.)—He
twenty tine linen threads together at each
end. so that there may be about 8 inches
distance from knot to* knot

; hang this by
a wire loop, fastened t<> one of the knots,
to th<- conductor of the machine. Upon
charging the conductor, the threads will

cede from each other, forming a curious
balloon-shaped body.

Expanding Threads.— [nstead of tym*
the threadsat both ends, let the lower' end

loose, and upon turning the machine
they will form a brush. Price, '::> cts.

Fig. 305.

*

\

^

The Head of Hair.—
(Figs. 305 and 306.)—
The - are usually carvi d

figures of wood, hai ing

long hair on their head.

They are supported by a

wire from the prime con-

ductor. When electri-

fied, the hair stands on
end in the most grotesque
manner. Each fibre is

in a state of repulsion to

its neighbor, but present

the point of a penknife,

and they will all fall

down. Price 75 cts. and $1.00.

24

Fig 301

s 30 5.

I
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i ig.ao7. ftatm^ Feathers.— (I

7.)—This i- lie

supported on a - pill,

at six or »t equally di

point ! this ring tie a

thread, DOt silk, a I incl

long, the other end of which

a feather. Connect the

1 ring with the conductor

of the machii

chain, and the

eleotri6ed will repel each

until they will stand at

di-ta 3 like the spol

wheel.

I..\ a wire or

feathers kin
r

iua]

a
Price, 11.50.

The Electrical

ng (Fig. 808)

another amusing in-

strument, and a*

as will be immedi-

ately pen 1, up-

on the principle of

attraction and r

pillion. The insu-

lated br dl,

1 with

the prime conductor,

while the opposii

ball, b, communi-
cates with the earth.

The light figure re-

presented as sittu

on a silken cord is

first drawn towar

a, where it receiv<

a charge which it

discharges on d, and thus u kept swinging between the two

balk Pri(- e > M-0°.

Electrical '-.—(Fig. 809, next p I—Consists of

i mahogany base about ie foot long, supporting at its

centre a brass beam, after the manner ot :ale beam, made

'

->
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very light, and supporting near its extremities small figures.

A glass pillar supports a brass ball at one end of the stand,

and a metal rod another ball at the other end ; these halls

scted with theLeyden jar, will cause th< am to move
u]) and down with a pleasing effect. Price, $3.00.

Fig. 310.

F»g. 3 a

Electrical Pendulum.—(Fig. 310, as above.)—This is a
plate of glass about ten inches square, mounted on a wooden

-c and h:i\ ing a delicate balance suspended <>n the top of

the plate, the ends having pith halls attached ; this is made
as to vibrate easily, the balls alternately touching the

sides nf the glass plate, which is coated with tin foil to within

an inch and a half of the edge, which, when charged, will

cause the pendulum to vibrate, and thus discharge the plate.

Price, $2.50.

Electrical Spider and Jar.— (Fig, 311, next page.)—

A

small object in the shape of a spider, formed of cork, or pith,

having legs of thread, and supported by a silken thre I

between two Leyden jars, or between one jar and a ball con-

nected with the outside coating of the jar, the spider will

be attracted from the one to the other, thus discharging the

jar. Price. --_' ,75.

Jar with Ballfrom Outer Coating.— (Fig. : '»i 2, next page.)

—There is attached to the outside coating of the jar, a, ex-

posing about a square foot of coated surface, a curved wire,

b, terminated by a metallic ball, r, rising to the same height

as the knob of the jar. d ; charge the jar, and suspend
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Fig. 312.

: 311.

midway between c and d by a silken thread, a small ball of

cork or elder pith. The ball will immediately be at! ed

bv <A then repelled to e, again attracted, and again impelled,

and this will continue for a considerable time : when the

motion has ceased, apply the discharging rod to the jar, no
spark or snap will result—proving that the phial ha- been

gradually discharged by the pith or cork ball, the motion of

which from (/ to c likewise proving the opposite electrical

states of the outer and inner coatings. Price, $2.50.

Fig. 313.

Electrical Fli/cr.—The electrical fly (Fig. 313, as abo\ |

represents a light brass fly, consist mg of fine wires pro-

ceeding from a common centre, and having their point

ends turned back at right angles, and all in the same din

tion. If this fly be poised on its centre on a pointed wire

inserted in the prime conductor, and the machine be put in

'
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action, a stream of fluid will issue from each point, and pro-

duce a locomotion in the fly, propelling it in a direction con-

trary to that of the points: tin; points will of course appear

luminous, and if the room be darkened, a beautiful circle of

fire will be distinctly seen, formed by the revolution of the rlv.

Price, $0.50 to 81.00.

Fig. 314.

Revolving Horsemen.—(Fig.

314.)—This is a very pleasing

experiment; it consists of a

swelled glass pillar, mounted

on a mahogany stand, having

a cap terminating in a point, on

which is balanced an electrical

flyer about twelve inches wide,

as described Fig. 313 ; to each

of the points is attached small

figures of horsemen; to the

cap is attached a hook for con-

necting with the prime con-

ductor, which, when excited,

will cause the horsemen to re-

volve with great rapidity.

Price, with 4 horse- s , r()

men,
« G " §3.00.

Set of Electrical Flyers

(Fig. 815), consisting of five

mounted; one in the centre,

and four on branches from the

atre.

They sometimes are made
having one large flyer, and

,

four small ones, revolving on

the revolving flyer, causing re-

volutions within revolution.

Price, $4.50.

I

Fig. 315.
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Electrical Orrery.— (Fig. 316.)—This ;ij as is st

above. It represents thi mi, earth, and moon. 'J

earth and moon are balanced at their centre of gravity,

upon a pointed wire, bearing other end tin- ran: this

wire lias a point
j

lys
i its furthest extre-

mity. The i ii also bean a side point, thus (every pari

being nicely balanced), th< trth ana moon revolve round
each other, and both togethi r round the sun—making one
of tlw besl possible illustratii f ili«- real Lion <.t ihcse

heavenly bodies. J' ..-)0.

w»

UU'

The El col In-

cZ ined 1 — (1 i

1 7 j

—

Tlii- 1> .i beauti-

ful experi i t, and
tisfactorilj shows that

the electrical matter i

suing from a numb
of points pen ce
Midi to counteract

the power of gravity in li bodies. It sista of a boa;

of mahogany, fourteen inches long and four inches broad.
iving lour glass pillars, three tenths of an inch in thick-

ness
:

the Length of the two longer is seven inches, and
thai "f the two shorter is five Inches.

From the loi to the shorter pillars an- stretched two
fino bra.— u ,, irallel t<> each other, and tightened by

rews which p through the brass 1 whicl irmount

;

i
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the pillars. On these wires the axis of the fly rests, the

ends of which are formed like a small pulley, having: a

e iq them to prevent their slipping off the wires, and
to guide the fly when in action. It is obvious that if the tty

be placed on the upper part of the wires, it will roll down
them by its own gravity; but when it has reached the

bottom of the plane, if the upper end of the wires be con-

nected with the machine while in action, the escape of the

fluids from the points will cause it to roll very rapidly up
the plane till it reach the top of it.

These experiments may be varied to a great extent, and

models of corn-mills, water-pumps, astronomical clocks, etc
,

instructed of cork and pasteboard, are readily put in action

hv directing against their main wheels a stream of electricity

from a strong pointed wire inserted into the prime con-

ductor. Price, 13.00.

Fig. 313

The Electrical Sportsman.—(Fig. 318, as above.)—This

experiment is to illustrate the fact thai a jar will be liable to

discharge itself when the two coatings are loo close to eachT'-
other. The inner coating of the Leyden jar is connected

with two wires, one of which proceeds to the birds— tl

other p to within a short distance of the muzzle of

the gun. The birds are made of small hits of pith, with a

portion of feathi to each, to represent wings. They ai

attached to piei of linen thread, four or five inches Ion

The gun is connected with the outer coating of the wire pro-

ceeding from it to the figure, and a slip of tin-foil which is
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pasted along the figure to the muzzle. Connecting the wire

with the electrical machine in action it will of course b< ne

charged, during which time the birds will elevate themselvi

by electrical repulsion
;
when the bottle is cha I to r-

t.iiu extent, the distance between the muzzle of the gun and
ball near it will not be sufficient to restrain the pac • of
the fluid, which will theref pass between them, o ion-

ins at the same time a flash of light, a loud r< t, and the
falling of the birds. Price, with Leydenjar, $ >.

without " " §1.50.

77/- Electrical Rop< -dancer.—(Fig. 31 '.>.)—This consists of

two stout brass rods, having knobs al each end, and about a
foot long. The upper rod is connected with the conductor by
a small chain or hook ; the lower one is hung to this, at tfa

distance of two or three inches, by a silk t bread at each end
;

the lower wire is also conn. 1 with the and by a chain.

Plaee on the lower wire a paper or pith figui and upon
putting the machine inaction, it will move alternately and
briskly between them. In the cut given below, the two
wires appear unconnected with each other, the lower one
having a stand of its own. This is a better form of the ap-
paratus, because, when connected together by -ilk. the figure

put to dance is apt to cling to tl ilk, which destroys the
effect intended to be produced. Price, (2.00.

I lg 321.

Fig. 319.

Electrical Swan.—(Fig. 320, as above.)—This is a small
metallic swan, made light and capable or floating on wat<

Let the swan float in a basin of water, which is supported

«

ik
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upon a glass stand ; sut i chain to fall from the prime
conductor to dip into the water ; turn the machine, and hold
a piece of bread to the swan, it will immediately turn to it,

and approach as if to eat the bread. Price, SO. 50.

Fig. 321.

Fig. 3-22.

Rolling Glass Balls.— (Fig. 321, as above.)—This instru-

ment for rolling glass balls is an admirable contrivance for

illustrating electrical attraction and repulsion. Three or
four glass halls made as light as possible, are supported on
an insulated glass plate, on the under part of which strips
ot tin-foil are so pasted as to form a broad circle or border

ar the margin, and four radii to that circle ; on the upper
part of the plate is a flat brass rin^ supported on small
glass pillars, so as to have i's inner edge immediately over
the exterior edge "f the tin foil. The brass ring being in com-
munication uiih the prime conductor, and the tin-foil with
the rubbers of the machine, the ring and foil will he oppo-
sitely electrified. The glass balls being attracted by the
ring, heome positively electrified in the part which comes
in contact with it. Thus electrified, they will be attracted

by the foil, and communicating the charge, return to the

ring to unT o another change. Different parts undergo
in succession these changes, and the various evolutions of

the balls are very striking and carious. Price, $5.00.

The Electrical Poll.—(V\g. 822, as above.)—This con-

sists of a small pail, two or three inches in diameter, with

a spout near the bottom, in which is a hole just large enough
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to lei the water out by drops ;
it i< to be filled with water

and made fast to the prime conductor ; on turning the m
chine, the wati r, which before descended from the Bpoul in

small drops only, will fly from it in a stream, which in the

dark appears like a Btream of fire; or a spon| orated

with water may he sus; ! from the prime conductc

when the same phenomenon will be observed, which is re-

ferable to the mutual repul>i\e property of similar electrified

particles.

Suspend one pail from a positive conductor, and another

from a negative conductor, so thai the ends of the jets may
be about three or four inches from each other. The Btream

proceeding from one will be attracted by that which issues

from the other, and form one stream, which will be lumi-

nous in the dark.

Hang two pails about four inches apart on the same con-

ductor, and tic streams which issue from them will recede

from each other, Price, $0.75 and #1.50.

FJg 32a The Phosphoru p.—
Fig. 3-23 re pre be t

hollow brass balls, about

three quarters of an inch

in diamet.r. insulated on

separate l s pillars, by

which they are supported

at a distance of about t

inches from ea li other

;

the upper part of each ball

is hollowed into a cup ii

which a small pi of phosphorus is to be put. A small

candle has its flame situated midway between the ball-, one

of which is connected with the positive, and the other with

the negative conductor of a powerful machine. When the

balls are electrified, the flame is ;ijitated, and, inclining

towards the one which is negative, soon heats it sufficiently

to set fire to the phosphorus it contains, « hilst the positi

ball remains perfectly cold, and its phosphorus unim-lted.

On reversing the connexions of the bells with the machin

the phosphorus in the other ball will now be heated, and

will intlanv Price. *:.1.50.
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Electrical Wheel—(Fig.

324.)—This rangem
is mounted mi a wooden
base, having at each end ;i

glass pillar with a ball at

tlietop, supporting pointed
wires, which are fastened
towards each other, and
about four Inches apart,

in the centre of which a very light vertical wheel, with
floats on the edge, is supported by a suitable stand. Upon
connecting the wires with the electrical machine, the one
with the positive conductor, and the other with the negative
conductor, and putting it in motion, the wheel will turn
from the positive to the negative side. Prim-, *.->.<)<>.

Electrical 8a w MilL—( Fig. 32 5. )— F te-»
The electrical saw mill represented in

the cut, consists of two brass pillars,

supported on a mahogany base ; from
near the centre of the glass pillars

there is supported an axle, with six or
eight glass spokes, each terminated
with a metallic ball

; this revoh
sil) just over a large brass ball at-

tached to tin' base. On each of the
pivots of the axle there is a crank,
turned in opposite directions, with rod
attached to each; these alternately
draw up and down light frames repi

senting ws, which are movable in a

framework supported on top of the

glass supports
;
another large brass

ball being supported from the framework.
To use, conned the upper brass ball with the prime con-

ductor, and the lower ball with the table, or ground ; on
exciting the conductor, the nearest ball on the wheel will be
attrai

I by a targe ball connected with the conductor, and
on being full) charged will be repelled by it. and thus bring

next ball near, which in turn will be repelled ; these, in

coming near the lower ball, will be attracted and discharged;
thus a constant carrying of electricity from the upper to the
lower ball will take place, and a rotary motion m the wheel
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be produced, which, by means of the cranks and r

move the saws up and down. Price, &C.00.

Mg 3*2

Rotating Bell Glass.—(Fig. 326.)—To a mahogany base is

supported two uprights, one of metal and the other of gla

each having a brass cap and socket, with sliding rod, the

outer ends of the rods beiniy formed into hook-. Between
the inner ends of these rods then- is supported on a point,

and metal centre, a bell glass, having pieces of tin foil pasted

on its sides. A chain, connecting the insulated rod with the

prime conductor of an electrical machine, will cause the rod,

and glass covered by one of the strips nearest to the rod, to

be electrified, and consequently to be repelled ; thus bring-

ing another portion near the rod, which in like manner is

charged, and repelled; and thuseach portion will be charged

in succession
; each of which, in revolving near the rod con-

nected with tin- ground, will be discharged, and thus a con-

tinued rotary motion produced. Price, §4.00.

Electrical Vojm.—(Fig. 327.)—This i< a light wheel of

paper or pasteboard, suspended on a stand by a delicate

point, having a support to sustain it in a horizontal plane;

on the edge of the wheel arc a number of floats, which
when placed before the end of a point attached to the

prime conductor, will be put into rapid rotary motion.

The wheel may be suspended vertically, instead of hori-

zontally, and a system of wheelwork put in motion by the

same means. Price, $2.00.
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Fig. 3

^

Electrical Windmill.—{Tig. 328, us above.)—This con-

sists of a house made of wood, having up its centre a wire,

the lower end fitting a hole in tin- conductor of an electrical

machine, the upper end supporting a pivot, put crossways,
so that its end projects through the mill, bearing the sails,

which are of paper or
|

hoard, a fine wire running
along the hack and end of cadi, having a point projecting

beyond the outer edge
;
upon turning the machine the mill

will revolve rapidly. Price, *5.00.

Fig. 329. Fig. 330.

Electrical Cross.— (Fig. 320.)—This is a cross formed of

two thin leaves of talc, on which are fastened spangles of

tin-foil nearly touching each other and having a wire point

at each end ; the cross supported delicately on ;i suitable

support. Price, 12.50.

1

I
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Fig. 331.

Fig. 3

Spiral and Flyer.—(Pig. 330, pi ding page.)—This
consists of ;i glass tube coated as a spiral, and having a cup
with a pointed wire projecting, in which is placed a fly<

Price, 13.00.

Revolving Glass & —(Fig. 381.)

—This apparatus consists of a g'l :i>>

globe delicatelj suspende a a point,

and having a mahogany base: (mono
side mid opposite il h itre of the

. there is a brass ball mounted
on a glass pillar, having a hook for at-

taching a chain; on the other side

there is a brass ball with metallic support,

I a point projecting towards the centre

of the globe. To use, connect the insulated

ball wiih the conductor of the electrical m
chine by a chain, and i he other ball with tl

floor, or ground; rive the glass globe a rotary

motion with the hand
; th n passin

the insulated ball, w ill on thai be i
&-

ed, and repelled ; but on coming near tli

point on the opposite side, will be attra I,

and the fluid drawn off, thus keeping up a

continued rotary motion. Prici 2.50.

The Aurora Tube.—(F 2 >—This inte-

resting and beautiful experiment is shown by
a 5S tul if from twenty to forty inches in

length, and from one and a half to two and a

half inches in diameter, having brass ca

cemented on each end
;
the lower end hai in"

a stop id ah 11 w ithin the tub

the upper end a pointed wire within the tube
and a brass ball on the outer end; the whole
is mounted on a base for a support. To use,

the tube is exhausted of air by attaching the

stop-cock ro an air pump; present the ball

to tii" prime conductor of an electric machine,
when the fluid will s in a continued and
beautiful stream, the appearance presented

being exa< tly that offered by the aurora boi
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alis in high latitudes. To insure success, the tube should be
thoroughly dried previous to use, to free it from all damp-
ness.

This apparatus is also commonly used fo.r showing the
guinea and feather experiment in pneumatics, having a piece
of metal and feather within the tube.

Price, three sizes, $4.50; $6.00; $10.00.

Aurora Flask.—(Fig. 833.)—This consists of a *•"•£• 333.

glass flask, holding about a quart, coated with tin

toil at the end of the globular part, covering about
one-third of 1 1

1 - sphere to the neck. There is ce-

mented a brass cap, with screw, for attaching to

the air-pump, and having a valve on the end of the

screw to prevent the return of tin- air, over which
nut is screwed t<. prevent any leakage. To imi-

tate the aurora borealis—make the flask very hot

before tin- fire, hold it by the tin foil, and hold its

bull to a charged prime conductor. Very long and
brilliant flashes will pa>s along the partly exbaust-

I tiask. The Hashes will continue Ion-- after the removal
of the tube from the machine. Price, |2.50.

Fig 331.

The Luminous Discharger.

—(Fig. 334.)—This consists of

a hent glass tube, bavins a

brass ball at each end, con-
nected by an iron chain which
passes through the tube, and

having a wooden handle.

Discharge any Leyden jar

with this discharging rod, and
it will appear beautifully lu-

minous. Price, $2.00.

Spiral Tube.—(Fig. 835, next page.)—This consists of
two glass tubes, placed one within the other. On the
outside of the inner tube are fastened spangles of tin-foil;

the two ends of the tubes are wrapped round with tin-foil,

and cemented each into a brass cap. To use the spiral

tube, hold one end in the hand and the other apply to the

conductor, when a spark will pass along the whole length.

Price |2.0U ami :>o.
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1 *• Sri ofSpirals. -(Fig.J
—This is ;m in-i rumen I of ex-

I reme u< auty, It of

fi\ e Bpii <i in _. i..

t ubes, b bout l \ inches !•

i
• cted by hi socki

to a ham me polished naJi

my stand ; on the top oi

* h Bpiral U
ing in b I" ball ; in tl

I
I Dtre of ih'' stand ifl a II-

« I g lass pillar w ill) ;i CS |> .••rid

Lei minating in a pointed n

"ii « bicfa u mounted to turn

r ww terminate -I
I

ball . o thai I revolt ea it

shall come ven m ar to eaw

oi the spiral i ubca in bv s-

»n :
i" ii-- p of the Bwelled

pillar i here isa In h

a a ire to the prime conductor;
if lh»' movable flyer be started it will continue to r<

volve, communicating a spark to each of the spirals,

and the) will be rapidly illuminated.

P. N|<M,

Lurm v Word.— (I
i kI page.)—The luminoua

word ia formed bj pasting stripi of tin foil i plate of
glass, having portions cu( out as represented in the cut.

The side of the ^lass coated is protected from injury I

another glass plate, and both fixed in a frame, bavins
handle, or mounted on a stand. A brass knob and wire
conned with the first pi< i of foil, and a book and chain
wiih tin- last. On

|
otino the knob to the conductor,

the chain being connected with tb< round, linet ol i

presenting the wad, oci oned bj aparl passing ai w
momenl through all the spa . will be seen.

I'ii.

Luminoua & »>.— (Fie 89 next page.)—This is the
same instrument in principle, and formed in the same man-
ner, having a frame about fourt* en inch iquan represents

luminous On a th< »rm oi a Pric i
i

».
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Fig. 337.

« h

Fig. 333.

kh'. . 'uijiir*

Vis 3 \

/I I : \\\Vn\w i

^k>///v/ Jar.—(Fig. 3:19.)—This is fitted

up like the Leyden phial, only the tin-foil

coating is gummed on in little square pie©

;n some distance from each other; so that

when the bottle is charged in the dark, tin-

sparks will be seen flying across the sp ices,

from one square to another. If it be dis-

charged gently, by bringing a pointed wire

gradually to the knob of t lit* jar, the fluid

will pleasingly illuminate the uncoated parts,

and make a crackling noise in passing the

spaces. Price, pint, * ,

2.
,2.").

" quart, $3.00.

I if. 310.The Egg Stand.—(Fig. 340.)—This con-

sists of a wooden frame, with a piece of metal

let into the bottom ; a chain attached to this

connected with the outside of a Leyden

jar. There are three w len slides to hold

man\ eggs. A. wire and ball pass through

the upper part of the frame, so as to touch

the top <"_;'-;'• "ill the eggs are to touch each

her. A shock is passed through the eggs

by touching the up ler ball with a dischai

ing rod, which reac »es to the inside of the

charged iar. whose outside is united to ili«"

chain at bottom. The eggs will become
beautifully luminous, and the shock in pass-

ing will make a sound as if the egg shells were broken, as

indeed they will be if the shock be large. A quart jar is

quite sufficient for this experiment. The eggs, if eaten im-
25*

-

I

I - .-:^

^ m
PV;

I
I 1

> *
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mediately, will have a strong taste of phosphorus
;
and will

wry g >rward t ,. •.
.1 1:<* putrid, that is to say, in two

or three days. When broken. the white and yelk will !

found completely intermingled with each other, if several

shucks have been passed through th<

Price, |l.o0.

lig. 311 Fig. 312.

^
Electrical Fire ffoute.—(Fig. 341.)—This is a neatly-made

tirthouse, having in the front five windows and a door* which
are handsomely painted, and the front crossed off to repre-

nt brick or stone. On the on.' side of the house, attached
to the chimney, there is a glass tube, terminated by a brass
ball, A, within which is a wire, proceeding down the tube
into the house, where it is terminated b cond ball. B.
Through the opposite side of the bouse is a second glass
tub.-, wire, and two balls, marked at C and D. The wire of
this part is capable of sliding backward.- and forwards, that
the balls withinside may be made to approach each other
more or less according to tl rength ot shock to be passed
through them. The balls C and Dare loosely covered with,
tow, and dipped in or sprinkled with powdered yellow
rosin. When the shock is passed from A to D, the' rosin

will be inflamed, and the fire appear through the windows.

Price, S3.50.

The Belted Bottle.—(Fig. 342.)—This is a glass jar coated
as represented in the figure, having an arm attached to the

bottom supporting a rod ol ass, to which ;» sliding piece

is attached, to connect the belt with the lower put. This
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instrument shows the passage of the fluid during the charg-

ing of the bottle The coating both inside and outside is

put on .is represented. The belt on the outside is only

put in contact with the lower part of the coating by means

of the sliding piece on the outside. The wire within is at-

ched to the inside "1 the bottom. In charging, the low<

part becomes charged first, and the fluid will be seen to pas

upwards inside in flashes, while if the connecting piece be

withdrawn, the fluid will be seen to pass downwards on the

outside from the belt to the lower part. Price. *:';. mi.

^v

Fig. 213.The Electrical Cannon.—
(Fig. 843.)—This is a bras

cannon, about five inches loti

and one inch in diameter,

mounted on a wood n stock ;

the ball at the top has a

wire attached to it. which passes down ashort tube of ivory

into the chamber of the cannon, to within an i ighth of an

inch of the opposite siebs and through this spar., the spark

passes - tplode the gas, which may be formed by putting

a handful of iron nails, or the same quantity of pie.

zinc, into a wine bottle : to these add half apint of water and

a win.- glass full of sulphuric acid. Haw ready prepari

for the bottle a cork which tils it, and through which the stem

of a tobacco pipe passes. The mixture will soon throw up

bubbb- of gas; when it is supposed that these have dis-

placed theairof the phial, cork it up. so as to Miller the

to pass out only through the stem of the pipe. Here it

maybe llected in a collapsed bladder f ned to the

otl, ...I of the si.au, or. if preferred, the bladder maj be

tied to the top of t ork itself. The gas will soon fill tl

bladder. When enough for use has been collected, the stern

may be broken, so as to separate the Madder and the bottl

then holding the cannon with the mouth down, press the

gas into the cannon, whirl., by its levity, will partially dis-

place the atmospheric air, mixing therewith, and producii

an explosion when the spark is p d through. 'I he mouth

of the cannon must be well corked to prevent the escape oi

the gas previous to tiring. Price, 12.00.
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-..'ill
Elect I Mortars.—

|

i |g. 844.) _Ti are

formed as the preceding,

only in the shape of a

r.

Price, £3.00.

Fi*•«* Bleed Pi$tol.—i .345.)—
The simplest and best Form of the

hydi ii pistol is seen in the cut.

It cmii -is is of a tube of bi

about an inch in diameter, and eight inches long, fasten*

on to a baked wooden handle, shaped like thatofa common
pistol. Where the trigger is ordinarily placed, is a short
ivory tube, which fastens into the brass tul ,, as to reaeh
about half ua\ across it. This piece of ivory i- pierced -

thai a wire may pass through it. The i part of the
wire is at a small distance from the inner part <-i the top of
the tul"-, and the outer end of ii is terminated by a small
ball. If then a spark be taken by the banc], and at the
sain.- time that the fing< r touches the ball of the trigger, a
spark will pa>s limn the tube to tin- point of the wire inside,
and thence to the trijjjjer to the hand.

Price. $2.00 and $3.00.

on

Fi&aifi- A/tpamtu I ing Gun-
j" r by the Electrical s

t ark— (! ig. 3 16 ,i—consists of a ma-
hoganj base, about six inches
long and lour wide, supporting
two insulali _ _ LSS pillars ; to

the one is attached a bent wire,

terminating in a small bra

ball, and the other a wooden
cup for the powder, each I

ing a crook for attaching a
chain. The powder is placed in the wooden cup, A, either
dry or made up into a pyramidal form with a u'ttle water.
The brass ball, 6, is brought immediately over it ; the chains]
c rf, being connected with the outer and inner surfaces of
Leyden jar. The discharge takes place, and the powder is

inflamed. Price, $3.50.
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Fig. 317.

297

Ap
t to Fin
ts of Wine, or

Ether.— (Fig. 847.)
Q

—This consists of ;i

rod, having a knob
at each end, support-

ed horizontally on
an insulated stand.

Through one of the

balls slides a wire,

vertically,with a knob
at one oid. beneath

which is placed a me-
tallic cup for the spi-

rits.—To use, p] it

50 that the ball, a3 can receive sparks from the prime con-
ductor. Pom spirits of wine into the cup, <\ till the bottom
is just covered. Place the cup under the wire, d, then tarn
the machine, and the s iarks that are received by a will fly
from the wire throng] the cup. and inflame the spirits.
Warming the spirits will cause it to take fire more readily.

Price, -sj.-2,j.

Stand for the Fusion of Wirt by
the Electric Spark.—(Fig. 348.)

—

The fusion of win* is 'sometimes
employed as the test of electrical
power, in which case it should In-

taken thai the length of the circuit

is always the same, and that the

are uniform
;

Fig 3H.

de of Ignil ion

for a wire may be melted with but
slight variati of appearance,
when very different quantities of
electricity have been transmitted
through it, The lowest degree of

perfect ignition ought therefore to be obtained in all compa"
rative experiments, and its phenomena should be uniform ;

that is, as soon as the discharge is made, the wire should
becom<- red hot in its whole length, and then fall into drops,
In order to ensure a perfect uniformity in this respect
throughout a series of experiments, Professor Hare has in-

vented the apparatus shown in the cut. This consists of
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two bent arms, which d from a centre, ac a pair of

compasset and wh< djusted are held tight by a acren

the centre. A reel of fine pendulum wire is fixed at one

Mid bv a screw, and at the othi tya small pair of nippers.

The whole is of baked wood, with glass supports.

Price, 13.00.

Ignition of Charcoal Points in Chkn

— (Fig. 349.)—This consi of a gla

or other v< el, having two neck-,

each having brase caps, the lower one a

stop-code for conni i ling with the air

pump, ami the upper one a bi rod

sliding in a stuffing box, on the in t<

id "i which is a pair of forceps for hold-

ing a charcoal point, another similar point

being fixed t<> the stop-coca !»• Low. ]

use, till the vessel with ehlorinc
g

adjust the wins, >,, that their p
shall

nearlv touch each other. When the

electric current i> made to pass through

the wires, the charcoal points will be

nited, becoming of a red beat, yet the chlorine will not

affected, however long the action may be pursued.

Price, *o.00.

Fig. 350. Tht Sphere and Point.—(Fig. 3. 1

hollow brass sphere and tubular handle, with

pointed sliding wire within, for the purpose of

showing the influence of surfaces in electrical dis-

charges. When tin' sphere i- employed a bright

Bpara i> observable at eaeh di . provided the

point of the sliding wire I"' within the Bph but

if it projects without, the disch echac rm
to that of a brush. Price, |1.50.

BioCs Movable Hemhph "„<l Ball.—(Fig.

851, nexl page.)—For showing that electricity re-

sides on the Burface only. When a substance be-

comes chi ed with electricity, it is extremely

probable that the fluid i> confined i" its suri

or, at any rate, that it does not \< into the

mass to any extent. A ball formed of any mat. rial will be
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equally electrified whether it be solid or hollow, and if it be
hollow, the charge which it receives from any source of
electricity will be the same whether the .shell of matter of
which it is formed be thick or thin.

Fig. 3d I.

Fig 3

^2

To demonstrate practically the distribution of 'electricity
-mi the surfaci a conductor, the following apparatus w
contrived by Biot. A sphere of conducting matter, a, is

insulated by a silk thread, and two thin hollow covers, b b,

of brass or copper, are provided with glass handles, c e, and
correspond with the shape and magnitude of the conductor.
Hie sphere, a, is electrified, and i he covers are then applied,
being held by the glass handles. After withdrawing them
from a, they are found to be charged with ti ame kind of
electricity as was communicated to a, which will be found to
have lost the whole of its charge, proving that it iv>id. m
the surface only.

But although electricity may be considered as confined to
the surfaces of bodies, its intensity is aol on every part th
ime. On a Bphere, of course the symmetry of the figure

renders the uniform distribution of electricity upon il inevi-
table

; but if it be an oblong spheroid, the intensity become
very great at the poles, but feeble ai tie- equator.

Price, - . . . - $4.00.

„ mounted on an insulated stand, $5.00.

m
m

I

^>

1 .jxm
K

•v

.4'-

1

1

Faraday's Bent Electrical Conductor.—(See Fig. 352, as
a! .)—Faradays bent brass « Let rical conductor, with two
different sized balls at the extremities, tor illustrating that

between conducting surfaces, the spark, in disruptive dis-

charges, is modified by the differences of the dimensions of
the discharging or receiving surfaces. Pri -, 1.75.
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Fig.aa. App \u to dkow thai nding the

Surface d < of
K i.—This instrument (Fig. 353)
consists of a s< metallic plat-

^T^^\^ in reasing in sizi »m the top, and sus-

f j
pend* I from each other by metallic

threads, the upper one having a 1 lie

of g] iss, or a silk cord being attached to

the upper plate. Let the plates rest on

each other, and placing the whole toge-

ther upon the top of a gold-leal c-

troscope, electrify them so thai the gold

leaves diverge; then gradually draw
them up by the .-ilk thread at tha top,

when the diverging will diminish in

proportion, and again increase when let down as at first.

Price, -

F, s- 3.>4, Insulated I ctor for xl 'n$

Electricity hy I ction. — (Fig.

54.)—This is formed of; lindei

of brass or tin, with well rounded
ends:, and supported on a glass

stand, and furnished with a pith

ball elei and let e be an

excited glass tube. On approach-

ing this tube within about bis inch>

distant from d, the pith balls will

instantly separate, indicating the

presence of free electricity. Now
in this case the electric, e, Las not

been brought sufficiently near to tl riducting body to

communicate to it a portion of electricity, and the moment
that it is removed to a considerable distance the halls fall

together, and appear unelectrified : on approaching e to d
the balls again diverse, and so <-n. The

I is, this is a

se of what is termed induction, tli" positive electricity of

i decompi utral and 1. il combination in a

attracting the negative towards rod repelling the positive

toward- '. and the balls consequently diverge, being posi-

tively electrified. On removing e the force which separated

the two electricities in d a c is removed, the separated ele-

ments re- unite, neutrality is restored, and the pith balls fall
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together. The electricity of e induces a change in the elec-

tric state of d e. Price, japanned tin, $2.00.
« brass, 12.50 to $3.50.

Set of three Conduct- Fig. 353.

r Experiments on ^fr™
Induction.— (Fig. 355.) /\

—This arrangement con-

sists of three conductors

mounted on glass pillars,

with mahogany stands ;

the conductors are form-

ed of brass, or japanned tin, with well rounded ends. These

instruments, when excited either by the proximity of a charg-

ed conductor, or by an excited glass rod held toward- them,

beyond the conductur, \, draw away the central conductor,

and also the excited rod ; the centra] conductor, o, will not

be charged at all, that marked p will be positive, and that

at \ negative.

When charged as before, as soon as is removed, place

the conductor, n. so as to touch p. The disturbance of

both will be neutralized by each other, showing that the

quantity which is plus in one, exactly count alances that

which is deficient in the other.

Price, §3. 00; *5.00 ; and §8.00.

Tin Dnnh/e Jar.—(Fig. 356.)—To the knob

of a large Leyden jar a metallic stage, c, is

adapted on which is placed a smaller Leyden

jar. This instrument is used for various ex-

periments, and shows how necessary it is to

iinrct the outside and inside of the same j Lr

together, before it will be discharged. Place

the double bottle on a table nol insulated, an 1

charge the upper bottle, a, positively, by con

necting its ball with the conductor. The out-

side of a, therefore, and also the inside of o

will be negative, and the outside of b positive.

Now connect by the discharging rod the outer

»ating of b with the inner coating of \. and

no shock will pass between them. Ag

connect the outside of 13 with the inside ol

Fig 356.
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and a shock will pass. \<>u connecl tbe inside of a with
the inside of b, and a ond II be •

I.

series of bottles ma) thus be arranged, and a series -

•s l"" Its obtained by one charge onlj

.

Price, I

Fk»* Insulated Si '.—(Fig. ;i.»7.)

—This is a metallic plate having
a brass knob, and insulated by a
glass pillar c imi aft 1 into a nV

hogany bi od useful in many
1 Kperiment8. Place the jar, a,

• mi the insulating .stand, a, and
attempt to cha it from the
prime conductor, you will find
it impossible :

now apply the
knuckle to the outside coating,

and continue to turn the ma-
chine: for i'Vjtv spark that
enters the jar, one will pa be-

tween the outside coating and
the knuckle, and on applying the
dischargin od, the jar will he

found i" i eived a charge.

Instead of the knuckle, the knob
of a second uninsulated jar, < , may b pplied, and both
jars will receive a charge.

"

Prio 2 'JO.

Fig 3T>9.

Series oj Insulated Jars.—(Fig. 358, as a i i—This
cur represents three or four Leyden jars, each mouuted on
a has, julated by a glass pill

i and supported in a hori-
zontal manner, by a band encircling the jar, one of them
having a hook for the purpose of attai hing a chain.

No charge of any amount can be gi
I |

if it be insulated
;

for, in proportion as the positive electri-
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city is communicated to its interior coating, it is necessary

thai the same quantity should be removed from the exterior,

which would otherwise counteract the negative electricity

bv which the charge is sustained. To effect this, a com-

munication is established with the earth, or with the interior

coating of a second jar, the outside coating of which again

may communicate with the interior of a third, and thus a

series i<\' insulated jars may be charged from each other, as

shown in the figure, taking care to withdraw the opposing

electricity from the last. Price, each, |2.25.

IJeyden Jiw with Discharging

Electrometer.— Fig. 359 repre-

sents the arrangement for pro-

ducing a series of discharges

from a Leyden jar, for any par-

ticular purpose, without the in-

terference of the operator, and

also i be mode of use ; «, repre-

sents the prime conductor of an

electi ical machine : b, a Leyden
jar : on the wire communicating

with the interior is fixed an arm

of glass, c, on the end of which
is cemented the brass knob d,

through this knob a wire, fd%

slides, so thai ball d may be brought to any required

distance from the kind) ui* tin* jar, e. A careful inspection

of the figure will show how this discharging electrometei

acts, ami how, by increasing or lessening the distance b

tween d and e, the strength of the charge may be regulated,

Price, $2.50 and $3.00.

Ewin >iiuUi\—(Fig. 360.)—This instrument is

used for exploding gases, which being inflamed

by the electric spark has given rise to various

instruments called eudiometers, one of the most

simple of which is shown in the margin. It

consists of a thick glass tube closed at the upper

end, and open below, where it dips into a cup or

b-isin of mercury. It is graduated along the

side, and has two wires through the upper part

which approach each other. The tube may be i
-

i
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supported in any convenient manner. The tube is filled
wiili mercury or Krater (according to the kind of cras
to be operated upon); it i, then reversed, and the gas to
be operated upon suffered to ascend the tube, until a cer-
tain quantity baa been introd u . The electric spark or
shock is then paased from the one wire to the other, when
the gas is inflamed. The resull is Been by the product left.

Pii =53.00; graduat. ^.06; stand, $1.00.

,g ' 3GL
- ipparatus for pa an

SRec tl Spark through
Gtuea.-Pass a spark throu.
a vessel filled with nitro

and it becomes mi i v
nt, and of a splendid

blue color, equal to that of
burning brimstone. Theap-

.

paratus, which k ivenient,
for trying experiments of this kind, is as follows (Fi i)
A is a glass receiver, holding about a pint ; it has a wire and
ball inserted in two opposite sides, B and C. B is capable
ol sliding backwards or forwards, bo that it may be made to
approach or recede from the other. The receiver is placi
in the pneumatic trough, and is rilled with the required "as
in the ordinary way practised by chemists. For some ^ases
a mercury or oil trough must be employed. During the
experiment one of the balls must be connected by a wire
with the prime conductor,as at D, and the wire of the other
held in the hand.
An instrument is made, answering the same purpose, con-

of a -lube of glass having two necks, one of them
attached to a cap connected with a stop-cock, and having a
bras, ball entering the neck of the rfobe. The other neck
a cap with sliding rod, having brass balls at each end The
Klobe is exhausted of air by the air-pump, and the s to
be experimented with introduced.

Price, $3.00 to SG.00.

A' vrsUyU Electrical Air The, /,>•.— (Fig. 362 )—
Thi> 1- an instrument for showing the expansion

1 ir when
an electrical shock is passed through the instrument. It
consists of a glass tube, ten inches long and two inches in
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diameter, eleeed air-tight at both i Is by Fi».362

two bra— a small ts tube, open at

lower on at at a right an

thr b the bottom cap, and enters ti

iter contained in the portion of tl

larg • d e. Through the middle of

i wii - introduced, terminating in

38 knob within the tube, and capab of
sliding through the - - - to be placed
any distance from each other. It' the two knobs

brought into contact, and a Leyden jar
1 thro the wires, the air within

the tube undergoes n< j in volume; but
it' ! knol - placed i\ me dista m

her when the jar is discharge d, a spark

P from one knob to th ther;
\ quence is

sudden rarefaction of the air in the tul shown by the wa-
ter instantai asly rising to the top of the sm ill tube, and
then suddenly subsiding afl r which it lully sinks
tlle b- the tube, the air slowly recovering its original
volume p,

( R B -

fri
I
Fig B

sented in the cut. a Is a

strong _. lss tube, about
^"**

two feet and a half long,

tin funnel nented to its extremity, which funnel
deft 3 part of the tube from the rain. The outside surl
ot tnr tab - wholly ed wil i was

; c is a p
of cane, round which brass wires are twisted in different
di s , the rs | the
time to maken stance to the wind.' The cane is fixed
into the tube, and a

|
• of wire proceeding from it,

g
through the tube, and is terminated by a ring, upon which
a pair of pith balls are suspended. This instrumenl is sus
pended by the side of a window frame, with tin- funnel pro
jecting outwards, while the pith balls are p I dry
within. l>n ,

C 's BottU Electn (Fig. 3G4, next
\

formed by two silver wires, each carrying at om
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Fig. Mi endd n liitlr ball made of pith; ends

of the « ire i ing bus] Led from >rk, which
is rather long ai ing al both end to

tii either wai into the mouth i nished glass

tube, servi both as a liandle to the instrument

when in use, and as a c for il when c sd in

the pocket. When ii is to be employed a

electroscope, the cork is so placed thai the wii

hang out of the tub ind will indicate by their

divergent iny elccl ri thai <\
I tuni-

cated to them. When no( in use, reversing the

cork closes up the instrument, and renders il i

portable. Prici
,

l 353

a

4

electrization, is

Coulomb'* Tortion Balance.— (Fig. »•)

—This delicate contrivance consists of a

thread of silk, a b, from which a needle of

shellac, e, is suspended; it is attached to

the ew, d, h\ \\ hicfa it, can I"-
I d

round its axis
;
the needle cai ries a ball of

pith i;ili, which i- balanced by a counter-

on iii«' other ; t is tetallic wire

passing through the glai de, and ter-

minated by a metallic ball al e ich end ; tl

ball of the needle and the interior brass

ball of i he wire are brought into contact

by turning the i d, and the index
then points i" the o on the Bcale, which is

marked on the circumference of the gl

When the ball, e, is elecl rified, il acl - on tl

II within that is attached to the needle,

repelling it t«i
. certain distance, which

disl ance, and c< tnsequentlj the di of

indicated by the graduated scale.

Price, 112.00.

The Dry Pile, or Electrical -(Fig. I, n«

page.)- This instrument consists of a number ol alternations

<>f two metals, with paper interposed; the elements mi

be circular discs of thin pap< overed on one side with

srold or silver leaf, about an inch in d< eter, and similar
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sized pieces of thin tin-foil, so arranged Fig. 3sg

that the order of succession shall be

pn red throughout, viz. zinc, silv r.

paper, zinc, silver, paper, etc. ; about

one thousand pairs of such discs, in-

•sod in perfectly dry glass tubes, ter-

minated at each end with brass ca >s

and screws, to press the plates tig it

bher, will produce an active arrange-

ment : the positive end of one column is

placed lowest, and the negative end of

the other, their upper extremities being

connected by a wire, that they may !>«?>£

msidered as one column. A small hell "

[< situated between each extremity of

the column and its insulating support ; a brass ball is sus-

inded by a thin thread of raw silk, so as t<> hang midway
between the bells, and at a very small distance From each

of them. For this purpose the bells are connect* d, during

the adjustment of the pendulum, by a wire, that their at-

traction may not Interfere with it
; and when this wire is

removed, the motion of the pendulum commences. The
whole apparatus is plsi

<

-
•

-

< 1 u|><>n a circular male ay base,

in which a groove is turned t<> receive the lower edge of a

glass shade, with which the whole is covered.

Price. $20.00.

Thunder House.—(Fig. 367.)—This in-

genious article is made of an upright piece

of baked mahogany, formed like the gable

of a hoe as b b, and placed upon a

ioden stand. A wire marked C, runs

downwards throughout it- whole Length.

li is terminated above by a ball, a, which

being unscrewed shows a point beneath it.

In one or two parts of the gable are square

i is of wo. id cut out. These are a quar-

ter of an inch thick, and one inch square

on the side. They are shown at i> and f;

are made so as to tit Loosely into a hole

cut partly into the sable to receive them, and have a wire
I - ^

running across each, so placed, that putting in the pieces in

one way, the wires shall with C E form a continuous and
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uninterrupted line; and when put crosswise, there shall be

b want of contiguity at that place, as shown at d.

Pass a shock from a to b, while the ball remainfl on and

the wire is continuous, and it will niak Loud report with-

out disturbing either piece of wood.

Pass a shock, nr rather end' r to do so, with the npp<

ball taken off, so that tin- point i* displayed. The lluid will

pass and discharge the jar, but not in the manner of the

shock, and no report will be heard.

Now place either of the pieces <>\' wood crosswise, and
restore the hall to the top. The shock will pa>s and throw

out He- piece of wood t tat was placed crosswise, but m
disturb the other piece.

Let i 1m-
i

of wood be placed i e, as in the last

experiment, but remove tin- hall. Upon discharging the

Leyden jar, a real shuck will pass, and the wood will 1

displaced, although a point terminates tin- apparatus.

Price, $1 .7.". and 12.50.

Fig.3GS. Ef, i Pyramid.—(Fig. :JGS.)—Tl
an apparatus of the same nature as tin- last,

and in to he used in the same manner, a i-

four-sided pyramidal pier.- of wood, or mo
usually - sists of four

|
es fitting on to

ca.h other. A line runs down the whole in

front, and is, moreover, continued down the

base, d ; continuity being occasioned bv a

small square, as in the thunder nous This

is marked d in the cut, and i> a with its

_
wire? placed sideways. Upon this movable

'—J b square, and upon the back of tin- base, the
^CIckU** upper portion is supported by three balls.

^f =^i When a shock is sent from b t<> i, the square

d is thrown out, and tl, r part of the

pyramid falls. Pi j.no and s;3.00.

Lightning Conductors.—Tin- identity of the electric fluid

with lightning was one of the first established facts rela-

Live to atmospheric electricity, and as it was the first in

time, so ii is also in importance to us, teaching not merely
the origin and properties of that mighty power of nature,

but also how to escape from its direful effects. The very

appearance of lightning would induce us to attribute it to
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electricity, nor is this supposition in any way weakened by
our experimental researches. If we compare the property
of electricity with those of lightning, we shall find them
closely analogous, or rather identical. To Franklin, whose
active mind was constantly directed to practical application
of the facts disclosed by science, we arc indebted for the
suggestion of a method of partially defending buildings from
the dreaded effects -of lightning. His method was, to erect
by the side of the building to be protected, a continuous
metallic rod, in perfect communication with the earth ; and
experience has fully demonstrated the value of this pre-
caution.

The conductor should penetrate the ground sufficiently

deep to be in cjose contact with a stratum of moist soil, and
be carried above the highest point of the building. Great
care should be taken that every part of the rod be perfectly
continuous, ;md that its substance be sufficient to prevent
any chance of its being melted ; perfect security ou this

bead is arrived at by having a rod three quarters of an inch
thick. It has been proved, that conductors erected with
these precautions will protect a circular space of a radius
double the height above the highest point of the building to

which they are attached.

The little arrangement fig. 36a

(Fig. 869) amusingly illus-

trates the use of a continu-

ous conductor. A board,

about three quarters of an
inch thick, and shaped like

the gable end of a house, is

fixed perpendicularly upon
another board, upon which
a glass pillar also is fixed in

a hole about eight inches dis-

tant from the gable-shaped
hoard. A small hole, about A
a quarter of an inch deep,£
and nearly an inch wide, is

cut in tie shaped board, and this is filled with a square
piece of wood of nearly the same dimensions. It should be
nearly of the same dimensions, because it must go so easily

into the hole, that it may drop off hy the least shaking of

the instrument. A brass wire is fastened diagonally to this
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square pif. ••• of wood, and another of the same dimen
terminated bj a bra ball, is I sd on the '•

board, both above and below the hole. Prom the upper
extremity of the glass pillar a crooked win eeds, termi-

nated also by a brass ball, and sufficiently long to reach
immediately over the ball or the arire of the board. ]

gl pillar i- loosely fixed in the bottom board, so that it

m;i\ move easily round the axis. Jt m evi I that, with

this arrangement, a shock from a Leyden jar may easily be
•

\
i lie square hole by com ing th< terii

wiili the wire in the gable Bhaped board below it, and the

interior with the wire on the glass pillar which eon i within

the Btriking distance of the wire in the gable-shi I board
! eloy it.

Suppose now the square piece of wood to be placed in the
hole in Midi a manner that the wire attached to il d tnally

shall be in contact with the wires above and below it, a shock
may evidently be transmitted withoi ay disturbance takis

place ; but it" it. be put into the hole in an oppo direction,

> that the shock from the jar shall be obliged to pass ov<

it altogether in the form of a -park in it< p i
wire

t<> wire, the concussion it will occasion will throw the sou

piece of wood to a considerable distance from the apparatus
Xhe square piece of wood may here be supposed i<> repre-

sent ;i window, and tl»<- wire a continuous or broken con-
ductor passing by the Bide of it, sad the violent efl pro-

duced by the minute quantity oi electricity accumulated in

a Leyden jar may be ron>id< m humble imitation of the
effects of a stroke of lightning. When the p is unin-

rrupted, the electricity pa [uietlv down, hut when im-

peded it produces the most violent effects.

Price, Nj.OO.

Plalina Point for a Lightning ' luctor.—The light

ning conductor is an apparata i preserve abipa and build-

ings from the effects of lightning. It con pointed

rod of iron or copper, half or three quarters of an inch in

diameter, pointed at top, and projecting two, thr >r more
feet above the chimney, or other highest part of the build-

ing, the lower end being h t< d four or five fee! in the

ground. Its action is a- follows:—Should lightning ap-
proach the buildingi it would most likely be drawn away
silently by the pointed wire; or, if it should strike tie
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building, the conductor would convey it to the earth n§.*t

without loing any injury.

The most usual way that lightning rods terminate
is by merely pointing the rods, sometimes gilding
them; the action of the weather on these in a short
time destroys the point, and the utility of the rod is

in part, or wholly destroyed. To remedy this defect,

a copper cone about six inches long, terminated in a

platina point (Fig. 370), about one inch in length, is

fastened to the top of the rod; this metal will undergo
no change by the action of air and water, and will not
even tarnish, however long exposed to the action of

the weather, and is always used when rods are put
up in the bes I manner.

Price, each, |4.00 ; small, $3.00.

Potvder House. — An Fig. an.

electrical apparatus, to

show, in an amusing man-
ner, the firing of gunpo^t

der by electricity, and

thereby proving the effect
i *

of lightning upon buildings

in setting them on fire.

Fig. ;S71 represents a

perspective \ iew, the side

next the eye being omitted

that the inside may be

more conveniently seen.

The front is fitted up like the thunder house and used in

ill- same manner. The house itself is made of seven p
of mahogany, joined together by hinges, so as to be capable
of falling flat on the table; a small projecting ridge along
the top of the roof holding it up until the powder is fired.

a is a ball of brass with wire reaching partly down I

house, and across it. inside to the brass top of the table c.

This has the gunpowder placed upon it. Immediately
above the powder is a second hall, which leads by a wire to

the outside of the house at tie- opposite end, passing

through the wood at the end of the house. Then follows

the wetted thread, e, and afterwards the chain, b. P ing

an electrical shock from a to b, the powder will be lit

and the house thrown down.
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To insure success in this experiment, it is n< to

puss tli- cha from the jar, through a few ruches of wafo

disconnecting the metallic » lipping ii in the

water, or pass it thn i a few indict of W( I lit D thre

connected with the wires or chain through v b the d

charge passes. W 36.00.

Cylinder Electrical Machine, with detached Condu* —
(Figure 372.)—A is b glas linder, having al each end of

it a cap of wood or brass, and supported by a stand, with

two uprights. The end of one cap 1- turned with a pis

which tits into a hole near tin* top of one of the uprights.

The other cap is turned with a similar pivot, and has beyond

this a flange and a square gudgeon upon which a handle

fits, This end of the cylinder is supported in a similar man-

ner to the other end, but instead of a hole i! ly beii a

bored in the upright leg, a portion is cut away, that the

cylinder may be the more easily taken out, an I put up a

in its place ; it may i ecured, when there, by a pin run

through the upright just the axis of the cap. Be-

hind the cylinder is a cushion, which extends in length to

within an inch of either end of tb< under ; it is from one

to two inches in width, according to the size of the cylinder.

On the lower part of the cushion is glued a Hap of leather,

the rough side outwards: and on the edge of the leather

the silk flap which pa« r the cylinder when in action.

The cushion is supported sometimes by a thick rod of g

with a \\ len spring at the top of it, as in the figure ; at

other times a springy piece of wood alone is used, It is

fastened al the topto the cushion by a hand-screws whi

passes through the support, and is fixed by a thread in the

k of the cushion itself. The lower I of the support for

the cushion is made so as to slide backwards and forwards,

either on the top, or, still better, unde ith the stand, and

is held in its position by a thumb-screw.

I> represents the prime conductor, formed either of wood
covered neatly with tin toil, or of metal. It has round and
smooth ends, at one of them a ball and wire for the suspend-

ing of various apparatus, at the other a pi -'ting wire fur-

nished with a row of points tocoUecl the fluid when disturbed

by the cylinder. It is. necessarily supported upon a glass

pillar, sometimes attached at the lower 1 to the same
stand as the rest of the machine, in which case the conductor

n

in

fa

•
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runs parallel to the cylinder, and has the points in the side

instead of the end. At other times it is fixed to a separate

foot, as is to be seen in the figure below.

Fig. 37-2.

To Work tin- Machine.—Warm the whole well before the

fire, and cleanse it from all damp and dust. Take off the

cushion, scrape away all dirt, spread evenly upon it some

fresh amalgam, put it back in its proper place, and fasten

to the screw which connects it with its upright a brass

chain, the other end of which reaches to the table or floor,

or the walls of the apartment. Upon now turning the

handle, streams "1" fluid will be seen to issue from the cushion,

21
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and
|

under the silk, to fly offal ii
i To colli

the 11 in. I. place iIh- conductor with its points about a q
"i 'Hi inch from the edge <>\ the silk, which will so n
attract the fluid from the cylinder, that sparks proportionate
to the extent of the glass Burface rubbed maj be I tken from
ii

; being very careful, however, that the glass stand ol

conductor be perfectly dry. The pressure of the cushion
against the cylinder is to be regulated by the ew on the
Btand at bottom.

If the machine be small, it will require warming; the
power of a machine is geni rally increased by rubbing il.

cylinder for a minute or two with a slight!

by puttin ie hand upon the cushion.
The rationale of the action >ing on, is this:—The fluid

I
1 ' from the earth through n the floor, walls, &c,

to the chain suspended from the cushion ; here friction, which
is the cause of the disturbance, takes place The disturbed
fluid passes to the glass cylinder, and is confined from
l>y the silk flap; that ceasing, the fluid would fly to any-
thing around, particularly to a pointed hodv, or a lii I

tndle : hut this is prevented bj tin- su|M-ri.. ,,•

it from the nearer end of the prime conductor put to n ceive
it. Thus ii will be al ona Been ili.it an electrical n dnc
resembles a pump; the earth maj be likened to a well of
water

;
the chain to the lower pipe of a pump ; the cushion

is the sucker
; the silk the nozzle id the prim< , r

is like a pail to hold the fluid. Price, 5-inch, $10.00.
" 6 inch, $12.00.
" 8-inch. $16.00.
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MEDICAL ELECTRICITY.

It is true, that like every other simple medicine which
has proved beneficial to mankind, electricity met with much
opposition from the interested views of some and the igno-

rance of others, has been treated with contempt, and injured

by misplaced caution. We shall recommend to those who
thus Oppose it, not to condemn a subject of whirl) they are

ignorant, but to hear the cause he fore they pass sentence

;

to take some pains to understand the nature of electricity;

to learn to make the electrical machine act well, and then
apply it for a few weeks to some of those disorders in which
it lias been administered with the trreatest success: and
there is no doubt but they would soon be convinced, that, it

deserves a distinguished rank in medicine, which is the off-

spring of philosophy.
The science of medicine and its practitioners have been

reproached with the instability and fluctuations of practice;

and on this ground it has been predicted, that, however great
the benefits which may lie derived from electricity, it would
still only last for the day, and then be consigned to oblivion

We must confe>s that we cannot be of tin- opinion, not

easily led to think a set of men, whose judgment has been

matured by learning and experience, will ever neglect an

agent which probably forms a most important put of our

constitution. Electricity is an active principle, which is

neither generated nor destroyed
; which is everywhere, and

always present, though latent and unobserved; and is in

motion night and day to maintain an equilibrium that is

constantly varying.

As the science of medicine knows of no specific, so we
are not to suppose that electricity will triumph over even
disorder to which it is applied. Its success will be more 01

less extensive! according to the disposition of the subject,

and the talents of those who direct it ; it cannot, therefore,

appear surprising, that many disorders have been refractory

to its powers, and others have only yielded in a small
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degree, or that the pr greaa of the cure 1ms often I

stopped by the impatience or prejudice of 1 1 j
.

- di 1
;

but al the same time, it most be acknowledged, thai even
in its infancy, when it had to combat against fear, prejudic
and interest, its success was truly great; we have surely
then the highest reason to exp< i a considerable inn

access, now that il it cultivated and promoted by prole

Bional men of the first merit.

Electricity should always be administered ntlv at fire

and its power only increased when the gentle applii

is found ineffectual, except in c of paralysis, or when
used to remove obstructions, its full power may be at once
administered; but even here the shock of a quart Leyden
jar will be sufficient

; the frequency of the "shocks," and not
the strength of them being most to be relied upon. Abo,
we would remark, that no danger can arise from the admi-
nistration of electricity; and lei it not be thought that the
remedy is worse than the disease, as those who subjeel
themselves to the powerful BhocH iven by the electrical

apparatus of our various institutions are apt to believe. On
the contrary, it may be administered to sleeping children
without waking them; and even when awake, its application
may be mad.- a source of gratification rather thanol appre-
hension. To administer electricity properly requires con-
siderable skill and tad in the operator, and as this is seldom
found so surely as among medical men, and as they neither
like the trouble of operating, nor are taught anythii ' of the
curative effects of the fluid during their medical studies,
they who are best able to administer it with effect are re-

gardless of it altogether.

Electricity, according to the mode of its administration, is

either sedative, stimulant, or deobstruenl : hence the pro-
priety of its application to d jes of quite conti aa-
racter. We ha ipplied il to palsies, rheumatisms, inflam-
mations, contractions of the muscles, amaurosis, chilblains,

tumors, sprains, and other diseases and accidents. Tin-

methods of electrifying are five; first, simple electrization,
or merely subjecting the person to tl electricity

by placing him on a glass-l< 'I stool, and connecting' him
with the electrical machine when in use, as represented in

the cut. Second, drawing the fluid from the particular part
of his body which may be affected; this is either donr hold-
ing towards him a wooden point, when a cooling and refresh-
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ing breeze is perceptible, or by placing vour hand upon his

clothing, when it

-

any woollen or silk interpose between your
hand and his bodj he will feel a peculiar pricking sensation,

occasioned by innumerable sparks issuing from the part

beneath the hand, and which will soon occasion a great

degree of warmth in that part. Or a third method is to

draw the fluid from him by means of sparks, taken by the

knuckle, or else by a wire with a metallic ball at the end
of it. If the operator hold this tight he will not feel the

Sparks himself. A stronger way of drawing Off electricity

is by means of what are -ailed vibrations, and a still stronger,

sparks. For these two last the patient either stands, or sits

on an ordinary chair, and not on the glass stool before

mentioned.

The following apparel us is all that is essentially necessary*

though many other articles have been described and recom-
mended. The first essential is a glass-legged stool (Fig.

873) ; if required for cheapness it may be a piece of board,

made smooth, and with round edges, supported upon four

wine bottles, pegs being driven into the under-side of the

board to tit the necks of the bottles ; solid glass are, however,
infinitely better. In using the stool, a large sled of brown
paper or pasteboard, or, still better, a piece of oil-cloth,

larger than the stool itself, is to be placed beneath it on the

floor, to prevent the filaments of the carpet, or the dust of

the floor, from drawing away any of the fluid accumulated.

73

The next requisite is a flexible tube, or connector, as a

chain; the stool should be connected to the machine by a

chain which is Bewed up in silk, and afterwards varnished or

covered with India rabber : thus there will be no loss of

fluid. But for numerous purposes the instrument called a

flexible tube is much better.

27*

3/7
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A wooden or ii

i.il point is sometime*

; by tli ii

tie itn 1. 1 ele< iri-

city, called the el

trie 1 1 ;ni! Be,

is given U5 or iik

from a patient, a

cording as the poinf

held in tin- hand

of the operator, t he

Ltienl being on I be

_^ electrical stool, or at-

tach* d to the
handled flexible tul)«-, the patient being on the ground, or

rather not insulated. These simple inst nents, with the
•aeptimi of a hrass hall af the end of it. are rII (hat

are necessary for the administration of the electric fluid,

except when shocks arc to be given. In this a Leyden
jar is indispensable. Any Leyden jar may he i, hut
the one shown and described beneath, is most convenient
for medical purpi i

Medical Jar.—(Fig. 374.)—The medical jar her. ,. pre-

ented, \ c, is a bottle of about a quart in capaci

presented m the eul qb hanging from the pi cting knob of
'he prime conductor of a machine, and having other i .-

ratus attached to it. It i- hk.- an ordinary Leyden jar,

coven ind lined to a certain height with" tin foil. A
wooden cap i- fitted t<» it with a hole just admitting a glai

tube. The tube reaches below to within two inches of thi

bottom, and projects upwards above the cap aboutthn
inches, [f is also lined and co d with tin foil, so placed
that rather more than an inch of the gl i

is left uncovered
at the lower- end, and about two inches at the upper end.

The tube ii cemented t top of the bottle, and a smaller
cap cemented on the top of the glass tube ; hut h< • this

last is cemented on, three hole drilled in it ; one for a
hook wherewith to suspend the phial from the condi
the two others are to he left open - one of them to admit
wire to touch the in of the tube, the others
second wire, sufficiently Ion*' to reach to the coating of the
phial—these an: shown in the cut at A and B, A Wire tS

p

y

I

t.

B

I

11

I

Ii

h

a
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Fig. 37 I.

<J 8

also twisted round the outer coating of the inner tube, which

projects outwards sufficiently to touch the inner coating of

the phial. On the outer coating of the phial is fastened a

hook, marked c, for the convenience of attaching a chain.

e f c ii (Fig. 374) is ;i medical electrometer; its use is to

;ulate the strength of the shock, for this depends upon the

intensity with which the phial is charged, no less than the

size of the phial itself, h, is a socket, and a wire attached

to it laterally. Into this socket is cemented a bent ela

tube, o ; at the opposite end of this is a second socket of

metal, also cemented t<» the glass, A hole is made through

this socket to admit the wire, which holds the brass balls e

and e. This wire is capable of sliding backwards and for-

wards, parallel with the horizontal part of the glass tube.

d, is supposed to be the prime conductor. When in use, to

the outer ball, f, of the electrometer, and also to the hook,

C, of the bottle, are attached chains, leading to a pair ol gla

handled directors; the upper part of which is seen in J

3 74, and a pair of directors complete in the Fig. 375.

We will now show the use of this apparatus. The direct-
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are for two purposes
;

Bret, thai by means of their balls
they shall be able to direct the fluid, or shock, to any par-
ticular part only, and confine it thereto, as in the followi
•'it (Fig. 376); the shock tnai be given from the knee to
the fool without its affecting the rest of the body.

Fjs Fig. 376.

The use of the glass handles is to prevent the operator
from participating in the shock he intends for his patient.
The operator, of course, holds the glass handle bile the
halls are made to touch the extreme points of that line

through which the shock is to pass. One director is usually
straight, and the other bent. We will now suppose that
the hall, e, of the ele meter bas been placed so as to
touch the conductor, the whole apparatus being dry, and in

id working order
;
and indeed that the whole pre-

sented in the cut
; the knobs of the directors touching, and

the wires, \ and u, being in their place. Turn the machia
and the bottle will not charge, because the outside is in >e
contact with the inside, there being no interruption in the
circuit anywhere.

_
Now remove the hall, i;. a g i spac

from d; upon turning the machine a ond tin bottl
will become charged, because its inside is not connected by
conducting substances with its outside. A vacancy occui
between d and e, and exactly in proportion to the size of
that vacancy will be the strength of the shock which pass*
through the chains, or the balls of the directors

;
and

those balls are applied to different parts of the body, so of
course will be the strength of the shock which will he felt.

The above supposes that both wires are in the bottle; now
if we draw out the longer wire, the only one left will be that
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which touches the inner coating of the tube, and tins tube
being so small, the Bhocka which will pass will be less
energetic than those given by the larger bottle and will

altogether have a different character. They are, indeed,
intermediate in effect, between sparks and shocks, and are
died vibrations.

Fig. 377.

Fig. 377, as above, shows the usual method of adminis-

tering a shock through a number of persons at once, sup-
posing we have not the apparatus above described, and that

we desire only amusement. The phial on the table is

charged ; a chain connects its outside to the first person, he
by joining hands to the second, and so on to the end; the

last person touching the knob of the phial with a wire and
ball. [f the persons shocked turn their harks to the phial,

the shock will reach them more unexpectedly

Hydro-Electrical Machine.—The production of electricity

by the pass of steam through a small jet, was unknown
till 1840. Professor Faraday concludes that it is the effect

of the t'ri.tion of globules of water against the sides of the

opening, urged forward by the rapid passage of the steam
;

the effect of this is to render the steam or water positive,

and the pipes from which it issues negative.

In the following cut (Fig. 378, next page), a. a, a, a, a, a,

are six green glass supports, three feet long ; B is a ej lindri-

cal tubular boiler of rolled iron-plate, finch thick; its extreme
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•'* 378, length is seven feet six

inches, one fool of whi
is occupied l,\ the

chamber, making the a<

tual length of the boiler

six and a half feet ; iis

diameter three and a

half feet. The farnac

d, and ash-hole, c, are

contained within the

boiler ;
and are furnish-

ed with a metal screen

to be applied for tl

purpose of ezcladii

the light during the pi

great of one class of

experiments; p is the

water gauge; e, the

feed-valve; j j, are two tubes leading from the ?alv< i k.

to the two tubes, n ; a and i, are forty-six benl iron tut

terminating in jets, either half or the whole of which may
be opened by means of the lever, o g ; l, is a valve for

liberating steam during the existence of the maximum pres-
sure : if, l- the safety valve ; n, is a cap covering a jet, that

is employed for illustrating a certain mechanical action of a

jet or steam : o, is the first portion of the funnel; p, the

second portion, which slides into itself by a telescope joint,

so that the boiler may be insulated when the experiments
immence. The boiler is cased in wood.

n The next figure (3 70),

which may be called tl

prime conductor, but which
is not used for the purpose,

is a zinc case, furnished with
four rOW8 of points. It is

plac.d to front of the jel

in order to collect the elec-

tricity from the ejected va-

por; and thus prevent its

returning to restore the equilibrium of the boiler. The
maximum pressure at the commencement of tl cperimente

is 80 lbs. ; which gradually gets reduced to 40, or lower.

*
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The portion of the apparatus, which is peculiarly connected
with the generation of the electricity, is a series of bent tub.

with their attached jots. Each jel consists of a brass socket,
containing a cylindrical piece of partridge wood, with a cir-

cular hole or passage through it,
J-
of an inch in diameter,

into which the steam is admitted through an aperture. The
peculiar shape of this aperture appears to derive its efficacy

from the tendency it gives the steam to spread out in tl

form of a cup, on entering the wooden pipe, and by that
means to bring it and the particles of water, of which it is

the carrier, into \ cry forcible collision with the rubbing sur-

face of the wood.

The electricity produced by this engine is not so remarka-
ble for its high intensity, as for its enormous quantity. In

no case, antecedent to this, has the electricity of tension taken
so rapid B stride towards assimilating with galvanic electn

city. Mr. Faraday's experiments on the identity of the

tricities had shown how small was the quantity obtained
from the best machines; and had given good reason to

expect that chemical effects would be exalted when the
quantity could he increased. And such is the case here; a

very remarkable experiment in illustration of this is. that

not only is gunpowder ignited by the passage of the spark,

but even paper and wood shavings will be inflamed when
placed in the course of the spark passing between two points

—such an effect was never before produced with common
electricity. In like manner, chemical decompositions are

effected much more readily by means of the h\ dro-electric,

than by that from the common machine.
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Fig. .';

Simple Galvanic Series.—Thb series, sometimes called
Couronru De Tasse

t
is a ample galvanic battery! and con-

sists of r number of glasses, jelly pots, or similar vessels, in
each pi which are placed two pieces of metals, of dissimilar
electric properties; for example, sine and copper; the zinc
ol one vessel being connected with the copper of the othei
The outer cups, or vessels, having a wire only to its extreme
plate of metal; the wire, therefore, of one extremity being
joined to the wire of the other extremity, completes the elec°
tric circuit, and causes the fluid to circulate around the whole
series. Price, in porcelain jars, 25 ets. each series.

Fig. 331. Faraday's Apparatus for showing the Phenomena
of an Electric Current iwtept ,<}< /,/ of the Contact of
dissimilar Metals.—(Fig. 381.)—It consists of a
glass or porcelain trough for the dilute acid, a bent
clean zinc plate, and a platinum plate furnished with
a curved wire. If a small piece of filtering paper,
moistened with iodide of potassium, be placed on
the zinc, and the end of the wire be pressed -inst
it when the plates are immersed in the trough, the
iodine is thrown down on the filtering p; by
voltaic action. Price, $2.

3M
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Zinc ami Copper Plates, with Glass
Bandies.—(Fiff. 382.)—Pair of cir-

cular zinc and copper plates, with
glass insulating handles, for showing,
by the aid of a very deluate condens-
ing electroscope, electricity developed
by two dissimilar metals that have
been in contact and are separatod.

32
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Fig. 363.
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Cruikshank's Trough
Battery (Figs. 38 J and

1
1 consists of plates

of zinc and copper, unit-

id by their flat surfaces

by soldering, and ce-

mented into grooves in

the sides of a trough of
ked wood, so as to have sum. 'lent intervals to hold small

quantities of fluid, usually about half an inch wide; tie v

must of course be arranged so that all the zinc surfaces shall

be on one side, and all lie- copper surfn on tin- other.
The battery is charged by filling the cells with a saline solu-
tion, or with dilute acid, and the galvanic circuit completed
by bringing the two wires proceeding from the ends of the
battery in contact with one another. One of the figui

represents a trough having three rows of plates connect
together by wires. Troughs of this construction are ex

Fig. 334

cecdingly liable to get out of order, from the action of the
liquid on the wood, which it tends to warp. The plates

require to be fixed into the grooves by cement, in order to

render them water tight ; but this c.-ment is apt to crack
from the warping of tie- wood and other causes, and the

28
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liquid i fissures impair* 1.1.

of the i! iment by destroying the insu tint th< IU.

They are • up lodern iasti

«

J', a to 11 2.00.

Fig

i/ *K / A/Asks

Th u
~^ tery >' i.—

(

men! i of a

h, which I.

u ly been m
of earthenware, a i

f»
of the

mal I, bat may be

Hi ide of baked rn;il.

ritfa partii

f glaM; each tro

usually ha f*i 'hi <>r

twelve cells. Tl

zinc and copper plates

ai >nneeted t hei in p , by a Blip of r issin

from the <-ii'- and loldered to the other; - pair being

placed as to inclo e a partition between them, and II

ontaining b plate of anc, connected with th< copper plal

of the u ding cell, and b
i'f''"''

pi ' with the

plate in the pi
i eding cell. The pi i«-d

together by a bar of L I wood - to allow of their

ing lei down into the cell or lifted out together. Tl

batter} was formerly much bat the mon re ent im-

provements hai ntirely suj ed if on oont ol their

Bupei ' y. Price, $10.00.

Hare's Deflagralor.—ft'ia next page.)—The arrange-

ment Bhown in the figure, u thai of Dr. Hare, of Philadel-

phia. A galvanic i a, a, fixed in a i Hi, i combined

with another trough, b, b, destitute of plates, and of a

capacity sufficient to hold all th< id i v for an

mple charge. The trough containing the series i* joined

to the i ' lengthwise, > t bat when i b

of tin- one are vertical, th< of t other must be

horizontal. The • of tin
i , that by a partial

revolution of the two trou thus united, upon pivots that
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i . 386,

support them at the ends, any fluid which may be in one

trough must flow into the other, and, reversing the move-

ment, must flow back again. The galvanic series being

placed in one of the troughs, and the acid in the other, by a

movement such as has been described, the plates may all be

instantaneously subjected to the acid or removed from it
;

the pivots are made of iron, coated with brass or copper, ns
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less liable to oxydi lent. A metallic communication

made between the coating of the pivots and the ic

wrif.s within. In order to produce a connexion between

recipient of tliis description, and another! it * on!

n. i try to allon b pivot ol • m «
of the two ends of a strap ol heel copper. T in ct

with the termination of i !<• ries or
|

conductors,

one end of each u soldered lo a piece of Bbeel copper,

which are placed under the pivots, to b nected with the

termination of the i u ! " the conductors are usually at-

tached Mi.ll band-vices for com t\) introducing win

charcoal points, etc.; the plates are usually about aev<

inches long, and four wide. A battel I 300
\ \y

be contained in two troughs of sii fei i in length, which

is capable of producing brilliant experinx The b'quid

employed in the cells is a mixture ol sulphuric or muri

i. with water in the proportion ol one pari of the former

to fifteen or twenty of the latter.

In the figure two troughs are connected in one frame, and

both moved by levers termii i one handle at the end

of the frame. This instrument by the

more modern instruments. Priei LOO p ,$80.00.

Df u«< ' motor— (Fig. 387, next page!— in whi
.i greal quantty ol heat jirromp.-mied by little eh

ti n ion i> produced, consists of such an arrangement of the

elements as to form in facl bul one, or at most, two pain of

eparate plates; for all the sine plates in one half of the

apparatus being connected together, const it ute bul one plate,

while all the copper oi being united afford another. The

plates are, however, arranged in an alternating scries, so

us to present their surfaces to each other without occupying

ii. ml) Bpnce.

Tli.- ompai represent th rran at of

rta in the calorimotor. A and a are the cubical bo.v

containing the one acidulated and the other pun

b b I, /, is the wooden frame containing the zinc and copp

plat alternating with each other, and from \ and J an inch

apart; TTff, an ma ' tin cast over the protruding

,.,|. . of the sheets which are to communicate with each

other. Th 'nailer figure, i iting a horizontal on

through tin- plates, Bhows the manner in which tli incti
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Fig. 337.

z r Pc c

\

t » tcz
p

between the several sheets and the tin masses is effected.

Between the letters z z , the zinc only i> in contact with the
mass*' Between c c the copper alone touches the tin. At
the back of the frame, ten sheets of copper between c c, and
trn sheets of zinc between z z, are made to communicate by
a common mass of tin, extending the whole length <»i' the

frame between TT; but in front, as shown in the larger

figure, there is an interstice between the mass of tin connect-

ing the ten copper sheets, and that connecting the ten /.i;

si s. The screw forceps, /'/'. may be seen on each side

of this interstice, holding the wire which is to undergo itrni-

Lion. A wooden partition, pp, separates the two sets

plates of which the apparatus is seen to be composed. The
swivel at 3 permits the frame to be swung round after

being taken out of the acid in A, and to be lowered into thi

pure water in a ; this is for the purpose <»t" washing off, aft

an experiment, the acid which might otherwise too rapidly

corrode the plates.

Dr. Hare, the inventor, regards this as furnishing an ex-

treme case of great heating tower with low electric intensity,

and also as showing that the quantity of heat evolved in

28*
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n
i! »

8

single " pain is greater but its ink ity less than thi

given out by an equal quanlll t metallic arranged

in several successive
|

j. Price, $25 to $40.

WoOaston't I

—(I i ;mh &:t89.)—
A great impn m
in the construction oi

galvanic batteries was

mads by Dr. Wollaston

in 1 1
I ... This ini|

m« -li t consists in <'vl<-n(l-

ing the copperplate bo

us to oppose it t" every

e of the sine, as

pi esented in the cuts.

A is the rod «»i w< od to

which the plates an crewed in the usual manner; n, b,

the zinc plates connected as usual with the coppei pi

i
c, which are doubled r the sine plates, and oppoi

to them on both Bide mj contacl with the surfaces being

prevented by pieces oi cork or wood placed between.

BtNJ Pint

This .•• ruction ol the galvanic batter} o more lift

Mil of i be i ii pei ioi il j of f I"' new in

Price, 50 pairs, $60.00.
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Fig. 3 Hi.

Vim Afehens Battery.—(Fig. 390, as above.)—This cut

represents a useful arrangement of copper and zinc plates

for a galvanic battery; the nipper soldered to the zinc in

nil pair envelopes the zinc of the following pair, so as to be

exposed to the two surfaces of this plate, but without being
in contact with it. It differs from Wollaston's battery in

•

having the metallic plates much nearer to each other; they
are only about one-twelfth of an inch apart, and are main-

tained thus by small pieces of cork interposed between the

plates of zinc and those of copper ; while the plates of coj

per of the consecutive elements are separated by squares of

^lass of the same size as the plates; all the squares arc

placed in a wooden frame (represented in the cut), which is

well varnished, in which they are easily retained, with.. .it ii

being necessary to attach them bv screws t«> a bar of woo 1,

as in the ease of Wollaston's. Price, 25 pair 20.00.

The Cylindrical Pot Battery.— (Fig. 391, next page.)

—

The cylindrical pot battery consists of a double cylinder of

copper, with a bottom of the same metal, and a movable

cylinder of zinc, between the copper cylinders; the zinc

cylinder is supported by three branehes. The branches are

covered with wood to insulate them from the copper, and

are formed in the shape of rollers, with grooves entering
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1 >g-39i.
i\ u . r( j ur( . Gf the outer oop-

linder; there is a

cap with a binding screw
on the copper, and also on

(IS&l- -^8' j: "=SH e P^^W *'" z ' n<
'

W ' U( M form the

' llWjtil^iriTnSlSn^iBHH p'de>, that at the zinc b<--

iiiLT n< \ve, and the one
a; tin- copper being posi-

ii\ r. The liquid employed
i solution of blue vitriol,

( si Iphate of copper) in

iter, about two es

to a quart of water. The
liquid requires t<< be re-

newed when the acid is

entii i ly taken up by the

___ zi which will be knon n

by til heiie.; Ilo (h il

on t he zine. after being immersed lor some time. The zinc

cylinder should be left in the solution only while in use, as

it sn<»n becomes coated with a deposit, which, after used for

an hum- or two should be scraped o.f with an old knife,

a clean surface of zinc is requisite to the proper action of

the battery. The solution ma\- remain in the copper vessel

any length of time, ns ir d<>ev no( act on it. There is
i

•

unpleasant smell from the use of this I ftttery, and the acid

will not injure if spill on furniture or cl ing,

A battery five and a half inches high, and live inel.es

diameter, is <-t sufficient power for most experiments in

electro-magnetism, for which this battery is best adapted
;

where more power is required two or more may be united

and used together. Price, - I2.S0.
" smaller sizes, ->1.75 and -Si.50.

I-

i

ff . 392.

DameWs Singh Cell Sustaining Battery.—
(Fig. .'529.)—This instrument consists of a cylinder

of copper, with a bottom <•!' the same metal, con-

taining a cup formed of unglazed porcelain, which

has a solid rod or cylinder of well amalgamated

zinc, supported in ii^ centre. The cylinder i> fur-

nished with a perforated shelf, upon which a

supply of crystals of sulphate of copper are

placed; so that the battery being once chs 1,
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will maintain an equal action for many hours. To the
rod, or cylinder of zinc, and also to the copper cylinder,

arc attached brass cups with binding screws, forming the
poles of the battery. The zinc is negative, and the copper
positive. The exterior copper vessel is usually about six

inches high, and four wide; the porous tubes are filled with
dilute sulphuric acid (about one part of acid to one of water)

;

and the cupper cylinders are rilled with a strong solution of

sulphate Ot copper, also acidulated by sulphuric acid ; so
that the acid in the generating cell is separated from the
solution of sulphat.- of copper, but the porosity of the tubes
allows of their becoming so far imbued with the acid liquid

as to admit of the passage of electricity. Price, $1.75.

Porous Cells far (nilnunc Batteries.—The most important
modification of the galvanic battery, is that of the introduc-

tion of porous cells, forming what is termed a constant
battery. In all the other arrangements the electrical pox-

is liable to fluctuation, and for many investigations are incon-

venient and even useless; by the introduction of these cells

those inconveniences are to a great extent obviated, and al-

though it is nmre complicated, in COn- Figs. 393,

slant and regular action, when it is pro- C^TZ} .'{'I,

the 3-J.3.perly constructed, amplj repaj

additional trouble and expense.

They consist of cells, or (Mips, of un-

glazed porcelain (Figs. 393, 394, 395),
of such si/ i- may suit the battery tor

which they are intended; and though they separate the
•id in the outer .-ell from the inner part, the porosity of

ill.- porcelain allows sufficient to penetrate through to pro-
duce a considerable galvanic am ion.

Price, small size, i" cts, each,

large " [2\ cts.
"

for Daniell's battery,

25 cts. each.

DanUIVs Sii cell Sustain-

ing Battery.—(Fig •{!»<;.)—

The annexed cut represents

a set of six of the abo\ e

batteries. The coppi r cy-

linder is connected in this

Fig-. 3

it
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arrangement by wires with the zinc cylinder of the next
serii and so m bu ssion, through the tnent, the
unconnected zinc forming the n< Uve pole, and the uncon-
nected copper the positive pole. Price, $12.00.

Fig. 397

Daniell'8 Ten-celled Sustaining Battery.— (Fig. 307.)—
The above cut represents a Bel often large batteries united

;

the construction the same as the preceding. The cells of

this sustaining battery must be plentifully supplied with
sulphuric acid, without which the power is but feeble.

Mr. Daniel! recommends a mixture of eight parts of water
and one of sulphuric acid which has been saturated with
sulphate of copper for the copper cell, the internal tube
being filled with the same acid solution without the copper.
The porous cells should be well soaked in dilute sulphuric
acid for an hour or two before being used ; and after being
removed from the battery, they should be repeatedly rinsed,

or allowed to soak for some time in warm water, to dissolve
out all the metallic salt from their pores. If this be not at-

tended to, they will be soon destroyed. Price, $23.

Sustaining Battery for PI<itn,g y dc—(Fig. 398, ne
page.)—This represents a convenient battery for sustaining
magnetic instruments in action for a long time ; also for

plating with gold, silver, &c. Any number may be used

i
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Fig

335

as may best answer the purpose
; three or four combined is

the usual number. They consist of cups of copper, four
inches wide and four and a half inches deep, having a lip at
lie side .(.minted with the inside of tin- cup bv a number
of holes. To the rim of each cup there is attached a brass
cup with a binding screw. In the interior there i^ a zinc

cylinder, one in each set having a binding screw, and the
others, stout copper wires for connecting with the copper
cups of the next series

; between the zinc and copper cylin-
ders there is a cup of porous earthenware, entirely separat-
ing the two metals. To use, till to within half an inch of
the top the outer space, with a saturated solution of blue
vitriol (which may be about one ounce to each cup), and put
some pieces of blue vitriol in the lip to keep the solution
saturated, and in the interior of the porous cup. put a table
spoon full of common salt, or Glauber's salt, and nearly fill

with water; connect the zinc of the one with the copper of

the next throughout the series, the disconnected copper and
zinc being the poles of the battery. This battery will main-
tain nearly a constant action for a week (if properly supplied
with blue vitriol, and a little salt stirred in the interior one
a day), without disconnecting the si rii s : though when con-
venient, it is preferable to (dean the zinc cylinders oftener.
In many cases a much weaker solution of blue vitriol may
be used than that described. Price, of a set of 3,

" 4, *7.00.

Grove's batteri.s, of three different sizes of four cells

each, are conveniently arranged for gilding.

Price, small size, 84.50.
" second " $5.50.
" large " §0.50.
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Smee's battery, also used for plating; particularly for

Daguerreotype plates. Price, 12.25.

ELECTRO PLATING AND GILDING.

Preparation of the Solution ef Silver.—Take one pint of

pure rain ordistilled water ; add to it one and a half ounces

of the cyanuret of potassium
;
shake them together occaaon-

allv, until the latter is entirely dissolved ;
and allow the liquid

to hecome clear. Then add a quarter of an ounce of oxide of

silver, which will very speedily dissolve; the dissolution

may be hastened by heat, and, after a short time, a dear

transparent solution will be obtained.

Preparation of the Gold Solution.—Warm a pint of pure

rain or distilled water, and dissolve in it one and a half

ounces of cyanuret of potassium as before; then add a

quarter of an ounce of oxide of gold. Thi >lution will at

first be yellowish, but will soon sub to colorless trans-

parency.

The solution is made in a glass or earthen vessel, the

article to be plated attached bo the wire connected with the

zinc pole of the battery, immersing the other wire from the

copper pole of the battery, which should be tipped with

old or platina, a little way in the solution.

An improved way for plating, and preferable in use, is to

prepare, as above," the solution, by dissolving one and a

half ounces of cyanuret of potassium in pint of a water,

and attach a thin plate of silver to a wire connected with

the copper pole of the battery, and immerse it in (he solu-

tion : now dip the win- from the zinc side of the battery in

the solution, but not in contact with the Bilver plate, and a

rapid decomposition of the metal will take place, and a

tturated solution will be obtained, which may be known i

the deposition of silver on the wire from the zinc side of tl

battery. Attach the articles to be plated, as before, to the

wire from the zinc pole, allowing the silver plate to remain

in the solution to supply the silver released from the solu-

tion and deposited on the article plated. Articles not

exposed to wear may be routed in a fen minut -poons,

watch-cases, and articles es] d, will require from four to

six hours, the thickness of the deposit depending on the

length of time immersed. Should bubbles of gas appear

i
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about the zinc pole, or articles attached to it, less of I he-

surface of the silver plate is to be immersed in the solution,

or the article to be plated will be discolored. A solution

of gold may be made in the same manner by usin^-

a plate

of gold, etc.

Smee's Battery.—(Fig. 399.)—A piece f,e- 3M -

of platinized silver has a bar of wood fixed

on the top to prevent contact with the

zinc, and is furnished with a binding

screw. A stout plate of well amalga-

mated zinc, of the width of the silver, is

placed on each side of the Avood, and both

are held in their place by a binding screw

Sufficiently wide to embrace the zinrs mid

the wood. This arrangement is immersed

in a jar or glass, containing dilute sul-

phuric acid, in the proportion of one of

acid to seven of water, and not tie- slight-

est effect is produced till a communication

is made between the metals, when it in-

stantly hisses and bubbles, ami an activt dvanic battery is

obtained. This battery is simple in its construction, ma-

nageable in its application, and neat in its appearance; and

although it has not the constancy of Daniell, or the wonder-

ful activity of Grove, it may be'kept in active operation for

several days. Price, small size, $2.25.

" larorer
t 4 So.On.

Grove's Battery, as arranged by Benj. Pike, Jr.—The most

powerful galvanic battery that has yet been brought before

the public" is that of Professor Grove, who was led to the

discovery of a galvanic combination much more powerful

than any previously known.* The elements used, are a

*The manufacturer bad occaaion to use one of these batteries at a

public lecture, by Dr. Lardner, ;>r the Tabernacle in New York,

before a large audience, Tin- battery consisted ol eighteen seri«

contained in a small case thai could !><• conveniently lilted aboul 03

one person. The effect of the Lattery when the charcoal point!

were used was most brilliant, illuminating the whole building; and

when steel watch springe and iron turnings were burned, the most

brilliant scintillations were produced. Also exhibited one in Nibio's

Garden, at the Fair of tin- American Institute, in Oct., 1845, I. .-lore

a number of distinguished scientific gentlemen; the buttery pro-

29
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strip of platinum fame I in strong nitric arid, and Bep
rated by a porous cylinder, or cell, from well amalgamated
zinc cylinders immersed in dilute sulphuric Id ; the zii

of the one cell being attached to the platina of the succeed-
ing cell.

Description of Qrm Galvanic Battery.—(Fig. 400, next
page.)—This consists ofalips of platina, placed in porous por-

celain cups, the cups surrounded with thick zinc cylinders,
placed in a glass, or glazed porcelain vessels. The platina in

each cup is attached to the zinc cylinder in the next, except
at the extremities or poles, the platina being the <»ne pol.-,

and the zinc the other; to each of which, .supports are at-

tached with brass cups, having binding screws, to receii

conducting wires for experimenting with.

The power of this instrument u about twenty times as
gi\at as the common zinc and copper arrangement ; its pri«

not one quarter in proportion to itseflfecl : and a powerful in-

diicing the most brilliant li«ht with the charcoal points, inaupporl
l)le to the naked eye, burning the metals sod decomposing water
with rapidity. A stiver medal wax awarded for the battery. Ai
constructed one of about one hundred series for Prof. Bllet, of the
University ol 6. C, who sent the following letter:

—

South Carolina Coi.i.kgk. June 10th, 1840.
Dkak Sin,—In reply to your request l".»r information us to the

welkin- of the "Grove's Galvanic Battery " you coastracted for me
la.-t MiuiiiKT.it rives mc great pleasure t*j tore you, that it has
more than equalled the high expectations I entertained.

With the whole arrangement conn* ted in series, the effect in the
deflagration of metals, charcoal, &c., was surprisingly brilliant, as
you may judge from the fact, that the light was bo intense as t" pro-
duce an inflammation of the eyes, which confined me to my room
for several days, and required active medical treatment.

I would suggest to yon as the result of much experience with tl,

instrument, that so extended an atranLcment as mine is neither
necessary nor desirable for the greater number of purpu> >r which
a galvanic battery is required. A series ot from fifteen to twenty
pairs of plates is as much as can be used to advantage for chemical
ileconipositn.il. which it effects far more vigorously than anv of the
old arrangements of much gi r extent: while it is ut the same
time quite sufficient for producing brilliant deflagrations. One or
two pairs are euough for Dearly all the experiment.-, in Electro- Ma"-
neti&m, including that of working Prof. Morse's telegraph.

°

Apart from the neatness and compactness which form so important
a feature in Grove's instrument, I have no hesitation is thai
I believe the experimenter will find it the most ecouomical furm of
the galvanic battery he can employ.

1 am, dear Sir, very respectfully youi
To Ben j. Pie*. Jr. WILLIAM H. ELLET.
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strument is contained in acase
two feet Long, one foot wide,
and six inches in depth.
Mode of using.—The plat- sa

being properly arranged in

the cells, the external glass

vessels are to be nearly tilled

with sulphuric acid, previ-

ously diluted with from 12
to 15 times its bulk of wa-
ter, and the interior porcelain

cups with strong and pure
nitric acid. The wires are
to be secured in the brass
cups with screws at the polea
of the battery, and when
steel shavings, fine wires,

watch springs, etc., attached
to one of them, are brought
in contact with the other,

Combustion, with brilliant

scintillations, will be exhibit-

ed. Gold, silver, or copper
leaves, interposed between
their extremities, will burn
with bright and varied colors.

Water, with a little sulphuric

acid or common salt added
to it. may be rapidly decom-
posed by employing the
wires tipped with platina,

and the gases collected in

the glass globe furnished

with the instrument.

Charcoal points at-

tached to the wires can
be burned with a bril-

liant light. The coal

should be of hard

wood, and recently

burned. After using,

the whole should be

taken out of the case,

• mi.
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(he different parte irell trashed In water, and replaced. C
should be taken to keep the platina Blips from injury, tl

being thin, and tin- metal valuable. They arc packed in

black walnut boxes with cover, and handles at the ends.

Price, of a scries of 4, small size, $4.50 : large siz

0, " $6.00; " $9.50.

12, " $10.00 and $12.00.

12, large size, $16.00 and %18.00.

18,
" $24.00 and $27. no.

««

U

€4 * •

tt

4t

it

Fig 402.

Kig. 403. Fig. 401.

Apparatus for the Decomposition of Water.—(Fig. 402,

as above.)—This consists of a globe of glass with a neck, to

which is fitted a cork bavii a Bmall aperture at the side

for the escape of water; through the cork is passed two

long wires to the ends Of which are soldered platina wir<

or a strip of platina plate projecting within the globe for an

inch or two, and separated a short distance from each

other. If the globe be filled with water, and the wires

connected with a powerful galvanic Lattery, the water will

be decomposed, and resolved into its elements, hydrogen

and oxygen gases. Pure water has but little conducting

power; the addition of a little sulphuric- acid, or common
salt, will g Iv increa-e the evolution of i

1

Price, $0.75.

Apparatusfor collecting the Oases Separately.—(Figs. 403

and 404.)—This con-i iss vessel h £ a foot in

the form of a bowl, or large goblet, holding about a quart,
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having two holes in the bottom, through which are inserted

two screw cups for receiving wires from the galvanic bat-

tery, and which terminate on the inside of the glass vessel

in platina wire-, or strips of platina plate
;
over these are

suspended by a frame resting on the rim of the glass vessel,

two small receivers, for collecting the separate gases. The
tube collecting the hydrogen will be found to contain double

the volume of that collecting the oxygen; the hydrogen
and oxygen gases being in water exactly as two to one in

their proportions. Price, §4.00 ; larger size, $5.00.

T'/hrs for the £ecom/>os/fJnn of Fig. 405.

Water by the Galvanic Battery.—
(Fig. 4".">.)—This apparatus consists

of a glass tube, c, bent in the form

of a V, to each end of which a cork,

d d, is fitted, air tight, through

which cups with binding screws are

fixed, and on the interior are solder-

ed slips of platina ; in the bend of -

—

the tube is a small hole for the es _,^

cape of water. To use, the instru-

ment is tilled with water

—

usually containing a little salt

—

and the poles of a powerful galvanic battery applied to the

cups. The decomposition of the water will rapidly take

place ; the hydrogen occupying the one tube, and the oxygen

the other.

The instrument is represented in the cut on a mahogany

base, having a wire support.

Price, with stand, $2.00 ; without stand, $1.50.

Decomposition Tubes.—(Fig. 40G.)— This ^^
apparatus, used to show the decomposition of

a neutral salt by galvanism, e«»n>i^ts of a glass

tube in the form of a letter V, having corks

fitted to each end, with small binding screws to

receive wires from the battery, and wires or

slips of platina descending int.. the tubes ;
tie'

whole is mounted on a stand. The solution of

a neutral salt, colored by litmus, is poured into the tube; a

galvanic current being made to pass from wire to wire

through the liquid, decomposes it, drawing the alkali to one

pole, and the acid to the other, as is made visible by the

29*
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changes of color produced in the different ends of the solu-

tion ; it being reddened on one side, and rendered green at

the other. Price, with binding screws, $1.75.
" without " $1.25.

Fig. 4G7.

The Powder Cup.—(Fig. 407, as above.)—This consists

of a glass having a neck through which the ends of two
wires, insulated from each other, are passed, and are con-
nected together within the cup by a fine platina wire. On
connecting the long ends of the wires with the poles of a
galvanic battery, the passage of the current heats the fine

platina wire to n-dness, and explodes any powder placed in

the cup. A piece of sulphur or phosphorus may also be
easily burned therein. Price/$0.50.

^e- 408- The Galvanic Gas Pistol—
—^HW(Fig. 408.)—This instrument

constructed on theis consiruciea on me same
principle as the last described,

but arranged in the form of a
pistol, the wires being fastened through a brass plug which
screws into the barrel. To use, the pistol is filled with

from one third to one half of hydrogen gas, the other part

being atmospheric air, and corked ; connect one of the wires
with one of the poles of a galvanic battery, and on bringing

the other wire in contact with the other pole of the batter

v

the wire will be heated to redness, and the gas exploded.

Price, 13.00.
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SUPPLEMENT

Fig. 783.

Pike's Improved Theodolite.—[Y\«. 783.)—1 Ins instru-

ment is particularly well adapted to the purposes of

instruction, as well as for practical use. All its parts are

made large and substantial, for the measuring of horizon-

tal and vertical angles ; and for levelling it is very mud.

3
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approved
; by the addition of a pair of small Bights it is

sometimes used as a surveyor's compass. For tins instru-

ment the author received, a few years since, from the
American Institute, a silver medal; and another was
awarded the last y< iaj . by the New York State Agricul-
tural .Society, at its annual fair held in the city of New
York.

The horizontal plate is nine and a half" inches diameter,
graduated into degrees and halt degrees, numbered from

to 360. The vernier plate is lit inches diameter; at

one portion it is shampered off to an edge, containing a
vernier divided from the middle both ways into thirty

parts, numbered 0, 10, 20, 30, subdividing the graduations
on the lower plate to single minutes. These two plate-;

are connected together by a conical axis ground in each
other, having an even and steady motion when turned.
The compass-box is nearly u inches diameter! within
which there is a graduated circle di\ ided into 360 degree*
and subdivided to half de nund d from the north

and south points each way, from to 90. On the face

of the compass are engraved the principal points of the
compass. In the centre of the box is fixed a Steel pin,

on which is poised a delicate magnetic needle, having a
jewelled centre. At the side of the compaas-box there is

a small milled bead-screw, by turning which a Lever is

raised, and the needle lifted from its support ; by this the
fineness of the point is preserved when not required for

use. Under the lower limb is a socket fitting the conical

pin on the upper part of the parallel plates, accurately
ground together, and having a true and steady motion
when turned thereon. The parallel plates are held to-

gether by a ball and socket, and are I firm and parallel
to each other by four milled-head screws; these turn in

sockets fixed to the upper plate, while their heads press
against the lower plate, and bein<: set in pairs opposite
each other thev act in contrary directions and hv this

means set up level for observation. Beneath the parallel

plates are securely jointed time mahogany legs about
four and a half feet long, square at the joint hut round
below; these when spread support tl.e instrument at a

proper height for use. The lower limb can he fixed in

any position by tightening a clamp-screw, which causes a

collar to embrace the socket, and prevents its moving, hut
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mav be moved in any small quantity, by means of a slow
motion or tangent-screw, when required to be set in any
more exact position than the hand alone could set them.
In the same manner the upper or vernier plate may be
clamped to the lower, and a slow motion given by the
tangent-screw. On the vernier plate are two spirit-
levels, about three inches long, placed at right angles to
each other, and having adjusting screws. A frame rises
on each side of the compass-box, firmly fixed on the ver-
nier plate, which supports the pivots of the axle of the
vertical are, or Rem icircle, on which the telescope is

placed; one end of the axis has a damp and a tangent-
screw, by which a slow motion is obtained. The divis-

ions on the arc are into thirty minutes, and reading by
the vernier plate to single minutes. The level is sup-
ported under and parallel to the telescope attached to it,

by screws having at one end lateral motion, and at the
Other parallel motions, by which the level may be prop-
erly adjusted to the optical axis of the telescope. The
telescope lias tun collars of bell-metal, truly cylindrical,
on which it rests iii its supports, and is confined in its

place by the clips, which may be opened by removing the

pins, for the purpose of reversing the telescope, or giving
it a motion on its axis for adjustment The eye-piece is

of the best quality, having four lenses. The object is

seen upright, and not reversed as in many instruments,
and has a slide by which it can be drawn out for adjust-

ment to the eye of the observer ; also four screws for ad-

justing the axis of the eye-piece, to coincide with the
axis of the object-glass. In the focus of the eye-piece is

placed two spider lines, the one horizontal, and the other

vertical, fixed in a frame adjustible by four screws. The
object-glass is of the best achromatic kind, attached to a

moveable tube that may be thrust out, by turning a milled
head, to which a tooth and pinion movement is connected

;

by this the object-glass may be adjusted to its focus, and
show the objects in view distinctly. A brass plummet
and line are usually had with the instrument, which is

suspended from a hook under its centre, by which it can

be placed exactly over the station whence the observa-

tion! are to be taken. The instrument is securely packed
in a mahogany case. Price $130.00.
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With rights to the compass-box, plumb-bob, and mag-
nifying glass for reading 1 1» * * division* more closely.

Price $135.00.
Also an instrument of the same construction, having t he

Bame .size telescope and level, but \% itli plate 7 inch

diameter, vernier plate 6 inches, compass-box 4 inches,

vertical arch,
<;J

inches. Price $125.00.

The same instruments, with the tangent-screw and rack-
work motions omitted. Price $100.00.

Fig. 784.

Transit Theodolite.—(Fig. 784.)—This instrument is

constructed, in most of its parts, as the last described;
the telescope and level are of the same size, and having
the glasses of the best quality

;
the tripod-stand, parallel

plates, sockets, clamps, and tangent-screws, are the same

;

:
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the horizontal limb is 7 inches in diameter, baying on the

vernier plate two levels, and a 4-inch compass. The teles-

cope is fixed in the centre of the axis, and may be reversed
by turning one end over. A complete vertical circle, grad-
uated to half degrees, is on the axis of the telescope out-

side of its supports, with the vernier fixed to its branches,
and reading to single minutes. The vernier on the horizon-

tal plate is also divided to single minutes. The construc-

tion of the compass is the same as the last described. The
instrument is packed in a substantial mahogany box.

Price $125.00.
Price, without vertical circle, $120.00.

" and level, $115.00.
11 and tangents, $100.00.

it

<<

it

a

4<

it

Improved Transit Theodolite.— (Fi;r. 7S5.)—This in-

strument consists of two circular plates, the upper or ver-

nier plate A turning freely upon the lower, and l>oth have
a horizontal motion by means of the vertical axis 0. This
axis consists <>t' two parts, external and internal, the for-

mer secured to the graduated limb, the latter to the ver-

nier plate. Their form is conical, nicely fitted and <rmund
into each other, and having an even and steady motion

when turned. The external centre also fits into the l>all

at E, and the parts are held together at the lover end of

the internal axis. The diameter of the upper plate is

greater than the lower one, haying also a rim covering

the outer edge of the lower plate. Near the edge of the

lower plate on its upper surface is the graduated circle,

numbered from t<» 360 degrees, and subdivided to half

decrees; and on the same plane, ami in (dose contact arc

the two verniers, attached to the upper plate. These

verniers arc placed on opposite sides, or l s <) degrees

apart. They are divided from the centre each way into

thirty parts, numbered 0, 10, 20. 30; these thirty parts

correspond in extent to twenty-nine parts on the gradu-

ated circle, and consequently subdivide the same into sin-

gle minutes. The verniers and a portion of the graduated

circle are visible through openings in the upper plate,

covered by a light brass frame, and a closely-fitting irlass,

in form corresponding to the arc of the circle. The par-

ticular use of this arrangement of the graduated circle

and verniers i^ that they may he protected from injury
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Fig. 785.

A, horizontal plat* B, compass-bor ; C. Vertical axis , D, D,
verniers; E, ball and Socket

;
F, upper parallel plate: (;, lower par-

allel platoj II. itaff-bead; [, mahogany tripod legs; K, supports for
>- is of tel< ope : M f

telescope : X cro hair with screw adjustment

;

O, screw adjustments for eye-piece
;

I'. milled-head turning pin ion for
:illJ" ting fo< ii- of object-gla <>. tangent-screw for vertical morion of
telescope. R, tangent-screw for I ontal n n of t<

toncent-si for moving vertical axis ; T, T, spirit-]
. Uf milled>head screw for compass-stop
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bv dii>t, or other exposures, that other forma of construc-

tion are liable to in this arrangement—the lower plate

moving within the upper one, and only Been through the

openings and glasses; they are completely protected.

The glass covering the verniers is the finest plate-glass,

and is n" obstruction in accurately reading the divisions.

The . aduated circle and verniers are silvered. The
compass-box is 6\ inches in diameter. Within the com-

pass-box, a graduated circle, divided into ;>G0 decrees,

and subdivided to half degrees, and numbered from north

and south points each -way from to 90. On the ia< f

the compass are engraved the principal points of the com-

pass ; in the centre of the box is Bcrewed a steel pin, on

which is poised a delicate magnetic needle having a

jewelled centre; at the side of the compass IJ, there is a

small milled-head screw, by turning which, a lever i>

raised and the needle lifted from its support; by this the

fineness of the point is preserved when not required for

use. The parallel plates, V and (i, are held together by

a ball and socketj at 1>. and are set firm and parallel by four

milled-head Bcrews. These turn in sockets fixed to the

upper plate, while their bases press against the upper

dc of the lower plate, and being set in pairs opposite to

each other, they act in contrary directions. The instru-

ment by this means is set up level for observation. Bt

neatb the parallel plates is a screw adapted to the Btaff-

head, H, which is connected with brass-work, securely

jointed to three mahogany legs, about four and a half

feet long, square at the joint but round below
;
these when

spread support the instrument at a proper height for use.

In th«- «nt ..nly the upper portion of these legs are^repre-

sented. The lower plate or limit can he fixed in any

position by tightening a clamp-screw, which causes a col-

lar t-» embrace the socket and present its moving; hut it

may he moved in any small quantity by means of a slow

motion or tangent-screw, S, when required t-. 1m- set in

any more exact position than the hand alone could set

them. In tli.' same manner th»- upper or vernier plate

may be clamped to the lower, and a slow motion given

by the tangent-screw, R. On one side of the vend

plate is a spirit-level, and at right angles on the supports

of the telescope is another; these levels have at their

ends adjusting screws by which they may 1 e accurately

*,

t

^^H
^^^B

i
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I"' is fixed to a horizontal axis; it l.as

;

l free vei tical tnoi ut. and may be n I l,v tui
jng over. Th is a clamp-screw near the axis for fix-

ing
'• ;I1 " 1 langent-screw, Q, for slow motion. The

focus ol thecrc bail adjusted by sliding in or oat the
eye-piece. The object-glass is brought to b proper focus
by turning the milled head, P. The central adjustment
of the cross hairs is made by lour screws, \, at opp<
P01"* '" the body of the telescope, and the eye-piece
fixed centra] bv the fonr screws, O. These instrument
when delivered are all accurately adjusted, bat should
they at any time be deranged, directions for their adjust-
ment equally applicahh- to these instruments may I

found under the article Theodolite (Fig. 99), in this work,
page 85.

i

vThen required, a vertical circle is fixed to the axis, as
in the preceding instrument, and also a level attached I

the tube of the telescope; the former would cost about
ten dollars additional, and the latter five dollars In
the construction of the transit instrument thee- e not
usually wanted. These instruments are finished bright,
or polished brass, and dark or bronzed, the latter being
preferred by some on account of its being i l,le
t-» the eye in a bright sun. A brass plumb-b .,-

panies the instrument which is packed in a man roy
I'ri

Chamberlain's "Patent Draughting Board [Fig. 78G)
*" r engineei irveyors, desi

. builders, &c., Sec.
Description oj Chamberlain** Patent Draughting-Board.

—(Fig. 786).—No. 1. Moulding, A, B, C, D; scales,*,/
g, h : draught sho.t apace, a, h, c, d ,• ketch-heads, i, i

equator, E V- meridian, G, II: design J, .1
; title, A;

copyright, B; device D; point | ,mpa I .—\o 2
Ketch-shanks, i, *, i, t, ,,'; ketch-bars, o, o, o, o ; legs,
t, ',','; spring bale, a, n, a, ?i, n , n; brackets, k, h;
connections, m, m, m, m ; panel, «, b, c, d.—\ T
rule; tonpe T T- right-angled

I , r, I
: multan-

gular hack, V, Vj adjusting screw, S; size of hoard,
23 by 29 mches. The moulding guards the surface and
guides the 'I rule. The if dee, md inchei are
extensive and minutely divided. Tb< are numb I

each way fro,,, the centres, E, P, G, II, and the suhdivis-

i
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Fg 7t«6—No. 1. Front View of the Board.

G B
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Fig. 786.—No. 2. Back View of the Board.

Fis. 786.—No. 3. Outline of T Rule

-w-

T T

XT

®

U r>
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Fig. 787.

ions have a clear and open appearance. The design, J, J,

is permanent on the hoard, showing its method of n

A sheet of drawing-paper is inserted bj pressure at a,'*,

alternate, in a few moments. The board is a combination
of several valuable instruments,

united to qualities decidedly its

own
; therefore the operator in

its use will set aside the use of

single instruments, and act at

once on general principles. The
best materials are thoroughly
combined in its construction,

and the board makesa handsome
appearance.

Price of draughting-board and
T rule, MO.

The ( impound Mirrotcope is

employed where the investiga-

tion of minute objects are re-

quired, and an observer wishes
sufficient magnifying power to

reveal them in their perfect de-
velopment. It consists of three
parts, the optical part containing
the object-glass and eye-piece*
the stage for holding the object
to be viewed, and a mirror or con-

densing lens for illuminating the
object. However various the
mechanical arrangement, these
parts are found in all, and the
principle of their management
the same.

The ( 'ompound Microscope
(Fig. 787) consists of a stout

brass tube mounted on a brass
foot or base

: a portion of the
tube is cut away for the stage
on which the object to be view-
ed is placed ; below there is a
circular opening in the tube for

the light to fall on the mirror.

•
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which is placed witbin the tube and is moveable by a mill

head on the outside ; the tipper portion of tlie tube supports

the optical part wbicb is made to lit within a short tube, in

which it may be easily moved with nicety and steadiness,

lor bringing the object into the focus of the glasses. This

instrument, though of low price, is constructed as the best,

having three lenses in the compound body, the eye-glass

being the one nearest the eve, the object-glass the nearest

the object viewed, and a larger lens than either of these

intermediate between them, called the field or amplifying

glass. In the lower-priced instruments but one object-

glass accompany them, having a power of about forty

diameters, or 1,600 times; those with two object-glasses

magnify nearly twice as much, ami with three, about 100

diameters, or 10,000 times. The size of this instrument

is one third larger than the cut. A test-object, several

glasses fd laying objects on, and a pair of tweezers,

accompany the instrument; the whole packed in a neat

ma uoiranv box. Is*"y rice, ordinary finality, >3.00.

best quality, $3.50.

Larger size, one half larger than cut, with one addition-

al object-glass. P«ce $5.00.

Largest Size, twice the size of the cut, 11 inches long,

body tube -.' inches diameter, with three object-glasses,

condensing lens for illuminating opaque objects, and addi-

tional test-object and glas»e>. Price >9.00.

Achromatic Microscopes.—M The rapid advances which

have been made in modern times toward a correct knowl-

edge of the intimate structure of animate and inanimate

bodies, bv the employment of the microscope, have given

to this instrument an importance second only to that -if

the telescope. By its agency alone, have crude motions

and theories been -wept away, and science in civilized

countries made to stand on a firmer basis. In this land

of machinery and manufactures, artists have not been

found wanting to devote their time and talents to the con-

rsion to what might once have been an amusing instru-

ment or a toy, into one of the most powerful auxiliar

that can be employed in scientific research. In propor-

tion to its use. Midi hasbeen the demand for improvement

in its construction, that both amateur and optician have

labored together to bring it to its present state of perfec-

tion."
30*
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Microscopic investigation being now considered indis-

pensable in tlie various scientific researches in anatomy
and physiology, important improvements have been effect-

ed in the optical and mechanical construction of those, in-

struments, especially in the adaptation of achromatic

object-glasses, by the aid of which alone, delicate stem

turos can be satisfactorily developed j but which have

hitherto been excluded from general use from then? very

expensive character. Achromatic mien pes can now
be supplied with excellent lenses, and all the most ap-

proved mechanical arrangements, at a very m< ate

cost. The author having devoted considerable attention

to this b ranch of his trade, can furnish instruments, the

optical and mechanical structure of which will bear com-
parison with the most reputed manufacture.

Rati Compound Achromatic Microscope, No. 1.— This

instrument (Fig. 788) consists of a brass pillar, about five

inches long, screwed into a tripod base; the upper part

of the pillar is a moveable joint, having attached an arm
supporting the compound body of the instrument, and a
square brass bar upon which slides the Btage, which is

moveable by a milled head and rack and pinion motion.

The stage is a large flat plate with a central opening, and

provided with spring clips and other apparatus for hold-

ing the objects. Near the I 'wer end of the brass bar is

the concave mirror, moveable in various ways, for reflect-

ing the light through the centre of the stage upon the

object thereon placed. On the under side of the stage is

the diaphragm, used for cutting off extraneous iighl when
viewing minute transparent objects; it consists of a plate

of brass perforated with several holes of different sizes;

this revolves on a pivot so as to bring; each hole in suc-

cession under the object-glass. This microscope has a

well-constructed set of eye-gli and three achromatic

lensesi which may be used together, in pairs or singly, as

different degrees of magnifying power are required.

By means of the joint the instrument may be turned in a

horizontal position, enabling the observer to use the in-

strument in some examinations with more ease than when
in the vertical position. The instrument when set up i

about ten inches high ; is supplied with a disseeting-knife,

point, forceps, several test-objects, and slips of glass on

which to place objects. The parts may be unscrewed,
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and are compactly filled in a neat mahogany case ; size,

eight inches long by six inches wide, and throe inches

deep. Price £82 50.

Fi«
"--
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lio.y.s Cowftmmd [chromafie \ficrounpe, No. 2.—Tin's

instrument (I
. consists of A and bodi ; B,

mirror^C, at; i , holding object to exam inod
; ]),

pinion with milled head to adjust the objei to
their focus; E, round brass column support in tags and
mirier; F, pillar, with cradle-joint ; G, tripod stand ; B,
condenser; I. steel forceps; K. extra eye-piece; L,
object-glass with low power; .M. dissecting^knif N.
dissecting-point ; (), brass forceps; P, slider, eontainii

Bt-objeci : Q, slips of glass; I{. flnid box. Tbis instru-
ment! though one of moderate cost, is both in respect to
its achromatic least* and its mounting, of tlie finest work-
manship; its construction is convenient and elegant. By
means of the cradle-joint the instrument may be used in

a horizontal, inclined, or vertical position, and for general
purposes lias in. superior at its price.

Vcsfriptiou.—To a heavy tripod base is crewed a brass
pillar with a cradle-joint at the top; from the moveable
part of the joint an arm or cross-piece extends, carrying
a circular column, to which is attached the m or part
(»n which objects are placed for examination, which is a
large flat plate, having a central opening, over which the
sliders containing objects for examination are placed;
small Bpring clips moveable up and down in sockets in

the stage may be pressed oi er the slider to seem.- it from
falling, wheu the instrument is used in an inclined or
horizontal position; beneath the stage-plate is the dia-
phragm, which is a plate of brass perforated with four or
more holes of different sizes; this revolvi . s pivot so
as to bring each hole in sm sion under the object-glass,
and is used in modifying the light in examining minu
transparent objects. There is a hole in the stage-plate
for receiving the spring forceps, and a ocket for the run-
denser. The mirror consists of" a circular braas frame, in

which are set two silvered glasses, one concave and the
other plane, and two inches in diameter; the former re-
flets the light in converging, and the latter in parallel
rays; for facility of adjustment the frame carrying the
glasses is made to turn in every direction, by means
joints, ami adapted to a tube fitting the brass column,
which may be slid either up or down by pressing tv

small bandies projecting from the sides; by this move-
ment, the rays reflected from the concave mirror may he
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brought to a focus ,,r not, .-is required upon ray riven
object on the stage. The compound body is r tube of 1

about seven inches Ion-, and one and a quarter indies
diameter. It contains the eye-piece at the upper end, and
the Object-glasse* at the other, .screwed to an arm having
a square liar -which is fitted to move by tooth and pinion
motion within the round brass column

; to its upper end
the eye-pieces are adapted, to its lower the object-glassc-
As the latter are of different magnifying powers, and also
the objeets to be examined randy of the same thickness,
it is required that there should be a focal adjustment;
this is effected by a tooth and pinion arrangement in con-
nection witli the square bar sliding- within the round col-
umn E, and motion given by tinning the milled head, D,
by which the whole tube carrying the eye-piece and
object-lasses is made to approach or recede from the
object. The eye-piece consists of two plano-convex
lenses; the smaller one is called the eve-glass, and the
larger the field-glass; they are set in "brass cells, and
mounted in a tube whose length is about equal to half of
the sum of their focus. Between the lenses is placed a
stop, or diaphragm, for diminishing the spherical abberra-
tion. The inside of these tubes, and also of all other
parts through which the light passes, is blackened, so
that no other rays than those from tin- mirror should in-
terfere with the illumination. The achromatic object-
glasses are three in number, and screw together, being
so arranged that one, two, or three may be used according
to the magnifying power required. There is also a double
convex lens in a cell, useful where a low power is required.
The condenser, H, or illuminating lens for opaque objects,
is a plano-convex lens of short focus set in a brass frame,
and supported by one of its arms in a socket attached to
the stage-plate

; the arms are jointed, and the lens may
be set in any position required to receive the light and
condense it on the object to be examined. The steel for-
ceps, I, for holding small objects, are formed at the end of
a small wire, and made to slide in a small tube having a pin
projecting to fix it in a hole, in the stage; the forceps are
opened by pressing small studs between the thumb and
finger. The dissccting-knife, M, and point, N, are con-
venient for separating parts of objects, and the brass for-
ceps, 0, for taking up small objects. The fluid-box, R,
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P5
is of brass, with n glass bottom, and used for containing

any liquid to be examined. Several test-objects, P, and
glass Bliders are sent with the microscope. This instru-

ment in the vertical position is from fourteen to fifteen

inches high ; but the parts are made to separate in an
easy manner by screws, and every part neatly and
securely packed in a mahogany box with lock and key,
the blocks supporting the parts being lined with velvet,

and the box, inside and outside, well polished ; size, of

box, ten inches long by eight Wide, and three and a half

deep. Price >40.00.

Ross Compound Achromatic Microscope, No. •*>.—This

is the same instrument as the preceding one, but having

several additions, as follows : < hie extra set of three

achromatic object-glasses of higher power; one extra

eye-piece Of high power; and a Btage with additional

plate, having a slow motion for extreme fine adjustment.

For the usual purposes of a compound achromatic micro-

scope, tin; magnifying power of the instrument (fig. 789)

is sufficient, and, unless the operator is .skilled in the.

operation of the instrument, the power is about as high as

can be used to advantage; hut there are those that prefer,

and others that require, a set of object-glasses of higher

power, in addition to the Set usually supplied ; and to

give efficiency to the increased power a liner adjustment

than the rack and pinion motion is required ; and for this

purpose tlio Btage is formed of two plates, the upper one

being moveable by a line screw arrangement, which is

attached to the under side of the lower plate ; by turning

a milled-head the two plates are separated, the upper one

moving sufficiently slow for a very nice adjustment
; w ith

these differences the instrument is the same as fig. 789.

Price S55.00.

Nachet's Achromatic Microscope.— This instrument

(fig. 790) is constructed with a circular foot or ha

about four inches in diameter, loaded with lead; upon

this is fitted a stout brass tube, with an oblong opening

in the front for the light to fall on the mirror, about three

inches high ;
on the tube the stage-plate rests, having a

circular opening in the centre, and over which the object

to be magnified is placed.
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A, compound body ; U, milled-head for fine adjustment;

Ci three achromatic object-glasses ;
1>, moveable stage

; E,

milled-head screws for moving stage; F, mirror for illu-

minating the object ; (J, milled-head for moving mirror;

II, frame for holding polarizing apparatus; I, lever for

moving frame of polarizing apparatus; K, condenser for

illuminating opaque objects; L, test-object; M. microm-

eter; N, achromatic object-glass of low power; < >, three

achromatic lenses medium power; P, three achromatic

lenses high power; R, dissecting -point ; 8, dissecting-

knife ; T, forceps.

The mirror, F, consists of a frame of brass, in which

are set two silvered glasses, one concave and the other

plane; the former reflects the light in converging, and

the latter in parallel rays. For proper adjustment the

frame and glasses are made to turn on joints, so that the

rays reflected may be made to fall upon any given object

on the stage. The tube may be turned around on the

foot, and the Btage on the tube, so that not only can the

light falling on the mirror be put in any situation, bu1 the

stage, and with it the object, can be revolved, and rays,

however oblique, may be thrown on all sides of any

object. Beneath the stage-plate, and within the tube, is

a frame, II. with a circular opening in the centre for re-

ceiving various appendages to the instrument, as the dia-

phragm, and polarizing apparatus; this frame is jointed

so that it may he raised and depressed by the lever, I.

To the stage-plate i^ fixed the support for the compound

body, A, which is a brass tube about seven inches long,

and containing the object-glass at the lower end, and the

eye-piece at the upper end. To the stage-plate are fixed

two hi-. springs, about two inches long, moveable from

the stage by pins fitting sockets in the stage-plate, by

which any slider placed beneath, and the pprings pressed

thereon, may be confined; and when required to turn the

microscope in a horizontal position, they are not di

placed. There are three eye-pieces belonging to these

instruments, of different powers; each one consists of two

plano-convex lenses placed at a distance from each other,

equal to half the sum of their focal lengths; the plane

Blirfai of the lenses are towards the eye,and the neare

the e ; ii,.d the eye-glass, while that more distant is

called the field-glass. A stop or diaphragm is placed

;l
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ilf way between tbe two lenses, for the purpose of

diminishing t lie s >berica! abberration. 1 01 th(

eye-pieces lir wit iiu the upper end of tbe i poii

body, and may be used a 0( casion requires. To tlie low-

er end of tbe compound body, which is Bomewhat conical,

arc fitted, by fine screws, tbe object-glasses. With this

instrument there arc usually tin* sets, having magnify-

ing |' iwers of 100, '300, and 500 diameters, tbe first being

a combination of two achromatic leu and the two
others combinations of three achromatic lenses; these

can be used either singly or in combination, the latter

bavins; the best effect. The coarse adjustment the

object-glas is made by sliding the compound body, A,
up or down, in a nicely-fitting tube fixed to its support,

while the line adjustment is effected by the screw at tbe

milled-head, 15, by which the support and the compound
body also are raised or depressed; the compound body
can not only be m I up and down in the tube, but

taken away for changing the powers or cleaning the

lenses. The condenser, K, or illuminating Lens, for

opaque objects, is a plano-convex lens of short locus, set

in a brass frame, and supported by arms with moveable
joints to a brass foot; by this arrangement the lens may
be set in any position required to receive tlie li.^lit. and
condense it on the objeel to be examined. There are

three diaphragms with this instrument; they are black-

ened brass cells of about half an inch in diameter, one
having an aperture of a quarter of an inch, the others an
eighth and sixteenth; they lit in the frame, II, from tbe

upper side of the stage-plate; their use is to modify tbe

rays reflected from the mirror, when required for tbe

object under examination, and to limit the pencil of
light allowed to fall thereon. The fluid cell is ;ni oblong
brass frame, about an inch ami a half long, and a quarter

of an inch deep, havii glass bottom cemented within;
it is used for holding various fluids in their examination.

With tlu i addition of a lew test-objects, P, diseectin

knife, K, point, S, and forceps, T, we ha cribed

tbe usual parts and accompaniments of a good achromatic

microscope, in which great Bteadiness, accuracy of adjust-

ment, portability, and other valuable requisites, have been
successfully carried out.

There remain several important append _ which
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ccompany more expensive instruments, wliich we pro-
eed t.» describe.

A Moveable 8taget I), composed of a Bliding-plate,
which is made to move over another {.late by means of
two screws placed diagonally, a curved spring keeping
the plate in contact with the screws. By this contrivance
an object, when laid on the stage, is capable of being
moved in any horizontal direction, so that every part of
it can be successively brought into view; the lower plate
baa three pieces of brass projecting from its circumference,
to fit over the edge of the stage-plate.

The Stage Micrometer, M, for measuring the size of
small objects, consists of a glass about a quarter of an
inch in diameter, set in a brass frame about two and a
half inches long, and one third wide. On the surface of
the glass is ruled with the point of a fine diamond, a scale
occupj in- one twenty-fifth part of an inch, within which
arc accurately divided one hundred equal parts; cadi
division is therefori e twenty-five hundredth of an inch
apart. These minute divisions arc clearly discerned, and
nav «" !l « visible length, even under the low powers
of the microscope

: and by laying a small object, as a
fibre of silk, or a hair, across this Bcale, its dimensions
can be accurately determined, as the object and the line
on the -lass r;m be seen at one and the same time; ifth
breadth of the object occupies twenty-five divisions of the

'ale, its breadth is one hundredth of an inch ; if il covers
ten only, its breadth is one two-hundred-and-fiftieth of an
inch.

The Camera hucida is a valuable addition to a micro-
scope; it consists of a four-sided prism of glass, set in a
brass frame Or case, and by means of a short tube, OV
spring clip, applied to the tube of either of the eye-
pieces, go that the prism may be directly in front of the
eye-glass. To use conveniently, the microscope should
lie laid in a horizontal position, and supported at a proper
distance from the table for convenient use, saj from one
to two feet, and a sheet of white paper laid mi the tabli

beneath the prism; if now the light be reflected through
the compound body, an eye placed over the small hole in
the frame of the prism, with the sight directed toward the
paper, will see the image of any object on the stage, if in

the foeus, on the sheet .if white paper. Should the H lode
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of tin' field of view be ii«»t well illuminated, tin- prism

may lie adjusted by taming on its pivots, or n slight mov<

liicnt round the v\ e-piece, the observer \\ill nvow bring

hi* eye .so Dear the edge of the prism, thai he may be able

to sec ;»t one and the same time, the image of the object,

and the point of pencil. When he has accomplished

this, the pencil may be moved along tlie outline of the

image bo as to trace it on the paper; however easy this

may appear in description, it will be found somewhat
difficult in practice, and the observer Bhould not be foiled

in his fir>t attempts, but persevere until be accomplishes

his purposes; be may find that b pencil-point,

and nil at once it disappears ; this happens from the move-

ment of the axis of the eve. The pencil Bhould be kept

on the paper, and the eye moved about until the pencil is

seen again, when the eye is to be kept steadily fixed in

the same position, until the entire outline is traced. The
operation may lie conducted by lamplight, or the diffused

light of day. If, after the drawing is made, t lie object on

the stage be removed, and the micrometer fixed thereon

in its jdaee. and an image of its magnified divisions drawn,

which being compared with that made of the magnified

object, the dimensions of the latter are readily ascertained.

The size of the picture drawn on the paper, will like all

others made by the camera, depend on the relative dis-

tance between the object and the paper.

Polarizing Apparatus,—For the purposes of polarizing

light, various Bubstancea have been employ ed
;
Bometin i

a crystalline mineral, called tourmaline, in the form of a

thin plate, confined between two thin glasses, and set in a

brass cell ; hut the most useful for the microscope is a

crystal of In land spar, called Nicol's prism, consisting of

a romb Of the spar divided into two equal portions, in a

plane passing through the acute lateral angles, and nearly

touching theobtuse solid angles,the cut surfaceshavingbeen
carefully polished, are then cemented together with Oanad

balsam, so as to form a romb of nearly the same shape as

it washefore cutting, and capable of transmitting a single

image only. As adapted to the microscope, one of these

prisms is fitted in a brafiS cell by means of a piece of cork,

so constructed that it may he placed in the circular open-

ing in the frame, 11, beneath the Stage-plate, audisTOOVed

up and down by the lever, 1 ;
this lower prism is called

«
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the polarizer. Another prism is adapted to the compound

body, called the analyzer, of the same construction as the

lower one; the conical end to which the object-glassea

arc usually screwed, is taken away, and another similar

piece, having the same screw for the object-glasses, bat

having a tube entering the compound body id which is

ntained the prism; on passing rays from the mirror

through the instrument, as arranged with these prisms,

and revolving either of the prisms, by turning the stage

or the compound body; it will be found that there are

two positions in each" revolution in which no light will

pass through the prisms, but be completely darkened; if

now a plate of Bellenite, or other refracting crystal, he

placed on the stage, and be brought into the focus of the

object-glass, and the light be brought to pass through the

prisms, the Bellenite will produce a color according to its

thickness; if one of the prisms be now revolved slowly,

we shall find more and more light will be transmitted,

but the intensity of the color will he diminished; and

when a quarter of a revolution has been accomplished,

the brilliancy of the color will reappear, but what was

originally red will become green, and the green will be-

come red at a second quarter revolution; if the sellenite

be removed and sonic very thin crystals of sulphate ot

copper, tartaric acid, mi- many other crystalline substanc<

be substituted for it, a most -oi-rmis set of colors will I

Been ;
and as the prism is being revolved, tin- same alter-

nation^ -.1' color will take place AS in the sellenite; everv

C.olor and every tint of each primary color may he pro-

duced by variations of the doubly refracting substance

iiUt \ the thicl of the same through which the pola

ized light passes. The uses of polarized light in micro-

scopic examinations, to their full extent, have not yet

been fully developed; hut they are many, and objec

that are far too delicate to exhibit any structure under

ordinary illumination, will often he well seen under polar-

ized light. All structures belonging either to the animal,

y table, or mineral kingdom, in which the po* er of un-

equal or double refraction is suspected to be present, are

those that should especially he investigated by polarized

light.
, . , A

Microscope, having 3-ineh foot or base, 3-inch stag

plate, compound body « inches long, fine adjustment
r

I*
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attached to an extra h! tc, om el r>i three achro-

matic object gla conden ei with armi to rapport from

is late, flniil cell, ct ing inatrum< of fi

i
• |- and three t< I ol ts. I*ri<<- fcio.ou.

M iero eopt uni i i but baying incb I

'.', inch stage-plate, and one - i eye-piece of eater

power. I *i i
c

. i.oo.

M ii cope, ame as lest, with t be addition of the roo^ i

able stage, I >. I'ii<<

Microscope, with 3i-inch bate, 2|-inch stage-plate,

inch compound bodj eye piec< of different power
i of achromatic object gla i condenser with anni to

support from atage-plate, fluid-cell, <li in trumenl

forcep . 3 tc i objects, moveable frame below e-plate,

m ii lucida, and polarizing apparati 1'ricc .00.

Microscope, with 1-inch 1 1-inch stage-plate, 8-inch

compound body, 3 eye-piec< eti of object pla • .con-

den er "ii bra foot, fluid-cell, <li ccting instrumental

forcep . 6 test-object , micrometer, m< bit frai II,

below Btage-plate, and mo je-plates, I >.

Prici 5.00.

Microscope, same b la t, with tbi dition of the cam-
era lucida, and polarizing apparatus; this instrument in-

cludes all the parts and appendage de ib< d, fig. 790.

Price 5.00.

Microscopt ame as the preceding, but e i lai

siz«-, 5-inch baae, 1 inch tage plate; extra part with

pri m to incline eye piece, and one additional et of tin

achromatic object e
' Price i 00.

Microscopes of I' 's, and Smith and B<

pensive constructio from 81*00.00 to S200.00.

Tin- Equatorial Telctcepe.—The equatorial instrument

ia intended to a wer a number of useful purpi in
|

tical s tronomy. Be idesai ering the general purpi e

of s quadrant, a tran it in trnment, .'i 1 1*«-**»*1<»1
1 and an

azimuth instrument, it in almost the only i t

lapted for following the stai and planets in their ap-

parent diurnal motion Mai of these instrument

somewhat complicated, and verj expensive, The author

to supply the wants of his many patrons, hs i tructed

the following instruments, which may be put <l at a

moderate en t. They may be made use of in any steady
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.in or place, and arc well i pte.d for ge I ob«

lions, ana performing i I of tlie uaefbl problems in

1 1 onomical science.

The basis of all equatorial inatnimenl ;« revolving

axis placed parallel to tbe axis of the earth, by which

attached telescope ie made to follow a star, or other eel

tial bodies, in tue arc of its diurnal revolution, without

the trouble of repeated adjustments for chai f eleva-

tion, which quadrants and eirclea with vertical and hor-

izontal axes require. Bnch an instrument is not only

avenient for many useful and interesting purpo i

cch -tial observations, but is e ntially requisite in c<

I

ii cases, particularly in • mining and measuring the

relative positions of two conti bodies, or in er-

mining the diameters of the planets when the spider's

line micrometer is used. Tbe s at cost of these instru-

ments has hitherto prevented their coming into very gen-

eral use, though it is one of tl t pleasing and u& !

instruments conm l with astronomical science.

The principal parts of the equatorial instrument (fig.

791) are : The lower or horizontal plat< th< semicircle

of altitude, the equatorial plates, and the >< -minn-l.

declination on which the teh i pe is mounted. The
lower horizontal plate is nine inches in diameter, and

ed to the round 1 the mahogany stand; it is

divided into •"<»" degi which are subdivided into half

degrees or •";<) minutes, and nui red from every 10

degrees, the upper horizontal plate is fitted t<» tin- lower

by a conical axis, passing tin li the lower plate and

bavins a lai winged-screw nut "ii tin* inner Bide of tU-

stand, by which it may be firmly held in any position it

may be ^cf. On the top of the upper horizontal pis

are two levels at right angles to each other, having ad-

justments at their ends, by which they may be accurate-

Bet, and by means of the threi wa on which the

instrument is supported, the horizontal plates may I e

i iat<-lv leveled. The semicircle of altitude i even

and a half inches in dian attached to a horizontal

axis, and supported by two standards fastened to the up-

per horizontal plate ;
it is divided into two quadrants of

90 »!<• - each, subdivided into half degr<
I
iniin-

| red from to 90 each way, a vernier reading t<. Bingle

minutes, and a taugenl by which tin- vertical a
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is moved up or down ; the centre part of the axis of this

arc is enln 1. and lias ;m opening for receiving the
axis of the equatorial circles, to which they arc firmly
secured. The equatorial circles arc eight inches in di-

ameter, and consist of two brass plates with shampered
edges, the upper or vernier-plate turning freely on the
lower or graduated circle, having a horizontal motion l»y

means Of 8J vertical axi8j this axis consists of two parts,

external and internal, the former secured to the gradnated
hour-circle, ami the latter to the vernier-plate. Their
form is conical, nicely fitted and ground into each other,

having an easy and steady motion when turned. The
equatorial hour-circle is divided into 720 parts, and num-
bered into degrees and half degrees, from u to 360; also

into twice twelve hours, with the subdivisions reading to

two minutes; these are subdivided by the vernier into

single minutes for the half degrees, and into four seconds
for the hour circle. In the upper edge of the vernier-

plate is cut, in its entire circumference, a thread, into

which works an endless screw, by which a slow and
Bteady motion may he given to the upper plate for any
number of revolutions.

The semicircle of declination, ~i \ inches in diameter, is

attached to an axis, and by two standards supported and
fixed on the upper equatorial plate; it is divided into

two quadrants of 90 degrees each, subdivided to thirty

minutes, and having a nonius by which it maybe read to

single minutes ; it has also a slow-motion endless screw,

by which it may be elevated or depressed ; on the upper
edge of this nicircle there is screwed a broad plate,

about twelve inches long, to which the telescope is at-

tached, l»v means of tWO milled-hcad screws; the body
of the telescope is about four feet long, and the terrestrial

or long eye-piece about one foot long; the diameter of

the object-glass is three inches; the power of the terres-

trial eye-piece is 50 times; two celestial eye-pieces al

accompany the instrument, having powers of 120, and l
s

to 200 times. Extra eye-pieces of intermediate powers

of s <> and 150 times may be had at an additional cost.

The adjustment Of the eye-pieces tO the f'CUs of the

object glass, is made first by sliding into a closely fitting

tube, as near as convenient for distinct observation; and
then for fine adjustment, the eye-piece IS moved ill or out

P
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a tooth-and-pinion arrangement, moved by turning a

milled-bead .-it the side of the main tube. Two bra

cells, with BcrewB fitting tbe ends of the celestial eye-

, containing dark glasses for solar ol 1 nations, aire

sent w itli the instrument.

The Btaud 00 which the tel >pe with its equatorial

parts are mounted, is of mahogany, well polished, and is

formed of three stout legs, about four and a balf feet high,

cut nut at the upper portions to form two brancbe hich

are jointed to the circular t<»}>, and also to tbe triangular

arms from the centre-piece, and secured firmly together

bj brass bolts with winged-screw outs that can be tight-

ened as required. At the bottom of each leg there i-

bi'ass socket, with a large milled strew—by the adjust-

ment of these screws the instrument is levelled. On tbe

centre-piece which braces the three legs firm, there is an

accurate compass, 4 inches in diameter, divided iuto 3

degrees, and numbered from north and south points to 90
1 1 rrees each way, having the usual points of the com-
pass engraved on its t'.ur

;
the compass is fastened bj

bolt passing through the wood, with screw beneath, and
can be removed, if occasion requires it, for other uses.

Price >:j 00.00.

Additional eye-pit ich $5.00.

"Equatorial Telescope.— (Fig. 792.)— This instrument

differs from the prcviousl y-descrihed one in having the

telescope al the side of the equatorial plates, supported

at one end by a long axis fixed across the equatorial

plates, and at the other end of the axis an entire circle in

place of the semicircle of declination; by this arrange-

ment the telescope can be revolved freely and observa-

tions made in the highest altitudes, which the construction

of the previously-described instrument d<>es not admit o£
The axis is fixed across the centre of the equatorial

plates, and supported by two standards : to one of these

standards is screwed a frame, one end carrying thi er-

nier, and the other the clamp and screw for tightening

the circle, and the tangent-screw for slow motion ; at this

end of the axle there is a counterpoise-weight for balan-

cing the telescope. The divisions on the vertical circle

are degrees and half degrees, numbered each way from
to 180, and the vernier subdividing the divisions on the
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circle into Bingle minutes. With these differencea the
instrument is the same as the previously-described one.

" Price (50.00.

Fig. 7P3.

B J'IKE.J*!
' 294 BROADWAY

NEW-YORK:

Wheatstme't Stercscope.—(F\^. 793.)—The sterescope
is an instrument by which two perspective diagrams,
being right and left eye-views of the s ]],]. are Be
at one view as solid as the object itself, or small drawings
having a little difference in their

| ipective, are made
to representthe complete cWoct of reality. This instru-
ment is considered as one of the most curious and beauti-
ful in the entire range of experimental optics.

The body of the instrument is usually of mahogany or
rosewood, but the commoner ones ai f tin. japanned.
At the bottom there is an aperture fur sliding in the vie*
and at the front a door for admitting and regulating the
quantity of light. The eye-tubes are of brass, about the
form of those used in double opera-glai having pris-
matic convex lenses so arranged that they refract or
throw the images out of the direct line to the centre be-
tween the eyes, and each image being in this nray re-
moved in a direction toward each other, 80 as to conddnc
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in one, and produce the effect of solidity. The diagrams

nre usually on cardboard, and about three inches wide, by
six or seven inches long; twelve to twenty-five accom-

pany each instrument. The best effect is produced by

viewing daguerreotypes; these are either on metal or

glass. For using those on glass, the bottom of the box is

cut out and sometimes supplied with a ground glass, the

pictures being viewed by the light through the glass with

the door shut.

Price, according to quality, sS3.50, 85.00, 8G.00, and

>7.00.

A plain article in tin frame, with 12 diagrams, *2.00,

$2.50, and $3.00.

Daguerreotype views on metal, each 82.00.

« " " glass, each $2.00.

Claude Lorraine Minor.—"I don't know whether it

was the invention of the famous Italian artist, who was in

landscape paintings what Landseer is in the representa-

tion of animals; or whether the mirror was so called be-

cause, like Claude Lorraine, it is said to improve upon

nature ;
but, at all events, it is a great curiosity. Its con-

struction is the same with the ordinary looking-glass,

except tli.it jet is used in place of quicksilver, ami it is

intended to reflect only the inanimate world. The

Claude Lorraine mirror derives its value from the princi-

ple that all objects are more beautiful in miniature, which

renders their" defects less apparent; for the unsightl,

strikes the eve \\ ith immediate pain, while that which i>

perfect -row's upon us more gradually. "With this mirror,

von frame for yourself, as it were, little landscapes at

ivery turn, in which the sky is softer, the grass richer,

and the foliage more graceful, than anything you can see

without it."

These mirrors are mounted in neat embossed morOCCO

cases> 4 by .V] inches, price $2.50.

5 by «» inches, price v 1.50.

G by 7 inches, price ><>.00.

The Dioptric Lantern.—{Fig. 794.)—The Improved

Prismatic Dioptric Dissolving Apparatus, invented by

the Rev. St. Vincent Beeebey, possesses, within less c. .in-

pass than n Single lantern of' the ordinary description, all
1
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the powers of two lanterns, with only one small lamp of
intense brightness, free from the objectionable smell and
great beat of ordinary lamps, whereby a disc of twenty
feel for each tnbe may be obtained; each disc is capable
of being darkened to any required extent, without the
least shadow on any particular portion of the picture;
and, from the superiority in the optical arrangements of
the apparatus, each picture is perfectly flat and well de-

fined to the extreme edge. As the two discs may be
thrown either together on one circle. Of two united at

various distances in length upon the screen, the Dumber
of effects which may he produced may be ily imagined

;

they present a succession of dissolving views, bo accurate-

ly and gradually dissolving, thai the most experienced
eye can not perceive the process going on. The porta-
bility of the apparatus is also of importance; the whole
can be packed, viz.. the lantern, gj, retort, purifier,

*
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&c, wiili several dozen slides, in a ease, two feet long:,

twenty inches wide, and fifteen deep—a decided advan-

tage over every other description of dissolving-view ap-

paratus.

The lamp is upon the ordinary fountain-lamp princi-

ple, with a circular wick like an argand burner, with a

small lime-ball suspended in tlic apex of the flame. In

the exact centre of the wick, and precisely level with the

top of <t when raised, is a small tube for supplying oxygen

gas; at the bottom of tins tube is a cup to receive any

overflow <<f oil, and underneath which is an elbow, ter-

minating with a union, where a flexible tube is united,

the other end being attached to a gas-bag tilled with gas.

In trimming tlic lamp, care Bhould he taken to cut the

cotton to a uniform height, to see that the edges form a

regular circle round the inner tube, without any portion

of the wick coming in contact with the oxygen tube; and

the under part of the lime-ball should he suspended half

an inch from, and exactly over, the centre of the oxygen

tnbe. The wick of the" lamp should not he raised tOO

high, but just to produce as much smoke as will be entire-

ly absorbed by the gas. Apply a pressure of about twen-

ty pounds on the bag, and sufficient gas only turned on

by the small stop-cock to produce perfect brightness.

This should be particularly attended to
;

if too much gas

is turned on, the lime-ball is corded, and <ras wasted. The

advantages of this uv«\c of illumination, ami its applica-

bility to dissolving v iews, are : first, its intense brightnes

being of sufficient illuminating power, with condensers of

only°three ami three quarters inches diameter, to throw a

harp and well-defined disc of twentyfeet diameter j
sec-

ondly, its maintaining a uniform brightness for two or

three loans consecutively, ami, in this respect, superior

to the oxy-hydrogen Light; thirdly, the simplicity of ar-

rangement, and facility of management; fourthly, the

economy, the consumption of gas being very little more

than one cubic foot, ami one ounce and a half of oil, per

hour. . c
Directions for Use.—The lantern Bhould be placed from

twelve to fifteen feet from the screen, by which a disc of

these dim. nsions will be obtained; and as the distance is

increased b< en the lantern and the screen, so in the

same ratio will the rize of the disc be increased; but if
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this extends beyond twenty feet, it will be necessary to

change one of the object-lenses in each tube for those of

longer foci; tins is easil effected, by drawing out the

tube containing the lenses, removing the one loose in the

cell, and substituting one of longer locus. Perfect coin-

cidence of discs is obtained, laterally, by moving the

prism on its hinged joint, and perpendicularly, by mov-
ing round the. tube containing the Bhutter. The leni

and prisms should l»e examined, to see that tiny are clean

and free from dust, and care fully placed in their right

position. A very little experience will enable those using

the instrument to manage the levers and prisms, and. ^ itli

facility, to produce all the effects desired. When practi-

cable, an opaque screen should he used, by having the

lantern in front. The best material for a transparent

screen is made from the widest cambric muslin, tightly

stretched on a frame, and, previous to being used, wash'

over by a brush with water, to increase its transparency.

To Make the Oxygen Gas.—The process is soeasj

safe, as to render the use of the prismatic lantern in this

respect more convenient than that of the oxy-hydrogen,
where large quantities of both oxygen and hydrogen have
to be made ; and where the gases are united, considerable

danger is incurred. Oxygen gas is not combustible, and
can not, therefore, be attended with danger; it has no

smell, and is the vital principle of the atmosphere. To
make it, it is only necessary— first, to see that the i\

is clean, or, at least, free from coal, oil, or any combusti-

ble 5ub8tance (after making the gas, a residuum is formed
at bottom of retort, this should always he removed previ-

ous to making fresh gas) ; secondly, put into the retort

(if the gas-hag is empty) eleven ounces of chlorate of po-

tass, and two ounces of black oxide of manganese, in pow-
der, well mixed together ; lute round the cover with putty

or clay; screw it down tightly, and put it on a common
fire; and connect the purifier (which should he half filled

with water) with the retort, as shown in wood cut. If the

lire he tolerably bright, bubbles will soon rise through
the water in the purifier; when they come last and regu-

larly, without intermission, allowing all atmospheric au-

to he expelled, connect the purifier with the gas-bag by
the flexible tube, and in about ten minutes you will have

three feet of the purest oxygen gas; when the bubbles

«
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or when tin' bag is full, turn the stop-cock, to pre-

vent gas escaping, unscrew the tube from the purifier,

and take the retort off the fire. When required for use.

attach the tube from the gas-hag to the lamp, having

jnv\ Lously removed any moisture that may have collected

in the aperture of the stop-cock in the prongs of making

tlii is, which is easily done by passing a narrow strip

of linen, or piece of string, through the orifice.

Price, with apparatus for producing the gas, $135.00.

Also, the same lantern with a solar lamp in place of the

oxygen lamp and gas apparatus, by which a brilliant disc

of lit or ten feet may he made much superior to the

ordinary form of dissolving lanterns. Price $120.00.

Fig.
'

The Trinoptric Lanlern.—(F\g. 795.)—This differs

from the Dioptric Lantern by having in addition to the

two tubes with lenses and prisms placed at the sides, one

without a prism placed directly in front of the lantern,

;*
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combining the powi of three lanterns in one, with
« nly one lamp. With tip a lamp a disk of twenty
let may 1m- obtained foi cb tub< and each disc capable
of being darkened to any required extent, without the
least Bbadow on any particular portion of the picture.

The three discs, by means of prisms, may be thrown,
1 ither alt ther On one Circle, or united, at various dis-

tances in length, on the screen, to form one panoramic
picture. All the various effects that can ho produced by
the employment of tu r three distinct lantern f il

usual form, each requiring a light, are obtained far more
effect ively, and w ith much more facility, by the trinoptric

lantern, which, exclusive always securing uniform illu-

mination, from the superiority in the optical arrangement
of the apparatus, each picture is perfectly flat, and well

defined to the extreme edge. The lamp is on the foun-
tain principle, with a small circular wick; a small tube
passes through the centre of the wick, tor the purj of

supplying a stream of oxygen gas, by which an intense

light is produced, nearly equal in illuminating power to

the oxy-hydrogen.
Price, with condensing Iens< 3| inches diameter, with

gas-bag and apparatus complete for prodncing the gas,

* 1.30,00.

Also, the same apparatus with a solar lamp in place of
the oxygen lamp and gas apparatus, by which a disc of

eight or ten feet, or more, may be obtained, much superior
to the usual dissolving lanterns. Price > 135.00.

The Prismatic Binoptric Lantern, Jbr Oxy-Hydrogen
or Lime-LigJu.— (Fig. 796.)— The prismatic binoptric
lantern is adapted for the oxy-bydr< D, or lime-light,

Condensing lenses 3j inches diameter, and is the most
complete and effective instrument yet manufactured, capa-
ble of giving one or two brilliant discs to am oxtent re-

quired, with dissolving effects the most perfect produced
by one lantern and one jet ; thus combining excellence in

optical and mechanical arrangements. Apparatus, con-
sisting of the most inipr. y-hydrogen jet and lime-
holder, with clockwork motion, two large ga igs, with
stop-cocks, flexible tubes, pressure-boards, hydrogen gen-
erator and purifier, iron retort lor oxyg< n &c.

Price $265.00.
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Fig. 796.

With oxy-hydr< n microscope, having three powers,

and several Bliders with objects attached, as shown at A,

(fig. 796), additional. _

Price S110.00.

With polariscope, and apparatus additional, $110.00.

Telegraph Model—(Fig. 707.)—This model represents

the essentia] parts of Profi or Morse's telegraph, con-

sisting of an electro-magnet with the poles upward, hav-

ing the ends of the wires surrounding the magnet connect-

ed to two brass cups with binding Bcrews, which are

fastened to the base on whirl, the instrument is mounted.

v Dra8 . or spool, on which the narrow riband of

paper is wound, and which may ho drawn off as required,

through an opening or guide in the bi pillar

supporting the lever; to the end of the lever, and ju

over the poles of the electro-magnet, is an armature, ox

bar of soft iron, not in contact, but a small distance above
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Fig. 797.

the poles of the electro-magnet, and which may l»y a

Blight pressure, or attraction, be put in contact. On the

under side of the the armature is a steel-point The

electro-magnet, near its poles, Bupporta a brass frame,

having an aperture for the paper freely to pass through,

and so adjusted that when the armature is drawn down,

the paper is indented by the point on the under side. On

connecting the wires from a galvanic battery with the

cups at the side of the instrument, the electro-magnet is

powerfully charged, and the armature drawn down, as

often as connection is made, and broken, by the wire in

the hand of the operator. This wire may be of at

length, communicating as they do, in Bom • between

distant cities. The armature with the pen-point he'n

brought down, indenting the paper, which at the same

time°is being drawn through the aperture in the frame

between the poles of the electro-magnet. We can con-

nect and disconnect the wires of the battery as often and

as fast as we pie consequently can magnetize the mag-

net, and draw down the armature and point as quick and

as often as we please. If constantly magnetized, the

mark would be a long line; if momentary, a dot ; a little

longer time, a short line ; so that we may have dots.

spaces and dots, in any number, and lines and spaces of

any length, or any combination of any or all of the*

mark-, from which an alphabet has been formed, tliat

may he read with facility by one familiar with it> charac-

ters; these different combinations of dots, and of short
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and long lines, with bIioiM aiul Lous spaces forming the

letters, between which a shorl space is used, a longer

space bet with words, and still longer between sentences.

Price $7.50.

Fie. 798.

Magnetic Beam Engine.—(Fig. 70s.)—In tins Bimple

arrangement of the beam-engine, there is an electro-mag-

net with its poles upward, securely bolted to a mahogany

base, the magnet being wound with a double coil of in-

sulated copper wire, the ends passing through the base to

the under side, one of them being soldered to one of the

screw cups for connection with the battery. Over the

poles of the electro-magnet is an armature, of soft iron,

which is attached to one end of a walking-beam, support-

ed <>n a stout vertical brass column, branched at the upper

part for the reception of the beam. At the other end of

the beam, is attached, by a moveable joint, a_connecting-

rod, working the crank of a fly-wheel, which is supported

on two brass pillars ; on the axis of the fly-wheel, there is

a silver break-piece, by which the Lattery current may

be interrupted, and renewed, alternately, by means of a

spring alternately in contact, as the axis moves round,

one Aid of the spring having contact with the break,

when the armature is to be brought down, but otherwu

free; the other end of the spring passes through the ma-

hogany I and is soldered to one of the wires from the

electro-magnet, the break on the axis having contact by
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Ilieaie. of :i wire- hcncath tin- I
. with a mtcv |n fof

connection with tin hattcrj c nt The cylindrical pi

battery (Fig. 391) is of sufficient power to work tins an-
with i iid rapidity, drawing the armature down

to the poles of the magnet with considerable power, being
attracted till it touches them, when thi ction is in-

terrapted by the break-] tnd Bpring; but tin- momen-
tum of the fly-wheel carries tin- crank round, and tl.

armature is raised to In- again attracted i>\ renewal of
the contact

—

tin- arrangement of tin- break-piece being
such that the current is interrupted while the armatnri
receding, but passes while the armature is drawn down,
produci ntinued and i

I motion of the beam and
fly-wheel, size, 10 inches long, bj 8 inches high.

J Vice ,*!>.00.

Axial 1 1 liti I Eng mi .—{ Y\
r
i — [n this engine two hel-

ices of insulated copper-a ire,

t a convenient d nee apart,

a n clamped and ned by
screws to the Bides of tv

I-- pillars, which are fixi 'I

in a neal turned wooden bt

At the top of thi pillars

there is an ai ink
and fly-wheel, thi mk work-
in rod, .iimI Buppoi ting with-

in the npper part of the bel-

ieei a benl roa of Bofl iron, an
armature of the same Bbap
and size, entering within the
helicei at the lower end, is

fastened to the base of the
instrument. < )ne end of the

wire forming the helices is connected with of tl

screw-cups, on the base of the instrument, for recen the
battel itrrent. the other end, of the wire of the helix, be
ing in connection with a break p on the axle of tl

fly-wheel, and having a Bpring acting inst it. so that
the battery-current is alternately ma li and broken hv the
spring beinc in contai >r not; this spring is count d
by a wire, beneath the b to the other cup, for the

^ -..Idir^'frr;
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battery-current. The power of a moderate sized pot-
batt< 391, is sufficient for working this engine, the
current of w bich circulating in these helices, induces mag-
netism in tlie benl bars, and powerfully attracting them
within the helices j

when, by the revolution of the axle,
the spring is separated from the break-piece, and the cur-
rent Btopped, the momentum of the fly-wheel bringing up
the crank, and bent iron rod, again to be attracted and
brought up—thins producing a rapid and uniform motion.

Trice 810.00.

Fig. 799*.

1

:

' 1/ \j ! .
, — (Fi

•'
.

I

— A , ho : r coil :
'

. mature
;

I ». dri

1 :
< .. handle : II or; I, « ondu

or The il current itained '>\ turning the handle, win U

by and a pull n armature w ith ;i

coil of ins n each pole, again si n perm ment m;

net No liqu ed. Vfhn r part of the bodj

affected, I i

"
' i

!

. el< cl ricil
j 1 1 be d, tl tductors may

moved ab li side of the pari affi cted, to distribute the electricity

;

and it' i nth a sponge or flannel, I wet, the effeel Is nrn

agreeable, and the power ii d I in tl >atra<

of ill' umatisni to r dfr ith

great si] Price 110 00
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Youth'i Ckem I Cabinet (fig. 800), containing upv

of 62 chemical preparations, t< md useful apparati

without any acid oi deleteriotu or dangerous article.

I;:- -<K).

IV W Efl

No. l . I
*

1 1< aphorized ( Ml.

2. Nitrate of < topper.

Solution of tte of I

halt.

4. Solution of Nitrate Of Sil-

ver.

5. Tincture of <

No. l . Sulphate of Soda
u. Stourbridge < lie

:$. Alum.

No. 1. Steel Fiiini .

2. Litharge,

:{. * Arabic.

4. Nitrate of Strontian.

5. Tartaric Acid.

6. Fluate of I lime.

7. ( Shlorate of Potash.

8. Red Lead.

9. Carbonate of M iia«

10. Lycopodiura.
1 1. Powdered Charcoal
12. Sulphu I Antimoi

No 6, i phnrcl (A I me.

Sab-carbonate of Potash.

Prtimii ill.

fii.it'- of I li-

10. Sulphate of Iron,

U, Tincture of Litmus.

12. Cm li- Potash.

. LARGE BOXES.

No. 4. Nitr P taah.

.

r
i. Acetate of Lead.

6. Sulphur.

>'o. 1 3. M of Ammonia-
14. Nitrate ol i» u j tea.

I 5. Bciizi -I Acid.

16. < >xide of Manganese.
l :. ( Oxalate of Ammonia.

:'V"im1.

mphor.
2<>. Borax.

21. Nitrate of M< i nrjr.

22. l-injl.

23. Bulph.it*- of Copper.

24. Resin.

1 thenware Mortar
and Pestle.

Glass Spii i I 'inp and

dlic '

Gin Stirring-Rod.

Precipitating ( Ha

appah

Turnn ric Pap<

I atmus Paper.

Filtering Paper.

Funnel.
I ripod Stand.
i l irucibles.

i in Foil.

( rlass Tubu
nip Cotti

Metallic Zinc.

Shod Ditto.

Bullet

ii.li Chalk.

I. Tuh

i

I

t

1

I

|

I

l

a

I,
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Iii cardboard case, price 12.50 ; cedar case, $3.50*
mahogany

i , French polished, with lock and key!
'•00. Larger cases of chemicals and apparatus at

$10, $15, 0, and $28.

Fig. 601.

Working MoM of Steam-E»gine.—(Fig. 801.)—The
above represents a neat and compact model of this in-

teresting machine) sometimes railed the "king of ma-
chines," and example of a self-regulator is unsur-
passed by any other forms of machinery. The boiler for

the ation of steam is of strong copper or brass, and
heated by the flame of a spirit-lamp, having b number

of wicks. On the top of the boiler is placed the safety-

valve, with its lever and weight ; this valve opens upu ard,
so that should the clastic force of the steam become too
great, the valve opens and the steam escapes. At one
end of tin is a water-COck, and at the other end,
ami near the top, a cock and the steam-pipe. This
steam-pipe connects with the cylinder of the jine, for-

cing a Bteam-tight piston backward and forward by i

arrangement of sliding valves, so adjusted as alternately

to admit the steam above and below the piston, and also

alternately to let it escape in the air. The working
beam is supported at its fulcrum by a nea( and substan-
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,1 framework of polished bi ".l connect! a1 one • nd

,,. ,| 1(
.

p i ton rod, working through a tighl stuffing-

im , attached by mi arrangement giving parallel mo.

t; , to d therod in a right Line, although tin

end of the working beam mov< toe arc oi rele.

To the other end ie attached, by a moveable joint, the

cting-rod, working tl> "k l fly-wheel, tb<

irolutiona of whieh o uniformity to the motion <H th<

On the main I w avis of the fly-wheel,

hIbi «ntric beel or pulley eleepin und ri

,l, (

.

, IM | of rod which at the other end conn with ai

a, , of levera for moving the sliding valvee. A

thi i.i.acs round, it drawa Um rod backward

and P u-d, and moving the valve al the per tu

distributee the ateara in the cylinder, thi iviugni a

to the whole. The engine in mad f bi well and

Gnished, and with the boiler, is mounted on me

tallicbaae, ham nelyj I to rep mt brick-work.

TIm
i

ine ia put i» operation bj ' l
,,,,t "'

,,,.,.
i th boilei I

the openii I the safety-yalv<

and applying the beat of the alcohol lamp, which, without

.ilini the bra work, will ca engine to work with

reat rapidity. Size, inehea long, 13 inchea high.

I
(inn.

Common School Apjfaraius, coneietii 4 Juvenile In-

itmetor, Numeral Frame, Geometrical Forma, Arithmeti-

cal Solida, I logical Cabinet, Globe, Tellunon, Orrery,

Th« rmometer, &c., with i ctiona for using ea h articl.

The above have been itly improved in style, duri

bility, &c, with many important additiona. Out of t

many Bchool-auperintendenta who have recommended tl

above instrument area few whoee nami nl cnbj

to the foil rtificate, who are well known m the

.,. f New Fork as com] itjud§ :—

,< Thia : thai afterx weral examination of th icntil

School A, a refrain from exi

and wonld cheerfully n nd it to the cmnmomu Hi.

being well ''"n" ,

ou ls,willgraa '— '.

pupiU, in the punmit of tl brand I o " '

to illnitratc
"
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rinU ndents of Yates t b.,

Wi w York,

S Hoi r. I'otter.

R I. Ai> \m\ Middlesex.
1 1. \\\ Loum i*. Jerusalem.
I . \V. Taylor, Benton.
r ) 1ME9 Lvv\ kin. i

,
Milo.

Srlt <H>i-.^>< I mung
tmnttjt .Y< w York,

John Bosia eth, ( Ihemung.
II 1 1:

v

m 1>. Newcomb, 8tarkey.
\Y. Woodward, BigFlats.
B. \Y. ( iOldsm i in, Southport.

School'/Superintendeiits of Madison
* onnty

%
\> w Yorl

A B- Camfii i i». (

'

ia.

I- 1). 1 ).v\ v. Sullivan,

(mi m> Hobsj . Baton.

School-Sup* riwfc ndi nt$ >ft En n

( otinfy, A' //- i o; /-.

Joel Fek ro, Tyrone-
E. Vakkei ren, Urban*.
E. S. Church, Bath.
A. R. Case, EIot ard.

II. Depiew, Thurston,
David o. Master, Hornby.
Gei irgk Ri ddi. i. l, Canisteb.

Cyrus Kellogg, Paimul post.

Lewis A. Kxox. Wavm.

School-Supi rinU nth nts ofOnondaga
( ounty

t
-V' " \ork.

A. II. Wi us, Pompey.
H . W. Notes, < Kisco.

.1 vr.i /. Wilder, Marccllus.

Warren (innm ll, Lafayette.

An exhibition of tbe above-mentioned apparatus, by its

own recommendation, will have more impression upon en-

lightened minds, than the above certificate which is here

presented, for the purpose of securing their Attention.

Visible motions of revolving planets in miniature, will

convince the Bkeptic that the astronomical department

alone is worth the attention of all. The Tellurion makes
easy and comprehensive to juveniles, the philosophy and

cause of day and night, and their variation in length;

the changes of the seasons; phenomena of tbe moon i its

changing, quartering, fulling, ascending and di tiding,

passing its nodes, and its different positions at each

change; the eclipses r»t" the sun and moon; variation of

the tides; signs of the zodiac, &c, The Orrery repre-

sents tli Jit primary planets, with their nineteen sat-

ellites or ni 3, performing their journeys around their

primaries in their flight around tbe ran. All of which

should he illustrated in every school. They are arranged

iii a suitable case, and offered for $16 per set.

i;. Specimens.—No. l. Quartz, '2. Quartz 3. Burrstone.

4. Felspar. 5 Mica. 6. Granite. 7. Granite. 8. Gneiss 9, Mica

Slate. 1" Hornblend, 11. Stenite. 12. Basalt. IS. Lime. 14.

Lime. 1 5. Serpentine. 16. Talc. 17. Soapstone. l- G -inn. 19.

Sandston 20. Puddingstone. 21. Coal. 22. Coal. 23, Organic

mains. 24. Coral. 25. Lava. 26. Cal< >us Spar. 27. Fluor

Spar. 2 s
. Iron Pyrites. 29. Spe. Oxide of Iron. 30. Bro. Oxide

( .t' I run. 31. Galena. 32. Copper Pyrites.— 33. roinl.-n.n- Spar.

34. Magnetic Iron. The last two Numbers are substituted u
I"- fnn -I. In a w leu tray, price S2.00.
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Tables arranged for Baun Hydrometer, for
Sfc, at 60 degrees ofheati §Ha h the Specific Gi 'a,

and the Quantity of Sugti 1 Pounds ami On/.

the II lion ofthe Syrup,

1 »'

InafrviMot
Grin itj

.

Quant
|tcr V. (lie

:

tic

V Wim Gall*.

or

1.000 Water. 25 1.210 4 11

l 1.007 2\ 20 1.221 4 15
2 1.014 5 27 1.231 5 2
3 1.022 71 2s 1.24 5 6
4 1.029 10 29 \:>.r,-i 5 10
5 1.036 12^ 30 1.202 5 14
G l.o 14 15 31 1^75 G 3
7 1.052 1 2 32 I486 6 7

8 1.060 1 5 33 1.298 6 12
9 L.067 1 8 34 1.309 7 1

10 1.075 i i(4 35 1.321 >iturafed Sy rufv

11 1.083 1 13 36 1.334

12 1.091 2 37 1.346

L3 1.100 2 3 3S 1.359

11 1.108 g 6 39 1.372

1,5 1.116 2 9 40 1.3S4

16 1.125 2 12 11 1.398

17 1.134 2 15 42 1.412
is 1.1 12 3 2 43 1.426

1!) 1.152 3 5 44 1.110
•20 1.16] 3 9 45 1.454

21 1.171 3 12 40 1.470

22 1.180 4 47 1.486

23 1.190 4 4 4* 1.501

24 1.199 4 7 49 1.516

25 1.210 4 11 50 1.532

Baum&a Hydrometer, or S metei i 5 ips, is equally adapted
foi acids, leys, and other Liquids heavier than v. This instrumi
i- of all others the one in atest use; th« b amnbi m the

stem however are arbitrary., and formed, u moat others, after the

ideas of their projectors, and having do particular reference by which
they may he understood. i'h<- above table i- d _u'-I

i ipnlythia
deficient and tix die value of the nu rs in the scale* Thus at

13C the specific gravity ifl l. loo or on-' tenth heavier than water, and
the solution contains 2 poanda 3 ounces of solid matter in tl illoa.

Trice, inglass, 75 els. ; extra lar. Si 50; bra liver, ^6.

Price of Trallis'a Rydroi r for Spirits, io to u inches, II ; 14

to 17 inches, $2 50 ; the same with tl imetar I B50. 39.)
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Tail[hie corresponding with Traffics Hydrometerfor Spirits,

by Volumes, from to 100. Opposite each Volume of
Van' Alcohol is affixed its Specific Gravity, and its Com-
/// il Strength, over and under Yronf.
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10 7940 Mm 75 .8' 50 50 9335 25 ,9700 50
7MS* 74 B79I 16 91 9 24 "7ln

"- .-ii J 7:i --17 16 4* .9373 4 !'. 54
'.'7 W71 14 47 .9391 fi 22 ,9731

-
71 g867 4 -J 46 .9409 8 21 1741 58

." 90 70 B892 40 9427 10 20 975] 60
'.'1 91 i 1

- '17 41 9444 12 19 62
"i P230 Ml 36 4.1 161 14 18 771 64

-
64 - (65 34 42 .9478 16 17 1781 66

91 m 189 41 ,9494 18 16 ,9791 68
90 - :rj HI 65 9013 40 1510 20 15 70

-
I 111 •Ml Hi 566 14 9812 72

B8
-•'»: 76 !»059 26 1

15 J

I

24 1.1 74

87 - 74 37 9." 12 9834 76
H458 7 2 lil 9104 no 36 91 28 '1 .9843 7*
P-IPr 7') •1 _.; 20 35 10 -;»/ HO

84 8516 .,- 91 \6 18 34 .9596 32 9 62
fi i B5 i l 56 70 L6 33 1609 34 H --

B4
•1 9] l J 1622 7 B6

8] r- 62 56 1213 3] 9634 :i- 6 c8
8631 53 • -:il 10 646 iii 5

79 66 Si .'
I

•:„- B 12 4 92
78 SI 9275 6 41 3 m <>4

PI 54 {95 £ 4 'J? 91 . 1 46 S .99

7e» 8739 52 51 315 5 9 4.- 1 <7ii 96

75 SO 50 £ o S 9700 1 OOQO water.

Til hoi has a sjm cific gravity of .7940, at 60 beat, and ia 100

r cent, i -proof
:.") volumes of pure alcohol, and 25 volumes of water, have a speci-

gravitj of ,8765 or 50 per cent, over-proof.

50 volumes of pure alconol, and 50 volumes of water, have a speci-

fic gravity of .9335, or proof spurts
2.") volumes of pure alcohol in 7."> volumes of water, have a specific

avity of .9700, <»r 50 per cent under proof.

Pure water has a gravity of I .ooim »

At 60 degrees of the thermometer, the above tables are perfectly

correct; but when the temperature ia below 60 , an addition must be

made of one volume for every rive degrees of the thermometer; and
whm above 60 . s like quantity must be deducted, or 2 per cent,

on the commercial strength for every 5 degrees of heat

—

adding when

below, and deducting when fi 60^.

of these I , the author ia indebted to Mr Robert Bco-
i

i !iiu inDAti, Ohio
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INDEX TO VOLUME I.

Adhesii id plates, I 11

Air pump*, I *^

Air pump i
•< eii ere, 200

A ir sbowei 211
Altitude and azimuth inst. 130

Angle meter, !»G

Apparatus for extending the sur-

face. 300
Apple cutter. 202
Architect's scale, :*4

Archimedes' screw, 240
Armillary sphere, lor

Arti6cial horizon, 99
Astronomical instruments, loi

Astronomical U 118
Atwood's b pparatasi 173
Aurora flask, .

Aurora tube, 290
Azimuth compass, 54

Balance beam and cork ball, 213
Balance electrometer, 262
Barker's mill. 2 ID

Battery for platin : 1

Beam com] >as*es,

II in vacuo, 2 1 1

Biot's movable hemisphi 298
Bisecting compasses, 24
Bladder and weights, 208
Bladder glass,

Bohnenber - machine, 1 42
Bolt head experiment
Bottle electroscope, 305
Bow compasses, 20
Bow compass, universal, 22
Bow p< M 20
How pencil, 20
Burnt an

Bursting squares, 220

Capillary attraction, 143
Capstan, 160

Centres for draughtsmen, 2G
{ centrifugal hoops, 1 17

wtrifugal pump, 2 1

1

Centrolinead, 4:j

Chime of hells, 273
Chryophorus in vacuo, 218
Circular protractor, 11

umferentor, 60
Ion ball-. 1 13

Compasses, 1

5

Compnsitiuii of forces, 144— 158
Condensing apparatus, 198—199
Cone and incliued plane, 160
I rOUl onue de .1 'il I

Crushed Lottie, 220
Curves, 4 1)

Ciifhhertson's electrometer, 267
Cylinder electrical machines, 252
Cylindrical pot battery, 331

Dancing images, 274
Dancing pith balls, 276
Daniell's battel 12

Decomposil Ion of wi 10

Dial with cannon, I

Dipping He, 97
Directors, 320
Discharger, 261
Diverging threads, 277
I *o1 ting pen, 18
Double-barrel air-pumps, 192

—

194

Double-bodied vessel, 232
Double jar, 301
Drawing compasses, 15
Drawing pen, 1G
DJawing squares. 40
Dry pile, 30G

Eclipse instrument, 115
Electrical air thermometer, 304
Electrical aura or breeze,

h
.'

1

8
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trical battery, 269
EIe< trical belli, 273
Electrical b< lied bottle 1

1

Elei 1
1 ical cannon,

El. < il crw !89

ii ical double] . 26 I

Blecti ical firo-house, 29 I

l1 flyers, 280- ! I

Electrical iucl iued plane, 28
Electrical induction, 300

Electrical rnacbiui

Electrical mortal

,

Elei trical oi i ei \ -

Electrical pail, 28 i

( lectrical peudulum, 27

9

Electrical pist I.

Bled i ical plates, 27 1

Electro plating and gildin iQ

Elei tin i.l p) lamiil. :j()8

Electrical rope dam .'84

Bled rical law mill,

le< ti ical see-saw . 278
Electrical spark pas §c*J 1 1 j i'« i

KaMei, 30 1

Elei I pider and jar, 2'

I [ectri* il sportsman,
I. . staud, 293
Elei trical swan. 2

Elei trical awing, 278
Elei tri< al vane, 3

Elei trical wheel, 207
Electrical wind-mill!
i - i ropboru ,si

i udles* screw, 1 59

Eugim el, DO

Ether fired by the electrical

sp irk,
k

J!i7

Eu liometer,

i i panding tin ca* 77

i . t pansiou fountain, 2<

Fat raday't benl electrical con-

ductor, 299
i i. for wi ighing air, 2 12

I linl and steel in vacuo, \!18

I loal wheel, 21 I

I mi < iog pump, 234
I ouutaiu by i S21

I 'otintain in vacuo, 205
I reezing apparatus, 217

I ». ucta table air pump, 191

I i ye's lactone , 227

( Sail 'I- -i tor, 201

\]\ auic inatramenU, 324
. 10

tlvauic battery! old form,

IS

. 101
mI.c quadrant, 106

>
i

.1.1 leal eli cti r, 263
miotneter, 98

Gn battery, 337
Guinea and fi ather apparatu

207
Guupowd* r fin d I ») the elei tri-

inpowdei in* -l in '19

Hair coin passes, I

Eland gla !01

Ha * iloi imotor, 328
Han 'i deflagrator 326
Head of hair, 277
II« i to

II y«ii au Ii ti amen
! M

II \ dro-electrical macliim ! 1

il imeU ! 1

Hydi ter with weights,
1

1 j di astatic bellows, 238
itatic equilibrium,

Hydrostat ii figui i 30

Hj Ltie#ustrum !2 1—833
Hydrostatic paradox, 237
Hydrostatic paradox, with pis-

ton,

I !) ili ti« press, j 12

u of charcoal In < blorine,

::(8

Imp' ii- trability, 1 12

Improved lever air-pump, 1S8

[nclined plane, i 48— I •»

I di
|

iparat as, I 1

1

[asalated stand

[nsulal B—317

Jar, with dischi trome-

ter, 308

Laild Chain. 49

Level and Plumb,
Level I"*

i availing staves, 93

Levelling staves, portable, W
Li condenser, 200
I, 3 17—154
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in- aLever ami stand lor weighi
column of air, 204

Levden jar, 260
Lifting pump, 233
Ligbiuing conductors, 308—310
Luminous crescent, 292
Luminous dim barger, 291
Luminous word, 292
Lung* glass, 206

Magdeburg hemispheres, 203
Magic picture! 271
Mai inn's rfanp 52
Mathematical instruments, 1

1

Measuring v\ heel, 49
Me< hauical powere, 145— 150,

151

Me ricity, 31.3

Medical electrical machine, 312
Medical electrometer, 263
Merlwal jar. 266—318
Mercury shower, 211
Motion, mechanics, &c

#J
142

Movable coatings, 270

Needle bolder, 20
Needle point insti am., 22
Nil. holson's balan< 17

Oleometer, :29

Pantagraph, 46
Parallel rale, 36
Perambulator, 49

Phosphorus cup, 286
Pillai -*-$

f 27
Pins for drawiii

Pith ball electrometer, 261
Plain compasses, 15

Plane scale, 28
Plane table, 58
Planetarium, 1 10

Planetarium improved, 1 13

Plate electrical machines, 246
Platina point, 310
Plumb and spirit lei el, 59
Plumb bob, 50
Pock el compassf s, 50
Pock -inpuss, gilt,

Pocket sextant, 7 1

Pocket spirit level, 88
Porous cell 13

Powder cup, 3 12

Powder bouse, '* 11

Pressure gau^e, 222
Pressure glass, 203
Prismatic compass, 56
Proportional compass, 22
Pn tractor. 28
Pulleys, 146—152

Quadrant, 65
Quadrant electrometer, 262

Radiating feathers, 278
Ham electroscope. 300

Beeting circle, 75
Reflecting goniometer, 98

tative weight of fluids, 230
Revolving -lass -lobe, 2!J0

Revolving horsemen, 281
Ring dial, 137
Road pen. 18

Rocking horse, 145
Rolling glass balls, 285
Rotating bell glass, 288

des and weights, 224
Screw, 150—157
Screw press, 159
Sector, 32

Series «»l insulated jars, 302
Bel of spirals, 292
Sextant, <;f*

single barrel air-pump, 195*197
Sliding rod receiver, 213
Smee'fl battery, ;j37

Sphere and pmnt, 2f>8

Spiral mid Flyer. 290
Spirit Level, 88
Spotted jai . 193

Spouting fluids. j:{9

Spouting tube, 204
Spiral tube. 291
Spring steel bow divider

Stand tor the fusion of wire, 297
Sulphur cone. 272
Sim dial, 135

Surveyors1 compass, 60
Surveyors1 compass, email, 63

Surveyors' cross. 60
Survivors' instruments, 49

Surveying, level, common, 90

Syphon, 231

Tantalus cup, 232

Tape measure, 50

Tellurium, 114
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Theodolite, «0

Theodolite, four sighted, G4

Three globe fountain, 206
Thunder bouse, 307

...I, 116

Time glass, ' 10

Torricellian experiment, 21.3

Tursinu balance, 306
Ti rrer, 226
Traiisil instalment, 1

Trianga lor compass,
Trough battery, 925
Trough ton's I 93

T square, :J8

Tubu cnmjiaas, 26

Universal r]i*c:h;ir<'ci
,

2<

Universal joint dial, 1

Upward presea i operates, 208

i
: inometer, 229

M Melsen's battery, 331
Voita's condenser, 264

Water Hammer, 221
W alar pump in 10, 217
lVcd»e, 1 IS— 1.17

Weight lifter, 208
M heel and axle, l 10

Whirling table, 160—172
\\ irtembui pbon, 232
\\ olaston'i battery, 230

INDIA' To SUPPLEMENT.

Baum6'fl Sacarometer, 36

Jiin«»|»in-- M Lantern, 378
( !lande Lorraine Minor, 373

iniimii School Apparatni
I im<-r;i Lucida, .'}*',:}

cin-. mi.;. I Cabinet, ms4

Dioptric Magic Lantern, 373
Drawing Board, 357

Equatorial Telescope, 366

—

37m

Magneto-Electric Machine,
Magnetic Beam Engine, 381

Magnetic Axial Engine, 382

Microscope, < Compound, 352
M iei 'in.it!'

, l{

Micros i chcl

Micros ope, Micrometer G »r, 863
Mia pe, Polarizing Appa., 364
Steam Engine 385
Sterescope, 33

I clcgnipfa Mi , 379
I heodofitc, Pike'a Improved, 348
i ronsil Theodolite, 84< 148

frallis'is Hydrometer, 88
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